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PREFACE

This volume documents the results of the Workshop to

Identify Priorities for Motorless Flight Research held at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, October 18-22, 1972.

The participants in the workshop included the authors of papers

presented at the First International Symposium on the Technology

and Science of Motorless Flight which was held concurrently with

the Workshop, as well as invited participants selected for their
i

outstanding contributions in each of the areas surveyed.

Many of the sections derive from group discussion and are,

therefore, not credited to any particular person.

In order to facilitate communication, the current affili-

ations and contact addresses of the major participants are

listed in an Appendix. These persons should be contacted

directly if more information is needed on a topic with which

they are identified in the text. In cases where no one person

is identified with a particular topic, the chairman of the

workshop section concerned may be consulted.

Edited, revised versions of the papers presented at the

concurrent Symposium form another Appendix. It will be found

that these, in many cases, give more background to topics

raised in the Workshop reports, and also provide invaluable

bibliographies. Because of space limitations, some of these "

papers have been considerably shortened.

We should both like to thank the many people who gave so

unstintingly of their time and effort to make the Workshop and

Symposium the great success that it was. We are confident that

this initiative will lead to important advances in many areas

touching on low-speed and unpowered flight. We look forward to

further meetings in the years ahead, at which progress can be

reported, ideas exchanged, and the directions set for still

further advances.

James L. Nash-Webber

Editor

Cambridge, Massachusetts

February, 1973

Rene H. Miller

Technical Supervisor



INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering days of flight in the last century,

the major part of the over-all research effort in aeronautics

has sought to answer questions about aircraft flying at increasing

speeds and altitudes with larger and larger payloads. Since the

amount of effort which could be expended on aeronautical research

has always been limited, this concern with high-speed flight

phenomena has led to the by-passing of several significant topics
i

in the low-speed flight regime. The urgent need to begin to

fill in some of the gaps in our knowledge has become apparent as

a result of several factors. These include:

i. The rapid growth of general aviation, and of soaring

in particular.

2. The emerging requirements for safe, quiet, efficient

STOL aircraft of an ecologically benign nature.

3. The current need for special low-speed vehicles as

tools for meteorological, geophysical, and biological

research.

4. The prospects for significant reductions in bulk air-

transportation costs through use of optimized unpowered

vehicles and flight techniques.

5. The constant need for improvements in flight safety

in an environment where an ever-larger cross-section

of the public is becoming exposed to high-performance

soaring and general aviation aircraft.

Given the need, the question of priorities comes at once

to the fore. Consequently, the concept was evolved of trying

to gather together the best available opinions and ideas from

a large cross-section of the currently active workers in the

several specialist fields touching on the general topics of

low-speed and unpowered flight. In order to make the task of

priority assessment more manageable, it was necessary to get the

people involved into a situation where full and free discussion

2



was possible. Thus the Workshop grDups whose findings are set

out in the following sections of this report were set up.

Each topic discussed in this report may be assumed to be

of equal priority, unless some special indication is given. The

topics treated are those winnowed from a much larger list of topics

initially proposed. Each one of them is well worth the research

and funding efforts required to make useful progress. It is to

be hoped that this will be forthcoming.



RESEARCH PRIORITIES, AERODYNAMICS AND DESIGN

Introduction

In the context of any aircraft-related research, the concepts

of aerodynamics and design are inextricably linked together.

This truism holds good with even more force in the case of the

sailplane. Nevertheless, it is possible, in some cases, to

separate out particular topics which can be investigated indepen-

dently and still provide useful inputs to the over-all design

problem.

We consider each of the topics treated below to be worthy

of immediate effort, thus the question of their relative priorities

is a difficult one to answer. We have, however, made some attempt

to do this, as shown in Table i.

Cirqlin@ Fli_ht

i. Problem Statement

Most of the existing sailplane performance measurements

have been made in straight flight. The resulting characteristics

in turns have been predicted, but usually without considering

any corrections for curved flow effects.

The curvature of flow, and velocity differences

between the various parts of the airplane require control deflec-

tions and introduce flow angle differences which become more

important with increasing lift coefficient and with decreasing

relative density factor m
psb "

Trends in glider design may increase the maximum lift

coefficient and the span, resulting in a rapid increase in

importance of the effects of turning.

2. Recommendations

Thus, while turning effects may have had relatively

little importance in the past, they will become more important

in some future designs. For this reason, verification of the

4



PRIORITY

High Med.

x
Q

L •

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

TABLE 1

Priorities for Research in the Areas of

Aerodynamics and Design

TOPIC

Low

x

Circling Flight

performance measurements

extension of theory

consideration of nonisotropic atmosphere

piloting techniques

Variable Geometry
variable chord and camber

variable incidence

variable span

variable sweep

CG shifting

Airfoils

test

extend theory

Handling and Stability

measurement ef handling qualities

handling at higher angles of attack

non-steady flight dynamics

stability augmentation

Aerodynamic Tailoring

fuselage

wing/fuselage

fuselage/tail

wing planform

wing tips

Systems Modelling for Design Optimization

Bird Flight Studies

collect data and evaluate

instrument birds, measure

applications to hardware

Energy Gathering

Motorless Flight Applications

Coordination with Regulatory Authorities
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effects by flight and wind tunnel tests would be very desirable.
A useful program of work would be:

a. To measure the sinking speed in turns of typical
gliders and compare with predictions based on

straight-flight data and theory.

b. To extend the theory of induced drag in turns to
take into account curvature of the wake and

geometric flow angle differences.

c. To extend both theory and experiment to the case
of circling in regions of non-uniform vertical

air-mass speed (i.e. thermals).

d. To determine the actual techniques used by a pilot in

circling flight in a sailplane so that designs are
optimally tuned to the pilot's abilities and
behavior.

The reader should also refer to the recommendations of the
Workshop sections on Performance Measurement.

Variable Geometry

I. Introduction

In the absence of a radically new aerodynamic concept,

appreciable performance gains arising from improvements in wing

section design seem unlikely. In these circumstances, variable

geometry seems the most promising way of achieving noticeable

advances in soaring flight. Some approaches to variable-geometry

sailplanes are discussed below.

2. Variable Chord and Camber

This is the Sigma system, based on a wing section

designed by Wortmann. Sigma has its problems and, in particular,

the design performance has not yet been achieved. However, the

causes of the performance degradation are known and there is

every reason to believe that the basic concept is sound. Flying

Sigma is relatively straighforward and the stalling characteristics

in all configurations are excellent. This arrangement offers a

performance gain of perhaps 15% over comparable fixed-geometry

design.

6



Further R&D is required on:

a. Optimization of flap extension (too small - no

significant gain; too large - Reynolds number of

flaps-in section too low).

b. Design of good retraction system for flaps.

c. Optimum layout of flaps and other wing-mounted
control surfaces.

d. Flexible flap fairing and sealing against leaks.

e. Asymmetrical changes to optimize circling flight
configuration.

f. Integration into the overall optimization process

as proposed elsewhere in this report.

3. Variable Span

An examination of the optimum way to dispose a given

wing area at the higher cruising speeds used in cross-country

soaring shows that the best span is frequently considerably less

than the span of the glider being assessed. This arises because

the reduction of wing profile drag due to the increase of

Reynolds number is greater than the increase of induced drag due

to the span reduction. This conclusion suggests that in a variable

area glider reduction of chord in order to achieve high wing

loading for cru_ing flight will not be as effective as reduction

of area by decreasing span. A brief analysis has shown, however,

that unless variable span can be associated with a large camber

change (as is more easily achieved using a variable chord) it may

not be possible to take advantage of the benefits of variable

area.

The engineering difficulties of combining variable camber

with variable span appear formidable. On the basis of Goodhart's

limited analysis, the benefits of variable span appear doubtful.

However, it would be relatively easy to investigate the possibili-

ties in more detail and it is recommended that this should be done

before hardware is attempted.

See the paper in Appendix II of this volume.



4. Variable Wing Incidence Setting on the Fuselage

With fixed-geometry wings, there might be a small

advantage in varying the wing incidence setting on the fuselage

so that the fuselage is pointed along the local airstream direction

at all speeds. This system becomes less important when small

camber-change flaps are fitted since the sailplane then operates

more nearly at a constant angle of attack.

5. Variable Swee_

It is difficult to see any useful application of

symmetrical variable sweep. One could, however, imagine differen-

tial sweep being used for lateral control (as in Barnes Wallis'

"Wild Goose"), particularly to avoid large aileron deflections in

turning flight. However, it seems to be a very complicated way of

achieving a small performance gain and is unlikely to be worthwhile.

6. Other Possibilities

There are, of course, other possibilities, such as

moving the wing or the CG fore-and-aft to reduce tail loads in

some conditions of flight, or laterally to reduce trim drag in

circling flight.

7. Conclusions

a. First priority should be given to further investi-

gation of variable chord and camber.

b. Theoretical examination of variable span should

also be carried out.

c. Other variable geometry possibilities may be

desirable but their investigation merits only a

low priority.

d. These investigations should, of course, involve a

survey of previous investigations, both theoretical

and experimental (eg. Sigma and BJ-series flight

tests).



Airfoils

l. State-of-the-Art

There now exist several techniques for the design of

low-speed airfoils which are "optimum", in some sense, for a

given purpose, such as maximum C L. However, the developers of

these techniques are still in some disagreement as to the most

useful design methods and as to the level of performance improve-

ments attainable. There is a lack of information needed to assess

the three-dimensional behavior of the new ultra-high L/D sections.

2. Requirements

a. To resolve these differences, both experimentally

and theoretically. It would be mandatory to test

competing concepts in identical tunnel environments.

b. To investigate the three-dimensional problem.

c. The demonstration of the application of a selected

technique to the design of a wing for a new aircraft.

d. The documentation, in detail, of this demonstration,

so that a designer who is not necessarily an expert

in these techniques, can use them effectively. A

suitable current technique for use in items c. and

d. may be Eppler's computer solution for the

inverse problem.

Handlin 9 and Stability

i. Problem Statement

In general, because of their relatively slow flight

speed and lack of power effects on stability, the handling quali-

ties of most conventional sailplanes are satisfactory. Efforts

to obtain higher performance, however, lead to difficulties of

two types. First, the size of tailplane surfaces is reduced to

an absolute minimum, leading to possible lack of control effec-

tiveness at high angles of attack. Secondly, at high flight

speeds, the period of the response and control sensitivity may

approach the region of pilot-induced instability. Rough air

management of the aircraft, particularly in thermally climbs is

a particularly important consideration, since the climb rate

9



decreases occasioned by poor maneuvering in a rough thermal cannot

be recovered completely, even with a configuration optimized for

inter-thermal cruising.

2. Recommendations

The subject of handling qualities requires study by

a combination of experimental measurements correlated with pilot

opinion and analytical studies to predict trends and to provide

solutions to problems. The following program is suggested to

provide a basis for the advancement of knowledge in this field:
a. Measurements of handling qualities of a number of

existing sailplanes. These tests should be made
with instrumentation to measure control forces

and positions, aircraft motions and accelerations,

angle of attack, and sideslip. These tests may
be conducted by methods adequately developed in the

past for powered airplanes or using new inertial

techniques.

b. Studies of handling qualities at higher angles of

attack by means of pre-stall, stall, and post-

stall tests in flight correlated with wind tunnel
tests of a model at comparable Reynolds numbers.

c. Analytical or analog studies of sailplane dynamic
motions, including aeroelastic deformations.

d. Studies of methods to provide additional control

feel through passive devices, such as springs and

dashpots, to reduce pilot-induced oscillation
tendencies.

e. Analytical studies to determine possible benefits

of stability augmentation devices, followed by
tests if the benefits appear worthwhile.

Aerodynamic Tailoring

i. Problem Statement

We are able to calculate the optimum planform of a wing,

and {ts profile drag, taking account of the local Reynolds number,

the measured drag polar of the local airfoil, and local flap or

aileron deflections. We know relatively little, however, about

the influence of the wing tips and fuselage on the induced drag.

I0



Also, when designing an aircraft, the wing has to be

combined with a fuselage and the required control surfaces• At

this point further gains should be possible. The combination of

these parts should be specially tailored for each sailplane

design, to give the greatest reduction in drag and increase in
lift. However, there is little knowledge about the aerodynamic

characteristics of fuselages and wing/body combinations at sail-

plane Reynolds numbers, in particular• The same holds for the

interference of the vertical and horizontal tail surfaces with

the fuselaae and with each other.

• Recommendations

a. Considerably more wind tunnel and flight testing

which addresses specifically the wing tip problem

at sailplane Reynolds numbers is required.

b. The scope of the existing work on wing/body and

empennage interference drags should be increased,

with particular emphasis on testing at sailplane

Reynolds numbers.

Systems Modelling for Design Optimization

i. Short Term Objective

To create a highly general mathematical model of an

unpowered vehicle operating in the real atmosphere which can be

used, in the form of a computer program, to predict the perfor-

mance of a vehicle of defined geometry. This model should be in

the form of a very general framework ("main program") which ties

together, in an analytically exact manner, the operations

("subroutines") which arise from the diverse disciplines involved

in preparing an over-all model. The intent is that each of these

sub-areas should be modelled initially in a simple fashion, in

order that the over-all model can be operational as soon as

possible. Thereafter, increasingly sophisticated treatments can

replace the initial simplified models, one at a time, without

disturbing the operation of the model, as a whole, in any way.

A highly simplified conceptual layout of such a model is shown

in Figure i.

Ii
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2. Medium Term Objective

To bring the model/computer program up to the "state-of-

the-art" with respect to each of the specialized fields upon which

it touches. This could best be accomplished by making the simple

program of (i) widely available to workers in each field,

encouraging them to _ the original calculation routines

with their favored improvements in each case. This process of

successive modification would require a strong central "control"

agency, which would also have the job of sending out "updates"

at regular intervals to each of the groups working on parts of the

model. The looked-for advantages of this approach would be:

a. Wide global dissemination of the latest information

and techniques.

b. Interdisciplinary cross-fertilization.

c. Availability to designers, at the earliest stage

possible, of an effective performance prediction

tool for a given geometry and atmospheric model.

3. Lon_ Term Objective

In parallel with the latter stages of (2), when it seems

that a "plateau" is being approached, an extension of the model/

program to provide for automatic optimization of a design under

specified constraints. This would be a long-term effort which

would necessarily have to start simplz given the basic complexity

of the over-all model, but could grow steadily in sophistication,

accuracy, and utility until it becomes a standard design tool for

advanced unpowered aircraft.

4. Existing Data

A start in this direction is Goodhart's Sigma program

and similar programs used in Germany, as well as the aircraft

design programs currently under development for NASA. For

optimization there are well-established techniques such as the

method of steepest descent and the geometrical programming

techniques expounded by McMasters elsewhere in this report.

Bird Flight Studies

Certain features of birds are apparently used to offset

disadvantages of low Reynolds number, low power loading, low

13



geometric aspect ratio, and other factors obviously influencing
flight performance. In the hope that lessons may be learned from

more diligent study of bird flight using the modern tools and

knowledge of aerodynamics, it is recommended that bird aerodynamics

be given at least a moderate priority for serious study. Work
needs to be done in at least three areas:

a. An inventory and evaluation of existing research data

should be prepared. A great deal of useful information

exists in obscure sources or private files and should
be made available to a wider audience. Further, much

of the existing published data is either incomplete,

contradictory or lacks valid empirical verlflcatlon.

Three areas deserve particular attention:

(i) The why and wherefore of feathers as covering for

aerodynamic surfaces, lit is believed that the
Russians have done exhensive work on this subject
and that some of the results are available in trans-

lations prepared by the British.]

(ii) The use of variable geometry in circling flight.

(iii) Improvements in effective aspect ratio obtained

by unusual wing tip geometries or other means.

b. Modern instrumentation and tracking techniques should

be applied, in combination with visual observations,

to a variety of soaring birds in a free flight environ-
ment in an effort to understand more fully the bird's

use of varSable span, camber, twist, CG control, etc.

in circling flight. Such work should be of value in

indicating ways to increase both efficiency and control-

ability of several types of aircraft in low-speed

turning flight.

c. Studies should be undertaken of ways to translate the

relevant empirical observations in (a) and (b) above,
into practical hardware for sailplane, motor glider

and ultra-light glider applications, in the short term,

and into transportation vehicle technology in the longer
term.

14



Energy Gathering

i. Problem Statement

In a rather indirect fashion, sailplanes use energy

derived from the sun. Following a suggestion made some years

ago by Raspet, it would seem logical to use the sun's energy

more directly. Such a technique would not seem to be in conflict

with the prevailing philosophy of motorless flight.

In a paper written many years ago, Raspet showed that

with the then state-of-the-art, it would be possible to attain an

effective L/D of about i00. This could be done by covering the

top of the wing with solar cells and using the electrical output

to drive a propeller. Since then, sailplane performance has

greatly improved and solar cells have become more efficient.

Level flight should now be possible - perhaps even a gentle climb

under favorable conditions.

2. Recommendations

The above possibility should be examined again, bearing

in mind:

a. Optimization of the aircraft (more wing area

yields more energy gathering but more profile drag).

b. Achieving a suitable upper-surface contour for

the wings.

c. Cost.

d. Operating techniques.

e. The use of suitably optimized airfoils.

3. Other Energy Sources

Probably the only other unexploited source of energy

is associated with small-scale atmospheric motions (turbulence

and wind gradients). It appears that the spectra are such that

the exploitation of this form of energy by sailplane-sized

vehicles is unlikely - but perhaps some further consideration is

warranted, especially in the light of advances in control theory.
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Motorless Fli@ht Applications

There is a need for innovative and imaginative concepts for

using unpowered vehicles in the service of mankind in ways which

are not now considered. Since the sailplane is an ecologically

benign vehicle, its increased use for any purpose now using powered

aircraft would be beneficial. There are several concepts which

deserve more study, bQth analytically and through hardware

demonstration:

a. Advanced bulk transport gliders of highly optimized

configuration and structure.

b. Very low-speed gliders and powered gliders for

meteorological research, geophysical data gathering,

and bird flight studies.

c. Improved low cost ultra light sailplanes capable of

extending the experience of flight safely to a less-

skilled and wider cross-section of the public than is

currently involved in general aviation or soaring.

It must be emphasized that these do not represent the limits

of possible new applications in any way.

Coordination with Regulatory Authorities

The workshop group as a whole sets a very high priority on

all and any efforts to cooperate with regulatory authorities,

such as the Federal Aviation Administration, in setting up legal

standards for sailplane, self-launching sailplane, and ultra-light

glider designs and operating techniques. These authorities must

be continuously aware of the trends of research and development

for advanced vehicles; this can only beaccomplished by improving

the degree of communication and coordination between the

rule-makers and the researchers and designers. Two aspects of

the problem appear to be of the greatest current urgency:

a. There is felt to be a tendency for rules to be written in

such a way that they appear not to take into account
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sufficiently well the particular characteristics of

these aircraft and their piloting techniques. Better

communication between all concerned parties should lead

to achievement of the desired flexibility. It is

probably the case that correction of this tendency may

often be primarily a matter of education only.

There appears to be a tendency for rules to become more

explicit than actually needed in setting up mandatory

structural design practices and standards. This

has the effect of inhibiting innovative progress in

these areas in some cases. Every effort should be

made to ensure that rules are written in terms of

realistic performance standards rather than in terms

of explicit mandatory practices, and that a reasonable

degree of flexibility is always maintained, provided

only that such flexibility is consistent with safety.
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RESEARCH PRIORITIES, INSTRUMENTATION

Introduction

Instruments for soaring can be considered in two categories:

Those which measure what the sailplane does (airspeed, rate of

climb, altimeter, compass, gyros); and those which help to show

what the atmosphere is doing. The devices in the first category

are rather well-developed, inasmuch as they have been necessary

since the early days of gliding. Those in the second category

are in a much more primitive stage of development. The most

important instrument, the rate-of-climb meter, represents a

special case. It is well-developed and fits into both categories;

while showing what the sailplane is doing, it can also be inter-

preted as showing (with corrections) what the atmosphere is doing.

The workshop did not concern itself with the normal flight

instruments which tell what the sailplane does. Exis%ing devices

are satisfactory. In fact, the indicated-airspeed meters can be

calibrated with sufficient accuracy for use for refined perfor-

mance testing purposes. Even automatic data-loggers for efficient

flight test studies are now available, and improved versions will

certainly be appearing.

Increasing attention is now being focussed on considering an

instrument as an element of a complete system aimed at permitting

the pilot to improve his exploitation of atmospheric motions.

Human factors are seen as particularly important, especially

those involved in conveying the information to the pilot in a

more convenient manner, and even providing automatic computations

to facilitate utilization of the observations is not unreasonable.

These points were treated in the workshop. Another area of the

complete system was not treated explicitly,but has such importance

that it deserves mention: This is the optimizing of flight

maneuvers to make the best possible use of lift. This is complex,

important, and at present receiving little attention. The flight

strategy for locating (and continually relocating) the center of
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a thermal is likewise poorly studied but all-important. It

obviously relates intimately to the characteristics of various
sensors, to the way their information is conveyed or displayed

to the pilot, and to the characteristics of thermals. The seat-

of-the pants "feel" of the pilot for gusts and acceleration is

an input too. "Human factors" and their relation to instruments,

sailplanes, and thermal structure represents a fertile area for

improvement.

Consideration of the ordering of research priorities must

consider the benefit/cost ratios for the subjects under discussion.

For purposes of illustration, let us choose average thermaling

climb rate improvement as the "benefit" to be sought at lowest

cost. In ordinary convective conditions, inexpensive improvements

in the interrelated areas of instrumentation and piloting pro-

cedures (including insight into thermal structure) are likely to

give average climb increases of 0.5 - 1.0 m/sec while far more

costly improvements in aerodynamics and structures may yield

improvements only of the order of 0.2 m/sec. The benefit/cost

ratios of these two approaches thus may turn out to be greatly

in favor of the former. Aerodynamics and structures represent

satisfying engineering disciplines, which are well staffed.

However, we wish here to emphasize the instrumentation and

piloting procedure disciplines; they offer a chance for big

rewards, inexpensively, and so deserve very special attention

despite the fact that they may not easily fit conventional

engineering approaches and institutions.

In this review we first look at an instrument approach to

locating thermals from a distance. The method is one which is

very promising. We do not consider here the many other approaches

to indirect probing which might work, but only at a cost and com-

plexity which would make them impractical as aids to soaring.

Then we examine methods for telling which way to turn in a thermal.

Next we probe variometer systems which are the primary tool for

thermal hunting and exploiting, and the use of air markers to

augment that tool. Then we treat the use of an angle-of-attack

sensor to simplify and improve thermaling. There is also some

discussion of safety and convenience devices. The attention paid
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here to hunting and using thermals comes about because so much

soaring is based on thermals. Waves and slope currents are, in

general, less important, and they do not appear to require any
new instrumentation techniques.

Electric Field Measurements for Remote Thermal Detection and

Turn Information

1 • State-of-the-Art

To date the sailplane pilot has no sensor other than

his eyes for deciding in what direction to fly in order to find

lift; he might head for a cumulus cloud or a ridge facing the

wind. Atmospheric electric field measurements may offer another

means of locating thermals at a distance from the sailplane.

Space charge in the atmosphere is generally most con-

centrated near the earth's surface and at the top of the mixing

l_yer. Thus a thermal chimney fed by horizontal convergence near

th_ ground would carry anomalous space charge upward. The charge

would dissipate with time (and height) as a function of the air's

conductivity. Assuming a relaxation time of 15 minutes, an updraft

of 3 m/sec would lose 63% of its charge in rising 2.7 km, a typical

height for the top of the mixing layer. Charge would accumulate

near the top of the thermal due to the air circulation pattern.

Calculations assuming space charge densities of 1 to 10 elementary

charges per cm 3 and a 1 km diameter sphere of space charge have

indicated that these regions could be detected at a range of 1 to

4 km by measuring the horizontal electric field. When an updraft

penetrates the inversion at the top of the mixing layer it will

pick up additional space charge from that level which will replenish

charge lost in transit from near the earth.

A lightweight, low power-consumption potential gradient

measuring system has been developed and installed in a sailplane

in order to explore this concept of remote thermal detection.

The electric field component from the front to the rear of the

sailplane has been measured initially, in order to minimize the

influence of the vertical component of the earth's electric field -

typically 100 times as great as the horizontal component - that

would be picked up in a wing-tip-to-wing-tip measurement.
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The sensitivity of the system is a few nV/m, however normal pitch

variations introduce some of the vertical field and limit opera-

tional sensitivity to about 1 V/m.

In practice, the sailplane circles while the pilot
watches the deflection of a zero-center needle on a meter.

Maximum right deflection passing through a heading indicates that

the center of positive charge - indicating the thermal - lies

ahead. Maximum left deflection suggests the thermal lies directly

to the rear. Limited testing under moderately strong soaring

conditions tended to indicate the usefulness of the technique.

Flying in the indicated direction generally resulted in good lift

although sometimes strong downdrafts had to be penetrated. Areas

of lift marked by clouds of about 400 m diameter and 200 m height

were sensed from a distance of about 2 km. Longer range appears

possible. When circling in a thermal, corrections toward the

center of positive charge appeared to result in better lift.

2. Recommendations

Future research should include the left-to-right horizon-

tal component with provisions to eliminate the vertical component.

Both horizontal components presented on a cross-pointer display

would indicate the direction of the positive charge from the

sailplane at any time without the need for circling. However,

initial tests of thermal detection using only the front-to-rear

electric field component indicate that it is frequently not

necessary to fly a full circle. A heading change of 30 degrees

during which the maximum right deflection of the needle occurs

is sufficient to determine the heading toward a region of positive

charge. Measurements of the vertical electric field and conduc-

tivity may assist in learning how to use atmospheric electrical

measurements for soaring purposes.

Turn Information Using Humidity Data

i. State-of-the-Art

The difference between humidity inside a thermal and

outside it can be quite large, and increases with altitude. It

can be measured easily across the wing from tip to tip. There

is no natural large vertical gradient to confuse the measurements

during banked flight. Humidity sensing with fast-response probes
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is an easy instrumentation task, especially where absolute accuracy

is not important. Thus a turn indicator based on humidity infor-

mation offers the possibility of a very high benefit/cost ratio,

and deserves a high priority for development.

One sensing approach is to employ tiny thermistors with

wet wicking on them so that they sense wet-bulb temperature.

Another method is to use a thermopile arrangement with wet wicking.

There are also fast-response solid state sensors for relative

humidity or absolute humidity.

2. Recommendations

These approaches deserve further work, including

hardware demonstrations.

Variometer Systems

i. State-of-the-Art

The variometer, or sensitive rate of climb meter, is

basically an altimeter with a leak in its air chamber such that

the reading is quickly reset to zero. The instrument senses

the leak rate or the pressure on a diaphragm. Present units are

quite satisfactory, having fast response and being reasonably

priced. Probably the biggest problem is zero drift elimination.

Response speeds of good units are about one second; a faster

response is possible, but serves no real purpose because the pilot

would not absorb or use the extra information. When used to

inform the pilot of the air motion, all sorts of corrections are

required. An accelerometer can be phased into the unit to speed

its effective response speed - but this is not done because the

high frequencies provide little useful information. The major

correction is the total energy device, whereby airspeed information

is added to the rate of climb to remove the effect of rate of

change of airspeed on the correction between vertical velocity of

the sailplane and vertical velocity of the air. A special venturi

or diaphragm handles the job well. Studies have established

the sensitivity changes with altitude for the rate of climb and

the total energy corrections. There are two other major

corrections:
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a. For the rate of climb: t_e normal equilibrium

sinking speed of the sailplane can be removed

by somewhat complex analog elements or displays

but is usually handled by the pilot mentally

making approximate corrections, and

b. For the total energy device: horizontal turbu-

lence yields transient errors which seem very

difficult to eliminate but can be minimized by

filtering electronically or by flow restrictors.

The rate of climb instrument usually offers a 270 ° meter

readout which is usually quite acceptable. In addition, the units

often have an audio tone output to supplement the conventional

meter reading. By the pitch of the audio tone, the pilot receives

information (at least relative information) while being able to

look outside the sailplane. This represents a simple but elegant

example of human factors engineering.

One system growth area for variometer systems is in the

subject of computerized utilization of their output information

with other information such as airspeed. The simplest such com-

puter is the speed ring which is set around the meter face to

tell the pilot the optimum speed to fly between thermals. The

ring position is set depending on the expected strength of the

next thermal to be encountered. A more sophisiticated electronic

system to do this and related tasks (such as rate of climb averag-

ing) is the Air Data Computer. An ingenious combined rate of

climb and airspeed display system is represented by the newly

developed Peebles Computer. It displays best speed to fly,

glide angle, and normal sinking speed correction graphically in

a way which is interpreted almost instinctively by the pilot.

2. Recommendations

In summary, although variometer technology is basically

in good shape, some work on zero drift, sink correction, and

total energy attachments would be very useful. In order to be

compatible with a MacCready ring calibration at all altitudes,

an inexpensive method of correcting an electrical variometer out-

put to be proportional to the quantity (true vertical speed) x

(square root of density ratio) should be developed. Considerable

effort on computerized processing and displays is justified at
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this time.

Air Markers

I. State-of-the-Art

If the sailplane could draw a line in the sky which

would move with the airflow and which would be visible for a

minute or so, the pilot could, at a glance, qualitatively ascer-

tain part of a thermal's flow field. Such a line can be drawn.

Smoke can be made by a pyrotechnic device, and be released near

a wing tip so that it gets into a tip vortex where it is rela-

tively protected from diffusing and disappearing for some tens

of seconds. The vortex wake descent speed for a sailplane will

not cause appreciable error in this application. For producing

many such trails throughout a flight, some other source of particles

should be developed. Oil fog with 0.6 _m particles diameter has

especially high visibility per unit mass of material released, but

requires heat to produce. A string of bubbles can be released by

an automatic dispenser. Another possibility might be a small,

low-speed, smoky, non-dangerous rocket launched in the forward

direction.

2. Recommendations

The value of some such air marker seems so great that

development of dispensing devices and application methods should

have a high priority. However, any methods chosen should not

compromise unduly the ecologically benign nature of the sailplanes.

Angle of Attack Control

i. Problem Statement

Angle of attack is more valuable and fundamental for

establishing the aerodynamic performance of an aircraft than is

airspeed. The aircraft always stalls at approximately the same

mean angle of attack, but the airspeed at stall varies with the

load factor. Also, the lift to drag ratio is a direct function of

angle of attack, at least to a first order approximation.
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While such information is valuable, it would be desir-

able to have it in a manner which does not increase the pilot's

workload. A display which Was heads-up, audio, or external would

be desirable. Even better would be simple automation which drove

the elevator to provide commanded angle of attack. Advantages

which would result include increased safety as well as better

climbing in thermals. There would be less likelihood of stall near

the ground. A decreased workload permits the pilot to spend more

time on other duties. For student pilots it is easier to learn to

fly using angle of attack than airspeed. For advanced pilots i£

would allow greater performance to be achieved from the aircraft.

2. Recommendations

Sophisticated systems for angle of attack display and

control are available for large powered aircraft. Research to

provide similar systems appropriate for sailplanes is desirable.

Low cost, simplicity, ruggedness and non-distracting display

modes are the most important characteristics to be sought after.

Buoyancy Indicator

i. Problem Statement

Variometer information tells only what a thermal is

doing,not what it will do. Knowledge of the buoyancy of a thermal

gives a hint as to the thermal's future. The buoyancy at a

particular level in a thermal depends on the temperature and

humidity relative to the temperature and humidity of the surround-

ings. At least in principle, the buoyancy can be measured from

the sailplane. Since the sailplane is changing its altitude, an

altitude correction must be made in the buoyancy device. One

approach to altitude correction is to integrate the output of an

electric variometer so as to have a voltage proportional to

altitude change.

2. Recommendation

The development of a buoyancy indicator, for the short

time (i or 2 minu_es) and low accuracy requirements of a sailplane,

seems simple. Thus the benefit/cost ratio is high enough to

justify a reasonable priority for future research and development

efforts.
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Lightnin@ Dan@er Alerting Techniques

i. Problem Statement

Modern fiberglass sailplanes are particularly susceptable

to damage if struck by lightning because they are poor electrical

conductors. Recent investigat_ns following the Apollo 12 incident

(when it was struck twice by lightning) have confirmed earlier

suggestions that an aircraft can trigger lightning in a high

electric field; frequently aircraft are struck by lightning when

no other lightning was observed before or afterwards in that

vicinity. Being a non-conductor would not significantly inhibit

the capability to trigger lightning.

2. Recommendations

Work should be continued on lightning protection for all

aircraft, including plastic types. Concerning instrumentation,

simple equipment carried in a sailplane could warn of potential

lightning danger:

a. Electric field measuring equipment such as might

be carried for thermal detection could indicate

the proximity or buildup of electric fields

approaching intensities characteristic of thunder-

storms.

b. Thunderstorms that might be along the projected

flight path beyond visual range could be detected

by horizontal field intensities in that direction

significantly higher than those typical of fair

weather. Abrupt variations in the fair weather

field signify lightning discharges. This

technique has been used to detect flashes at least

100 km away.

c. Monitoring radio static can give an idea of whether

or not cumulus clouds containing lightning are

nearby. Various simple sensors are available in-

cluding a transistor portable radio tuned off-

frequency.
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[It is worth mentioning that observations of cumulonibus

clouds indicate that they must be at least 3 km in depth, regard-

less of the height of cloudbase, before they become lightning

producers. Thus, as a rule-of-thumb it may be relatively safe

to approach cumulus clouds that are known to be less than 3 km
in vertical extent.]

Transponders and Proximity Warning Devices

i. Problem Statement

The radar beacon transponder has no intrinsic merit as

part of sailplane instrumentation, yet it may become an unavoidable

part of future sailplane instrumentation for flights in certain

areas and into certain altitude regimes.

The first approach should be one which secures an FAA

policy and operating rules wherein soaring may be done freely in

VFR conditions without a radar beacon transponder on board. There

is no real payoff to the VFR soaring pilot from the transponder;

the whole transponder issue is fallout from a set of rules and

regulations designed to accommodate traffic under so-called

"instrument flight conditions". In seeking such policy any

Instrumentation Working Group must lend full and active support

to Government Liaison and Airspace Rules groups.

If transponders must be used in sailplanes for certain

conditions, there are still some points, aside from pure technology,

which will make matters easier. Because of high unit cost and

infrequent use, we should plan on arrangements permitting quick

removal and relocation of a transponder between different sail-

planes. The FCC licensing rules do permit this for communications

equipment if the license application is properly worded. A

derivative of this is the "group leader" concept where only one

aircraft flying amidst a group has an operating transponder.

The single aircraft serves to locate the group within fairly

wide bounds.
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Current technology and economic pressures will continue

to make transponders more affordable, but probably not less

demanding of battery power. In fact, new FAA Technical Standards

Orders and higher output power regulations will force the power
needs, and the cost, higher than would otherwise be the case.

The soaring market potential will not justisfy development of a

special unit, but certain modifications to designs produced for

general aviation are admissible to reduce the average power con-

sumption. Planning for sailplane instrumentation and batteries

supplying power must allow for transponder power needs, and must

be more mindful of good insulation surrounding batteries to

preserve their efficiency during high, cold flights.

Proximity warning has been mentioned as part of

instrumentation in connection with multiple occupancy of the same

cloud by sailplanes. Federal Aviation Administration policy and

rules work against much cloud-flying in this country, as the

recent termination of a proposed glider cloud-flying rating amply

demonstrates. The mid-cloud collision at the 1972 international

contest shows that at least rarely a problem can arise. Very

simple alerting and warning devices such as loud audible and

bright visual emissions, are worth considering. A common radio

communication frequency for general in-cloud reports and

altitude callouts is another helpful practice, as shown by

British experience over many years.

2. Recommendations

The approaches described above should be implemented.

Instrumentation Clues from Birds

The workshop on sailplane instrumentation discussed some of

the relevant aspects of bird flight. Examples of bird navigation

and orientation under all kinds of weather conditions have always

fascinated man and motivated some serious research in this area.

Little scientific work has been done, however, in trying to explain

the apparent ability of birds to sense the presence of thermals

from a distance, and their undisputed ability to use those thermals.

It is interesting to speculate that perhaps birds are able to sense
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the most general motion of air masses relative to earth without
visual contact of an earth-fixed frame of reference. Knowledge

of the processes taking place in the sensory system of birds
would have obvious implications for airborne instrumentation. The

experimental techniques used by biologists and ornithologists,
extended to include the latest developments in microelectronics,

telemetry techniques and high-speed data processing might well
uncover new knowledge concerning bird orientation, navigation

and the sensing of small-scale air-mass motion - as well as bird

aerodynamics. This knowledge may involve novel transducing prin-

ciples and point the way to instruments radically different from

those used today.

Barographs

The recording of altitude vs time is of value to pilots who

wish to analyze the details and statistics of flights. An

inexpensive barograph, with a continuous chart providing fine time

resolution, is needed. If the recorder can record additional

viariables, such as rate-of-climb, the value of the instrument is

increased. The present altitude trace by itself is not suitable

for obtaining climb rate, except by tedious post-flight analysis.

It should also be noted that a true rectilinear movement is a great

advantage. It would also be an advantage to record the heading

in order to determine whether the aircraft is turning or flying

straight.

Contest Automation

It would be possible to reduce argument and protests during

competition by automating such things as starting, finish and

turn points. This could be done by electronic gates or radar

tracking. It would also be possible to score using a computer

program with weights for starting altitudes, handicaps, etc. The

computer could be fed by data obtained automatically from the

ground. It would offer another form of evidence for establishing

world records that would be less subject to dispute.
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RESEARCH PRIORITIES, STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

Introduction

The workshop identified six topics which require research

efforts to place the design of sailplanes on a rational basis

consistent with design standards in other parts of aviation.

These are discussed in the subsections below. We also attempted

to formulate suitable initial research projects on these topics,

as set out in several formalized Description Sheets.

Sailplane Load Spectra

The sailplane's flight mission profile and ground-handling

loads profile vary significantly from those of any other aircraft.

Design load spectra currently used have been compiled by the FAA,

or by German designers. The American data are based on estimates

for rigid wing sailplanes and may not be appropriate for the

generally more flexible composite structure sailplanes. Descrip-

tion Sheet # 1 outlines a research project to collect data for

determination of improved load spectra.

Flutter Analysis

Flutter analysis for most aircraft has to be carried out

using empirical estimating techniques based on past experience.

These techniques are applicable to structures in which the

fuselage can be considered a rigid platform. Also, they apply to

metal structures with low damping properties. Many sailplanes

designed today are built from fiberglass composites. All have

high aspect ratios. The fuselage cannot be considered a rigid

platform for flutter analysis. Flutter computation techniques

are required which can be incorporated into flutter prevention de-

design criteria. Description Sheet # 2 outlines a research

project on flutter analysis.
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Composite Material Data

An analysis of composite materials available and material

property data available shows that for composite systems three

parameters have _o be considered:

. Fiber

• Matrix_

• Process

At present much available material property data cannot be con-

sidered for analysis or design because often at least one of the

three parameters is not applicable to the intended use. Specimens

and preparation processes should be standardized to reduce the

number of materials tests required. Description Sheet #3 outlines

an initial research project to collect standardized data for

American-produced composites and their European equivalents•

•

•

.

Deficiencies in Existin_ Data

The fatigue test usually is made at constant stress•

For design purposes what is needed is a spectrum of

loads, followed by a static test.. The strength of the

material found in the static test can be used as a

design value, if the load spectrum corresponds to that

experienced in flight, or a multiple of it. An example

of such a test procedure on a full scale aircraft is

given in Reference i. However, only one test was made

in that case, and the construction of the spar was

found, after the static test, to be faulty at the loca-

tion of the break• Nevertheless, the data from that test

is being used in Germany in lieu of anything better•

Note that the mean load in that test was not zero.

American fatigue data is normally measured using speci-

mens which have been heat-cured. Thus the data may not

be representative of room-temperature systems.

The fatigue specimens currently used are usually flat,

but if cross-laminated constructions are tested, they

must be in the form of tubes, or use special supports,

if they are to be at all representative of the loading

condition corresponding to shells, such as wings and

fuselages [2]. 31



•

•

Glass fabric styles tested are not representa£ive of

those currently used in aircraft construction.

Laminates consisting of many layers are usually tested,

but wing shells typically use two layers only.

Recommended Tests

1.2

Spars.

Spars constructed from domestic materials, using rovings

for spar caps, and woven cloth for the shear web, should

undergo flexural fatigue testing, using a load spectrum

such as that in Reference i. The strains would be the

most meaningful measurement to record. In GRP construc-

tion the "stress" is heavily dependent on the glass

fraction of the laminate, which is not very well known

in a hand-layup situation. The amount of glass, i.e.

number of rovings in the cap and number of layers in

the web must be included in the data output. The glass

should be representative of current high-performance

systems. The dimensioning of the spar should be done by

the methods outlined in Reference 3. After the load

spectrum has been applied, the static breaking load

should be measured. The independent variable in the

test would be the level of the strains, characterized

by the maximum strain in the spectra. Various levels of

this strain would give, for the dependent variable, the

static breaking load (strain also recorded for breaking

load ).
!

The above could be done for box spars and I-beam spars,

the web being made in sandwich construction in either

case. Box spars should have web material wrapped com-

pletely around the spar. Tests could also be made

with plywood shear webs. They are easier to construct

and may not have the problem of microcracking in the

shear web, but they do depend on a glue-line bond to

the caps.
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1.3

1.4

2.0

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.7

Room-temperature curing resins should be used: a post-
cure of 12 hours at 50°C must also be observed.

(Some early failures of GRP structures were due to poor
understanding of the curing process, i.e. incomplete

cure.)

To upgrade the fatigue life, tests could be made with a

high strength resin (heat-cured) and also a high tough-

ness resin (also heat-cured). There is evidence that in

flexual loading, high strength resins can increase
fatigue life by a factor of 20 [4], and the newest

toughened resins developed at Goodrich can show fracture

toughness 50 times that of the usual epoxy values.

Amines should be used as curing agents rather than acid

anhydrides, since the amines will B-stage (gel) at room

temperature, and thus be more easily handled. If heat-

cured systems show enough improvement over RT systems,

it might be worthwhile to heat-cure only the spar.

Skins.

Specimens must be tubes, not flat specimens.

Both 45° and 70 ° laminates should be tested, with emphasis

on the 45 ° laminate, since it is better in torsional

stiffness. The 70 ° laminate is normally optimal for

strength.

Unidirectional cloth, similar to the German style 92145,

as well as a balanced 50/50 weave should be included.

As before, a load spectrum should be used, and then a

static test made. However, torsional loading should

be added to the tension-compression loading.

Only two layers of fabric should be in the laminate.

As before, the strains are far more useful than the

stresses.

Hand-layup should be used.
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Environmental Influences on Composite Structures

Composite airplanes, at the moment mainly fiberglass-epoxy

systems, are subject to environmental influences. Of most

concern amongst these are

. Freezing/thawing cycle

• Humidity, salt

• Exposure to intense insolation

No data exist on the deterioration of the fiberglass compo-

sites under these influences. Real-time structural properties

in general are not fully known. Description Sheet #4 outlines

a project in which it is proposed to test a full scale wing

assembly in an outdoor environment, with intermittent loading,

for a period of two years.

Non-Destructive Testing

An AD was recently issued against a European sailplane to

guard against possible debonding between upper and lower shell

sections of an elevator assembly. This problem emphasizes the

need for research laboratory and field techniques for detecting

damage to composite structures. Description Sheet #5 outlines

a project to assess the state-of-the-art in NDI for composites

and to develop promising techniques into field,usable techniques.

Aluminum-Fiber_lass Bondin _ for Primary Structures

For the benefit of sailplane designers it would be extremely

useful to know the structural integrity of combined aluminum-

fiberglass construction such as could be used in building wings.

Data needed is on bonding and on mechanical fastening.

For a concrete example, the case of fixing a 7075Tg aluminum

spar to top and bottom wingshells of laminated FRP sandwich

construction might be considered. What bonding agents could be

used for this purpose? What shear forces are encountered because

of thermal expansion differences? What fatigue life could be

expected of such a wing?

* Subsequently discovered to be a secondary failure, the primary

failure being a trunnion support damaged in ground handling

or ground-looping.
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Description Sheet #i

Title: Load Spectra Establishment for Sailplanes

Objective: To establish load spectra for a sailplane assuming

worst operation environment. To establish the

severity of trailering and ground-handling loads.

Approach: Install V-g-h recorders and strain-recorders on

wing (critical area), tail and landing gear of one

sailplane for the duration of a 10-day competition.

Further carry V-g-h recorders or g-excursion

counters on three more sailplanes. Collect trailer-

ing loads data during retrieves. Construct

maximum load spectrum from total accumulated test

data.

Resources: 0.5 MY 3 months

[University-research project]
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Description Sheet #2

Title: Flutter Prevention Criteria

Objective: To establish whether state-of-the-art flutter

analysis can predict flutter in typical sailplan_

structures of 20 meter wing span, aspect ratio 2b,

total weight 500 kg built from fiberglass-foam

materials. To establish parametric flutter

prevention criteria for use in preliminary design.

Approach: Establish all programs and theoretical models

available for flutter analysis. Carry out an

analysis on a specific airframe (e.g. SB-9) to

prove applicability of such analysis. Carry out

a parametric study of influencing factors to arrive

at design criteria for use in preliminary design.

Resources: 2 MY 1 Year

[NASA in-house or external contractor]
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Description Sheet #3

Title: Composite Materials Properties Data

Objective:

!

To establish correlation between European compo-

sites and material properties and U.S. equivalent

composites and properties. To establish standard

specimens and data analysis applicable for sandwich

foam construction design data. To investigate the

composite construction processes to determine limita-

tions on some processes.

Approach: Coordinate all efforts of U.S. designers and manu-

facturers to establish usable data banks, material

equivalents, and process control methods.

Resources: 1 MY 1 Year

[NASA in-house or external contractor]
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Description Sheet #4

Title: Full-scale Outdoor Fatigue-Exposure Test of

Fiberglass Wing.

Objective:

Approach:

To establish full-scale test data on

"deterioration rate" of fiberglass wings in actual

operating environment under cyclic loading. To

test throughout the test-life the effectiveness of

NDI methods developed for fiberglass deterioration

testing. To establish whether natural frequency

integrity tests are meaningful.

Test a full-scale production wing under simulated

symmetrical bending load in a natural outdoor
environment for 2 years accumulating approximately

100 hrs. of equivalent flying per week. Test
shall include all normal production splices, typical

repair to shell and spar, areas not protected by

gel-coat. Loading to be constant amplitude. Test
shall be accomplished by companion specimens at

differing stress levels.

NDI methods (ultrasonics, etc.) shall be carried out

intermittantly to check effectiveness.

Resources: 2 MY 3 years

[Aircraft-manufacturers or other external contractor]
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Description Sheet #5

Title: NDI for Fiberglass Composites.

Objective: To determine those NDI techniques suitable for

detecting damage in fiberglass foam shells, detect-

ing debond in epoxy-bonded shell joints and debond

in metal-to-fiberglass joints.

Approach: Coordinate efforts of manufacturers, Air Force,

and NASA, to determine state-of-the-art in composite

NDI procedures. Develop promising techniques into

field methods.

Resources: 2 MY 2 years

[NASA in-house or external contractor]
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RESEARCH PRIORITIES, SOARING METEOROLOGY

Introduction

There are many features of the atmosphere which can be

investigated most effectively and economically by aircraft flying

at very low speeds and with rapid response to vertical gusting.

Some of these features are of particular interest to soaring

pilots and also to sailplane designers. Others are of greater

interest to meteorological and environmental scientists. Some of

the more immediate problems are outlined below (Section I) with

the suggested approach for gathering relevant data.

In most cases, powered sailplanes have advantages over

motorless ones for carrying out systematic investigations, pro-

vided that the aircraft performance with engine off is equal to

that of a high performance sailplane. A specification for an

ideal vehicle is given below (Section II). No vehicle fulfilling

the specifications exactly is in existence at present. The develop-

ment of one is recommended. The use of several identical machines

would be a great advantage for the methodical investigation of

some of the meteorological problems listed. However, we would

stress that much useful information can still be gathered by sail-

plane pilots without special equipment, if they document their

observations properly for use by the scientist.

A basic instrumentation and data-logging system should be

designed for use in sailplanes and powered sailplanes. It need

not be expensive but should be flexible. An outline specification

for this is also given (Section III).
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Section I - Immediate Problems

i. Characteristics of Thermals

To select the optimum design for sailplanes, it is

necessary to know the characteristics of the thermal which they

will use most often. Present knowledge of the three-dimensional

structure of thermals, their spacing, and their development with

time is incomplete.

The investigation of individual thermals is also of

great theoretical interest to meteorologists: one of the subse-

quent applications of measurements of entrainment would be to the

growth of developing hail and thunderstorms. A considerable amount

of data will be needed to discriminate between different models

of thermals, particularly because their characteristics vary

significantly according to the time of day and according to the

larger scale meteorological situation on that day. Figure 2 shows

the type of variation with height which has been found.

One recommended experiment involves at least three

sailplanes and one powered sailplane. On a day with apparently

isolated thermals below shallow cumulus (or clear skies), the

sailplanes would choose and mark one thermal. The powered sail-

plane would reach cloudbase and then make a number of passes

diametrically through the thermal with power off. This would

give an approximately instantaneous two-dimensional description

of the thermal.

For this experiment the sailplanes require simple in-

strumentation and data-logging. All the aircraft should measure

height, temperature and humidity. The powered sailplane requires

a more rapid data-logger to give the detailed structure.

The site for this experiment is not critical. Measure-

ments of winds around the thermal to show inflow to at least

1 m/sec accuracy is highly desirable but extremely difficult

unless new me_ods, such as a short-term accurate inertial system,

can be implemented.
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2. Thermal Waves

There is now good evidence that convective lift and

wave lift form combined systems under conditions of vertical

wind shear. These "thermal waves" allow gliders to climb on

the outside and above cumulus clouds to heights far exceeding

those of the cloud tops, and they are a likely source for clear

air turbulence. The information presently available is primarily

qualitative.

It is highly desirable from the standpoint of atmospheric

sciences and the art of soaring to explore this phenomenon quanti-

tatively. Numerical models of convection in a shearing environment

should incorporate this effect.

a. The "Cumulus Wave" forms on isolated cumuli if the

vertically increasing wind does not change direction

with height (Figure 3). It allows the pilot to

climb in clear air on the upwind side of the cloud

from under the cloudbase to over the cloud top or,

alternatively, to climb inside the cloud and then

to continue over and upwind of the cloud top.

Maximum heights reached in this way are 12 km on

a cumulonimbus of 8 km cloud top height, approxi-

mately.

b. The "Cloud Street Wave" forms over convective cloud

streets if the wind turns with height such that

the direction of the upper flow is nearly normal

to the orientation of the streets (Figure 4). The

latter usually corresponds to the direction of the

lower flow. Again heights of several kilometers

above the cloud streets have been achieved in

sailplanes.

It is recommended that this atmospheric phenomenon

should be explored systematically with respect to its air flow

characteristics. These include the spatial distribution of

vertical and, if possible, horizontal air motions in and outside

the convective clouds, as well as the temperature and humidity

fields as functions of time and of the basic flow properties.
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The relative strength of updrafts in and outside the

cloud should also be investigated. These experiments would require

similar resources to those made in thermals. This research, which

could be started immediately and in any season, must be conducted

over flat ground to avoid complications from mountain waves and

roll clouds. The use of time-lapse photography from the ground is
f

recommended.

Among foreseeable difficulties will be the determination

of the horizontal wind field and the measurement in a drifting

system. Use of a suitable inertial measurement system might

alleviate these difficulties.

3. Frontal Updrafts

In the early days of gliding the updraft along thunder-

storm squall lines was used to make some of the first extended

distance flights. In the 30's and 40's flights of over 300 km

were made by this method, and some have been described in the

literature.

Such lines of rising air may occur at all scales from

quite weak sea-breeze fronts, through shearlines to violent squall

lines caused by thunderstorm downdrafts which can be of serious

significance for airline operation in the lower flight levels.

Currently many systems of frontal updraft such as the sea-breeze

convergence zones and other shearlines are being exploited, and

analog experiments in laboratory tanks are in progress.

Scientific investigations using sailplanes with and without motors

are needed to extend our knowledge of the real phenomena.

Features of the development of sea-breeze circulation

are of considerable interest in the study of atmospheric physics.

Many studies have used ground observations, but very few show

the complete development of the vertical velocity field as would

the use of a number of poWered sailplanes. One immediate appli-

cation of such knowledge would be better understanding of

"pollution fronts" and_the distribution and concentration of

airborne insect pests in the low-level air flow.
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For success in this type of operation, the site must

be chosen carefully. It is desirable, for example, to exclude

katabatic effects which may occur in mountainous areas (though

these might be explored separately). It is desirable to choose

the best period of the year for such experiments as the phenomena

to be studied ared usually strongly seasonal.

Pure sailplanes may be needed to mark the line of lift
in "blue conditions", such as occur at some shearlines, but where

clear cloud lines or haze fronts are visible these may not be

essential, and all the measurements could be made using a powered

sailplane.

Studies in water-tank simulation suggest the probable

occurrence of Kelvin-Helmholtz type billows above the nose of these

meso-fronts. The occurrence of such billows and the depth of the

mixing zone at the fronts should be investigated by flights of

two or more powered sailplanes flying sections perpendicular to

the front, (Figure 5).

The chief difficulty to be overcome seems to be the

effective measurement of horizontal velocities and hence actual

values of convergence. The use of an intensive balloon network,

or cooperation with large instrumented aircraft or use of a

suitable inertial system might be necessary to measure a horizontal

wind field.

4. Atmospheric Boundary Layer Flux Measurements

The measurement of heat and water vapor fluxes through

the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere in convective conditions is

a further problem of great interest to meteorologists which is

amenable to approaches using powered sailplanes. Meteorologically

this is part of a larger set of problems including those of

natural air-mass modifications, the behavior of subsidence

inversions and the dispersion of pollution.

Some previous experiments of this kind have used large

aircraft with elaborate instrument systems including inertial

platforms. These are very expensive in comparison with the pro-

posed system. Other experiments have used tethered balloons, but

the samples obtainable are not adequate: cross-wind spectra

differ from those taken along the wind under convective conditions,

and if the wind is light the sample length is small.
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Figure 5 - Idealized sections through sea breeze front.
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To measure local values of the fluxes within a period

of one hour and to compare the fluxes at different levels, three

or four powered sailplanes should be used. The instrumentation

required is similar to that for the meteorological problems

already specified, with the addition of a rapid response humidity
sensor and either an accelerometer or a suitably corrected vario-

meter.

The flights would consist of a series of horizontal runs,

vertically staggered, with the engine at constant power setting.
A reasonably uniform site should be used and consideration given

to the uniformity of the convection on a particular day. Adequate
information on horizontal winds would come from synoptic data

with a few additional pilot balloons.

5. Cloud Physics

Sailplanes are also useful in cloud physics studies.

The production of rain is not fully understood, and further

knowledge may lead to better chances of weather modification and

hail control. Within a cloud the advantages of a sailplane are

that it can remain in a small region to observe the time develop-

ment continuously, and that it does not introduce any exhaust

gases which might modify the processes being observed.

In making measurements in a cumulus cloud, after

release from the towplane at a suitable altitude, the sailplane

is flown into the updraft under the base. The pilot maximizes

his upward velocity, centering on the care of the updraft, and

moves upward through the base of the cloud to make quasi-Lagrangian

measurements of the cloud's microphysical and atmospheric state

parameters. The sinking rate of the sailplane is usually small

compared to the air vertical velocity during the developing stage

of cumulus clouds.

In mountain wave clouds, like those over the Rockies,

droplets are continuously forming and growing on the upwind side

and dissipating on the downwind side. Largely because of their

steady-state nature, these clouds are better suited than anything

that we can produce in the laboratory for integrated cloud micro-

physics experiments.
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Measurements have been made with a sailplane for several

hours at altitudes exceeding 10 km in these clouds. Towed into

the wave or other sources of lift (usually far beneath the base

of the clouds), the sailplane climbs to the upwind side of the

cloud and enters, making continuous measurements of the air motion

and cloud microphysics. The pilot can sample atmospheric and

cloud microphysics parameters with a great deal of flexibility,

changing position and altitude to vary the conditions of the

experiment, including measurements along the quasi-horizontal

trajectories in wave clouds. In this way controlled experiments,
including nucleation or other modification studies, can be

performed.

Additional instrumentation is required to measure the

lower range of temperatures encountered and to sample the particles.

Section II - Special Vehicles for Meteorological Research

It is considered desirable that a motorless and, if possible,

a powered sailplane be developed in which a small response time to

vertical gusts is combined with a very low airspeed and a very low

minimum sinking speed.

A sailplane with such characteristics could be used for

measuring the fine structure of convection, including vertical

velocity profiles. This can be done in straight flight or by

circling with a radius of 30 to 50 m allowing the sailplane to

explore the cores of thermals. Wortmann has recently designed

wing profiles suitable for such sailplanes, as described in his

paper in Appendix II of this report.

Specification for an ideal powered sailplane for meteorological

research:

Two seats

Preferred configuration: pusher propeller, or jet engine

Rate of _ climb, full load, sea level: 3 m/s

Altitude range (if jet propelled): >12 km

3 to 5 hr cruising duration of 500 km range

Instrument payload: 50 kg

Response to vertical gusting: <0.5 s at 20 m/s

Stall speed: <15 m/s

Best glide ratio: >30:1

Minimum sink speed: <0.5 m/s
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Section III- Minimum Instrumentation

A simple on-board data-logger is required which can be in-

stalled in standard sailplanes. A more complex version would be

required for powered sailplanes used primarily for meteorological

research. On-board recording is preferred to transmission to a

ground station on the grounds of flexibility of operation and

reliability.

Decoding of recorded data should be direct into a computer

with magnetic tape storage. Since speech is an essential part of

the record, decoding cannot take less than real time. A useful

system should not take more than twice real time.

In addition to speech, the basic parameters are pressure-

height, airspeed, air temperature, humidity and time. Measurements

should be taken every 1 second, and sensors must have response

times less than this.

The powered sailplane will require additional data channels.

The sensors would be chosen according to the particular experiment

in progress, the maximum number envisaged being about ten in the

case of the cloud physics program. If inertial and velocity vector

instrumentation is also carried, several more channels will be

needed.
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RESEARCH PRIORITIES, SELF-LAUNCIIING AND ULTRALIGHT SAILPLANES

Introduction

The area of self-launching sailplanes presents areas of

study that range over the whole spectrum of the low-speed aero-

nautical sciences. Low-speed self-launching sailplanes provide

a rather inexpensive method for such research. Due to the in-

herent character of this area of flight, human launched sailplane

research provides an inexpensive area in which aeronautical engi-

neering students can get involved. As is evidenced by the work to

date, these students are eager to get involved. Thus minimal

funding for this kind of research can be highly rewarding. Some

of the major areas requiring study are discussed in the following

subsections.

Propellers for Powered Sailplanes and Light Aircraft

To date, relatively little research has been done in the area

of propellers for low engine powers. Systematic measurements of

the aerodynamic characteristics of small full-scale propellers

should be made and plotted as design charts similar to those in

NACA Report No. 640.

The propeller diameters should be on the order of 4.5 feet

and engine power setting between 5 and 150 hp for various profiles,

including the ubiquitous Clark-Y.

Very little information is available on propeller profile

sections at very low Reynolds numbers. Measurements are required

at Reynolds numbers between 105 and 106. There is clearly a fer-

tile field for further work on efficient, low-noise propellers for

low Reynold s number operation.

Ultrali_ht Structures

In the areas of hang-gliding and self-powered sailplanes,

weight plays a primary part in performance. The state-of-the-art
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presently leaves a major gap in the weights of aircraft, with

man-powered aircraft at one end, having low weight and low per-

formance, while the conventional sailplane is a relatively high
weight, high performance aircraft.

If we wish to use human power to augment the performance of

sailplanes we need a reduced-weight aircraft with the same or even
better performance than current machines. It can be envisioned in

the far future that we may have a sailplane with a 70 to 1 glide

ratio with human power augmentation. With this goal in mind, work
in the new composite materials is called for.

The sailplane industry has done a tremendous amount of work

in the use of fiberglass, but we need to go much further to

achieve a low-weight high-performance human-powered augmented

sailplane. We need to look at new methods of construction using

new materials to obtain a very aerodynamically clean aircraft at

a very low weight in order to make the human-power augmented
sailplane possible. The results of this work will, of course, be

applicable to many other types of aircraft. Also, this area of

study provides a relatively inexpensive route to the use of the new

materials, and thus merits a high priority for further work,

particularly in the university environment.

Rpu_h Air Hazards for Ultrali_ht Aircraft

When the speed of aircraft is reduced to levels consistent

with foot launching or landing, or in order to match the limited

power output of a pedaling crew, it is evident that moderately

rough air poses a flight hazard whenever the tubulent velocity

components of the wind become appreciable fractions of the air-

craft's minimum flying speed. This hazard may take the form of a

structural failure in flight or an aerodynamic upset beyond the

limits of control effectiveness or recovery height. A need exists

to quantify this hazard, to establish acceptable design procedures

for the aircraft, to develop appropriate piloting techniques, and

to devise simple methods of measuring and forecasting the micro-

meteorological situation at the launching and/or landing site as

a guide to flight operations.
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The first need is to develop a sophisticated "wind sock"

- a large, inexpensive device clearly visible to all the "sky

surfers" flying at a typical hang glider slope. Hopefully it

would yield wind direction information and a quantitative measure

of wind speed. It might take the form of high-pitch air-log/
weathervane combination with a rate of rotation of about one

revolution per second at "dangerous" wind speeds of about i0

meters/sec. Counting of revolutions over a period of one minute

timed by wrist watch would be a good measure of the wind veloci-

ty at launch. Such a device might require about two man years

for design and development. A useful auxiliary indicator is the

humble smoke-pot - provided that the local environment can stand

it.

Another requirement is for study of mathematical models of

the structural, rotational, and translational response of "typi-

cal" man-powered aircraft, hang gliders, Rogallo kites, etc. to

realistic atmospheric disturbances, and to improve design and

piloting techniques. Analysis of accidents to validate mathe-

matical models is also recommended, as well as funding of motion

picture and taped television coverage (instant replay) of all

"official" ultralight flying, such as that for Kremer prize trials,

hang glider meets, etc.

Micro-meteorological mathematical modeling to improve fore-

casting of localized thermal bubble detachment and occurrence

of micro-vortices like "dust devils" is quite difficult. One

new approach would be to use today's highly-perfected radio con-

trol model aircraft or sailplanes to carry specially-developed

meteorological research packages. These techniques would also

lend themselves to atmospheric environmental analysis at minimum

cost.

Pseudo-Ornithopter Propulsion

Ornithopter propulsion has been known of since very early

times, yet it is the least-researched and least understood form of

flight today. In the past, ornithopter research has suffered

from lack of an organized research program and adequate infor-
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mation reporting. Future meetings similar to the present one

can do much to alleviate this problem.

Today, when most developments require elaborate facilities

and financing, advancements in basic ornithopter propulsion can

be made by small study groups. By developing pseudo-ornithopter

propulsion we could demonstrate a full-scale practical appli-

cation of flapping wing flight and thereby justify more elaborate

ornithopter research. The aircraft indicated in the paper printed

elsewhere in this report could be built and tested for less than
$400 material cost and 1,000 man-hours labor.

Additional study projects should include:

a. A computer study of the effect of cycle variations on

the performance of several aircraft designs.
b. Construction of a simulator to determine power output

and cycle optimization of pseudo-ornithopter propulsion

vs pedals from a human factors standpoint.

c. Additional wind tunnel research and reporting on the

thrust and lift capabilities of oscillating wings,

continuing the current work at Mississippi State

University.

Propulsion Systems

The powered sailplane has many areas of research in common

with pure sailplanes. The main thrust of research effort, there-

fore, comes in the area of powerplant integration. The goal of

this effort should be to minimize the negative impact of the

powerplant on the aircraft's soaring ability while still provid-

ing satisfactory powered performance and safety. Research areas

include systems of propulsion other than propellers, superior

means of retracting or otherwise reducing the drag of the stop-

ped propulsion system, and lighter power sources, possibly of

stored-energy types. Noise and the destructive effects of vi-

bration are especially important in powered sailplanes, espe-

cially from considerations of delicate instruments and the

pilot's ability to use his many senses to help him soar.
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Regulatory Standards

An area of self-launching sailplane development that needs

study is that of standards. While the area of performance and

design standards may seem to be outside the area of research

and development, it must be kept in mind by all workers.

In the field of powered sailplanes, researchers should

maintain contact with the groups responsible for aircraft

certification. The concept of substituting performance speci-

fications for "hardware" specifications should be actively

pursued. If standards for safety and reliability can be formu-

lated it would free the designer from many constraints. The

nature and degree of specification of these standards need in-

vestigation. As an example, having dual ignition systems does

not guarantee against engine failure, it is only an attempt to

make failure due to the ignition system unlikely. By contrast,

a specified minimum L/D or other gliding parameter would ensure

that any aircraft certified as a powered sailplane would be

little endangered by engine failure for any reason.

The area of ultra-light self-launched aircraft requires

even more work on performance capabilities. If the hang-glider,

man-powered aircraft type of endeavor becomes widespread, some

sensible standards of safety, construction and control will need

to be observed. If these standards can be "enforced" as well

as formulated by the ultra-light movement itself, the need for

formal government control may be avoided. The home-built air-

craft and sport parachuting movements have both succeeded in

minimizing Federal control to maximize the flexibility of design

they may enjoy. This requires close cooperation with the govern-

ment and a willingness by the movement to impose reasonable

restrictions on itself to avoid outside restrictions. Research

is needed into the areas in which standards are required; also,

work as to what constitutes a reasonable and safe standard.

Proper liaison between the Federal authorities, and good stan-

dards, could avoid imposing the large additional burden on the

government of regulating this area of flight activity.

A study of the background and reasoning behind the current

regulations, and research into new ways of handling the regu-
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lation of flight vehicles of all types is a great need. Such a
study may have great benefits in general government regulation as

well as for aeronautical regulation specifically. An agency whose

response time is significantly shorter than that of present

agencies is needed to deal with the current rapid growth of

these sport activities.

Low-SpeedFlexible-Win@ Aircraft

To date, relatively little research has been done in the

very low speed (<50 fps) region of flight; mainly because there

has not been any pressing need for it. Our main concern here,

however, is low speed flight research as it applies to man-pro-

minent systems (eg. hang gliders, man-powered aircraft and man-

augmented gliders). This concern is given more force by the

recent revival in the sport of hang gliding with its obvious

abundance of unknowns.

The Rogallo kite was studied during the early sixties as

a possible spacecraft re-entry system, generating enough data

for some restless enthusiasts to seize the data and design man-

carrying Rogallo-kites on their own.

Having no real information on the human factors involved,

they proceeded on the"leap-and-try" basis and developed what

is today the most popular form of hang-glider. As it stands,

however, it could most certainly benefit from research consid-

ering the man-prominent flight systems relationship. It is,

therefore, proposed that additional studies be made of the con-

cept of flexible wings with special emphasis being placed on the

following areas:

a. Stability and control of flexible wings (also control

means other than weight shifting).

b. Design and incorporation of integral safety devices.

c. Structural optimization from the standpoint of

minimum weight and ease of ground handling.

d. Aerodynamic optimization of various structural and

sail geometries.

e. Double as well as single membrane concepts (eg. the

Princeton Sailwing).
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g.

Extension of test data to lower speeds.

Development of design criteria and operational standards.

In general, we are interested in developing an integration

of man-flight systems, considering safety, stability, control,

cost and over-all design optimization. Actual research would most
likely consist of experimental type studies with wind tunnel

models, free and radio controlled models, and full size, man-

carrying aircraft. The theory of the flexible wing seems to have

been studied sufficiently at this time.

A reasonably high priority for this proposed research

program is justifiable on the basis that hang-gliding will

develop into a popular new sport and consumer industry. Also,

it is hoped that a collapsable ultralight will be developed to

the point where it can be carried like an emergency escape device

possessing superior performance and control capabilities as

compared to a conventional parachute.
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RESEARCH PRIORITIES, PERFORMANCE TESTING

Introduction

The workshop concerned itself principally with the measure-

ment of the performance curve, or polar, of sailplanes. However,

handling and control characteristics are so important to perfor-

mance and safety that these topics were also considered briefly.

After a survey of the status of current sailplane performance

measurement activities, this report continues with a set of

specific recommendations for future research efforts. Finally,

the desirability of setting up a new Performance Measurement Group

in the U.S. is discussed, as well as the necessity for the use of

uniform formats for communication of data.

Current Activities

Table II lists the relatively small number of organizations

and/or personnel known to be active in this field at this time.

Of these, only the first two listed are performing tests on a

routine basis. The other groups are working with very limited

budgets, or with private funding, on a part time basis. It is

perhaps significant that the list contains not a single sailplane

manufacturer, nor even the Soaring Society of America, Inc.

Present Techniques

I. Performance Testing

Only three techniques of performance testing are

currently in use:

a. The "partial glide" method (Refs. 1-4). The glider

is towed to a convenient height and flown down in

a series of straight glides at constant speed.

During each of these "partial glides" the average

forward speed is measured by the airspeed indicator

and the rate of sink is determined, usually by

means of a stop-watch and altimeter. The airspeed
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TABLE I I
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•
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England
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Department of Flight

C.I.T.

Cranfield, Beds.
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Dr. G.R. Whitfield

Department of Applied Physical
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Reading University
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Reading, RG6 2AL

England

Prof. George Bennett

Mississippi State University
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Paul Bikle
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Dr_ William M. Foley

United Aircraft Research Laboratories

400 Main Street

East Hartford, Conn. 06108

Akademishe Fliegergruppe
Technische Hochshule Darmstadt

61 Darmstadt,

West Germany
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indicator and pitot-static system are carefully

calibrated prior to these measurements so that the

average speed is accurately determinable. Using

standard aircraft instruments, read manually or

photographed, each partial glide lasts from 2 to

5 minutes. With an automatic recording system and

more sensitive transducers (Ref. 5), this can be

reduced to 1 minute or less. The major source of

error is vertical air movement, which can be

minimized, but not eliminated, by careful choice

of weather conditions. There are also several other

more minor inherent error sources. Between 50 and

150 partial glides are required to establish the

glider,s performance with about _5% standard

deviation.

b. Comparison flying (Ref. 4). If the performance of

one glider is known, that of another can be found

by determining their relative rates of sink when

they are flown close together. The relative dis-

placement can be determined by eye or by photography;

the gliders can be flown in formation at the same

speed or separately at different speeds. Excellent

results can be obtained in good weather conditions

with runs of 5 or 10 minutes each.

c. The "deceleration" method (Ref. 6). The glider

is dived to high speed and then flown level;

the change of airspeed with time is measured and

used to estimate the drag at each speed and, hence,

the polar. The principal problems encountered with

this method are: inaccuracy in maintaining a con-

stant height (if the tests are well clear of the

ground) ; correcting for ground effect (if the tests

are carried out at very low altitude); hysteresis

effects; and accurate data recording and interpre-

tation (since all readings are made under transient

conditions).

Possible instrumentation for holding constant height is a vario-

meter with a valve for closing off the leakage source. This

method was used by the DFS in Darmstadt, Germany during 1936-

1939.
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The first and second methods have given good results

in experienced hands. It is reported that the third method is

now being used in Poland. Great care is necessary in the choice

of suitable weather conditions and the avoidance of systematic
errors. Casual measurements on soaring days are useless and

misleading. Because of the difficulty of finding suitable weather

conditions, sailplane performance testing is currently a lengthy

procedure. In many parts of the world, such as in Europe, only
a very few days are suitable each year. Other areas, such as the

desert regions of the USA, have more extended periods of suitable

weather. Thus there exists a need for the development of methods

which are both less time consuming and less dependent on perfect
weather.

2. Handling Qualities, Stability and Control

Flying qualities have so far been evaluated qualitatively

to a greater or lesser extent by separate national airworthiness

authorities. The British Authorities are particularly notable in

this field, as are the independent measurements made by Zacher at

the DFVLR, Munich, together with the German Akafliegs. However,

these are necessarily brief assessments as they range over a

variety of sailplanes. Torode, at Cranfield, England, is at

present carrying out a more detailed analysis of the longitudinal

handling qualities of a Cirrus. Beyond these, no other organiza-

tions are known to be performing work in this field at this time.

Although most sailplanes are essentially similar, and

very simple in control layout, occasionally quite pressing

problems occur due to specialized design developments; for example,

the pilot-induced oscillation problems which came to light some

two years ago in fiberglass sailplanes. To prepare for this sort

of eventuality and also to gain a deeper understanding of sailplane

flight dynamics, handling qualities and control research are still

badly needed. Because of the cost and specialized nature of this

work, it is not realistic to expect low-volume manufacturers to

undertake it to any great extent. Thu_ some other ways to get it

done must be found. See also the section on this topic on page 9

of this report.
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3. Summary

Our specific proposals below are intended to increase

the convenience and accuracy of performance testing, to establish

and maintain a test facility in the U.S.A. and to take advantage

of these items to obtain important scientific and engineering

data through flight tests. Additionally, some recommendations are

made to standardize the format of published results and thereby

improve their utility.

S_ecific Research Proposals

i. Flight Measurements

I.I Establishment of a Performance Test Group.

Currently the most easily applicable method of performance measure-

ment is that of comparison flying. This is facilitated in the

U.S.A. by the excellent stable air mass conditions which exist in

desert regions, such as near Edwards Air Force Base, California.

Other countries with the appropriate technical base suffer from

a relative lack of such suitable conditions. Hence it is

recommended that an official flight test group be established

within the U.S.A. and be suitably equipped with a calibrated

reference sailplane and other appropriate equipment for performance

measurement purposes. This group would serve as a focal point for

sailplane performance measurements within this country. It is

expected that they would establish important scientific and

engineering data required for sailplane design, provide performance

data for operational purposes, and provide assistance to aircraft

manufactures in establishing the performance of new or modified

products. It is anticipated that the initial investment for

equipment could be as little as $20,000 and that annual operational

expenses for maintenance, towing fees and equipment would be a

similar amount. Long-term stability of this group would be

important for it to perform its function. It may be desirable

to have at least one permanent, full time, paid individual to

head such a group.
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1.2 Component Aerodynamic Performance.

Although the wind tunnel serves as a very useful tool, it is

important to obtain verification of wind tunnel results in flight.

This is true because of several factors - for example, the wind

tunnel turbulence may not be representative of that in the

atmosphere; production finishes are difficult to simulate in

model scale; and particularly for fuselages, full-scale Reynolds

numbers are difficult to achieve. Full-scale flight research is

currently required in at least the following areas:

a. Turbulence Effects

Flight data have been obtained under the most

quiescent atmospheric conditions, yet soaring

is normally done in quite turbulent air. The

effect of various atmospheric conditions on

the degree of laminar flow over sailplanes needs

to be assessed. This effect could be readily

studied with a properly instrumented sailplane

on which the transition points can be measured.

b. Effect of Manufacturing Tolerances

The effect of manufacturing tolerances on

commonly used wing sections should be determined.

Section waviness, roughness, departures from

true profile shape, and trailing-edge thickness

effects should all be studied. Development of

a suitable device for very accurate measurement

of actual wing contours, particularly near the

extreme leading edge, is also required.

c. Wing Geometry Effects

The effect of wing tip geometry and wing root

fairings on performance requires attention.

See also the section on Aerodynamic Tailoring

on page i0 of this report.
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d. Leakage Effects

The effect of gaps and slots at wing roots,

canopies and control surfaces requires quanti-
tative assessment.

e. Loading Effects

The influence of center of gravity position

and gross weight on performance is still
debated and requires quantification. This

question is alliedto that of Reynolds number

effects discussed below. i

1.3 Over-all Aerodynamic Performance

Apart from performance in straight flight, there are two other

important matters of current concern:

a. Circling Flight

Neither the theoretical performance or the

measured performance of high aspect ratio
aircraft operating at very high lift coefficients

(CL>I.I) in very steep turns (%>45 deg) is well
established, although it is known that important

performance degradation can occur under these
, conditions. See also Refs. 13 and 14 and the

section on Circling Flight on page 4 of this

report.

b. Reynolds Number Effects

Without much sound backing, the discrepancies

noted between performance measurements made at
different altitudes have sometimes been

attributed vaguely to "Reynolds number effects".
p

Since it is clear that these exist as phenomena,

it would be well to establish their magnitude

by flight tests at several widely-spaced

altitudes.

1.4 Reproducibility of Sailplane Performance

Performance measurements are normally performed on only one sail-

plane of a particular design. It is at present unclear whether
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this performance is then representative of only that particular

sailplane or is representative of all sailplanes of that design.

Measurements are required on several sailplanes all of the same

type and all prepared in like manner to determine performance
variability in modern sailplane designs.

2. Specialized Instrumentation Development

2.1 Automatic Performance Data Recording System.

Present "Partial glide" performance tests involve either a large

amount of ground analysis or the use of a recording system that

requires highly skilled operators. It would be valuable to develop

a robust and foolproof system that could record height, speed and

time for computer anslysis and which did not require special care

or frequent calibration. A target specification would be that

given in Table III.

2.2 Angle of Glide Measuring Systems.

Even with very careful selection of weather for testing, the major

surce of error in present tests is believed to be the vertical

movement of the air. This error could be eliminated by the use of

a system that measured directly the angle of descent of the glider

relative to the air through which it is flying (Ref. 8). The

range of angles is from 0 to i0 deg., and the required accuracy is

on the order of +0.05 deg., depending upon the aircraft tested.

We propose that such a system be developed since it would greatly

enhance our ability to make performance measurements.

2.3 Inertial Measurement System

Irertial measurement systems have been developed that are small

enough to be considered for glider testing and accurate enough

to be useful. A strapdown system, with recording equipment and

computer analysis, could be used for performance testing by the

"partial glide" or "deceleration" methods. It would also be

extremely valuable in some of the stability, control and handling

tests.

We propose that the feasibility of adapting existing

systems to perform this function be examined as a high priority

and, if judged feasible, that flight evaluation be carried out.
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TABLE III

Draft Specifications for an Automatic Performance

Data Recording System

Range of Values

Accuracy

Short Term

Long Term

Parameters

Height Indicated Airspeed Time

0-20000 ft 30-160 mph 1 hr

+ 1 ft + 0.2 mph + 0.1%

+ 30 ft + 0.2 mph + 0.1%

Target volume 1 ft 3

Target AUW, with batteries 30 ib

NOTE : It would be an advantage if the main unit were similar

in size and weight to a barograph. Such a system might

be developed from that of Whitfield (Refs. 5 and 7), or

independently .
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3. Stability and Control Research

Either as one of the programs carried out by the

Performance Test Group established under Section i.i, or as a pro-

gram under a separate group, the following tests should be conducted

using a modern GRP sailplane. The topics are listed in order of

priority.

a.

Do

co

am

Evaluation of both longitudinal and lateral

stability.

Aeroelastic effects on stability and control.

Response to atmospheric turbulence and thermals.

Stalling and spinning evaluations.

Determination of aircraft derivatives.e.

This program should be laid out with due allowance for modification

in the light of future problems yet to be encountered. It may be

wise to consider the development of a variable-stability aircraft

for this program.

4. Supportin_ Activities

4.1 Statistical Data Processing Techniques.

Because the entire environment, the systems being tested, and the

measurement procedures can only be described, at best, using a

set of uncertain (or random) parameters, it is suggested that study

be directed toward viewing the performance testing problem as a

nonlinear parameter identification problem, for which modern

digital estimation techniques may be applied. This, potentially,

would allow assessment of performance, with an established degree

Of accuracy, from fewer test points or with greater confidence

from the same amount of testing as we now perform. The techniques

in question, which are now quite widely known to control engineers,

have been used with great success in larger aerospace programs

such as the Apollo missions or in more modest applications in

industry or even oceanography. Most of the algorithms make use

of some sort of "Kalman filtering" or "smoothing" of the test

data. Jazwinski (Ref. ii) has described some convincing

applications.
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4.2 Correlation of Performance Measurements

A significant body of performance data now exists and additional

results should arise from the implementation of our earlier pro-

posals. To make these data useful for design purposes, they should

be correlated with the best available aerodynamic performance

methods. Lack of correlation should be investigated by detailed

flight measurements, as detailed in Section 1.2 above.

4.3 Information Transfer and Library Service

Advancement of the state of the art is presently hindered by a

lack of information exchange, especially were a language barrier

i_ involved. Such works as the non-English OSTIV papers, the

Drag Estimation work by Treiber of the Akademischefliegergruppe

Braunschweig, and other significant works in German, Polish and

Russian are not readily available in the U.S.A. A collection of

significant technical works in all languages should be undertaken,

translated as required, and copies made available at modest cost

to all interested parties. It is recommended that the Technical

Committee of the Soaring Society of America should be consulted

for recommendations of works for inclusion in such a technical

library. It would be desirable to set up such a library at a

site offering great permanence and continuity, such as an institute

of higher learning.

5. Publication of Performance Results

5.1 Format Data for Publication

To facilitate interpretation by a large audience, it

is desirable to publish performance data (e.g. glider polars) on

a common basis. Thus, it is recommended that dimensional' flight

test data be corrected to a basic weight equal to the published

manufacturers weight plus 90 kg and that metric units be used as

the primary units, whether or not ether units are also indicated

on the graph axes. Nondimensional data in the form of C L and C D

coefficients should also be provided over the speed range. Test

weight and CG information should be provided, as well as relevant

information as to the "perfection" of the configuration (eg. seals,

etc.).
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5.2 Accuracy

Depending upon the conditions of measurement and the

number of measurements, performance results can have varying re-

liability. The group obtaining these measurements is in the best

position to estimate the error limits of their data. It is
recommended that + 2o error limits be shown for published per-

formance results, in each case, to increase their utility.
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APPENDIX II

This Appendix contains the revised, edited texts of the

42 papers and other presentations given at the Symposoum on

the Technology and Science of Motorless Flight held concurrently

with the Workshop. Because of space limitations, some of them

have been shortened considerably. Where a complete text of

a presentation was not available, a summary has been provided.
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THE SCIENCE OF LOW SPEED FLIGHT

by

Oran W. Nicks

Deputy Director, NASA Langley Research Center

(Luncheon Address)

After thousands of years of envying the birds and their

ability to travel with apparent ease over the most dense

forests or the most jagged mountain terrain, man finally was

able to fly. Through a bit of good fortune, however, he was

never forced to seek efficiency to the extent required in

the evolution of birds. The good fortune I refer was his

ability to develop lightweight power plants capable of pro-

ducing a means for overcoming deficiencies in aerodynamics.

While man can take pride in many accomplishments in flight

which have surpassed the bird, it remains that birds regu-

larly employ technologies which are not well understood, and

many more we understand but have not been able to apply suc-

cessfully.

In his book of the 1880's entitled "Bird Flight as the

Basis of Aviation", Otto Lilienthal distinctly stated the

challenge of his day, which I feel still before us. Quote:

"It must not remain our desire only to acquire the art

of the bird, nay, it is our duty not to rest until we have

attained to a perfect scientific conception of the problem

of flight, even though as the result of such endeavours we
arrive at the conclusion that we shall never be able to

transfer our highway to the air. But it may also be that our

investigations will teach us to artificially imitate what

nature demonstrates to us daily in birdflight.

'Therefore let us investigate in a truly scientffic

spirit, without preconceived notions as to the nature of

birdflight, its mechanism, and the conclusions which may be

derived from it." Unquote.

From a recent review of library material, it appears

that after man was able to fly with power, he paid little

more attention to birds. Feathers are very mysterious, and

still seem to represent a very strange material for making

aerodynamic surfaces. Who has seen a really good explanation

of why the Good Lord chose them for most flying creatures?

The variable geometry advantages of birds are many, but we

have given little thought to copying them in recent years

for our own flying machines.
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For example, achieving lateral control by wing warping

was a feature in the Wright biplane. This was followed by a

step backward from an efficiency standpoint with surfaces

called ailerons, and it was many years before flaps achieved

usefulness for effective camber variations. I remember great

excitement when Dr. Koppen and associates succeeded with

practical leading edge devices to augment lift improvements

obtained by flaps, but even today, the ones in use are crude

aerodynamically.

With current technologies such as those applied to the

Boeing 747, the effect of variable geometry devices improves

the low speed lift on the order of 2.5 to 3.0 times that of

a basic wing. Thus, one might argue that some progress is

being made; on the other hand, it is clear that there is

plenty of room for improvement. A query to my Boeing friends

confirmed this when they revealed that the B-747 in the

landing configuration and operating within normal CG limits,

requires a tail down load for trim of 40 to 60 thousand

pounds opposing wing lift.

Meanwhile, all around us, birds simply sweep their wings

forward near touchdown in a manner allowing every feather

to be working for increased lift or deceleration. Man has

managed a few designs with variable sweep wings, but we have

never put it all together to use fully the promise of such

variable geometry features at low speeds. Of course, the

birds also have control sensors vastly superior to those we

use. There have been interesting studies of how birds are

able to navigate precisely, but what do we really know of

their abilities to sense pressure changes or other clues

for efficient use of free lift?

I have been encouraged by some of the recent scientific

interest in the studies of birds and believe it is timely

to reassess the fundamentals of bird flight and their appli-

cations to efficient low speed flight. Four reasons for this

view are:

i. Miniature instrumentation and telemetry techniques

make it possible to obtain better data than any

gathered by observational scientists over the years

from simply watching birds in flight.

2. Bird evolution favors efficient aerodynamics, and

I believe it is timely to reemphasize efficiency of

flight. Our success with powerplants has led toward

the "flying barn door" approach where power over-

comes all other deficiencies. This has been effective,

but I believe we could make significant gains with

greater aerodynamics sophistication.

3. The structures, materials, and mechanisms employed

by birds have been difficult for man-made machines

to duplicate. Recent strides in materials and control

systems offer promising possibilities for more effi-

cient variable geometry systems.
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4. Computers, sensors, and autopilots are achieving
greater capabilities which more nearly approach the
most basic functions of animal control systems.
Studies of animal otolith functions at the cellular
level, for example, may offer insight into appropri-
ate control advances.

Research opportunities abound for improvements in effi-
ciency and applications of low speed flight. To stimulate
your thinking, I would like to suggest a few examples - none
of which are new, but which seem relevant today.

All aircraft start from a standstill and return to this
condition; thus, low speed flight is unavoidable for any de-
sign. Even for supersonic aircraft, the efficiency of the
low speed portion of their trajectories, if I can use that
term, is a matter of some relevance. It is the low speed

requirements which cause many of the headaches for fast air-

craft, and unfortunately it is the low speed design factors

which are most empirical. If we are to make air transpor-

tation competitive with ground systems over short ranges,

it is efficiency at low speeds which dominates rather than

cruise speed.

We are all aware of the transportation gap in the sys-

tems used to transport across the oceans. Some say that had

it not been for the dramatic impact of a fateful series of

dirigible accidents, that lighter than aircraft competition

for the ship at speeds up to i00 miles per hour would have

been significant. The gap between the 20 knot ship and the

400 knot jet remains a wide one, with a lot of room for

intermediate speeds and efficiencies, especially for the

transport of things - not people.

The problem of transporting oil from newly found re-

serves in Alaska to users in other parts of the World has

recently encouraged the consideration of air transport as

one means. First thoughts involved the modification or de-

velopment of large jet tanker aircraft; others have suggest-

ed a combination of lighter-than-air principles, lift aug-

mentation and subsonic aerodynamics; but as a glider ethu-

siast, I have pondered the question of a tractor-glider

combination which might offer improvements in efficiency.

I believe there are many reasons why this old idea has merit
for reconsideration.

First, a lot was learned about the practical applica-

tion of gliders during World War II when they became an ab-

solute necessity. According to M.M. Postan in his "Official

History of the Second World War, Design and Development of

Weapons", gliders were not even considered until after

Germany invaded the Low Countries in 1940. Mr. Churchill

then directed that England proceed with equipping a parachute

troop of 5,000 men. Postan wrote: "To provide the troops

with air transport appeared an impossible task, since the

only suitable aircraft was the Whitley, and the number avail-

able would carry not more than 800 men. Gliders were obvi-

ously the solution .... "
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Britain went on to produce a variety of troop and weapon
carrying gliders, and were joined by the U.S. later on.
Their largest, the Hamilcar, was built of wood but had a
gross weight of some 36,000 pounds with a payload of 17,500
pounds or about 49 percent! At the time of the invasion of
Western Europe, 3,500 gliders were available to the allied
airborne units, and were a major factor in delivering fight-
ing men, tanks, and equipment across the Channel.

Our largest U.S. glider came in 1950 as the Chase G-20,

with a gross weight of 30,000 pounds. It carried 16,000

pounds of payload with a payload fraction of 53 percent, even

though it looked very much like a powered aircraft without

engines. In spite of these World War II successes, it wasn't

long until gliders were retired from active use by the mili-

tary in favor of faster, turbine powered transports.

Aerodynamic advances, with the help of variable geome-

try and new materials, have yielded spectacular gains in L/D

and lift coefficient in the high performance sailplanes of

the last ten years. I noted with interest the L/D of 51.1

claimed recently for the new Italian 23 meter Caproni at

95/110 km per hour. High lift technologies like those en-

abling high wing loading jet transports to land at reason-

able speeds may also be employed to advantage on large glid-

ers.

As to the technologies for landing large gliders, recent

experiments at the NASA Flight Research Center (FRC) have

been impressive. Experience with space reentry lifting body

"gliders" having L/D's of 2.5 to 3.0 were followed by ex-

periments with dead stick landings of a Convair 990 and a

B-52 with very predictible and safe handling characteristics,

given an initial point within gliding range of the field.

Test pilots at FRC argue convincingly that the space shuttle

can be safely brought back from orbit without engines, and

that steep, power-off approaches could be used safely for

jet transports, provided airports are equipped with appro-

priate instrument landing systems.

The composite materials now under development and

finding use in high performance sailplanes and secondary

structure applications in subsonic transports look very

attractive for large, low speed aircraft. The S-glass epoxies,

for example, have about the same modulus efficiency as 2024

aluminum at 100 degrees F, while giving about 7 times the

tensile efficiency of aluminum at the same condition, for

uniaxially aligned filament specimens. Of course, these

values are based on limited data, and must be degraded for

biaxial or orthotropic loading conditions. For straight wing

aircraft operating at relatively low speeds, the promise of

such new materials is quite great.

There is much talk these days about composites and

about tremendous sums of money required to develop them for

use by aircraft. I have questioned my friends, who are mate-

rials and structures researchers, about what seems to me to
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be a puzzling anomaly. High performance gliders made in
quantity in Europe clearly demonstrate the advantages of these
new materials for aircraft use. I have been told it is the
high cost of manufacture which keeps them from being compe-
titive for American manufacture where labor rates are high.
On the other hand, fiberglass boats are produced in unbeliev-
able quantities under all sorts of manufacturing conditions
with highly competitive results. What accounts for th_ ap-
parent difference in practical application of these materials?
I have yet to receive a satisfying answer, and continue to
believe that there is significant opportunity for composite
materials on a near-term basis.

A modest systems engineering look has been taken recent-
ly at Langley on the possibility of fusing several new tech-
nologies into a large glider transport system. If one as-
sumes there is a practical size limitation for an aircraft
to be built and operated in existing airport environments,
then it appears that a most efficient transport system might
be devised using large gliders. A simple analysis indicates
that a reasonable tug aircraft can be designed to tow two
large (500,000 pound) gliders. If the tug has an L/D of 15,
and the gliders can operate at L/D's of 30 at speeds of 150
to 200 knots, the system efficiency of the combination would
surpass that of equivalent payload carrying powered trans-
ports, and with a far greater payload per pound of thrust.
A 30 percent payload fraction is very good for a transport
aircraft, while 60 percent should be readily achievable with
a glider. Thus, for a given gross weight limit, it would take
four powered aircraft to carry the same cargo as two gliders
and a tug. Several economic benefits should accrue to the
glider system:

1. Initial cost. - The gliders have no engines, need

only simple radios, and very modest subsystems. A

preliminary examination indicates that a large glider

would cost only 38 percent that of a large powered

aircraft of the same size.

The tug could be smaller and certainly cost no more

than a size-limited transport. Defining a powered

aircraft cost of unity, the cost factor for the

powered aircraft system would be 4.0, while the cost

factor for the tug and glider system would be only

1.76. Thus, the initial cost of the glider system

would be only 44 percent that of the powered aircraft

equivalent.

2. Operating costs. - Crew costs would be 75 percent

for the glider system because of three crews as

opposed to four: system L/D's for the glider-tug

combination and the payload weight fraction are each

30 to 50 percent better_ These factors multiply in

the range equation to produce a proportionate saving

in fuel, and also to reduce pollution. From a main-

tenance standpoint, the gliders with no powerplants

and modest subsystems should be cheaper to maintain;
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the tug and glider maintenance costs are estimated
at about 1/2 the cost of the four airplane system.

Of course, it is the productivity of high speed aircraft
tending to offset the high unit costs which allow them to
compete with more efficient systems, and this tradeoff has
not been taken into account in this simple analysis.

To check the technical aspects of this concept, avail-
able C-130 transport performance data were used in an anal-
ysis wherein the C-130 served as a tug for towing large
gliders. By allowing the unloaded C-130 to carry some 33
percent additional fuel in its cargo compartment, allowing
the takeoff run to increase to 6000 feet, and allowing the
cruise speed to be lowered for optimizing L/D, it wa_ pos-
sible to more than triple the cargo payload that could be
carried the maximum range for the C-130. Thus, using the
C-130 in a mode Which might be practical from a commercial
standpoint allows an increase in payload capability from
some 40 thousand pounds when used as a cargo transport air-
craft to over 120 thousand pounds if used to tow two cargo
gliders.

Some research has been done of the effectiveness of
formation flying to improve efficiency. Hoerner's famous drag
handbook suggests a 14 percent improvement is possible for
a three plane element, however, a coupling of more recent
research on wing tip vortex phenomena and some additional
research to better understand the gains migrant birds realize
from fcrmation flying could lead to tow positions for glid-
ers which significantly benefit from favorable interactions.

Large gliders might be sufficiently economical to buy
and maintain that a number of them could be available for
loading and off-loading while allowing the tug to be con-
tinually in use, improving the productivity of the system.
Another advantage of air transport over ships is the attrac-
tive possibility of delivery to the point near the place
where the cargo is required, without the usual loading and
unloading from ships to shore to other forms of transport.

In summary, it all sounds simple:

i. There is a significant opportunity for large cargo
transports in the low to medium speed range.

2. The towing and operations technology has been thor-
oughly worked out.

3. Dead stick landings of gliders and large aircraft
are proven, and can be routine provided initial ap-
proach conditions are within limits.

4. New aerodynamics, materials, and structures tech-
nologies exist which appear ready, and

5. The economics of tug and glider combinations for
transporting cargo appear very attractive.
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Another important area for research contributions to
the science of low speed flight involves the study of atmo-
spheric phenomena. A few years ago jet streams were random
phenomena which occasionally resulted in fast trips or late
arrivals of high flying aircraft. The Sierra Project was
the beginning of a serious scientific effort which led to
a better knowledge of such natural occurrences. Today, jet
stream data are taken into account by the airlines on all
long flights and used to advantage. With no passenger comfort
considerations and with less stringent schedule requirements
for cargo, more like those expected of railroads and ships,
it might be possible for aerial cargo craft to benefit from
planned use of frontal lift systems, cloud streets, standing
waves, and even ridge lift. I have recently encouraged some
of Langley's atmosphere researchers to make a study of the
topographical features, recurring frontal systems cloud
streets and other documented phenomena which might be charted
to assist in considering their regular use for air transport.
Satellite photographs showing cloud streets for hundreds of
miles are not uncommon - someday I hope to have my glider at
the right place at the right time.

As you can see, I am as enthusiastic as Jonathan
Livingston Seagull about the opportunities for research on
efficient low speed flight. Renewed interests in the mysteries
of bird flight may offer discoveries of great scientific
significance; I also believe birds employ principles con-
tiniously which have direct application to aircraft envi-
sioned for the future. I see opportunities for existing
technologies, suitably blended, to provide improved economic
returns to relatively low speed air transportation systems
of all types, but especially for cargo transports.

And finally, I believe it is time to refine our knowl-
edge of the more localized availability of free lift energy
to help others share this benefit with the birds and soaring
pilots• All of these examples point up the timeliness of
this symposium on Motorless Flight, which I expect someday
will be regarded as a milestone in the evolution of more
efficient low speed flight•
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Session Chairman's Opening
Address

SAILPLANE AERODYNAMICS AND DESIGN,

THE STATE OF THE ART, 1972

by

A.J. Smith

In this year of 1972, commercially available sailplanes

have amazing performance relative to current theoretical

aerodynamic potentials. These sailplanes clearly are more

efficient at their airspeeds than are current aircraft of

any other types. They have remarkably eloquent visual forms

with few aerodynamic compromises for function or fabrication.

They are beautiful examples of man's practical application

of nearly all pertinent theory. It is exactly because they

are so good that they present so great a challenge to our

researchers and designers.

Current sailplanes achieve a glide ratio of approximately

45 and usable speed range of 50 to 100 knots. This performance

is mostly obtained from clean smooth airfoils especially de-

veloped for sailplanes. These airfoils generally derive from

the now nearly classical low drag airfoils of the late nine-

teen thirties and early forties. Since the performance achieved

now in the field approaches laboratory results, it seems to

follow that development of new airfoils is desirable for

further performance advances.

The constantly increasing usable speed range is achieved

just now with the help of ballast, sometimes disposable, and

simple flaps. At this date there seems to be no competitive

successful use of more complex flap systems and only the

simplest wing and flap configurations are commercially util-

ized. More complex systems are still confined to one-off

machines.

It is apparent that extension of the speed range, partic-

ularly at the high speed end, soon will be accomplished with

development of variable geometry concepts. That these systems,

quite probably expensive, can be marketed is in question.

However, the development of these more complex systems is

required now to determine the real performance increases
which can be achieved.

Current sailplanes can achieve minimum sink rates of

2 feet per second. The low sink rates achieved across wide

speed ranges encourage broader investigations of seemingly

minor meteorological factors. Already there are subtle changes

from the classic cross country thermal soaring techniques.

These changes are exercised by individual pilots, and are
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not well documented; they now require analysis and refinement
in order to shape new aerodynamic research and sailplane de-
sign.

The above achievements in aerodynamics and design are
results, in considerable part, from recent developments of
materials and methods for sailplane construction. The devel-
opment of easily formed plastics for the reproduction of
complex curved structures enables sailplane manufacturers to
market a product with no compromise of aerodynamic forms.
Even the minor art of forming transparent plastics has been
advanced in sailplanes to a level where aerodynamics need
not be compromised. Interestingly, however, older classic
wood and metal construction methods can survive at the current
highly competitive performance level when combined with the
use of a few idealized plastic fairings.

While there has recently been a remarkable basic perfor-
mance increase, other important sailplane characteristics

have not been compromised.

Controlability has been maintained at a high level.

Recent production machines with long spans begin to suffer

in roll rate and control harmony but designers continue to

provide nearly satisfactory results without complicated

control surfaces or systems. There has been only infrequent

relaxing of landing approach controlability.

Stability has been maintained at a high level in current

sailplanes. Again, there seems to be no need for compromise

or use of complex systems to maintain satisfactory stability

characteristics. However, it remains to sort out thoroughly

the subtle relationship of stability and high performance.

Safety and pilot protection have been maintained or

perhaps improved. Certainly metal structures have retained
their favorable characteristics and the new reinforced plastic

structures have provided surprising pilot protection in severe

tests of their crash resistance.

Pilot comfort is at a new high level. With current con-

struction materials and knowledge of physical requirements

for good seating there are few compromises necessary in sail-

plane cockpit comfort.

The recent economic environment has been an aid to current

achievements in aerodynamics and design. The current annual

world market for sailplanes exceeds 1,000. A large percentage

of these are the high performance machines we are considering

here. With an average cost of $i0,000 U.S. the annual volume

of i0 million Dollars is considerable. Also, the market in-

cludes obvious pressure. Consider that a good full span flap-

ped competition sailplane sold at the factory in Germany for

$3,000 in 1957. Now, 15 years later, a competitive full span

flapped machine is more likely to sell for $12,000 at the

factory. This for the bare sailplane without instruments and

trailer. A demand which survives such increases is strong

indeed.
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A strange relationship in the economics of the sailplane
is found in the development of airfoils and related research
in airflow. Much of our recent increase in sailplane perfor-
mance is a result of airfoil design, and airflow and struc-
tural research but this most important work obviously had
little funding and very little monetary return. The world
soaring movement owes much to the few men who developed our
current aerodynamics, construction materials and methods, and
production facilities. We should find ways to reimburse them
for these activities and support their continuing enthusias-
tic research with ample funding.

Probably the recent economics of sailplanes marketing
have prevented much aerodynamic testing of complete designs
prior to prototype construction. However, with the currently
increasing market, this situation seems to be reversing. Now
there is evidence that thorough wind tunnel testing is eco-
nomically possible and is being utilized more often in the
development of proposed production designs.

The anticipated increasing use of classical wind tunnel
facilities and techniques is more challenged, however, in the
scale and performance areas being considered here. New facil-
ities and techniques may be required for a more systematic
advance and evaluation of high performance motorless aircraft.
Development of these facilities and techniques may be a diffi-
cult part of our future effort. However, solutions to this
situation are possible and feasible. With constantly increasing
public interest and involvement in soaring we clearly can con-
template larger sailplane markets and increasing funding for
research and design. The current high level of activity in
aerodynamic and design research, initiated with limited funds,
can only increase with the involvement of the larger markets
and increasing revenues in the future. The character of re-
search contemplated currently and the quality of individuals
and institutions involved guarantees continuing higher levels
of achievement. The work presented here indicates that we
need not suffer a performance plateau in the foreseeable fu-
ture.

The world soaring membership can accomplish much for
their own benefit by encouraging and supporting the work pre-
sented here. The world aeronautical community begins now to
appreciate the solutions already existing in our soaring
activities. We anticipate its increasing support and coop-
eration. That the general public will ultimately benefit is
obvious. The advantages of knowing how to go farther faster
with decreasing energy requirements are better understood by
laymen now. We can anticipate their increasing support.

Our level of achievement is remarkably high for the cost
paid, especially when considered in the field of historically
costly general aeronautics. The immediate future includes
more opportunities and challenges. The rewards for our endeav-
ors in low speed aerodynamics are becoming more apparent to
everyone. The future is bright. We welcome everyone. Let's
have at it!
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ANALYSIS OF EFFECT OF ASYMMETRIC LOADING ON

SAILPLANE PERFORMANCE IN CIRCLING FLIGHT

by

William H. Phillips

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

Notation
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coefficients of Fourier series (formula 20)

wingspan

distance between trailing vortices

chord of airfoil

induced-drag coefficient, Di/P/2 V2S

rolling moment coefficient, _/p/2 V2Sb

lift coefficient, L/p/2 V2S, or section lift coef-

ficient, L/p/2 V(y)2c

two dimensional lift-curve slope of airfoil

distance moved by vortex system

drag

induced drag
coefficient in formula for induced drag coefficient

(formula 30)

lift

rolling moment

mass (w/g)

normal acceleration (g units)

yawing velocity, or radius from vortex center
radius of turn measured to center of gravity of

glider, or aspect ratio, b2/S

increment in radius of turn between centerline of

glider and center of gravity

semispan, b/2

wing area
time

velocity induced by vortex

velocity at center of gravity

velocity at any spanwise station

velocity at center line of glider

sinking speed

increment of velocity at wing tip

downwash velocity at wing

weight

spanwise coordinate, or spanwise displacement of

center of gravity

angle of attack of airfoil

effective angle of attack, e - w/V(y)
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Notation (cont.)

F

6a
0

P
0

circulation, or circulation of each trailing vortex

aileron deflection

spanwise variable (formula 19)

relative density factor, m/pSb

air density

angle of bank

Introduction

A glider in a steady turn experiences a large rolling

moment tending to increase the bank angle. This rolling

moment results from the difference in airspeed at the inner

and outer wing tips. The moment may be offset by deflection

of the ailerons. Another method to offset the rolling

moment, originally suggested by W. S. Blanchard, Jr., of

the NASA Langley Research Center, is to displace the center

of gravity laterally toward the outer tip. A reduction in

profile drag would be expected to result from the use of

asymmetric loading because the relatively large aileron de-

flections required for trim would be avoided. The method

used for trimming also affects the span load distribution

and, therefore, the induced drag. A question therefore

arises as to the magnitude of the effect of asymmetric load-

ing on the total drag in a turn. The lateral position of

the center of gravity which results in minimum total drag
is also of interest.

In order to determine the aerodynamic effects of asym-

metric loading and of aileron deflection, the lateral shift

of the center of gravity required to offset the rolling

moment in a turn is first estimated. Some analysis and flow

visualization experiments on the effect of the glider's

trailing vortex system in a steady turn are next described.

Finally, the effect of asymmetric loading on the induced

drag in a turn is calculated, and some experimental data are
reviewed to estimate the effect of aileron deflection on

profile drag.

Calculations of radius of turn and [awin9 velocity

Some basic formulas based on the dynamics of the turn

are first presented. By equating the centripetal force in

a turn to the radial component of lift, the radius of a
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steady, constant-altitude turn as measured from the axis of
the turn to the center of gravity of the glider is deter-
mined to be:

R _ 2_ (i)

C L sin

The normal acceleration in g units is:

L 1
n - - (2)

W cos

The non-dimensional yawing velocity rb/2V is deter-

mined from the component of angular velocity along the Z

body axis. The non-dimensional yawing velocity is equal to

the ratio of the incremental velocity at the wing tip di-

vided by the velocity at the centerline. Thus, if an in-

creased forward velocity of the right wing tip is considered

positive:

rb -_V CL

2V = V - _ sin 2_ (3)
o

The effect of a lateral shift of the center of gravity

in producing rolling moment coefficient is:

C£ = C L b_ (4)

If the center-of-gravity shift is caused by lateral

motion of the wing on the fuselage, or by shifting ballast,

the required lateral displacement of the wing or ballast,

Yw, is

W T

Yw = _ff (y) (5)

where W T is the total weight and Wf is the fuselage

weight or ballast weight.

Motion of the trailing vortex system in a steady turn

The induced drag of a wing results from the tilt of the

lift vectors caused by the downwash induced by the trailing

vortex system. In the case of a wing in straight flight,

only the vortices close behind the trailing edge have an

important influence on the induced drag, because of the

rapid decrease in induced velocity with increasing distance

of the vortices from the wing. In the case of a glider in

a turn, however, the glider, after completing one circle,

may come near its trailing vortex system from the preceding
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turn. This vortex system might be expected to have an

effect on both the performance and trim of the glider. For
this reason, calculations have been made of the motion of

the trailing vortex system with respect to the glider in a

steady turn.

In the subsequent analysis, the motion of the glider

and vortices are both determined with respect to the sur-
rounding air mass. The results apply whether the air mass

is at rest or moving with a uniform velocity. If the motion

of the air mass is non-uniform, however, as might be the

case in the vicinity of a thermal, the results are only
approximately correct.

A further assumption of the analysis is that the vorti-

ces from the two wingtips have equal strength. This assump-

tion may be shown to be somewhat in error in the case of a

symmetrically-loaded glider. The vortex from the inboard

tip will in this case be stronger. This difference in vor-

tex strength will affect the induced drag of the glider, but

the effect on the motion of the vortex system and on the

induced flow of the vortex system from a previous turn is
believed to be small. Some comments on this effect are

given in connection with the flow visualization experiments.

The vortex system is assumed to travel downward and

outward in a direction perpendicular to the wing of the

glider. The glider itself, if it is flying under steady
conditions in a circle of constant diameter, is displaced

directly downward from its position in the previous circle.

The resulting configuration after one circle can be expected

to be similar to that shown in figure i.

The formulas for the motion of the vortex system are

derived as follows. Each vortex of the pair of trailing
vortices has a circulation F equivalent to the circula-

tion of the bound vortex at the wing root given by the

formula pVF. The motion of the vortex pair may be obtained

by assuming each vortex moves with the velocity induced by

the other. (See reference 1 for a more complete explana-

tion). The velocity in the field of a single vortex is

given by the formula v = F/2_r. The velocity of the system
is therefore

F
v = (6)

where bw is the distance between the vortices. It is

desired to express the circulation, F, in terms of the wing
lift coefficient, CL, and to determine the distance between

the vortices, bw, in terms of the wing span. These rela-

tions will depend to some extent on the plan form and lift

distribution of the wing. It is shown by airfoil theory

that most efficient wings have a lift distribution nearly
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Position of glider when

vortices are generated__.-...._ /2

/
/

©

f

/

," Of
Position of vortices

from previous turn

CL: .95, L/D=44

CL= 1.6, L/D=I6

Figure i. Position of glider with respect to vortices in

a steady 45 degree banked turn at two values

of lift coefficient.
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elliptical. In this case, the lift per unit span at the

root is 4L/_b.

Making the substitution

P V2b 2

L = CL _ V2S = CL R

The lift per unit span at the root is

2CLDV2b

_R

The circulation, F, of each vortex is then

r

2CLPV2b 2CLVb

_RpV _R
(7)

Substituting formula (7) in formula (6):

CLVb
V --

_2Rb
W

The distance between the vortices, again for an elliptical

lift distribution, is given by airfoil theory as

_b
b = n
w 4

hence

4CLV
v - (8)

n3 R

The circumference of the turn is obtained by use of formula

(i).

circumference = 2_ 2_.
CL sln ¢

The time for the turn is the circumference divided by the

velocity.

t = 4_b (9)

CLV sin ¢

Hence the distance the vortex moves in one turn is obtained

by multiplying formulas (9) and (8).
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d

4CLV 4_ub 16_b

_3 R CLV sin 4 _2R sin

or

d = 16U (i0)

b _2R sin 4

The distance the glider descends in one turn is now

derived. Equating the power required to the power supplied

by gravity

WV S = LID>v

hence

VS _ L /D\ D_ D

V W \LJ = n L L cos 4

or

DV

VS - L cos 4
(ii)

The distance the glider descends in a turn is obtained by

multiplying formulas (9) and (Ii).

h - DV . 4_b = D4n_b _ D 8w_b

L cos _ CLV sin _ LC L sin 4 cos 4 LC L sin 24

or

h D 8n_

5 = _ C L sin 24 (12)

The ratio of the movement of the vortex system to the move-

ment of the glider is

I IIisn >co-- = --3-- D (13)
= _2R sin 4 • 8_ _ R

In the section on Results and Discussion, it is shown

that the trailing vortices from a previous twrn do not have

a strong influence on the induced drag of a glider in a

steady turn. For this reason, the subsequent analysis of

induced drag is made without considering the effect of these

vortices.
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Analysis of effect of turning and of asymmetric loading
in induced drag

is
The equation for the velocity variation along the span

V(y) = V° + 90°
(14)

where AV/V ° may be obtained from formula (3).

As will be shown subsequently, the ratio AV/V o is

quite small, usually less than 0.15 on actual gliders even

in tight turns. Theories for the induced drag of a wing

with varying velocity across the span have been given in

references 2 and 3. These theories, which consider large

velocity variations across the span, required some terms to

be added to those in the usual analysis of induced drag. In

case of a small velocity variation, however, these added

terms are very small. The usual method of induced-drag
analysis can therefore be applied to thiscase with reason-

able accuracy.

A brief review of the method of calculating lift and

induced drag, based on the use of lifting line theory, fol-

lows. In this method, the trailing vortex sheet is assumed

to induce a downwash at each point on the airfoil. This

downwash tilts the lift vector at each spanwise station

rearward, producing components of drag which, when they are

integrated across the span, form the induced drag. A sketch

of the wing showing the notation is given in figure 2. The

induced downwash at each spanwise station is obtained by

integrating the contributions of the trailing-vortex sheet

across the span in accordance with the following formula.

dr-L -OdYd_ _ 1 dy (15)
W(Yl) = 4z(y - yl ) 4_ Yl - y

This formula is based on the assumption that the vortex

sheet extends back from the wing in a straight line, whereas

in a turn it forms a descending spiral. The neglect of

curvature of the vortex sheet is a further approximation of

the present analysis.

In formula (15), F(y) and w(y) are initially unknow_

A second relation between w and F is obtained from the

basic relation between circulation and lift at any spanwise
station.

L(y) = pV(y) F(y) (16)
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Figure 2. Sketch of wing showing vortex sheet and axes
used in calculation of induced downwash.

R

,,------- R - 6R -

"t" -

_,_-Center line

Figure 3. Sketch showing relation between velocity at

centerline and velocity at center of gravity.
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This equation is known as the Kutta-Jowkowski theorem. Ex-

pressing the lift in terms of the section-lift coefficient

and solving for F:

2

c L p/2 v(y) c 1

£(y) = pv(y) = _ CLC V(y) (17)

but

CL = _eff CL = V" CL

o o

hence

1

£(y) = _ C L c(V(y)_ - W) (18)

o

By solving equations (15) and (18) simultaneously, the cir-

culation and downwash may be obtained when c, _, and V

are given as functions of y. In general, numerical solu-

tion of the equations is required, but analytical results

may be obtained for certain useful special cases.

In previous analyses of induced drag, such as that

given in reference 4, the variation of circulation across

the span has been expressed as a Fourier series in a span-

wise variable 8, related to y by the formula:

y = - s cos 8 (19)

The circulation is assumed to be given by the formula:

F = 4s Vo(A 1 sin 8 + A 2 sin 2e + + A sin nS)
n

or

n

F = 4s V ° _ A n

n=l

sin n8 (20)

In this series, the odd coefficients may be shown to repre-

sent symmetrical distributions of circulation, and in

straight flight only these coefficients need to be con-

sidered. In turning flight, however, the circulation is

usually unsymmetrical and the effects of the even coeffi-
cients must be included also. If cases with an offset

position of the center of gravity are considered, the wing

must develop both lift and rolling moment about the center

line to maintain a steady turn. For this reason, it is

desired to solve for the lift and rolling moment as a func-

tion of the coefficients A n in turning flight.
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The lift may be related to the values of the coeffi-

cients A n as follows:

/_; /_;L = L(y) dy = pV(y) r(y) dy

Making the substitutions of expressions (14),

( AVs_ )
_ t

V (y) = V o 1 + Vo

(19) and (20):

y = -s cos e, dy = s sin 0 d0

and

r = 4sV
o

The expression for the lift becomes

L = PVo - V-'-o cos s V o A n sin n s sin 0 de
o =

or

L

4pV_s 2
A n sin n0 sin 0 d0 - _ov sin2 20 An

n=l n=l

sin n0 d0

The values of these integrals are, respectively

n

n=l

A n sin n0 sin 0 d0 = _ A I,
for n = 1

= 0 for n _ 1

AV _ sin 20 A

V ° 2 n
n=l

sin n0 d0 -
-AV

V 4 A2'
o

for n= 2

= 0 for n _ 2
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Thus only the coefficients A1 and A2 contribute to the
lift. The lift is therefore

/
A 2L 20VOWS21 2 _ol (21)

Similarly, the rolling moment may be related to the values

of the coefficient as follows:

L L= -L(y)y dy = -pV(y)F(y)y dy

Again make the substitutions of expressions (14), (19), and

(20).

The expression for the rolling moment becomes

V 2 3_= 4p o s
/°_ In_ An sin nelIl - _°V c°s 8>sin 8 c°s 8dS-i

of,
4pV2s3 = __An sin ne sin 8 cos e d8

o n=l

- V_o An
n=l

sin n8 sin 8 cos28 d8

To determine the value of the first integral, the following

relation may be used:

o 7 An_2-sin n8 sin 28 d8 = _ A 2 for n = 2

= 0 for n _ 2

The value of the second integral is derived in the appendix.
The result is:

- _oo A n sin ne sin 0

AV
cos28 d8 = - g _-- A I

o

for n = 1

AV

8 V A3 for

o

n=3

= 0 for n @ 1 and 3
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The value of the rolling moment is therefore:

I_ A1 _V A3 _VoV1
_= _pV2s 3 + A 2

o T_oo -_-
(22)

The values of the lift and rolling moment, (21) and (22) may

be expressed in coefficient form as follows:

L = _R o AV

eL = 2_ V2S V 1 2

(23)

and

V2 I- A1
= _ _ o _V

v2sb= R 2 +A2
(24)

For a wing with a known lift distribution in straight

flight, the ratio A3/A 1 may be estimated. For any known

values of CL and C£, the values of A 1 and A 2 may then

be determined by solving equations (23) and (24) simultane-

ously. In the work which follows, the value of A 3 will be

assumed to equal zero, corresponding to a wing with ellipti-

cal lift distribution in straight flight.

The induced drag may be realted to the coefficients as
follows:

fs Lw

Dl" = S pVF _ dy = pFw dy

= 4sV o p A n sin n w(8)s sin 8 d8

n=l

In reference 4, the value of w(e) is obtained by inserting

the Fourier series expression for F, formula {20), in

formula (15) and evaluating the integral. The result is:

n

A n sin n8w(B) = V ° n sin e

n=l

The induced drag is therefore
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D4s2v2 i osinnl I inn2 de• i=iAnl \n =lAn2

When n I _ n2, the integral is zero

When nl = n2, the integral is _/2/nA 2

Therefore :

n

Di = 2_ps2V2o_ n A 2n

n=l

or

o A 2

CDi = gR V n n
n=l

(25)

This formula shows that the induced drag depends on all

the coefficients, A n , whereas the lift and rolling moment,

in turning flight, depend only on A 1 and A 2. A well-

known result of lifting-line theory as applied to straight

flight is that the lift depends only on the value of A I.

If all the higher-order coefficients are zero, this distri-

bution of circulation corresponds to an elliptical loading

and the induced drag is a minimum. Since high-performance

soaring gliders are designed for very low drag, this con-

dition is closely approached in actual designs. Moderate

changes in plan form do not change the loading very much

from elliptical, indicating that the higher-order coeffi-

cients decrease rapidly with increasing values of n. As a

result, the major part of the induced drag may be obtained

by considering only the contribution of the coefficient A I.

Similar reasoning may be used to estimate the induced

drag in turning flight. In this condition, the lift and

rolling-moment coefficients are related to the coefficients

A 1 and A 2. The coefficient A2 adds to the induced drag
in accordance with formula (25). The unsymmetrical circula-

tion distribution associated with the coefficient A2 is

the one which produces a rolling moment with the minimum in-

duced drag. Higher-order even coefficients, A4, A6, etc.,

add to the induced drag without increasing the rolling mom-

ent. For efficiently designed ailerons, the higher-order

coefficients are expected to decrease rapidly with increas-

ing values of n. In this case, the major part of the in-

duced drag may be obtained by considering only the
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contributions of the coefficients A 1 and A2.*

In order to determine the induced drag of a glider

under conditions of turning flight and asymmetric loading,

the values of A 1 and A 2 may be obtained by solving

simultaneously equations (23) and (24). These values may

then be substituted in equation (25) to determine the drag.

The rolling moment coefficient with asymmetric loading is

given by the expression

C£ = CLI-b-_)

If this value is substituted in equations (23) and (24) and

these equations are solved simultaneously for the coeffi-

cients A 1 and A2, the result is:

From equation (25)

A 1 =

A 2 =

V2o _ 1_/Av_2]_ _ 4UoJ

%/-4_ + 1 _v_
\ 2 VO_

v2[i {Av_2

(26)

(27)

V 2

coi V + 2A

Substituting equations (26) and (27) and omitting small

terms involving (AV/Vo)4 gives the expression

ILv1 o)CL V 2 + + 32 b_ - 12 y AV

c_ = o _%J
i _R 1/__v_2 (28)

*The unsymmetrical loading corresponding to the coeffi-

cient A 2, which produces minimum induced drag in straight

flight for a given rolling moment, may be shown to result

from linear spanwise twist of an elliptical wing.
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The induced drag is influenced by asymmetric loading

not only because of the effect of this loading on the coef-

ficients A 1 and A 2 but also because of the term

(V2/V_) which occurs outside the brackets. This term re-

sults from the fact that the _adius of turn was defined as

the distance from the axis of rotation to the center of

gravity of the glider. If the center of gravity is outboard

of the centerline of the glider, the velocity V o measured
at the centerline is less than V measured at the center of

gravity. The term V2/V_ reflects the direct geometric

effect of this slower velocity at the centerline. This

slower velocity requires the glider to fly at a higher angle

of attack and, therefore, to have a higher drag coefficient

than it would if the center of gravity were on the center-

line. The term (V/Vo)2 may be expressed as a function of

y/b and AV/V o .

As shown by figure 3 :

v__= R = i + ___R
V R- AR R
o

but from formulas (i) and (3)

Zb cos ¢ C L sin ¢ 2 _ C L sin 2¢_R AVV
- = = 2

R 2_ 8_ b V--
o

Hence

VV - 1 + 2 _ AvV--
o o

= 1 + 4 b_V + 4
V o

In this expression, the term (y/b AV/Vo)2 may be

dropped because both y/b and AV/V o are small quantities.

Substituting the expression for

(28) gives

(V/Vo) 2 in formula

2

CD'I - CLzR <i
+

+ + 32 - 12 y AV

Vo/ 2
 kVo/

Carrying out the multiplications and divisions and

omitting terms higher than second order in _V/V o or y/b

gives:
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CL (29)
= + Fo/ + - 8

The first term of this formula is the familiar expres-

sion for the induced drag of a symmetrically loaded ellipti-

cal wing in straight flight. The additional terms give the

induced drag increments due to asymmetric loading and turning.

While the asymmetric loading and turning are, in gen-

eral, independent quantities, an optimum condition may be

sought in which the asymmetric loading is related to the

turning in order to produce the minimum induced drag. Con-

sider first the case with symmetrical loading (y/b = 0).

The expression for the induced drag, formula (29), may be

reduced to:

In this case, the distribution of circulation is not sym-

metrical, as shown by the fact that the term A 2 is not

zero (formula (27)). The value of A 2 is:

A1 &V

A2 = 2 V o

The fact that A 2 is positive shows that the circulation is

greater on the inboard wing.

The coefficient A 2 is a_out equal in magnitude, but

opposite in sign, when the center of gravity is moved out-

board to the point at which zero aileron deflection is re-

quired to trim in a turn. This result may be derived by

means of lifting-line theory through use of formulas (15)

and (18) or by use of the known result that, for an un-

twisted elliptical wing of high aspect ratio, C£ r = .25 C L

[reference 5].

The value of y/b for zero aileron deflection, as obtained

from formula (15), is therefore

y_= 1 AV

b 4v o

The value of CDi is again

CD = CLzR 1 + AV 2

1
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At the center-of-gravity position halfway between the

centerline and that for zero aileron deflection, the coef-

ficient A 2 is zero. The corresponding value of y/b is:

Z-!
b 8 V

o

If this formula is substituted in the formula for the in-

duced drag (formula (29)) the result is obtained:

CD. - CL

In general, as the formula for induced drag in a turn may be
written in the form

CD. - CL + K IAv_ (30)

 Vo/j
The value of K varies with the distance that the

center of gravity is moved outboard as shown in figure 4.

The minimum induced drag in a turn occurs when the center of

gravity is halfway between the centerline and the point for
zero aileron deflection to trim.

Determination of profile drag

The increment of profile drag coefficient due to aile-

ron deflection must be evaluated in order to evaluate the

magnitude of the effect of asymmetric loading on the total

drag in a turn. Unfortunately, very little information

exists on typical glider airfoils at the low Reynolds num-

bers of the narrow-chord tip sections. For a glider having

the characteristics given in table I, the Reynolds No. of an

airfoil with a chord of .4572 m (1.5 feet), a typical value

in the aileron region, at the §peed required in a 45 ° banked

turn, would vary from .79 × 10b at a lift coefficient of 1.0
to .625 × 106 at a lift coefficient of 1.6. One set of test

data at a Reynolds number of .7 x 106 is given for an FX

60-126 airfoil with 35 percent chord flap in reference 6.

These data have been used to estimate the magnitude of the

profile drag increments.

The aileron deflection required as a function of lift

coefficient, with the center of gravity on the centerline,

may be obtained from the formula

6 a C£6 = C£ r__br 2V
a
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TABLE I

Characteristics Used in Calculations

b

P

S

W

Aspect Ratio

m

18.29 m (60 ft)

1.226 kg/m 3 (.00238 slugs/ft 3)

12.99 m 2 (140 ft 2)

4057 N (912 ib)

25.8

413.7 kg (28.3 sl)

1.41

2.0 -

J.5 --

1.0-

0.5-

O,

Center
line

Lateral position

I I

Positi!n for

zero aileron deft.
in turn

of c.g. Outboaro_

Figure 4. Value of K in the formula CD. - _R 1 + K
1

of lateral position of the center of gravity.

as a function
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The value of
give :

rb/2V, formula (3), may be substituted to

CL
6a C£6 = C£r 8-_ sin 2_

a

or

CZr CL

6a - C£ 8p sin 2_

a

(31)

Values of C£ r and C£_a may be estimated from the data
given in reference 7.

i.

Results and discussion

The results presented herein have been calculated for

a typical soaring glider having the characteristics given in

table i.

r

Aileron deflection or lateral shift of the center of

gravity for trim

Plots of the radius of turn, normal acceleration, and

non-dimensional yawing velocity obtained from formulas (i), ....

(2), and (3) are given in figure 5 as a function of bank _

angle. These values were calculated for a lift coefficient ._!
of 0.95, which is the lift coefficient for minimum sink rate

on the example glider, and for CL = 1.6, which is close to _
the maximum lift coefficient. Thermal soaring would prob- _'_

ably be done in the range between these two values. In a _

wide region of rising air, the lower value should be used, _
but in a small-diameter thermal, the tightest possible turn _

would probably be required to gain maximum benefit from the
thermal. _;_

As shown by formula (3), the yawing velocity is great-

est at a bank angle of 45 ° , and at the lowest altitude (sea

level), inasmuch as the relative density factor, _, is

smallest at this condition. The rolling moment coefficient

due to yawing velocity, C£r, was obtained from reference 7

by extrapolating the values given for values of aspect ratio

of 6, I0, and 16 to a value of 25.8.

Values are given in the following table for the rolling-
moment coefficient and aileron deflection for trim at 45 °

bank and for the lateral shift of the center of gravity at
values of lift coefficient of 0.95 and 1.6. The lateral
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Figure 5. Radius of turn, normal acceleration, and non-

dimensional yawing velocity as a function of

angle of bank for a soaring glider haying

b=18.29 m (60 ft), S=12.99 m- (140 ft-),

W=4057 N (912 ib), CL=0.95 and 1.60, sea level.
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shift of the fuselage required has been calculated under

the assumption that the fuselage weight is 2722 N (612 ib)

and the total weight 4057 N (912 ib). As an alternative,

the lateral shift of 889 N (200 Ib) of ballast has been

calculated with the same total weight•

Lift coefficient, C L

Rolling-moment coefficient, C£

Aileron deflection for trim, deg

Lateral shift of c.g.

Lateral shift of fuselage

Lateral shift of ballast

0.95 1.6

0.0188 0.0533

4.36 12.35

• 3597 m 0.6096 m

(1.18 ft) (2.00 ft)

0.5395 m 0.9053 m

(1.77 ft) (2.97 ft)

1.645 m 2.776 m

(5.40 ft) (9.11 ft)

These results show that the required lateral shift of

the center of gravity varies directly with the lift coeffi-

cient, whereas the aileron deflection for trim varies as

the square of the lift coefficient. The shifting of water

ballast, if it is carried in the glider for reasons of per-

formance, is probably the simplest way to accomplish the

lateral center-of-gravity shift. The water ballast could be

shifted by sideslipping the glider provided the tanks in the

two wings were connected with suitable pipes and valves. In

view of the rather large shift required, however, a study is

required of effects of asymmetric loading on induced and

profile drag to determine whether the full amount of the

shift is necessary•

As was mentioned previously, a glider in a steady turn

may be influenced by its own trailing vortices shed on a

previous turn. If this effect were important, the calcula-

tion of induced drag would have to take these effects into

account. Before proceeding with the calculation of induced

drag, therefore, results of some studies to investigate the

effects of the trailing vortices are presented•

Relative positions of the glider and vortex system:

The relative positions of the glider and the vortex

system after one turn in a 45 ° bank have been calculated for

the example glider using the same flight conditions as those

assumed previously. The conditions and results are as
follows:

L d h d

CL _ _ _ b

.95 44 1.41 .125 .846 .148

1.6 16 1.41 .125 1.383 .090

These results, sketched in figure i, show that the vortex

system moves only slightly, in the course of one turn, from
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the position of the wing at which vortices were initially

generated. Surprisingly, the distance the vortices move,

when expressed as a fraction of the span, is independent of

the lift coefficient for a given bank angle. In a steady

turn, however, the glider itself moves down a distance

ranging from 0.8 to 1.4 times the span, depending on the

lift coefficient. In actual flight, the glider may not be

in a steady turn, and if it is entering a turn from a high-

speed flight condition it may either lose or gain altitude

with respect to the vortex system. The velocity induced by

the vortices at various positions is therefore of interest.

An estimate of the component of velocity normal to the

line joining the vortices at various distances below the

vortex system is shown in figure 6. The velocity has been

converted to an equivalent flow angle in degrees and is given

for a value of C L = 1.0. The angles for other values of

lift coefficient would be proportional to the lift coeffi-

cient. These calculations were made assuming two-dimension-

al flow; that is, the vortices were assumed to extend in

straight lines perpendicular to the plane of the paper

rather than in a descending spiral as would be the actual

case. The downwash region of the actual vortices would

therefore probably be shifted somewhat toward the center of

the circle.

In a steady turn, as indicated in figure 6, the down-

wash induced by the vortex system has its greatest effect

on the outboard wing of the glider. This induced velocity

would produce a rolling moment tending to roll the glider

out of the turn, and would therefore reduce the aileron

deflection held against the turn to offset the rolling

moment due to yawing velocity. The magnitude of the effect

appears to be quite small when the glider is displaced down-

ward the amount corresponding to a steady turn. For example,

with the glider displaced downward one wing span, the

effect would reduce the aileron deflection required on each

wing by less than 1 degree. The effect on the induced drag

of the glider also appears to be very small.

If the glider were in a non-steady maneuver and flew

closer to the vortex system, the effect could be quite large,

but such a condition would be only temporary. Also, the in-

duced downwash near the vortex system is large enough to

have an appreciable effect on the performance of the glider

if the glider flies within about 20 percent of the wingspan

above or below the vortex system. For example, at a dis-

tance of 10 percent of the span above or below the vortex

system and at a lift coefficient of 1.0, the average velo-

city normal to the wingspan would be about .3962 m per

second (1.3 ft per second). If possible, therefore, flying

directly into the wake from a previous turn should be

avoided. Some slight gain in efficiency could be obtained

by flying just outboard of the vortex system, thereby taking
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advantage of the upwash to reduce the sinking speed and to
reduce aileron deflection for trim.

Flow visualization experiments

Some tests have been made of a heavy model of 40-inch

span gliding in circles in a large water tank. Dye was

emitted from tubes in the wingtips to mark the trailing

vortices. These tests confirm the analytical results in

that the vortex system moves down very slowly and that the

glider descends more rapidly. The vortices dissipate very

slowly and are still evident after the glider has completed

several circles. With the model loaded symmetrically, the

outer vortex moves down slightly faster than the inner one,

indicating that the inner vortex is stronger. This result

would be expected from an analysis of the lift coefficient

and speed of the two wings. This effect has been neglected

in the preceding analysis. The difference in the rate of

motion of the two vortices is so small, however, that their

relative position after the glider has completed one turn

is affected only a small amount. Some photographs of the

vortices produced by the model gliding in the tank are shown

in figure 7.

Induced and profile drag in a turn

The preceding discussion shows that the conventional

lifting-line theory may be used with good accuracy to esti-

mate the effects of turning and of asymmetric loading on the

induced drag in a steady turn. The value of induced drag is

given by formula 30 and figure 4. In this formula, the term

C_/wR is the familiar expression for induced drag of a sym-
metrical wing in straight flight. This term is multiplied

by the factor 1 + K AV/Vo 2. The value of AV/V o, equiva-

lent to rb/2V, may be read from figure 5. The maximum

value of AV/V o for the example considered is 0.14, and the
value of K remains between 0.5 to 1 in the range of center-

of-gravity positions for zero aileron deflection. The formu-

la shows that the induced drag coefficient in a turn is al-

ways slightly greater than that in straight flight at a

given value of lift coefficient, and that the drag incre-

ment is a minimum when the center of gravity is halfway be-

tween the centerline and the location requiring zero aileron

deflection for trim. In any case, however, the induced drag

increment is very small. In the case used as an example,

the increase of induced drag under the most unfavorable com-

bination of conditions (center of gravity on centerline,

= 45o, CL = 1.6) is less than 2 percent.

The increments of induced and profile drag coefficient

for the center of gravity on the centerline are shown in

figure 8. These values are each based on total wing area.
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(a) Model glider circling in water tank

(b) Vortices some time after passage of glider

Figure 7. Photographs of vortices produced by model

gliding in circles in water tank.
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This figure shows that the induced and profile drag incre-
ments are both small for lift coefficients below about 1.0.

The increment of induced drag remains negligible throughout

the lift coefficient range. The profile drag increment

rapidly becomes larger at lift coefficients between 1.0 and

the maximum lift coefficient of 1.6. This large increment

of profile drag is entirely due to the downward-deflected

aileron on the inboard wing. The upward-deflected aileron

on the outboard wing produces a slight reduction in profile-

drag coefficient. Evidently the flow is separating from the

upper surface of the downward-deflected aileron under the

conditions of low Reynolds number experienced by the tip
sections.

The small value of induced drag coefficient which

exists throughout the range of lateral center-of-gravity
positions of interest imposes no constraint on the use of

lateral shift of the center of gravity to reduce the aileron

deflection for trim and therefore the profile-drag incre-
ments associated with aileron deflection. The lift coeffi-

cient or aileron deflection at which flow separation becomes
serious will depend on the particular airfoil section used

on a glider. At the low Reynolds numbers typical of the tip
regions of a glider wing, however, flow separation on the

upper surface of the downward-deflected aileron is likely to
occur at high angles of attack for most airfoil sections.

Concludin_ remarks

In the tight turns used in thermal soaring, large aile-

ron deflections are required to offset the rolling moment

associated with the velocity gradient along the span. This

velocity gradient is a maximum in turns at low altitude,

near the maximum lift coefficient, and at a bank angle of

45 ° . Formulas are presented for estimating the lateral

shift in center of gravity required to trim the glider

laterally with the ailerons in neutral.

The reduction in profile drag resulting from reduced

aileron deflection may be estimated from suitable wind-

tunnel airfoil data. The use of asymmetric loading, however,

may be expected to affect the induced drag. A question

therefore arises as to the effect of asymmetric loading on

the total drag in a turn.

Calculation of the induced drag of a glider in a tight

turn introduces certain possible problems not ordinarily

considered in the classical determination of induced drag
from lifting-line theory. The glider, after completing one

circle, may be in the proximity of its own trailing vortex

system. The behavior of this vortex system has been studied

by means of flow visualization tests with a heavy, freely-
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gliding model in a water tank. Calculations of the possible
influence of the vortex system on the performance and trim
of the glider have been made. This effect was found to be
small provided the glider is descending at the rate corre-
sponding to a steady turn.

Some calculations, based on lifting-line theory, have

been made to determine the effect of turning and asymmetric

loading on the induced drag. The induced drag in a turn was

found to be always greater than that in straight flight at

the same lift coefficient. For a given turn radius, the in-

duced drag increment is a minimum when the center of gravity

is halfway between the centerline and the location requiring
zero aileron deflection for trim. In any case, however, the

increment of induced drag is very small, usually less than

two percent of the induced drag in straight flight at the
same lift coefficient.

For the conditions investigated, which are typical of

those of a high-performance soaring glider, the induced

drag increments associated with turning are negligible

compared with the profile-drag increment caused by flow
separation on the downward-deflected aileron. For minimum

drag, therefore, the center of gravity should be moved out-

board to the point required to reduce the aileron deflection

for trim to a value below that at which flow separation
occurs.
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APPENDIX

Evaluation of the integral

_o'_ An sin n8 sin % cos28 d8

= An sin n8 sin 8 1 + cos 282 d8

= -_- sin n sin 8 d8 + _- sin n8 sin 8 cos 28 d8

make the substitution

sin 8 cos 28 - sin 38 sin 8

2 2

The integrals become

/ An /'An --_- sin n8 sin 8 d8 + -_- sin n8 sin 38 d8

E An- -_- sin n8 sin 8 dB

= -2-- sin28 d8 + -4- sin2 38 d8 - -4- sin28 d8

=7 +_-- =_-+
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AN INTRODUCTION TO GEOMETRIC

PROGRAMMING AND ITS APPLICATION

TO SAILPLANE DESIGN

by

John H. McMasters

Tempe, Arizona

Notation

AR

b

BHP

c

CD

C D

CDp

CD i

CD t

CD o

CL

d (w)
D

K w
K

L

q
R

Rn
S

S_
T

V

W
w

2

Geometric Aspect Ratio = b2/S

Wing Span

Brake Horsepower

Wing Mean Chord = S/b
= + +

Total Drag Coefficient C D CD_ + CDp CDi CDt

Parasite Drag Coefficient of the Aircraft Components

Excluding the Wing

Profile Drag (Parasite Drag of the Wing Alone)

Induced Drag CDi= KwCL2/ZAR

Trim Drag Coefficient

"Zero Lift" Drag Coefficient

Lift Coefficient

Dual Objective Function

Drag Force D = CDqS
Span Efficiency Factor (Wing Alone)

"Oswald" or "Airplane" Efficiency Factor

Lift Force L = CLqS

Dynamic Pressure q = --_pV2

Turn Radius -- V_

Mean Reynolds Number R n = -9--
Wing Area

Parasite Drag Reference Area
Thrust Force

Speed (Measured Along the Flight Path)

Vehicle Weight

Dual Variables in the Geometric Program

Design Variables

Vertical Velocity (climb or sink rate)

Greek Letters

8

P

Propulsive Efficiency

Climb (Glide) Angle

Kinematic Viscosity

Air Density

Signum Muliplier _ = ±i

Objective Function

Bank Angle
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Notation (cont.)

Additional Symbols

()*
()o

(_)

n

Denotes an optimum value

Denotes a stationary points (points at which all

_/_X i = 0)

Denotes a vector, e.g., _ = (Xi,X2,..., Xn)
Product

Summation

PART I: AN INTRODUCTION TO GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING

Features

Geometric programming is a relatively new non-linear

optimization technique initially derived from certain ineq-

ualities rather than classical calculus. Important features
of the method are:

i. The method is often computationally convenient. A

problem may be reduced from one of solving (when classical

techniques are used) m non-linear equations for m unknowns

(the optimum design variables), to solving m + 1 linear

equations in m + 1 new variables which may have important

physical significance in their own right. Once the optimum

values of these new (dual.) variables are determined, the

optimum design variables can be easily determined by routine

calculations. In many cases it is unnecessary to resort to

the use of a computer.

2. In a problem with constraints (which may be non-

linear), the constraints are reduced to linear form and in-

equality constraints are handled quite naturally.

3. The optimal solutions obtained by the method often

reveal important invariance properties which are independent

of economic or technological state-of-the-art factors in the

problem. This is a unique and important feature of the method

and can give the designer substantially greater insight into

a given problem than is possible when it is simply "fed into

a computer".

4. The major restriction on the method is that the ob-

jective function and any constraints must be in the specific

form of polynomials, the terms of which are made up of prod-

ucts of the design variables raised to arbitrary real expon-

ents. In addition, the total number of terms in the objective

function and the constraints must exceed the number of design

variables by at least one.

5. It is the nature of the method that it attempts to

establish the minimum value of the objective function. In the

restricted case where all the terms in the objective function

and constraints are positive, and the constraint inequalities
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are of the correct sense (i.e., < i), the method guarantees
the establishment of a global minimum.

The simplest way to present the method and to illustrate
the features described above, is to chronicle its relatively
brief history. The general method will then be summarized.
Application of the method to several classical sailplane
design problems will be demonstrated in Part II of the paper.

Historical development

Geometric programming was discovered in 1961 by Clarence

Zener at Westinghouse. Zener [i] noted that the sum of the

component "costs" of a process can sometimes be minimized

almost by inspection, provided each "cost" is a function of

the product of the "design" variables each raised to arbi-

trary (but known) real exponents. The exponent8 are not

restricted to positive integers, and may be any real number,

either positive or negative. At this stage in development
of the method it was necessary that the coefficient of each

term in the summation by positive. Zener and his colleagues

[2] coined the word posynomial to describe these "positive

polynomial" functions. For example:

- 3 1/2
_(X) = 2X2X21 + _tX2X 3 + Xi2X2X31/2+ 2X23 is a posynom-

ial.

_ -3 is not a posynomial2 -i 28X IX + 6X 2= xix 2 -

(i)

(2)

One's immediate instinct when confronted with an objec-

tive function like eqn. (i) is to regard the X4 as the in-

dependent variables, the optimum values of which may be

established by the solution of the set on N non-linear

equations _/_×i = 0, i = I...N. Zener, however, pointed out

that one could with equal justification regard each term in

the objective function as an independent variable and seek

instead to establish the optimal contribution of each term
to the total minimum sum. Once the minimum value of the ob-

jective function was established in this way, and if the

value was acceptably low, then the optimum values of the X i

could be determined. This latter operation requires relativ-

ely uncomplicated calculations.

Zener's procedure involved forming a dual function of

the original primal objective function. This dual function

was constructed by dividing each term in the primal function

by a weight (the dual variables) and then raising each of

these modified terms to the power given by its weight. Each

of these new terms multiplied together formed the dual

function. As an example, the dual % of eqn. (i) is

tin the terminology of the method, eqn. (3) is actually the

pre-dual of eqn. (i) because it contains the X i explicity.
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2 -1]wl ". 3 ½]w2 [ -2 -_]w3 w4

dC_l= w_ j w_ ] [ w3 j LT4]

w = W. = w ights)l i' "''' w4 = dual variables (we

The weights were chosen such that: (i) the dual function

was "non-dimensionalized" with respect to the X i (primal

design variables) and (2) the sum of the w i equaled unity.

This latter is the normality condition and the former re-

quirements yield, formally, a set of orthogonality conditions.

When the values of the weights which satisfy the normal-

ity and orthogonality conditions were substituted into the

dual equation, a pure number resulted (because of the non-

dimensionalizing process). Zener noted the apparently remark-

able fact that this number was the minimum value of the

primal objective function• To clarify the procedure, consider

the primal function given by eqn. (i) and its dual function,

eqn. (3). To eliminate that X. from eqn. (3), values of the

w i must be found which satisfy:

2w I - 2w 3 = 0

-w I + 3w 2 + w 3 - 3w 4 = 0

½w 2 - ½w 3 = 0

orthogonality

conditions (4)

w I + w 2 + w 3 + w 4 = 1 normality condition. (5)

Simple inspection of this system of linear algebraic

equations shows that the solution is:

w_--w_--w_= w_-- (6)

When these values are substituted into eqn. (3), the
result is:

(7)

Now, if the value of #* obtained in eqn. (7) is accept-

able, the optimum values of the primal variables can be

extracted from the following relations:

2 -1

2XIX2 = w[#*

=

-2 -½
×i×2×3 = w_*

-3

2X2 = w_*

(8)
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These formulas (with w* and _ * known) give:
l

1

1 : 1 (9)

Two factors in the above procedure are important:

i. The dual variables wi, in addition to being computa-

tionally convenient, have considerable physical significance

in their own right. The values of the wi* obtained from

eqns. (4) and (5) measure the relative importance (or weight)

of each term in _*. Thus, in this example, at the optimum

value of # each term in eqn. (i) is exactly _ of the total.

In addition, regardless of the values of the' numerical coef-

ficients of the terms in eqn. (1), if the values of the ex-

ponents do not change, the optimum weight of each term does

not change-onlythe value of _* would be altered, according to

eqn. (3).

2. In the initial work by Zener, only objective functions

with exactly one more term (T) than the number (N) of primal

design variables could be handled (i.e., T = N + i). Under

these circumstances there are always N + 1 dual variables wi,

and exactly N orthogonality conditions plus the normality

condition which result in N + 1 linear algebraic equations

for the N + 1 w_*. Thus, in this case the wi* values can be

uniquely determlned. Such a geometric program is said to have

zero degrees of difficulty. The case where T > N + 1 is of

great computational significance and will be discussed later.

Contemporaneously with Zener, Richard Duffin at Carnegie

Tech. had been developing a duality theory with applications

to non-linear programming and when he learned of Zener's work,

was immediately able to make two important contributions.

Duffin observed that if the primal objective function (in

posynomial form) was considered a weighted arithmetic mean,

and the dual function a corresponding weighted geometric mean,

then Cauchy's inequality [3] stated that the geometric mean

is always less than or equal to the arithmetic mean. The

simplest example of this relation is:

-- ½ 1 ½ -- (i0)Uarit h = U 1 + _ U 2 _ U 1 • U_ = Ugeo

where, U 1 and U 2 are positive numbers or functions.

The equality in eqn. (i0) holds if and only if U 1 = U 2.

In general, it can be shown [Ref. 2] that: Given the set of

positive numbers or functions U n and a set of positive weights

Wn, then:

Ua = WlUl + "'" + WnUn weighted arithmetic mean.

Wl w 2 Wn

Ug = U 1 • U 2 ..... Un
weighted geometric mean. (ii)

U a _ Ug where the equality holds if all the

U n are equal.
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Defining a set of new quantities u
n

fu lW 
uI + u2+. + Un->

= WnU n, eqn. (ii) becomes:

[u lW• • • (12)

It is readily seen that equations (i) and (3) are in

exactly the same form as the left and right hand sides of the
inequality (12).%

Duffin's recognition of the connection between Zener's

procedure and the geometric inequality allowed him to show

formally that the problem of minimizing a posynomial primal
objective function _(Z) could be transformed to one of max-

imizing its dual function d(_) with respect to its weights

(the dual variables). Duffin could further show that, in

fact, the maximum of the dual was exactly equal to minimum

of the primal function (if a minimum existed), and that the

normality and orthogonality conditions were necessary and

sufficient conditions to establish the maximizing values of

the w i. The formal proof of these ascertions can be found in

Ref. 2. A simpler proof, based on classical differential

techniques and establishing only the necessity of the con-
ditions, can be found in Ref. 4.

Duffin's second contribution to Zener's basic procedure

was to show how to extend the method to objective functions

where the number of terms in the primal function exceeded

the number of design variable by more than one (i.e., problems

with one or more degrees of difficulty). This procedure will

be demonstrated by example later.

Although, as a consequence of Duffin's initial work, the

basic method now rested on firm theoretical ground, it re-

mained for Charnes and Cooper [5] and Duffin and his student

Peterson [6] to raise the method to the status of viable

optimization technique by showing how to handle inequality

oonstraint8 in the form of posynomials less than, or equal

to, unity. All of this work, together with rigorous proofs

and many examples and transformations for expressing practical

optimization problems in proper posynomial form can be found

in the book by Duffin, Peterson and Zener [2].

In order to extend the applicability of the geometric

programming technique to more general problems, two diffi-

culties arising as consequence of reliance on Cauchy's in-
equality had to be circumvented:

%Duffin, et al. [2] call the inequalities (ii) and (12)

geometric inequalities for brevity. The use of the geometric

inequality and vector concepts like orthogonality and normal-

ity led Duffin to name the overall procedure geometric pro-

gramming. 124



i. the restriction to positive coefficients in the

objective function and constraints (i.e., they must

be posynomials) and

2. the inability of the basic method to handle arbitrary

inequality constraints.

Wilde and Passy [7,8] were able to divorce the method from

the restrictions imposed by Cauchy's inequality by appealing

to classical optimization theory; specifically, by the sub-

stitution of Lagrange multipliers for the weights and employ-

ment of "Signum multipliers" (c = ±i) to deal with the problem

of negative coefficients. A full discussion of these exten-

sions can be found in the book by Wilde and Beightler [9].

Generalized (or extended)geometric programming is now

applicable to any well posed optimization problem (i.e,, one

in which a minimum value of the objective function exists)

provided:

1. the primal objective function and any constraints

are in the form of polynomials (negative coefficients

allowed),

2. the constraints are in the form of arbitrary inequal-
ities (_ i), and

3. the total number of terms in the objective function

and constraint inequalities exceeds the number of

primal design variables (_) by at least one (i.e.,

T > N + i).

Unfortunately, the generalization of the basic technique is

not obtained without a penalty. Any deviation from the full,

posynomial situation (in either the objective function or

the constraints) invalidates the geometric inequality and

one is no longer guaranteed that the "optimal" weights ob-

tained from the orthogonality and normality conditions cor-

respond to even a local minimum of the objective function.

All that can be said is that the "optimal" weights occur at

a stationary point, which may be a minimum, a saddle point

or even a maximum. Thus in a problem with mixed signs and/or

arbitrary inequality constraints the solution must be care-

fully checked by appropriate tests (9, I0) to assure that

the values obtained represent what is sought. Despite these

problems, the general procedure preserves many of the advan-

tageous features of the restricted method, and if proper

care is taken, has the potential of providing a very power-

ful tool in engineering design.

Generalized @eometric programming

Given a set of generalized polynomials of the form:

Tm N amt n

_m(X) = _ _mt Cmt E X (13)
-- t=l n=l n
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where

such that

m = 0, i, .... M

t = i, ...... , T
m

M

T = _ T m
m= 0

eqn. number

term number

_mt = _ 1 (signum multipliers) (14)

Cmt > 0 (15)

X n > 0 (design variables) (16)

n = i, ..., N

The basic optimization problem is to minimize the primal

objective function #o(_) subject to the M constraints:

_m (X) --<Cm (= --+i) m = i,..., M (17)

Note: The sense of the inequality (17) is important.

_m _ + 1 means _m = +I and _m _ -i means Cm = -i.

The corresponding dual problem is to maximize the dual

objective function d(_) in terms of the T dual variables _.

The dual objective function is:

d (w) =

where

I I )mtWlM Tm Cmt win° (18 )

d0 t_! Wm t

max d(w) = d(w °) = #o(X °) = a stationary point.

and d(_*) = _o(X *) = a minimum, if it exists.

The dual variables (weight_ wO must satisfy:

T
o

normality condition: CotWot = _(= _ I) (19)
t=l

M Tm

t_l _mt amtn Wmt = 0 (20)m=o =
N orthogonality conditions:

T non-negativity conditions:

M inequality constraints:

Wmt _ O (21)

Tm

Wmo = Om _ _mt Wmt
t=l

m = I, ..., M

(22)
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By convention, we formally select:

and define:

lim

Wmt÷O

By definition:

w = 1 (23)
oo

Cmt Wom] _mt Wmt

 mt] (24)

_ =+ i

(the value to be determined by eqns. (18) and (21)

(25)

When the dual variables w and the corresponding _ arw

found from eqns. (19)-(25), and the value of d(w u) = _ (_u)

established from eqn. (18), the optimum values of the _rimal

(design) Ivariables _o can be determined from the relations:

N

Cot H xamtnn = Wo_ _ _#o (X°)-
n=l

m = 0, t = i, ..., T O (26)

N amt n
Cmt K Xm = Wmt/Wm ° t = i, "''' Tm (27)

n=l m = i, ..., M

Comment: The value of the quantity T - (N+I) is the number

o-f degree8 of difficulty of the program. If the problem has

zero degrees of difficulty (i.e., T = N+I) then eqns. (19)-

(25) are necessary and sufficient to uniquely define the

required wo and _. If T > N+I, the additional conditions

must be generated from the condition that max d(_) = $o(_ O)

in order to completely define the wO and _ values.

Concludin9 comments

Geometric programming, when it works, yields elegant and

often insightful solutions to optimization problems which

would be difficult and/or laborious to solve by classical

techniques. However, when the generalized method is applied

to problems with objective functions/constraints with mixed

signs, great care must be taken to assure that the solution

obtained is actually a minimum. This factor plus the degree

of difficulty problem, and the fact that only objective

functions and constraints in the form of polynomials can be

handled, would tend to indicate that geometric programming

is of very limited value and applicability.

It should be noted, however, that most existing non-

linear programming techniques suffer from the same problems

of eratic behavior demonstrated by generalized geometric

programming. This is simply a fact to be forewarned against

and requires that any solution obtained must be carefully

analyzed before relying on it. The degree of difficulty
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problem can be partially circumvented if care and ingenuity

are exercised in formulating the mathematical model to which

the technique is to be applied. It is frequently possible by

judicious choice of design variables and simplifying assump-

tions, to formulate a complex physical problem into a model

with no more than one or two degrees of difficulty. A sort

of rule of thumb has it that: If the number of degrees of

difficulty is equal to or exceeds the number of design vari-

ables, it is usually wiser to resort to some other method of

solution (e.g., multi-variable search techniques).

Finally, regarding the limitations on applicability

imposed by the requirement that the objective function and

constraints be in the form of polynomials, one need only re-

flect on the number of engineering problems involving

i. a summation of forces,

2. the use of linear super-position in the expression

of quantities like total drag coefficients, and

3. the very wide-spread use of logarithmic graphs and

curve fits to deal with statistical data on complex

phenomena and systems.

Geometric programming is a potentially powerful tool in

the hands of an intelligent designer, but unfortunately much

of his potential has yet to be realized. This is due in part

to the fact that the method is new and not yet well known to

many engineers. The majority of applications to date have

been in the fields of electrical [2,11] and chemical [12,13]

engineering. Two interesting applications to tool design have

also been published [14,15], but so far the author knows of

no applications to aeronautical design problems.
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PART II. THE APPLICATION OF GEOMETRIC PROGRAM_ING

TO SAILPLANE DESIGN

Introduction

Modern high-performance sailplanes have reached an ex-

traordinary state of development, particularly during the

last decade. To increase sailplane performance beyond present

limits will require ever increasingly sophisticated and com-

plex designs (e.g., the Sigma). As a consequence it appears

that the days when a designer, armed only with imagination

and a slide-rule, could produce a viable competition machine

by ingenious cut-and-try techniques are past. Fortunately,

the same period which has seen the rapid increase in sail-

plane performance has also witnessed spectacular advances in

computer technology which could, in principle, give the de-

signer the increased analytical capability required to pro-

duce even more advanced vehicles. Computers are, however,

soulless devices and, at least at present, clumsy and ex-

pensive to use. If the designer is not working on a well-

funded project and does not have ready access to the equip-

ment, his use of computer facilities must often be severely

limited.

Geometric programming has the potential of providing

the designer with a powerful tool for the solution of opti-

malization problems in which the objective function and

constraints are in the form of generalized polynomials.

Solutions of this sort can often be obtained without recourse

to a computer. The purpose of this part of the paper is to

show how geometric programming can be applied to aeronautical

engineering design problems, at least for purposes of making

preliminary design and performance estimates.

Mathematical models

Application of a paricular programming technique is

only the final third of any optimization problem. Before one

can "optimize" anything, appropriate indices of system cost

and/or performance must be selected. As a second step, these

performance indices must be expressed in quantitative form,

together with any constraints, as functions of the desired

design variables. When this has been done, one has an ob-

jective function/constraint system or mathematical model to

which a particular optimization technique can be applied.

Index of performance

In the design of sailplanes and related types of air-

craft (e.g., motor-gliders, man-powered aircraft) there are

several obvious performance indices which could be used as

the basis for optimizing a given design. Among these are:
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i. maximize the lift--to-drag ratio (minimize the glide

angle),

2. minimize the sink rate in rectilinear or circling

flight,

3. maximize the cross-country speed.

In the powered sailplane or man-powered aircraft design

problem one may also wish to:

i. minimize the power required for level flight,

2. maximize the rate of climb for a given installed

power,

3. minimize the take-off distance.

Several other less obvious performance indices could be con-

structed or several of those listed could be combined into a

single model. For example, the designer might decide to

maximize the glide angle subject to the constraint that the

corresponding sink rate be less than or equal to some speci-

fied minimum. The particular problem formulation will depend

on the intended purpose of the machine and the bias of the

designer.

Basic equations

For reference purposes, the forces (in somewhat simpli-

fied form) acting on an aircraft executing a steady, constant

radius, climing (or gliding) turn are shown in Figure i.

Summation of these forces in the vertical, horizontal and

radial directions yield, respectively:

L 1 V2CL S _ W cos 82 P cos _ (28)

T - D = W sin 6 where 8 is positive for a (29)
climb.

V 2

R = g tan _ cos 8 (30)

In addition we can write:

--= sin 8
V

where _ is positive for climb. (31)

and (in the English system of units):

BHP _
TV

55O  oos0l I loos  on01= 550 _ (L/D)COS

In the restricted case where the flight path is a

straight line, _ = 0. In addition, if we assume that 8 is a

sufficiently small angle (implying in the case of a glider
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that L/D is large), then sin 8 = tan @ -- 8 and cos = 1.

Eqns. (28)-(32) then become:

L =W

-- V8 and l_I = V
when T = 0

BHP 550 n (L/D) " 1 + _ 8

(33)

(34)

(35)

Objective function formulation

Considerable care must be taken in the formulation of

the optimization problems to be discussed here, to distin-

guish between performance problems and de8ign problems. In a

performance problem, it is assumed that the main physical

characteristics of the aircraft (e.g., weight, size, shape)

are known. The only "configuration" variables in the problem

are items such as throttle setting, control surface deflec-

tions and flap setting. The problem in this case is to find

the values of any of these configuration variables and the

performance variables (e.g., speed, altitude, bank angle)

which optimize the selected performance index, subject to

any constraints on the system.

In the design problem, the physical characteristics

(e.g., size, shape factors) which optimize a given performance

index subject to a set of constraints on desired performance,

are sought. This class of problems can be viewed as the in-

verse of the performance problem.

The distinction between design and performance problems

is important (as will be demonstrated later), but may in

many cases be rather subtle. Many textbooks on applied aero-

dynamics and airplane design tend to obscure the difference

by treating design by a parametric approach. In this method,

the physical characteristics of the proposed aircraft are

estimated (and thus become fixed) and the appropriate per-

formance calculations are carried out. By an iteration pro-

cess which may come perilously close to "exhaustive enumera-

tion", one attempts to find the values of the physical para-

meters which best satisfy the mission specification. This

process may be adequate in many cases (particularly if the

designer has access to a computer) but, at best it is inef-

ficient and success depends to a large extent on the expe-

rience and judgement of the particular designer.

With the advent of modern computers and the concomitant

development of sophisticated methods of numerical analysis,

(e.g., gradient search techniques) it has become possible

to solve directly for the optimum values of the variables in

a complex design problem, provided the mathematical model is

carefully formulated. The distinction between design and

performance problems, and the necessity for careful formu_

lation of the mathematical model may become clearer if one
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considers the required expressions for total aircraft drag

coefficient.

It has become customary in first order aerodynamic

theory to specify the drag coefficient of a complete air-

craft in the simple parabo!ic form:

C D = C D
o

+
_AR where D = CDqS

(36)

The simple form of eqn. (36) is justified by computational

expedience, and its analogy to the theoretically justifiable

expression for the drag coefficient of a wing alone:

KwC _
(37)

CD = CDp + zAR

The use of eqn. (36) may be quite adequate for may prelimi-

nary design purposes, but the novice designer frequently fails
to realize that it is really only a simple curve fit, valid

over a limited range of lift coefficient (C L) values. To

extend the range of applicability of this s_rt of expression,

a more general polynomial would be required which includes

both first and higher (than quadratic) order functions of C L-

A second difficulty with the use of eqn. (36) is the

problem of accurately estimating the curve fitting parameter
K for a new design, and more importantly, differentiating

between the factor K and the theoretically derivable span

efficiency factor for a wing alone, K w . Goodhart [16] has

clearly shown the difference between K and K w, and proposed

the following relationship between the two:

K = KoAR + K w (38)

where KQ accounts for variations in parasite and profile drag
coefficlents with lift coefficient, which are independent of

aspect ratio.

A final "error" often committed when using eqn. (36) is

to assume a constant value of C D . It is well known that
• O

quantities like airfoil profile drag may vary radically over

certain ranges of a number of scale factors (e.g., Reynolds

number, Mach number). The assumption of constant CDo may be

legitimate in some cases, but care must be taken in the

Reynolds number range in which many sailplanes operate. This

factor is well demonstrated in several articles by Wortmann

[17,18]. The crux of Wortmann's demonstration is that: if

one has an aircraft of fixed (and known) weight and geometry

operating in a low Reynolds number range in steady (V =

= constant), level flight, the lift must equal the weight

for any particular value of lift coefficient. Now, since

the weight, altitude and wing area are all fixed, according

to eqn. (28), each value of C L must correspond to a differ-

ent (constant) value of speed. If one has curves showing the

variations in drag with both C L and R n, a composite drag
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polar diagram can be constructed for the aircraft over its

operating C L range, by employing the relations:

- " cL = c/cL (39)

where C is a "constant" function of vehicle weight and flight

altitude. Thus one can, in general, construct an envelope

of polar curves (with different values of CDo) covering the
anticipated range of operating weights and altitude. Such a

set of polars would be appropriate for the performance prob-

lem discussed above. It can also be seen (Fig. 2) that a

parabolic fit of these polars would imply that the factor K

in eqn. (36) is also an indirect function of Reynolds number.

Matters become more complicated when one tries to con-

struct "correct"polars for a design problem. In this case,

none of the geometric characteristics of the aircraft are

known beforehand. The general expression for the drag polar

should, therefore, include at least the following terms:

CD_S_ KwC _

CD - S + CD (Rn' CL) + zAR + CDt (40)
P

= Z C D + interference effects
where CD S _ i gi s_i

is the sum of the parasite drag contributions of each of the

aircraft Components excluding the wing [See Ref. 19]. Because,

in the general design problem, the angle of incidence is

free, CD_ is assumed independent of C L. For simplicity CD_

is also assumed independent of R n. CDe is the trim drag co-
efficient which is made up of both parasite and induced drag

contributions [See Ref. 20]. For preliminary design purposes,

it is customary to estimate an average constant value for CD t
and add this into the parasite drag term. With this approxl-

mation and using eqn. (38), a set of preliminary design polars
can be constructed on the basis of:

2
CD_S_ C L

CD - S + CD (%) + (KoAR + Kw)_--_ (41)
P

i

It can be seen that in the case where Rn, S and AR are known,

eqn. (41) can be reduced to the form of eqn. (36).

To complete the objective function formulations for

the design problem, it remains to express the vehicle weight

as a function of the size variables. Many such functions

have been proposed for sailplane weight estimation based on

statical data for existing machines. Among the more credible

of these are the analyses by Wilkinson [21], Cone [22],

Morelli [23] and Stender [24]. All of these analyses result

in expressions in the form of polynomials made up of terms

involving the geometric size variables (e.g., S, b, AR)

raised to various exponents. For purposes of this paper, a

simple weight statement based on formulas used by Stender

[24] is proposed. For aircraft like sailplanes, which have
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a fixed weight, assume:

W = U + W E = U + W o + CE b p S q (42)

where W is the total weight of machine, U is the disposal

load (i.e., pilot, ballast, etc.) and W E is the empty weight.

C E, p and q are constants to be determined by proper fitting

of appropriate statistical data.

Some simple examples

Example I

The simplest possible performance problem may be for-

mulated as follows: Given a sailplane of known geometry and

weight, flying at a specified altitude. At what speed should

the aircraft fly in order to minimize the glide angle?

eqn.

From _:_.

(36), thc _thematical statement of the problem is:

Minimize _(V) = 8 = D/L = CIV2 + C2V-2

where: C 1 = -2-PCDoS2W

2W b 2

C 2 = Z0b2 K where K = K o -_- + Kw

(29), with the substitution of eqn. (28) and

(43)

If no constraints are placed on eqn. (43), we have a simple

posynomial with two terms and only one design variable, thus

the problem has zero degrees of difficulty. This problem can

be solved by inspection by employing Zener's original tech-

nique [i]. To show this, construct the pre-dual function of

eqn. (43) .

 v)wl v)wl
According to Zener, eqn. (44) is stationary with respect to

w, when it has been non-dimensionalized with respect to V.

Further the value of d(_*) is equal to the minimum value of

_(V). It can be seen that the unique values of w I and w 2

(subject to the normality condition that w I + w 2 = i) which

remove V from eqn. (44) are:

Wl , = w2 , = 1y (45)

and, following Zener:

d(_*) = _(V*) = 8mi n = • -_/ 2[-_ ] (46)

Eqn. (45) is simply a statement of the classical result

that at the condition of maximum L/D (or minimum glide angle),
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the "parasite" drag must equal the "induced" drag. Further

since the values of w I and w 2 can be uniquely determined from

eqn. (44) and the normality condition, the optimal relation-

shi_ between the two terms in eqn. (43) (i.e., at _*(V),
ClVZ = C2 V-2) is invariant with respect to the "state-of-the-

art" values of C 1 and C 2.

If the value of %min obtained from eqn. (46) for a par-

ticular choice of C1 and C 2 is acceptable, the corresponding
value of V* can then be found from:

atn

Ct 7 Xn
n

= WrY(X*) +

= 1
C1 v2 _ 8min

1
C2V-2= _ 8min

(47)

which, when combined with eqn. (33) gives:

V* = _ _C S (48)

_CDob2_½

CL* = 2W/pSV .2 = _-_ / (49)

This example is of course easily solved by simple dif-

ferentiation. It does, however, clearly demonstrate the

salient features and ease of solving a well posed problem by

geometric programming.

Example II

A slightly more interesting performance problem can be

formulated as follows: Given a sailplane of known geometry

and weight; flying at a specified altitude. At what value of

lift coefficient must the aircraft fly in order to minimize

the sink rate?

From eqn. (34), again substituting eqn. (28) and eqn. (36),

the basic problem is:

Minimize _(C L) _ I_[ (2W_½[ CZ3/2+ KC_ ]: CDo (SO)

where K = KoAR + K w .

As pointed out earlier, eqn. (36) is only valid (for given

values of CDo and K) over a limited range of C L values. For
this, and perhaps other (e.g., safety) reasons, it may

be necessary to constrain the possible C L range. Define a

value of CLm beyond which eqn. (36) is no longer valid. The
problem statement, in a form suitable for application

of geometric programming, now becomes:
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[ '_]Minimize: _o(CL) = I_l = C O C01CL3/2+ C02C L (51)

where:

subject to: _i = CIICL _ 1

C o = (2W/pS) _2 C02 = K/TAR

CO1 = CDo C11 = 1/CLm

In this problem there are a total of three terms in the

objective function/constraint system, and only one design

variable. Therefore the problem has one degree of difficulty.

The solution to the problem statement in eqn. (51) proceeds

formally as follows:

The dual function of eqn. (51) is:

iCo \wo .
---- _" " W *

where the w* satisfy:

normality

orthogonality

* + * = 1 (53)w01 w02

3 . + I * = 0 (54)
- _ w01 _ w02* + Wll

non-negativity * , w I * > 0 (55)w01 ' w02* 1 --

* = 1 (56)constraint Wl0 = Wll Woo

Unfortunately, eqns. (53) and (54) give only two equa-

tions for the three unknown Wmt*. Thus we can write only:

w01* = _-- (i + 2Wll*)

w02, = 1 (3 - 2Wll*)

Woo = 1

Wl0 = Wll*

(57)

To find the optimal weights (Wmt*), we make use of the

fact that the maximum of d(w) is equal to the minimum of

_o(_). Therefore, construct the substituted dual function

by combining eqns. (52) and (57).

I Iw'1[ _0_ <,+_w_l> Co_ _<_-_w_,[c11_0
d(Wll*) = l_(l+2Wll) " _(3-2Wli) [ Wll J(58)

Taking the derivative of eqn. (58) with respect to w11" and
setting it equal to zero, we obtain a formula for th_ value

of Wll* which maximizes eqn. (58). Thus:
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I 21
. 1 -3 - C02/C01CII = 1 -

Wll 2 + C02/Co1Cll j

where E = KC_ /_ARC D
m o

We observe, in eqn. (59), that if e > 3 then Wll* becomes

negative, which violates eqn. (55). Therefore, whenever

e _> 3, we must specify that Wll* = 0 which implies that under

this condition the constraint on C L is inactive. Substitu-

ting eqn. (59) into eqn. (57) we obtain:

* = e/l+e .= 1 [:73-e
= I/l+e w02 Wll 2 [l--_Je < 3 : w01 -- (60a)

e > 3 • w01* 1 , = 3 *= 0 (60b)_ • = _ w02 _ Wll

where = KC_ /_AR C D
m o

Note the eqn. (60b) is a simple statement of the classi-

cal result that in the unconstrained case, at the condition

of minimum sink, the "induced drag" should be three times

the "parasite drag" or that the "induced drag" should be

(optimally) 3/4 of the total drag. The remainder of the so-

lution goes through as before and will not be shown here. It

should also be noted that had the corresponding problem for

the establishment of the condition of minimum power in level

flight been solved, exactly the same results would have been

obtained (i.e., when solving performance problems, the con-
ditions for minimum sink rate are also the conditions for

minimum required power).

Example III

One may conclude from the previous examples that per-

formance problems are not very interesting. Consider now the

following design problem: Given a sailplane of known config-

uration, but of undetermined size. Assume that detailed

calculations have been carried out to establish the varia-

tion in wing profile drag with lift coefficient and Reynolds

number for the general planform selected. The problem is to

determine the optimum wing which, when fitted to a given

fuselage/tail combination, will result in a sailplane with

a low sink rate at a specified altitude. The mathematical

model for this problem (in very simplified form) might be

written from eqns. (34) and (41):
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CD (Rn' CL)

+_-£

_S _
C L

(61a)

{ 2 Ira/2 [WS Im/2 _CDp (Rn' CL) = CDpo [P--_J " C--_ CL (61b)

W = (U + W o) + CEbPSq (42)

Suppose that a statistical survey of comparable machines

shows that the weight of this new design should scale accord-

ing to eqn. (42) if values of p = 3 and q = _ are selected.

Also, assume m = -1/5 and £ = i. Now eqns. (61b) and (42)

could be substituted into eqn. (61a), but this would result

in posynomial with six terms and, in this formulation, we

have a maximum of three independent variables (i.e., b, S

and CL). The resulting geometric program would thus have

two degrees of difficulty. This is extremely undesirable,

and can be avoided by letting W also enter as a design vari-

able and introducing eqn. (42) into the problem as a con-

straint. Proceeding in this fashion, the appropriate geomet-

ric programming problem becomes:

[c W c 3/2s-3/2+Minimize _o(W,b,S,CL) = I_I = C O 01

C02W2/Sb1/SS-3/5C 2/S++ C03 W C L

(62)

subject to: _l Cll W-I + C12 W-lb3S1_= _i

where C o = (2/p) I_ C03 = Kw/_

C01 = CD S z CII = U + W o

[4]C02 = C D C12 = C E
Po

The model given by eqn. (62) is a zero degree of difficulty

geometric programming problem with four design variables.

The optimal dual variables w* can be uniquely deter-

mined in this problem, independent of the coefficients Cmt,

from the relations (eqn. 19-22): %

normality w01 + w02 + w03 = 1
(63)

%
In all the problems in this section, all _ = +l.
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orthogonality 1/2 w01 + 2/5 w02 + 1/2 w03

 i/5w02 - 2 w03

-3/2 w01 - 3/5 w02 + 1/2 w03

-3/2 w01 - 2/5 w02 + 1/2 w03

Wll- Wl2 = 0

+3w12 = 0

(64)

+ 1/4 Wl2 = 0

=0

non-negativity

constraints

Wmt _> 0 m = 0,1

W l0k _ Wll + w12

The unique solution to the set of eqns.

wol*= 0.068 .....Wl1*- 0.135

* = 0 405 _.....
W02 . w12* = 0.325

W03* = 0.527 Wl0 = 0.460

(63-66) is:

(65)

(66)

(67)

These results mean that, regardless of the values of

quantities like C D S_ and K W (the Cmt), at the condition
of minimum sink, _the parasite drag term should be 7% of the

total, the wing profile drag sh0uld be 40% and the induced

drag is 53% of the total drag. These results are only correct

if:

(i) the weight and drag Scale according to the rules

assumed in eqn. (61) with Z = i, m = -1/5, p = 3

and q = 1/4, and

(2) the resulting design variables (CL, W, etc.) fall

within the range where eqn. (61) are applicable.

If the wi* appear reasonable, the value of minimum sink rate

can be found from eqn. (18):

w * \w *

/c0 #O(X *) = ]_[min = \W--_l* / " \w--_2* / " w03, "
(68)

where the Cmt are give 9 by eqn. (62) and the Wmt* by eqn.

(67). If the value of Smin from eqn. (68) is acceptable for

a given set of numerical values of Cmt, then the design vari-

ables which yield it can be found from eqn. (26,27) and

eqn. (68):
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W1/2 3/2 = , (69a)C01 CL S -3/2 0.068 GO

W2/5 bl/5 S-3/5 C_2/5 ,C02 = 0.405 _o

W1/2 b-2 SI/2 C_/2 ,C03 = 0.527 _o

-1

Cll W = 0.135/0.460

C12 W -I b 3 S I/4 = 0.325/0.460

(69b)

(69c)

(69d)

(69e)

Eqn- (69) may appear difficult to solve until one

observes that, in each equation, the design variables are

grouped into a single term. Therefore, it is possible to

expand eqn. (69) into a set of simultaneous equations which

are linear in the logarithm8 of the design variables. These

equations are then easily solved by standard techniques. In

this problem a further simplification is possible. Note that

in eqn. (69d) the only design variable present is the total

vehicle weight W. We find that, regardless of the other Cmt

coefficients, the optimal weight here is always:

w01

W* = 3 4 (U + W o)= CI! Wll _ •
(70)

Therefore, it is only necessary to solve three of the

remaining eqns. (69a-c, e) to find S*, CL* and b*.

Example IV

As a final example, consider the minimum power design

problem corresponding to the previous minimum sink rate prob-

lem. We have indicated above that when treated as a performance

problem, the conditions which yield minimum sink rate are

also the conditions for minimum power required. This can be

seen easily from the formula:

BHPreg = 550_ (level flight) (71)

Obviously, if W is a fixed quantity, minimum sink rate im-

plies minimum power required. In the design problem W is

not a fixed quantity initially, and there is no reason to

expect that a design optimized for minimum sink rate will

also be optimum if minimum power required is the main per-

formance index.

Combining eqn. (71) and (61) with _ = i, m = -1/5,

p = 3 and q = 1/4 we can construct the following geometric

programming problem:
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Minimize = BI P= Co[C01W3/2S-3/2 3/2 ÷

+ b I/5 S -3/5 - + W 3/2 c I/2 S I/2 b -2] (72)C02 W7/5 CL2/5 C03 -L

subject to: _i = CII W-I + CI2W-I b3 sl/4 < 1

where C O (2/p)i/2 / _k __2jl/10= 550 n C02 = CD _ Cll = U + W o

Po
z

!: C01 = CD_S_ C03 = Kw/_ C12 = C E

Inspection of eqn. (72) shows that the conditions for the

optimal dual variables in this problem are exactly the same

as the conditions given by eqns. (63-66) with the exception

that the orthogonality condition associated with W in eqn.

(64) must, in this problem, be replaced with:

3/2 w01 + 7/5 w02 + 3/2 w03 - Wll - w12 = 0 (73)

With this substitution, we find that the new optimal dual

variables for the minimum power problem are:

* = 0 068 * = 1 135
w01 • Wll •

* = 0 405 * = 0 325
w02 • w12 •

* = 0 527 = 1 460
w03 • Wl0 •

(74)

Comparison of these results with eqn. (67) shows that the

optimal drag distributions in the minimum power and minimum

sink cases are the same, but that the dual variables associ-

ated with the weight equation constraint are substantially

altered. Proceeding from eqn. (69d) as before, we obtain in

this case:

Wl0

W* = CII _ = 1.29 (U + W o) (75)

If one views the term C E b p S q in the weight equation (eqn.42)

as representing the wing weight, then comparison of eqns. (75)

and (70) shows the quantitative difference in optimal wing

weights for the two examples. The apparently much larger

(and consequently heavier) wing in the minimum sink rate

problem reflects the fact that low wing loading (low W and/

or large S) is the dominant wing sizing criterian. In the

minimum power problem, low weight is the dominant factor.

These are of course, classical results, but geometric program-

ming shows them in a particular elegant manner.

Further examination of eqns. (67) and (73) shows what

appears to be an unrealistic value of the contribution of

parasite drag to the optimal total drag. In this problem,
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where no bounds have been placed on allowable wing area, the

equations simply specify that to minimize both power and sink

rate, a wing of very large area is desirable - thus, even if

the parasite area (CDSr.) is substantial, the parasite drag
coefficient based on w_ng area is small compared to the wing

profile and induced drag coefficients. Again, one must care-

fully check to assure that the optimal design variables ob-

tained from equations like (69) are within the range of ap-

plicability of the particular curve fits like eqns. (42) and

(61b) used in the model. If not, the model must be modified,

either by alteration of the coefficients or by the addition

of suitable constraints.

Conclusions

It has been shown that the recently-developed non-linear

optimization technique of geometric programming can be used

to solve problems which commonly arise in sailplane perfor-

mance estimation and design. The major restriction on the

method is that the objective function and constraints must

be in the form of polynomials. It has been demonstrated that

due to the common practice of specifying quantities, such

as drag coefficients by a linear superposition of terms, and

the fitting of statistical data on factors such as weight

and drag by polynomial curves, that several fundamental prob-

lems in aircraft design can be qast in the form required for
application of geometric programming.

The sailplane design examples presented here have been

kept simple and only hint at the ultimate power of the basic

technique. An extremely important feature of the general

geometric programming technique is that the difficulty of

obtaining a solution to a particular problem is not directly

proportional to the number of design variables, but rather

to the relationship between the total number of terms in the

polynomials in the model &nd the number of design variables.

Thus, in principle, it is no more difficult to solve a geo-

metric program with twenty design variables and twenty-one

terms than one with one variable and two terms. The prior

case is only more laborious. It turns out in practice that

one of the major problems in formulating a model is that of

finding enough design variables to cover the number of terms

one might like to include in the objective function/constraint

system. With this factor in mind, it appears possible to

expand the models used in the examples shown here, to include

the effects of wing twist and taper, thickness/chord ratio,

tail volume coefficient, etc. to arrive at a very general

and complete model for a chosen performance index. These

extensions only await the designer eager enough to attempt

them.
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THE SEARCH FOR HIGHER CROSS-COUNTRY SPEEDS

by

Nicholas Goodhart

Project Sigma, Ltd.

PART I. THE RATIONALE FOR VARIABLE GEOMETRY

Introduction

For the last 20 years we have seen a progressive devel-

opment of glider cross-country performance which has proba-

bly outstripped even the wildest dreams of most of those

active in the business at the beginning of the period.

The development has come partly from a change in philo-

sophy, i.e., we now trade some thermalling performance for

speed and glide ratio in the cruising mode; but mainly from

the fantastic development of aerofoil sections. Who, before

World War II, would have believed that section L/D's of over

200 would be obtainable from practical aerofoils?

Aerofoil development

The development of glider aerofoils, which owes so much

to the work of Wortmann and Eppler, has stemmed from a deep

understanding of the boundary layer and how it may be made

to stay laminar over a greater and greater proportion of the

total aerofoil surface. Whereas, on the old pre-war sections,

transition was probably 5-10% on the upper surface and

10-20% on the lower surface, the position now is that the

lower surface can be made almost entirely laminar and the

upper surface can be laminar to the extent of 60% or even a
little more.

The other important aspect of a glider aerofoil is the

C L max obtainable with reasonable drag figures and it is in
this area that the latest aerofoils show as significant an

improvement as in their L/D's. C L max as high as 1.4 is now

obtainable on the same aerofoil as an L/D of over 200.

However, this fantastic progress seems to be reaching

a plateau. There is little more to come in L/D since almost

the full theoretical benefit of laminarisation is already

being achieved and C L max seems unlikely to increase much

as long as the aerofoil is of fixed shape over the major

part of the chord.
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In simple theory performance can always be increased

by making the glider larger, but we have probably already

taken up most of the gain available by going up to spans of

22 meters plus. Beyond this sort of figure, handling diffi-

culties as well as sheer cost begin to negate the benefit.

Where then can future major performance increases come

from, or have we really reached a plateau from which only

minor improvements are possible?

The basic compromise in the design of a cross-country

racing glider lies in the need to provide both a good ther-

malling performance and a good cruising performance. (There

are some optimists who would argue that the so-called

"dolphin" soaring technique alters all this, but a little

realistic calculation would show them that the ordinary

soaring day does not provide anywhere near adequate condi-

tions; if it did, performances in current gliders would be

far higher.)

For good climbing characteristics, the glider needs low

wing loading, good C L max and large span, while for cruising

flight it needs high wing loading and moderate span. In both

configurations, low drag is required, but while this is ad-

vantageous in circling flight, it is paramount in cruising

flight.

Reynolds number effects

The statement that moderate span is required in cruising

flight is not immediately obvious, but becomes clear if one

takes an example of the drag at 100 knots of two wings having

the same area and wing loading but with one having two-

thirds the span of the other. Assume a wing loading of

33 kq/m 2 and an all-up weight of 430 kg. Thus wing area is

13 m _ and C L is 0.31.

Consider a 20 m wing and a 13.3 m wing both having

FX61-184 wing section.

Mean Profile Profile Induced Total

Span chord drag drag drag drag

(m) (m) R__ee coeff. (k_) (k_) (kg)

20 0.65 2.25× 106 0.0063 13.75 0.9 14.65

13.3 0.98 3.4 x 106 0.0053 11.56 2.02 13.58

From this it will be seen that the reduced profile

drag due to higher Reynolds number more than offsets the

increased induced drag and the low aspect ratio (13.6) wing

has 8% less total drag than the high aspect ratio (30.8)

wing.

7
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Win_ loadin_

However, by far the most important variable is wing

loading. Basically, one wants the wing loading as low as

possible in circling flight and as high as possible in

cruising flight. Barring repeated weight change in flight,

and this is impractical, the only possible way to vary wing

loading is by varying wing area, and it seems fairly clear

that this must be from where the next step in performance
will come.

Wing area can be changed either by varying the wing

chord or by varying the span - or, of course, by doing both.

Obviously, either of these raises formidable engineering

problems but these will be ignored for the time being.

The relative merits of various configurations can best

be examined by considering some possible designs and esti-

mating their performance. The author has information on the

theoretical performance of Sigma which will be used as an

example of the variable chord approach. Two imaginary varia-

ble span gliders will be considered, one of which uses a

"fixed" wing section (FX-61-163) and the other uses a flap-

ped section (FX-67-K-170), both _-ili be assumed to have the

same area change as Sigma (cruising wing area is 0.74 of climb-

ing wing area_ Finally, an imaginary fixed wing area glider

will be considered for comparison purposes; this will also

be assumed to have the FX-67-K-170 wing section. All four

will be given the same span in the climb configuration.

Aspect ratio for the two variable span gliders and the fixed

wing area machine is arbitrarily set at 28 in the climb

configuration. The weight for each machine is then adjusted

so that the stalling speed (climb configuration) is the same

in each case, and even though it is not immediately obvious,

it will be shown later that this results in substantially

equal thermalling performance for all four machines.

The four gliders are designated A, B, C, D and their

leading characteristics are outlined in Table I.

In studying this table, one of the main points to note

is that the span change in the variable span machines is

greater than the factor of 0.74 area change. This arises

because the wing has been assumed to have a straight taper

(0.6 tip/chord ratio) thus decrease of span by retracting

the tips removes area less rapidly than span. To achieve

0.74 area factor the span factor is 0.686.

It must also be mentioned that no study has been done

to optimize the variable span machines whereas Sigma is an

optimized design. The leading characteristics given for the

variable span machines are arbitrarily selected though it

is believed they are not too far off optimum.

The first aspect of these four gliders to analyse is

their climing performance. The weights of all four machines
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have been chosenso that all have the same stalling speed;

however, circling in thermals is not done at C L max but at

some lower C L which leaves a margin for handling. The value

arbitrarily chosen is 0.9 C L max (which gives them all a

straight flight speed of 40.2 knots) and it is sufficient

for comparison purposes to examine the straight flight per-

formance of each machine when flown at this C L.

Table II lists the results of the calculations for all

four machines, This is based on the assumption that only the

wing profile and induced drags vary between them and that

miscellaneous + fuselage + tail drag is the same in each case.

TABLE II

Climb confi@uration

Performance in straight flight at 0.9 CL ma x

Glider A

Wing Reynolds no.(× 10 -6 ) 1.11

B

1.07

C L 1.53 1.26

Wing profile drag coeff. 0.0109 0.012

Wing profile drag (kg) 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.2

Induced drag (kg) 13.1 8.2 8.2 8.2

Other drag (kg) 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

Total drag (kg) 19.5 14.9 15.0 15.0

Glide ratio 35.0 36.2 36.0 36.0

Sink speed (m/sec) 0.59 0.57 0.575 0.575

C D

1.07 1.07

1.26 1.26

0.0122 0..0122

These results show, perhaps surprisingly, that all four

machines have substantially equal sinking speeds at 40.2

knots. This fortunate situation makes it unnecessary to tie

the comparison of their cross-country performance to any

particular shape or size of thermal. For all practical pur-

poses, they will all achieve the same rate of climb whatever

thermal is selected. Thus a direct comparison of cross-

country speed is given by simply selecting some arbitrary

but reasonable cruising speed, and comparing the sinking

speeds. Bearing in mind that it is the variable area aspect

that we are examining a fairly high speed will be normal in

cruising flight and a speed of 99.5 knots has been selected.

This is of course rather hard on glider D (conventional)

which will not normally fly as fast as this.

The results in Table III show at once that Glider A has

a significantly lower sink than any of the other three.

Even Glider C, the best variable span glider, is 20% worse

than A. Thus there would not appear to be any point in even

considering facing up to the considerable engineering prob-

lems of variable span with flaps.
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TABLE III

Cruise configuration

Performance in cruising flight at 99.5 knots

Glider A B

-6
Wing Reynolds no. (x i0 )2.03 2.83

C L 0.34 0.28

Wing profile drag coeff. 0.0055 0.0056

Wing profile drag (kg) ii.0 10.8 9.2 12.7

Induced drag (kg) 2.1 2.8 2.8 1.3

Other drag (kg) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

Total drag (kg) 19.1 19.6 18.0 20.0

Glide ratio 35.7 27.5 30.0 27.0

Sink speed (m/sec) 1.43 1.86 1.71 1.90

C D

2.83 2.62

0.28 0.21

0.0048 0.0049

It is worth noting from Table III that the reason

Glider A (the Sigma type) is so much better than the others

is that it can be operated at much higher weight, and this

in turn stems entirely from the variable camber capability

(together with the variable area) which produces a much

higher CL max in the climb configuration and hence, allows

the extra weight to be carried while still keeping a rea-

sonable circling speed.

Conclusion

The conclusion is therefore reached that a step jump in

cross-country performance can be reached by going to the

variable area/variable camber wing; achieving variable area

by varying span appears unattractive even if simple flaps

are fitted; since no other way of making the next major ad-

vance in performance has emerged, the author concludes that

this is most likely to come from variable area/variable

camber along the general lines of Sigma.

PART II. ENGINEERING OF VARIABLE AREA/VARIABLE CAMBER

Many people active in glider development will be aware

that for some years various attempts have been made to

achieve variable area/variable camber. However, none has yet

succeeded in demonstrating the full performance benefit to

be expected.

The best known, and at least partly successful, efforts

are those of Pat Beatty in South Africa with his BJ series

of machines. Using a part span flap, only a limited gain can

be expected; furthermore, he did not have the benefit of a
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specially tailored wing section capable of a substantial

degree of laminar flow both flap in and flap out. Within

these limitations, the BJ machines have demonstrated the

principle but not achieved the step jump in performance.

In Europe three other attempts at the formula are known

to exist. The AN 66C built by Albert Neukom in Switzerland

is believed to have been brought to the test-flying stage,

but work has now stopped on it; no results have been pub-

lished. Sigma has been built in UK and has done some 70

hours flying but has not yet demonstrated more than a small

part of its theoretical performance envelope; the reasons

for this stem from the engineering difficulties. Very little

is known of the third attempt which is being built by a

group in Hamburg and is believed to be aiming for first

flight in the Spring of 1973. It is understood that this

machine is similar in concept to Sigma.

The common thread running through all these machines is

long development times and considerable engineering diffi-

culty. It is worth examining the reasons for this.

Looking first at the variable chord principle, the

prime factor is that the wing will inevitably have a very

high aspect ratio with the flap in. Parametric studies in-

dicate that, depending on the span selected, an aspect ratio

of well over 30 is required. The parametric studies also

indicate that the flap needs to be about 35% of the flap-
in chord.

A full span flap is essential, thus, if convential

ailerons are to be used, they must be fitted to the flap:

the same applies to variable camber flaps which are required

to maintain the section in the laminar bucket throughout

the cruising speed range. The ailerons are unlikely to be

less than 12.5% chord, thus the flap plus the ailerons will

amount to 47.5% of chord. This puts the shear web at 50%

chord and the flap operating mechanism will have to protrude

through it probably for a further 35% chord.

Due to the extent of the space within the wing which

is swept by the moving flap, great difficulty is inevitably

experienced in accommodating within the section:

i. sufficient wing structure - particularly where a

transport joint is fitted;

2. flap operating mechanism;

3. control runs.

The major difficulties can therefore be listed as

follows:

i. Engineering a high aspect ratio wing including

transport joints which is sufficiently free of

internal structure to accommodate-
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2. A full span flap and drive mechanism, noting that
the flap must move chordwise as well as changing
its angle.

3. The flap must carry either camber flaps or ailerons
along the entire extent of its trailing edge and
must accommodate separate camber and aileron drive
mechanisms.

4. The trailing edge of the upper and lower wing
surfaces must be so arranged as to make a good
seal with the flap in both positions.

Turning now to variable span, there appear to be even

more severe problems than with variable chord. The outer

one-third (approx.) of the wing must move inwards to be

housed in the inner wing. At least a half of this inner

wing is therefore swept by the outer wing as it retracts

and it is hard to visualize how any satisfactory structure

can be accommodated within this section. Add to this the

problem of including simple flaps and ailerons and the mind

(the author's at least) boggles at the structural problems

involved.

It is fortunate that the apparent benefits from varia-

ble span are lower than from variable camber, since the

engineering problems appear significantly more difficult.
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STUTTGARTER PROFILKATALOG I

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM THE LAMINAR WIND TUNNEL

OF THE INSTITUT FUR AERO- UND GASDYNAMIK

DER UNIVERSI_T STUTTGART

by

D. Althaus

Institut fur Aerodynamik und Gasdynamik

der Universit_t Stuttgart

Introduction

When this wind tunnel began operation in 1962, the de-

velopment of improved laminar airfoils was initiated, among

other activities. Through the work of F.X. Wortmann, these

airfoils have become widely known as FX-airfoils. Recently
the instrumentation of the wind tunnel has been modernized

appreciably. In order to get a consistent set of data, most

of the earlier measurements have been repeated with the new

instrumentation, some of them with new and more carefully

built models. All data on FX-airfoils are summarized,in an
airfoil catalog called "Stuttgarter Profilkatalog I". The

following text provides a short abstract of its contents:

The laminar wind tunnel

The tunnel, built between 1958 and 1962, is an open tun-

nel of the Eiffel design. It works practically independently

of the weather through use of a wind guard in front of the

tunnel intake and a sheltered position in a forest. Fig. 1

illustrates the general arrangement. The wind guard is on the

left hand side of the picture, followed by the intake with

the contraction section. The working section is within the

building. The fan is in the middle of the long diffuser.

Through use of an extremely high contraction ratio of 90:1

(based on the surface of the wind guard) and the use of many

air filter screens with graded resistance, the turbulence
level can be maintained as low as 2 x 10 -4 .

The tunnel speed is adjusted with the aid of hydraulic

power transmission. The blades of the fan are adjustable at

rest. The dynamic head can be varied between 25 and 500 mm

water gauge. Airfoil sections with a span of 0.73 m are fitted

flush between two turntables in the tunnel walls. The chord

of the models may be changed between 0.2 and 1.2 m, giving

Reynolds numbers between 0.2 x 106 and 6 x 106 .

Copies of this catalog must be ordered directly from the

Universit_t Stuttgart.
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Fig. i. Laminar Wind Tunnel

Fig. 2. Wind Tunnel Working Section

with Instrumentation
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Instrumentation

The lift and drag of two-dimensional airfoil sections

are ascertained from the pressure distributions on the tun-

nel wall and in the wake of the model. The mean values of

the pressure distributions are produced experimentally. The

lift and drag coefficients can also be obtained if the un-

disturbed dynamic head, the static pressure and the maximttm

total pressure in the wake are measured as well. The width

of the wake traverse rake and its distance from the trailing

edge are selected depending on the model thickness and chord.

The rake automatically travels in the middle of the wake and

turns parallel to the local flow direction. The newer type

of pressure transducers, which work without mechanical fric-

tion, allow for accurate measurement down to very small

pressure differences.

Additionally, an external force balance for the measure-

ment of lift, drag and pitching moment, and an internal

balance for measurements on bodies are available. The hinge

moment of flaps is also measured by an external force balance.

For measurements in boundary layers, a hot wire device and

sophisticated probe traverses are used. Transition of the

boundary layer is detected by a stethoscope or by hot wires.

For visualization the oil film method is preferred.

Data processin_

The tedious test and plotting work is greatly reduced

through use of a data processing installation (Fig. 2). All

pressures and forces are available as electrical voltages at

the outputs of the transducers. These signals are processed

in an analog computer applying all wind tunnel corrections

and finally are plotted as CL(U) and CL(C D) on tWO x-y plot-

ting tables. The installation is calibrated before and after

each run using absolute calibration pressures.

When measuring the complete polars of an airfoil, only

the angle of attack of the model has to be set by use of an

electric drive; the aerodynamic coefficients of the model

are produced simultaneously on the plotters. In this way the

polar of a model for one Reynolds number can be produced in

about three minutes, and the reproducability of data can be

checked easily.

Test data content

The "Stuttgarter Profilkatalog I" is a summary of the

data for 36 airfoils which are divided in groups:

cambered airfoils;

airfoils with flaps;

symmetrical airfoils with flaps and special airfoils

(airfoils with variable chord).
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For each airfoil the coordinates, the shape, the theoretical
velocity distribution and the experimental data for several

Reynolds numbers are given.

Some special measurements are also provided:

measurements on an airfoil with modified flap and high
flap deflection;

measurements on two airfoils with various arrangements
of airbrakes;

measurements on airfoils with brake-flaps.

For comparison with NACA results, measurements on some
NACA airfoils are listed too.

The text of the catalog is written in German, but a

short introduction in English is included.
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WIND-TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS ON BODIES AND

WING-BODY COMBINATIONS

by

D. Althaus

Institut f_r Aerodynamik und Gasdynamik

der Universit_t Stuttgart

Introduction

In recent times the wing drag of airplanes has been sub-

stantially reduced through use of modern laminar airfoils.

A further gain can be achieved by reducing the drag of the

fuselage and the interference drag. Experimental investiga-

tions have been made in order to show the possible reduction

in drag of fuselages and, moreover, to get some idea of the

interaction of the fuselage with a wing and the influence

of various wing positions. The measurements were made in the

Laminar Wind Tunnel of the Institut f_r Aerodynamik und

Gasdynamik der Universit_t Stuttgart.

Measurement of dra@

The drag of the bodies and of wing-body combinations

was measured by a pitot rake rotating in steps of 15 ° around

the axis at the end of the body. The rake was 150 mm high.

The static pressure in the boundary layer was measured by

three static tubes. The to£al pressure of the 48 rake tubes

was measured by one pressure transducer via a scanivalve.

The data were punched on cards and evaluated on a digital

computer.

The fuselage models were mounted on a sting fixed to

the wind tunnel turn-tables. The models of wing-body combi-

nations were mounted with their wing tips attached to the

turn-tables. Measurement of the drag of wing-body combina-

tions with an external balance proved to be unreliable, owing

to the interference of the wing tips with the tunnel bound-

ary layer.

Measurement of lift

The lift of the wing-body combinations was measured by

integrating the pressure along the tunnel walls and by an

external balance. Both methods gave the same results.
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Measurements on fuselages

A fuselage should offer enough Volume for the pilot and

should have a drag as small as possible. For a given frontal

area this can be achieved in two ways:

i. Similar to laminar airfoils, the front part of the

body should produce favorable pressure gradients in
all meridians even at incidences of about + i0 . At

the same time the whole surface should be s--mooth and

leak-free in order to avoid any disturbances to the
laminar flow.

2. Behind the transition front it is favorable _o con-

tract the cross section. On one hand this reduces

the wetted surface, on the other hand it shifts the

unavoidable pressure rise to the thinner parts of

the turbulent boundary layer, which is a well-known

principle of favorable boundary layer control.

In order to investigate different degrees of contraction,

measurements were made on a body of revolution with various

mQd_fications. In all cases the thickness-to-length ratio

was 0.i at x/L = 0.25. The Reynolds number based on body

length was Re = 7.1 x 106 for all measurements reported,

unless otherwise specified. The shape of the base model

(shape i), its pressure distributions, and transition line

are illustrated in Fig. i. At incidence the transition line

is only slightly shifted from its position x/L = 0.33 at

= 0. The rear part of the fuselage is formed by a conical

cylinder tangent to the front part at maximum cross section.

Modifications to base shape 1

Shape 1 was modified in the following ways: Three dif-

ferent contraction parts were inserted between the front part

and a cone with small diameter, yielding shapes 2, 3 and 4

(Fig. 2). Shape 3 was further modified to shapes 3a and 4

with a blunter nose. The velocity distributions of shapes i,

2 and 4 are given in the upper part of Fig. 2. Obviously the

position, the maximum value of the velocity peaks, and the

total pressure rise correspond to the local surface curvature

of the contraction part. The transition lines are influenced

in the same way. Fig. 3 shows the variation of velocity dis-

tribution and transition lines due to angle of attack, for

shape 2.

The left side of Fig, 4 presents the drag coefficients

(based on frontal area) versus angle of attack for shapes 1

and 2. There is only a gradual increase of drag with in-

cidence. The transition lines are nearly unchanged, as shown

in Fig. 3, but there is a considerable drag reduction from

shape 1 to shape 2. The drag of all shapes is lowered further

by increase in Reynolds number.
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Table i.

Coordinates of bodies of revolution.

R = radius.

shape 2 3 3a 4

x/L R/L R/L R/L R/L

0.0125 0.01075 0.01075

0.0195 0 0

0.0250 0.01725 0.01725 0.0115 0.0115

0.0350 0.0180 0.0180

0.0500 0.02395 0.02395 0.0240 0.0240

0.0650 0.0275 0.0275

0.0750 0.03000 0.03000 0.03000 0.03000
0.i000 0.03520 0.03520 0.03520 0.03520

0.1250 0.03880 0.03880 0.03880 0.03880

0.1500 0.04230 0.04230 0.04230 0.04230

0.1750 0.04525 0.04525 0.04525 0.04525

0.2000 0.04760 0.04760 0.04760 0.04760

0.2250 0.04925 0.04925 0.04925 0.04925

0.2500 0.05000 0.05000 0.05000 0.05000

0.2750 0.04970 0.04950 0.04950 0.04950

0.3000 0.04820 0.04650 0.04650 0.04400

0.3250 0.04565 0.04100 0.04100 0.03300

0.3500 0.04200 0.03300 0.03300 0.02450

0.3750 0.03675 0.02600 0.02600 0.02150

0.4000 0.03075 0.02250 0.02250 0.02100

0.4250 0.02600 0.02000 0.02000 0.02000

0.4500 0.02250 0.01970 0.01970 0.01970

0.4750 0.02075 0.01975 0.01975 0.01975

0.5000 0.01975 0.01975 0.01975 0.01975

0.5250 0.01925 0.01925 0.01925 0.01925

1.0000 0.01000 0.01000 0.01000 0.01000
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The drag polar labelled as "elliptical shape" in Fig. 4

corresponds to a body which is built up of an ellipsoid in

the front part, with a linear continuation to a circular

cross section at its end (idealized body of the saiplane

Ka 6). This body is used for examining the influence of

various vertical wing positions, as described below.

As the influence of incidence is nearly the same for all

shapes of the bodies of revolution, the drag coefficients

of the other shapes tested are only plotted in relation to

the drag coefficients of shape 2 (see right side of Fig. 4,

e = 0° and Re = 7 x 106). The drag coefficients of shapes

3, 3a and 4 with the stronger contractions are higher than

those of shape 2 due to the steeper pressure rises in the

contraction part and correspondingly earlier transition as

demonstrated in Fig. 2. There is no difference in drag be-

tween shapes 3 and 3a (up to incidences of e = + 7o), which

differ only in having a sharp or blunt nose. A sharp nose

results in only a slight increase of the wetted surface.

Shape 2 has the lowest drag of all the shapes tested.

Measurements on win_-body combinations

Wing-body combinations not only produce complicated

pressure distributions at their junction but also lead to a

strong interference with the boundary layers of the wing and

the body. To get some experimental results, the body with

shape 2 was fitted with a wing as shown in Fig. 5. The wing

is in "middle-wing position" just above the mean-line of the

body. The wing airfoil has a thickness/chord ratio of 0.18

and spans the tunnel width (0.73 m). The maximum diameter of

the body is 0.2 m. The lift and drag coefficients of this

wing-body combination, based on wing area, are plotted in

Fig. 6. The lift coefficients of the isolated wing are re-

duced by the interference of the body; the angle of attack

corresponding to maximum lift is reduced by about one degree.

In the lift-drag polar, the drag of the isolated parts and

their arithmetic sum, together with the drag of the wing-

body combination, give an indication of the interference

drag which increases with increasing lift.

In Figs. 7, 8, 9 and i0 some details of the flow are

shown:

Fig. 7 is a photograph of the upper side with an oil-

film at u = 0° incidence, showing the wall streamlines. In

Fig. 8 the incidence is increased to 5° , that is, almost to

the maximum lift condition. Flow separation appears near the

rear part of the wing-body junction with a vortex on each

wing, and a distinct divergence and convergence of stream-

lines on the body above the wing. The fairing on the upper

side of the wing-body junction (see Fig. 7) has no influence

on the lift characteristics but increases the drag at low

incidence approximately 5 percent.
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Fig. 7: Upper side of model with oil-film at _=0 °

Fig. 8: Upper side of model with oil-film at e=+5 °
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In Fig. 9 lines of constant velocity V/V 1 = 1.0 at the

end cross section of the body are plotted for the isolated

body and the wing-body combination. The wake of the wing is

raised near the body and seems to continue above the body.

The angle of downwash has the same distribution, yielding a

decrease in spanwise lift and, accordingly, additional in-

duced drag. On the lower side of the body the thickness of

the boundary layer is diminished.

In Fig. i0 the momentum thickness _ 2 is plotted around

the circumference of the body end for s=- +5 ° incidence. The

left side holds for the isolated body and the right side for
the combination.

The influence of win9 position

To investigate the influence of the vertical position

of the wing the "elliptical" body already mentioned, and a

wing with a chord of 0.35 m (airfoil t/c = 0.184) were used.

The two different versions of the model are shown in Figs.

ii and 12. For the high-wing version a fairing was used at

the intersection of the lower wing surface with the body. In

this way separation at negative incidences could be delayed

by one degree. With the mid-wing version (Fig. 12) no change

in lift characteristics could be observed by fairing the

upper wing-body intersection, but the drag at low incidence

was increased by some 5%.

The lift and drag coefficients (based on wing area) of

the two versions and of the isolated parts are plotted in

Fig. 13 in the same manner as for the wing-body combination

of Fig. 6. There is a distinct difference in lift character-

istics: The lift polar of the high-wing version is similar

to the polar of the isolated wing (maximum lift at same in-

cidence). On the mid-wing version separation occurs earlier

and the maximum lift is smaller. The drag coefficients of

the mid-wing are about 13% higher than those of the high-

wing version, the difference increasing with higher lift co-

efficients. The difference between the drag coefficients

measured on the wing-body combinations and the drag coeffi-

cients composed of the sum of the drag coefficients of the

isolated parts is a measure of the interference drag. This

difference has a minimum at _ = 0° incidence of the body.

Photographs of the different models with an oil-film

helps to reveal some details of the flow mechanisms:

Fig. 14 shows the upper side of the high-wing model at

= +6 ° incidence (C L = 1.3). Fig. 15 shows the mid-wing

model at e = +5.5 ° (C L = 1.25). Both configurations exhibit

a region of separated flow containing two vortices on each

wing near the body. On the high-wing model the separation

begins further downstream, and the vortices are rather se-

parated from each other, while on the mid-wing model sepa-
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Fig. 14: Upper side of model with high wing position

at _=+6 ° (CL=I.3)

Fig. 15: Upper side of model with middle wing position

at _=+5.5 ° (CL=1.25)
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Fig. 16: Side view of model with high wing position

at s = +6 ° (C L = 1.3)

Fig. 17: Side view of model with middle wing position

at e = + 5.5 ° (C L = 1.25)
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ration begins at nearly half chord of the wing and spreads

in a wedgeshape over the wing. There is only a small distance

between the two vortices and they seem to be more intense.

Figs. 16 and 17 show the corresponding side views of

the two model configurations, demonstrating the streamline

patterns on the front portions. The position of the stagna-

tion points in relation to the wing leading edge is nearly

the same on both models. The dividing streamline on the mid-

wing model, however, originates much lower than with the

high-wing version. In consequence, substantially more bound-

ary-layer material of the forebody is swept over the endan-

gered upper side of the wing-body junction than in the high-

wing case. This is undoubtedly one reason for the better per-

formance of the high-wing combination.

The measurements reported here give some rough ideas

about the flow mechanism on bodies and wing-body combinations.

Since the wing spans completely from wall to wall, the wing

flow is mostly two-dimensional. For a better understanding

of the complex flows, more, and more detailed measurements

are required in this area.

I am indepted to Eberhard Schott and Klaus Fischer who

built the models, assisted with the experiments, and did

most of the evaluation work.
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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF AIRFOIL DESIGN

AT LOW MACH NUMBERS

by

F.X. Wortmann

Institut fur Aerodynamik u. Gasdynamik

der Universit_t Stuttgart

Introduction

In the first two decades of aviation, airfoils were

simply copies of the patterns which Nature demonstrates in

the variety of birds. Later on, with the advent of monoplanes,

thicker airfoils were needed, and at this time man started

a long and rarely interrupted quest after better airfoils

for a large variety of purposes. This led to large and ex-

pensive experimental research activities in the third and

fourth decades of our century. The accumulated experience

resulted in airfoil catalogs from which users such as

aircraft designers could make their choice. Today the state

of the art is different: At the beginning a more or less

well-defined set of desired airfoil performance parameters

and the conditions under which these parameters should be

attained are gathered. The airfoil designer must then find

out what type of airfoil would meet these conditions best.

Very often there are conflicting requirements, and it is

not easy to ascertain the benefits of different compromises.

Even the type of wing construction is one important part of

the boundary conditions. Aircraft designers are sometimes

not aware of the strong interactions between airfoil design

and wing construction. It might be useful, therefore, to

sketch some guidelines which enable the airfoil designer as

well as the user to find better airfoils.

Friction drag

At low angles of attack and Mach numbers below the

critical Mach number, the friction drag is the overriding

factor in the profile drag. It is primarily the Reynolds
number which characterizes the flow environment. In this

paper the Reynolds number may vary between 0.4 and 40

million. At lower Reynolds numbers the airfoil flow is

complicated by the increasing danger of separation and the

higher Reynolds numbers are usually combined with critical

Mach numbers.
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Basic considerations

1. The first and most effective way to reduce friction is to
avoid a turbulent boundary layer as long as possible. This
is best illustrated by comparing the laminar and the turbu-
lent boundary skin friction for a flat plate with different
positions of transition. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the
drag is more influenced, relatively, when the Reynolds number
is larger and/or when the transition point moves backwards.
This picture can be translated into approximate airfoil drag
by multiplying the flat-plate values by 1 + 26, where 6 is
the relative airfoil thickness.

The all-important position of transition is governed
by two parameters: the stability of the laminar boundary
layer and the perturbations introduced into the laminar
boundary layer. The stability, in turn, depends on one hand
on the Reynolds number, and on the other hand on the pressure
gradient in the flow direction. At the upper end of the
Reynolds number range mentioned above, the stability seems
to fade out, whereas at the lower end it becomes difficult
to overcome the stability and to provoke turbulence at just
the right moment.

Perturbations are fed into the boundary layer by sur-
face waviness and roughness. The latter may be caused by
connecting skin steps, access openings, leakage, insects,
erosion, or the turbulence of the free stream.

2. There is always an adverse pressure gradient on the aft
part of airfoils, and since our present state of technology
yields no hope for a complete laminarization by suction, we
have to live with turbulent boundary layers. The second
principle of drag reduction, therefore, takes care that the
turbulent boundary layer develops in a favorable manner.
Today it is very well known that a "concave" pressure or
velocity distribution has advantages, and this has been
applied to airfoils, very often successfully. Fig. 2 shows
an early and typical example of how different velocity dis-
tributions influence the boundary layer thickness at the
trailing edge [i]. The gain in drag reduction is of the same
order of magnitude as the airfoil thickness and becomes more
pronounced with increasing Reynolds number. However, some
caution is necessary, because most airfoils have to work
also under off-design conditions.

3. Between the laminar and the turbulent part of the bound-
ary layer lies the transition region. Very often it is quite
important to control this region carefully, and to avoid,
if possible, laminar separation bubbles, which may spoil
the initial conditions of the turbulent boundary layer.
This is especially true when a concave pressure distribu-
tion follows the transition region [2]. The solution for
the transition region lies in using a small region with a
slightly adverse pressure gradient which destabilizes the
laminar boundary layer without causing separation. This

may be called the instability region.
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With these three basic principles of boundary layer

control in mind, let us take as an example the following

simple design task: to find a symmetrical airfoil with the

lowest drag at zero angle of attack for a certain given

airfoil thickness and Reynolds number.

The symmetrical airfoil with zero angle of attack

As long as the surface curvature is small in proportion

to the boundary layer thickness, the geometry of an airfoil

has only a minor influence on the boundary layer development.

This is then determined only by the pressure or velocity

distribution. In such cases the form of the airfoil can be

considered purely as the means for producing a certain ve-

locity distribution. For symmetrical airfoils at small

angles of attack this is very nearly true. Thus it is rea-

sonable to start the quest with an educated guess for a ve-

locity distribution. This, however, produces another problem

since not every velocity distribution can be realized by a

real airfoil. Obviously it is not possible to solve even

this simple task directly. One has to rely on iterative

steps.

Fig. 3 shows an example: let the Reynolds number be

4 × 106 . The stability of the laminar boundary layer is just

sufficient to guarantee a laminar state by using a constant

velocity up to 50-60% of the chord. Behind this point an

instability range of 5 to 10% chord length may be necessary

to provoke transition and to develop a fully turbulent bound-

ary layer. Downstream of the transition region the velocity

has to decrease with stronger gradients in order to close

the airfoil with reasonable trailing edge angles. This type of

velocity distribution may be modified by shifting the transi-

tion region; say backwards. Under the constraint of a constant

airfoil thickness, the supervelocity of the laminar part de-

creases slightly, and the velocity gradients in the turbulent

part increases strongly. The longer laminar part reduces the

friction drag, but this gain is very soon overbalanced by

the pressure drag due to the faster growing turbulent bound-

ary layer thickness. There exists for a certain Reynolds

number a rather flat optimum for the position of the tran-

sition. This, in turn, depends on the prescribed airfoil

thickness.

In Fig. 4 two velocity distributions for the same goal,

minimum drag at zero angle of attack, are shown, but the

design Reynolds number is ten times higher and lower than

in Fig. 3. The differences are due mainly to different

stability characteristics in the laminar part. At lower

Reynolds number even a negative velocity gradient and an

expanded transition region are necessary, whereas the

opposite is true for the higher Reynolds number.
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Symmetrical airfoil with low drag bucket

For the airfoil of Fig. 3, any angle of attack induces

in the nose region on one side a velocity peak with negative,

and, on the other side, with positive velocity gradient.
The latter stabilizes the laminar boundary layer more than

necessary. On the other side transition jumps forward, caus-

ing a sharply increased drag. At that Reynolds number this

airfoil has only a very small lift range with low drag. In

order to produce more practical airfoils with low drag over

a wider lift range, we have to superimpose a positive velocity

gradient upon the distributions in Figs. 3 and 4, to counter-

balance the effect of incidence. It follows that for a con-

stant airfoil thickness, the maximum velocity goes up, as

well as the velocity gradients in the turbulent part. A cer-

tain drag increase is unavoidable. The ability of the airfoil

thickness to counteract the effects of incidence is restrict-

ed, and for larger low-drag ranges it is necessary to shift

the transition region forward in order to produce stronger

velocity gradients at zero angle of attack. This, in turn,

increases the drag further. Fig. 5 gives an example of this

relationship for airfoils with different drag buckets. The

envelope in Fig. 5 is, to some extent, not even restricted
to a certain airfoil thickness. It has a more general sig-

nificance: Suppose that the velocity distributions are all

carefully selected to meet the boundary layer principles

given above as basic considerations; then for a single-

element airfoil with rigid surfaces there seems to exist no

further possibility of crossing the envelope in Fig. 5 to

the left. In other words, this envelope seems to be an ab-

solute boundary which cannot be improved.

Sometimes the lowest drag at one single Reynolds number

is not the primary goal, but a low drag in a certain range

of Reynolds numbers. Usually a reduced sensitivity to the

Reynolds number influence can be achieved by a more extended

instability range. Now the position of the transition can

easily move fore and aft, and compensate partly for the ad-

verse effects of Reynolds number on the friction coefficients.

Symmetrical airfoils with flaps

If an airfoil can be equipped with flaps, it has a

variable camber, and this fact can be used to improve upon

the lift-drag envelope of Fig. 5. Let us assume an airfoil

with practically no low-drag range, as in Fig. 3. Basically,

the deflected flap causes an aft loading, or higher and

lower velocities in the region of the flap. For a particular

incidence, similar velocity splits can be produced on the

front part of the airfoil. Both the flap deflection and the

incidence can act together in producing lift, without changing

the type of velocity distribution and, therefore, the drag.

In order to exploit the full benefits of this idea we have

to remember that a flat plate with a kink at the flap hinge

produces, at constant angle of attack, a velocity peak at
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the leading edge and at the kink. To eliminate these unfa-

vorable peaks we can use the thickness distribution. In terms

of airfoil design this poses a mixed problem in which the

flap deflection, i.e., a part of the airfoil geometry, is

prescribed, and both the thickness distribution in front of

the airfoil and the angle of attack are modified to produce

the desired velocity distribution. Some experience with air-

foils of 12-15% thickness shows that this problem has rea-

sonable solutions for flap chords of 20 to 30% and prescribed

flap angles of 8-12 degrees, yielding an additional low-

drag C L range of about + 0.4. Fig. 6 shows an airfoil which

was optimized, in this way for a flap deflection of i0 de-

grees. Fig. 7 illustrates the benefits of such advanced air-

foils [3].

Airfoils with small camber and low-drag bucket

All considerations of symmetrical airfoils with and

without flaps can be transferred to lifting airfoils as long

as the average position of transition is similar. The sim-

plest way to do this uses a constant velocity difference

between lower and upper side which yields the well known

NACA meanline with a = 1.0. However, this type of camber is

not always the right solution. Small pitching moments re-

quire reduced aft loading and imply higher velocities on the

upper side on the front part of the airfoil. The contrary is

true when the critical Mach number is to be increased.

Fig. 8 shows a systematic variation of lift distribution

[2].

With increasing camber, especially when thicker airfoils

are cambered, the assumption of a boundary layer which is

only controlled by the velocity distribution no longer holds.

The geometry of the airfoil becomes equally important. For

the turbulent boundary layer, the surface curvature influ-

ences the development more and more. In other words, now

both the geometry and the velocity distribution must be

coupled when considering the boundary layer development.

The physical reason is quite clear: in a curved potential

flow, pressure and centrifugal forces perpendicular to the

streamlines are in perfect equilibrium. In the boundary

layer flow, the centrifugal forces fade out towards the

wall, and the flow becomes dynamically stratified, stable on

a convex wall and unstable on a concave wall. On the upper

side of a cambered airfoil, the turbulence has to work

against the stable stratification, the momentum exchange is

reduced and the separation moves forward. Unfortunately,

there seems to be no boundary layer calculation method which

takes these well-known effects into account adequately, and

no generally valid statements on favorable combinations of

velocity and airfoil form can be made at this time.

Hence, in contrast to the low-cambered airfoils, there

is some freedom to speculate as to how the highest lift at

low drag may be realized. Some experience seems to indicate
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that an unseparated flow is not possible when the camber of
the upper airfoil surface itself exceeds 15-17%. If this
rough guess is accepted it is clear that a thinner airfoil
can produce more lift than a thicker one with the same upper
surface.

A good example for a highly cambered airfoil with low-
drag is shown in Fig. 9. This airfoil is the extended version
of the variable geometry airfoil designed for the British
project "Sigma" [4]. The maximum glide ratio goes to 160
at CL = 1.7 and Re = 1.5 × 106 . On the upper side, the tran-

sition occurs between 40-50%. Behind the transition region

the curvature soon disappears as the thickness Of the tur-

bulent boundary layer increases. The design technique for

such an airfoil is quite similar to the case of an airfoil

with a prescribed deflected flap mentioned above [5].

However, in this case and even more in the following sections,

the feed-back of the thick boundary layer on the pressure

distribution has to be included in the iterative design pro-

cess.

In the context of higher cambered airfoils, there exists

another interesting feature: in potential flow a camberline

can easily produce a lift loading up to the trailing edge,

shifting the necessary pressure recovery into the free stream

behind the trailing edge. However, in reality the boundary

layer changes the "fluid" camberline, and the adverse pres-

sure gradients are shifted forward of the trailing edge.

This may cause a separation which in turn modifies the fluid

camberline even more. This is another example where the feed-

back of the boundary layer on the pressure distribution has

to be considered seriously.

For fixed wing aircraft different C L values of the wing

are coupled with different Reynolds numbers. Therefore the

design of the lower and upper airfoil surface should take
into account the different curvature as well as the different

Reynolds number.

Maximum lift

For low drag airfoils which are optimized so as to yield

the widest possible low-drag bucket, the maximum lift is

clearly an "off design" condition. However, when the low-

drag range requirement is relieved, some freedom is gained

to include in the design considerations some high lift con-

trol also.

For low-cambered airfoils at higher angles of attack,

the nose form plays an important r_le in the development of

the upper side boundary layer. Usually the situatio n in the

first few percent of the noselength is characterized by

high velocity peaks followed by a deep slope which separates

the laminar flow and spoils the initial conditions of the

turbulent bcundary layer by the laminar separation bubble.

Now ideas similar to those in the low-drag case can be

applied at high angles of attack: due to the low local
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Reynolds numbers, the thin laminar boundary layer is quite

stable and needs a pronounced instability range to provoke

turbulence, ideally without any separation bubble. There is,

however, some experimental evidence that it is not neces-

sary to suppress the separation bubble completely. The

effect is nearly the same when the bubble stays very thin.

The velocity distribution downstream of the transition region
is clearly a concave one, and it is well-known that the

associated turbulent boundary layer reacts very favorably
to improved initial conditions.

Such a boundary layer control which is restricted to

the first 5-10% of the chord length can help to increase

the maximum lift. Figs. i0 and ii provide an extreme example,

where these ideas have been applied to a symmetrical airfoil

regardless of low-drag considerations at low angles of
attack [6].

Stall

Very often it is not the maximum lift which is of pri-

mary interest but the behavior of the airfoil at and beyond

the maximum lift, i.e., in the partly or completely stalled

region. A properly designed airfoil should at least avoid

the dangerous "leading edge stall". This is not too diffi-

cult, and even a mild form of boundary layer control as

shown in Fig. 10 will change the type of stall into a

"trailing edge stall".

Sometimes airfoil users want a CL(_) curve which reaches

a maximum and stays there. We can understand the trailing

edge stall as the result of two counteracting effects: the

increasing angle of attack should raise, and the growing

separation will lower, the circulation. If both effects

cancel each other, a constant C L -x will occur. Obviously,

there are three Important parameters: the change of position

of transition, and of separation, and the size of the sep-

arated region or the separation angle. For an airfoil whose

upper side is configured so as to give a maximum low-drag

range, the transition point jumps forward too fast and the C L

beyond the CLmax decreases. If the upper edge of the low-drag

range is allowed to round off, the movement of velocity peaks

and hence the transition can be slowed down. This is also ap-

proximately true for the separation of the turbulent boundary

layer. THus C L may be unchanged during the stall.

The advantage of such an arrangement is that not only

is the lift curve smoother, but also the drag increase is

far less severe than with the "squeezed-out" type of airfoil.

A typical example of such behavior is given in Fig. 12 [7].
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Conclusion

Airfoil design is always a matter of more or less direct

boundary layer control. To accomplish this goal we obviously

need airfoil and boundary layer theory, the availability of

computers and programs, and, finally, a suitable wind tunnel,
as tools•

It has been the purpose of this paper to show that

another quality is equally indispensable: imagination which

enables one to carve out of the physical aspects of the

problem an advanced airfoil• However, the physical aspects

are transparent enough to state that we cannot expect a

breakthrough. This is especially true for the low-cambered,

low angle of attack airfoil. Any advances are slow and hard

to achieve as one approaches the physical limits• There

exist, however, numerous details in the "airfoil and:bound-

ary layer" field where our present knowledge is open to

further refinements, and this raises the hope that further

advanced airfoil design may also be possible in the future•
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AIRFOILS WITH HIGH LIFT/DRAG RATIO AT A REYNOLDS NUMBER

OF ABOUT ONE MILLION

by

F.X. Wortmann

Institut fur Aerodynamik u. Gasdynamik

der Universit_t Stuttgart

Introduction

There seems to be a growing interest in a special type

of aircraft which can stay in the air with the lowest ex-

penditure of energy, i.e., at the lowest possible sinking

speed. Obviously such aircraft need airfoils with high lift

to drag ratios. To be more exact, it is the ratio CLI.5/CD

which should attain the highest possible value. In the

following, two airfoils are described which, as a first

approach, fill the gap of suitable airfoil data.

Design considerations

Before designing such airfoils some brief remarks may

be necessary. In the ratio CLI-5/C D the lift has more weight

than the drag. Therefore the desired airfoil will have in

all cases an unusually high degree of camber. On the other

hand, when the aircraft has to "float" only on straight

courses or wide circles, the optimum aspect ratio will also

be high and structural strength and stiffness call for a

thick airfoil. In an earlier paper [I] it was mentioned that

the combination "thick and cambered" poses a serious diffi-

culty for the boundary layer on the upper side. The situa-

tion is aggravated by the low Reynolds numbers anticipated

for such a slow and/or high-flying machine.

In order to reduce the risk, two airfoils with a medium

thickness of 15% were designed which differ only in the

degree of camber. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the two air-

foils, A with 8.3% and B with 9.7% camber. See also Table i.

Test data

,

The experimental results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 .
It can be seen tllat both airfoils have maximum L/D ratios

of about 160 at high C L values. The sinking speed ratio

These measurements were performed by D. Althaus.
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FX

Table i.

72-MS - 150A
FX 72-MS-150B

No.
X

c

2
4

6
3

I0

12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19

2o

21

22

23
24
25

26

27
28
29

30

31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
4o

41

42

43
44

45

46

47
48

•99893

.99039

.97347

.94844

.91573

•87592

.85355
•82967

•8o438

•77779

•750oo

•72114

.69134

.6607 2

.62941

•59755

.56526

•5327 o

•50000

•46730

.43474

•40245

•37059

•33928

•30866
.27886
.25000

.22221

•19562

.17033

.14645

.12408

•10332

•08427

•06699

.o5156
•03806

•02653

.01704

•oo961
•00428
.00107

•00037

•00331
•0O914

.01775

•02901
•04272

.05042

•o5864
•06735

.07651

•08607

•09517

•10425

• 11294

•12137
•12916

.13631

•14247

•14781

.15175

.15444

•15510

•15434

.15171

.14813
•14325

•13753

•13084

• 12339

.I1528

•io657

•O9733
•08773

•077 85

•06777

•05767

.04769

.03791
•02867

.01985
.01252
.00679

.00034

.00236

.00617

.01160

.01793

.02437

.02735

.030o5
•03223

03391
o3487

.03522

.03473

.03363

.0317o

.O2924

.02609

.02266

.01881

.015o6

.01090
]0O741

.00423

•o0171

-.ooo72

-.00277

-.oo48o
-.oo659
-.00826

-.00975
-.Oli13

-.01231

-.01328
-. Ol 4o7

-.01461
-. O1485
-.O1_86

-. O] 432

-.01380

-.01246

-.0]056

-.00596

.00041

•00368

.01017

•01977

.03230

.04756

.05614

.06529

.07498

.08518

.oo583

.10572

.11554

.12487

.13387

.14213

.14964

.156o5

.16155

.16553

.16813

.16858

.16753

.16449

.16046

.155o3

.14872

.14137

.13321

.12433

.I1484

.10474

.09430

.o8352

.o7256

.06154

.05072

.04007

.o3o5o

.02150

.o133o

.00650

.00O42

•00296

•OO767

.01430

.02210
03022

]03408

.03768

•04074

.04330

.045o7

.04619

.04639

.04591

.04449

.04245

.03962

.o3640

.03266

.02892

.02463

•02092

.01742

.01449

.o1158

•00897

.00626

.00377

.00132

-.o0o98

-.00324

-.00527

-.00716

-•oo886

-.OLO3O
-.o1138

-.01227
-.01243

-.01234

-.0115o

-.0095o

-.0o56o
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CLI'5/CD of these two and some other airfoils [2] is evalu-

ated for a Reynolds number of 1.0 × 106 in Fig. 4. Fig. 5

shows the influence of different Reynolds numbers. The less

cambered airfoil 150 A has a single peak of CLI.5/CD over

200, whereas the 150 B reaches the value 180 over a much

more extended range of C L. Both new airfoils are better

than the VC-170/136 airfoil which has only 11.4% thickness,

as well as the FX 63-137 which was designed for man-powered

aircraft• The fact that the new airfoils attain the maximum

values of CLI-5/C D at higher lift values than any previous

airfoils seems to be especially attractive when the flight

mechanics of an aircraft are taken into account: unusually

high aspect ratios, which might be attainable with future

fiber technology, call for high C L values and this is even

more true when the sinking speed in circling flight is to
be minimized.
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AIRFOILS WITH A NEW HINGE FOR AILERONS AND FLAPS

by

D. Althaus and R. Eppler

Universit_t Stuttgart

Introduction

Every sailplane designer knows that the air blowing

through the slot of an aileron or flap causes considerable

parasitic drag. For example, the well-known RJ5 had its best

performance with fixed flaps and a filled slot [i]. For the

same reason modern sailplanes have less aileron span than

earlier types.

A certain improvement can be made by sticking a tape

over the slots, but this tape has to form corners and wrinkles

while moving the aileron or flap, and one can still find con-

siderable parasitic drag.

The best aerodynamic solution presented so far has been

the use of an elastic upper surface, for example in the well-

known HKS sailplanes developed in the early fifties by Haase,

Kensche and Schmetz. However, as a consequence of this, they

had very high stick forces. The elastic slot cover had to

carry all the forces between wing and flap and had to be

rather strong.

In this paper a new design of a hinge is presented

which allows for a very thin elastic cover for the slot be-

tween wing and flaps or ailerons, thus combining the advantages

of the low stick forces of normal sailplanes with the favor-

able aerodynamics of the HKS sailplanes. Moreover, since the

best solution for automatic correspondence between flap posi-

tion and airspeed is a simple mechanical connection of the

elevator and flap, causing additional elevator stick forces,

we present a new airfoil having a good drag polar with mini-

mum flap deflection.

The hinge mechanism

A particular ideal motion of the aileron or flap is

sketched in Fig. 1 for the special case of an airfoil with a

flat upper surface. For the case without deflection we imagine

that the slot of length a is covered by a flat, thin elastic

sheet. With deflection, this cover is assumed to be a circular

arc of the same length a. Obviously it is not possible to ap-

proximate this ideal motion by a single hinge, as different
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points of the flap A, A' or B, B' have different centers of

motion C A or CB, but a very good approximation of the ideal

motion is possible by connecting two different points of the

flap, by single bars, with their centers of motion. Of course,

it is no problem to find for any point of the flap the center

of motion for the prescribed ideal motion of the flap. The

only problem is to find two points in the flap so that the two

centers of motion have enough distance for arranging the

bearings and the bars and so that the entire hinge has as few

parts as possible above the upper side of the airfoil. The

hinges can be covered by a little rubber hat, and the parts

between the hinges by a thin elastic sheet, which forms ap-

proximately a circular arc during the deflection of the flap.

In Fig. 2 a typical solution in three flap positions is shown.

In the case of an airfoil with a cambered upper surface

we have the flat slot cover not as it is sketched in Figures

1 and 2 for the undeflected flap, but with some small flap

deflection.

Obviously the double hinge can be produced for a certain

length a of the slot cover. Thus the designer may use a pre-

fabricated double hinge instead of a (normally also prefabri-

cated) single hinge, and has to prepare a slot of given width

a.

A kinematic model and a productiDn prototype of the

double hinge have been constructed.

The airfoil
I

As mentioned previously, a mechanical connection between

elevator and flap is a simple solution for automatic optimal

flap position. Such a connection causes additional elevator

stick forces, although there exists a certain effect of the

airloads on the flap, which allows one to decrease these forces

considerably by using a spring. Thus it is desirable to have

maximum flap effect with only a small flap chord and deflec-

tion. Even without flap-elevator connection, one can show,

and see in many experimental data that really good L/D ratios

are always reached with a small flap deflection only.

The fundamental problem of flapped airfoils is sketched

in Fig. 3. A conventional laminar airfoil at an angle-of-

attack near the upper edge of the laminar bucket has a more-

or-less constant velocity over the laminar section of the

upper surface. Flap deflection down causes a suction peak

near the flap hinge. Additional angle-of-attack causes a

suction peak near the leading edge. Thus the velocity distri-

bution becomes a very unfavorable shape for laminar effects.

While in the rear part of the airfoil the pressure gradient

is still favorable, no laminar flow exists due to the adverse

pressure gradient near the leading edge. The adverse pressure
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gradient near the trailing edge causes separation of the

turbulent boundary layer arriving there with considerable
thickness.

Prevention of this cow-belly like velocity distribution

promises improvements. However, until now airfoil shape com-

putation starting from a given pressure distribution [2,3]

has only been possible for one airfoil configuration. Now the

problem is different. We need for the flapped airfoil a given

pressure distribution on the upper surface, while for the

unflapped airfoil the lower surface is most important, since

it determines the lower end of the laminar bucket.

To solve this problem, the usual method for direct com-

putation of an airfoil shape from the pressure distribution

[2,3] has been extended. The fundamental idea was to give, in

some region, fixed parameters for the properties of the pres-

sure distribution, while the parameters in other parts of the

airfoil are used for a least-squares fit to a given shape.

It is not possible to present the details of this method

here. The method developed uses an iteration process of the

following kind:

i. Firstly, an airfoil A (°) for the high-speed case is

computed, which has low drag at low C L and high

Reynolds number. We assumed about 75% laminar flow

on the lower surface and 55% on the upper surface.

As an example, for a velocity distribution meeting

these conditions for an angle-of-attack of 1 ° or a

CL of 0.ii we can use Fig. 4. The adverse pressure

gradient, or the decrease of velocity in the region

of the trailing edge is chosen such that the airfoil

has a thickness of about 15%. On both sides, at

Re = 3.106 only short destabilization areas are needed

to prevent laminar separation bubbles. The over-all

pressure rise on the upper surface is less than it

would be without turbulent separation, thus a certain

reserve for the suction peak of the flap exists. It

should be noticed that the velocity distribution of

the lower surface shows a little adverse pressure

gradient near the leading edge and a very little

favorable pressure gradient behind x = 50%. This is

the optimal distribution near transition. The methods

giving this result are described in [4]. For the

upper surface it is required only that transition

lies behind 55% chord. The details of the pressure

distribution before this point are free for airfoil

A ° and are chosen arbitrarily.

2. Secondly, an airfoil B (°) for the high-lift case and

smaller Re is computed, which has given properties

of the pressure distribution over the first 50% of

the upper side and approximates airfoil A (°) for the
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upper side between 50% and 70% and for the lower side
between 0 and 70%.

3. Airfoil A (i+l) keeps the areas of given pressure dis-

tributLons of airfoil A(O) and approximates air-

foil B(i) in the area originally having an arbitrary

pressure distribution. This approximation also in-

fluences somewhat the shape of the airfoil in the

part in which the pressure distribution does not

change.

(i+l)
4. Airfoil B keeps the area of given pressure dis-

t_ibution of airfoil B(o) and approximate@ airfoil

A (i+l) in the same areas where airfoil B _°) approxi-

mated airfoil A (°) . This approximation again influ-

ences the shape of the airfoil very slightly in the

part with unchanging pressure distribution.

5. If the difference between airfoil B (i+l) and airfoil

B (i) is small enough, the iteration process is termi-

nated. Otherwise it continues with step 3.

The approximation process used in each step of the ite-

ration process is not very fully automated and still needs

some effort. However, the convergence of the iteration process

is very rapid, and only 1 or 2 iterations are usually needed.

A typical result is shown in Fig. 4. The two airfoils

coincide over the first 70% of the chord, and can be consid-

ered as unflapped (No. 642) and flapped (No. 67B) airfoils,

having for the front portions, as exactly as possible, the

desired pressure distribution features. Airfoil 678 has the

typical suction peak of a flap just behind the end of the

portion over which it coincides with airfoil 642.

On both sides, when the flap is deflected down, longer

destabilization areas develop. These are necessary, at lower

Reynolds numbers, to prevent laminar separation bubbles. A

wind-tunnel model of airfoil 642 has been built, with a double

hinge flap at 75% chord. The i0 ° flap-down position approxi-

mated airfoil 678 very well. The measurements are shown in

Figs. 5 and 6.

The results are disappointing in two respects. The mini-

mum drag of 642 is higher than expected from the boundary

layer computations. This is probably due to an inexact fit of

the flap at the lower surface. The slope of the CD-polar for

Re = 3.106 agreed very well with the theoretical results,

however.

Also, the maximum lift measured was not as high as the

theoretical value. We therefore looked for laminar separation

bubbles, but found none. The turbulent separation was found

to occur a little too early. This is probably due to a too-

long instability area. The turbulent boundary layers are al-

ready too thick when reaching the adverse pressure gradient
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Table 1

PROFIL 642 PROFIL 678 PROFIL 682
X y X y x y

100,000 0,000 100,000 0,000 100,000 0,000
99,624 0,059 99,6_2 0,136 99,623 0,065
98.541 0,268 98,6_0 0,567 98,_4 0.288

96,_4Y 0.651 97.150 1.277 96,UZ3 0.697
9&.630 1.170 95.207 2.172 9&._72 1.265

91,v17 1,770 92.880 3.159 91,_25 1,953
88.712 2.&&l 90.140 &.216 88.608 2.751

85.055 3.206 87.0}I 5.3_9 8&.Y78 5.671

81,019 A,O?I 85.658 6,529 81,020 _.707

76,683 5.025 80.0_3 7,663 76._2_ 5.828
72,129 6.0_8 76,Z19 8,613 72,_90 6.990
67,&45 7,103 72,035 9,395 68,115 8.095
62.717 8.I&3 67._27 10.178 6).70_ 9.002

58,027 9,082 62,908 10.983 59.178 9,665
53,386 9,807 58,280 11,688 5&,523 10.146

_8,73_ 10,285 5),659 I2,219 &9,79Y 10._73
&&.O?} 10.561 &9.0_7 12.528 _5.059 I0.6_9

]9,_&7 10,660 _&,427 12,613 _0.}52 10,676
3_,90_ 10,588 39,U17 12,51_ 35.7Z6 10,555
_0.485 10.355 55.27_ i2.256 31.22& I0.288

26,227 9,072 )0,6@Y 11,8_8 26,_89 9,88_

22.178 9,A51 26.585 11,298 22,76_ 9,350
18.577 8.803 22.526 10.617 18.889 8.696

14,860 8.0&1 18.710 9.816 15.299 7.9_I
11.660 ?,180 15,17_ 8,908 12,0Z7 7.071

8.807 6.253 11,950 7.910 9,10_ 6.133
6._26 5.218 9.V69 6.838 6.55_ 5.132

&._l _.156 6._5_ 5.711 _._97 &.091

2,556 5,080 _,425 _,555 Z,64Y 3,038

1.259 2.025 2.695 3.592 1.328 2.006

O,&l_ I*027 1.}79 2.261 0,4_6 1,0)1
0.012 O.l&7 0.488 1.200 0.017 0,171
0.i76 -0.536 0,032 0.269 0.166 -0,501

0,980 -i.102 0.117 -0._)7 0.961 -1.071

2.}66 -I.6_9 0.8_7 -0.991 2.35_ -1.62?

_,29Z -2.152 2,123 -1,&91 &,_6 -2.1_)
6.73& -2.602 _.97_ -I.91_ 6,67k -2.611

9.669 -2.998 6,351 -2.26_ 9.599 -3.029

1].06_ -3.3_6 9.229 -2.5_8 12.97& -3._01

16.874 -3.6&8 12.57& -2.?}7 16.768 -).728

21.05_ -3.902 16,352 -2.865 20.929 -_.008

25._51 -_.I08 20.517 -2.929 25._09 -_.2_9

50.)I} -_.265 25.017 -2.9_I 30.152 -_.&20

35,Z8_ -_,370 29,79_ -2,869 35,105 -_,5_9

&O._O8 -_._25 3_.810-2.7_ _0.207 -&.623

&5.?ZZ -_.&26 39,992 -2.560 &5.401 -_.6_I

50,865 -_,37& _5,_87 -2,311 50,625 -_,602
56,078 -_.266 50,6_9 -2,000 55,_17 -_.502

61.195 -_.103 56,01_ -I,6_I, 60,?i_ -&,3_2

66,152 -3.877 61.506 _1.2_0 65,_b_ -_.112

70,885 -),576 66,_99 -0.723 70,567 -3,_00
75._37 -3.15& 71.611 -0.I_7 7_.99& -3.356

79,522 -2,559 76,619 O.&lO 79,167 -2,699
8).56_ -I,798 81,446 0.859 8_.209 -I.895

87.42_ -1.108 85.979 1.129 87.103 -i.I_2

90,970 -0.568 90,078 1.192 90.715 -0.531

9_,070 -0.207 9}.612 !.050 95.901 -0.137

96,60& -0,020 96,_1 0,7_1 96,520 0,0_5

98,475 0,054 98,4_9 0,377 98,_&7 0,069
99.6_7 0.017 99.619 0.101 99.612 0.026

PROFIL 69_

X y

100.000 0.000

99.640 0.I_2

98.632 0.556

97,110 1.525

95,172 2.263
92,835 3,_13

90.100 _.450

87.023 5.67_

83.699 6,9_
80.ZOZ 8.112

76.599 9.069

72,2_6 9,999
67.996 10.909

63,668 II.5_7

59,165 12,05_

5&o5_I 12.360

_9.8_ IZ.506

&5.125 12.502

_0,431 12,3&7

35,810 12.0_9

51o_10 11,612

26.97_ !I.0_5

22,8_8 I0.3_2

18.96_ 9.5_

15,373 8,6_6

12,095 7,658
9,166 6,60_

6.608 5.&99

&,&&5 _,369

2,692 3.259

i.}6_ 2,1&l

0,469 1.11_
0,02_ 0.218

O,l&6 -0,&66

0.908 -I.022

2,Z_9 -1,5_9

_,135 -l,9CV

6,54_ -2.367

9._55 -2.67_

12._& -2.915

16,6&0 -3,096
20._23 -3,22_

25,325 -3.2_
_0.099 -3.2G6

35.099 -5,217

&0.268 -3,093

&5,534 -2.912

50._0 -2.661

56.108 -2.3&]

61,}89 -I,9_2
66,472 -i,556

71,58_ -1,OOC
76.177 -0,3_

80.862 0.356

85,_8_ 0,87_

89._96 1.1o_

9_._I0 I.ICl

96.309 0.6:,F

98._I& 0.&52

99.619 0.11_.

100.o00 0.000 I00.000 0.000 I00.u00 0.000 I00.000 O.OOC

C_ =0.u_51 $.2.8_ ° C_o _0.20o2 _=7.76 ° C,. _0.07oI i%.3.25°C,o=0.2119 _7.85 °
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behind the flap hinge. Wortmann [5] has remarked that in such

a situation the boundary layer theory may sometimes fail.

An improvement should be possible by taking a longer

area of laminar boundary layer on the upper surface, as cal-

culated for the airfoil combination 682/694• The shapes and

velocity distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The wind-tunnel

experiments have been prepared but still await execution.

The coordinates, angles of zero lift and moment coeffi-

cients of all the airfoils discussed are given in Table i.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL, HIGH-ENDURANCE

AIRFOIL WITH GIVEN THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION AND

REYNOLDS NUMBER

by

George S. Pick and Douglas A. Lien

Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Bethesda, Maryland

Notation

c

C D

C£

Cm

Cp
H

L/D

Re c
V

x/c

Xo/C

Yc

Yt

Chord length

Drag coefficient

Lift coefficient

Moment coefficient

Pressure coefficient

Form factor

Lift/Drag ratio

Reynolds number

Velocity
Chord station

Point joining the rooftop and Stratford velocity
distributions

Mean camber line

Airfoil thickness

Angle of attack

Ycorr Corrected vortex distribution

_V Velocity difference between upper and lower surface

8* Boundary layer displacement thickness

Boundary layer thickness (in)

c

i

1

TE

u
CO

Subscripts

Chord length

Ideal condition

Lower surface

Trailing edge

Upper surface

Free-stream conditions

Introduction

Liebeck and Ormsbee [1] have developed airfoils which

attain maximum total lift in incompressible flow. The

pressure distribution on the upper surface employs the

Stratford separation theory whicn recovers a pressure dif-

ference in the shortest possible distance. Incipient
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separation is thus present on the aft portion of the upper
surface. The lift coefficients on both upper and lower

surfaces are maximized. This criterion results in airfoils

with high lift coefficients and high L/D ratios. The shapes

of the airfoils thus obtained have unconventional thickness

distributions and leading edge radii.

In the present development, restricted thickness dis-

tributions were specified to reduce the lower surface lift

coefficient and produce more conventional-looking airfoils.

Such airfoils might be used on aircraft which require high

L/D ratios and high cruise lift coefficients.

An airfoil shape was selected and the theoretical re-

sults were verified experimentally for a range of wind

speeds and angles of incidence. The complete performance

envelope of this airfoil was computed prior to testing.

This paper describes the process and associated

experimental verification of an airfoil section designed to

have a high lift coefficient and a high ratio of lift over

drag (L/D). Several studies provided the theoretical basis

for the design process. The experimental program was con-

ducted in the Boeing two-dimensional, low-speed research
wind tunnel.

Theoretical development

Use of linear theory to determine

the initial airfoil profile

Liebeck and Ormsbee [i] showed that in order to maxi-

mize lift on the upper surface of the airfoil, a rooftop

velocity distribution must be specified in a region that

extends from the leading edge to a designated point x o.

According to Strand [2] Xo/C must lie between 0.3 and 0.45

in order to attain maximum upper surface lift. The Stratford

velocity distribution for zero skin friction and incipient

separation was specified from x O to the trailing edge.

A generalized parametric study of the upper surface

velocity, lift, and drag characteristics for various flow

conditions resulted in a series of preliminary design

curves. These curves, in conjuction with a survey by Abbot

and Yon Doenhoff [3] of existing symmetrical NACA airfoil

thickness distributions, were used to select appropriate

design lift coefficients and L/D ratios for further study.

A tradeoff analysis between desirable high performance

characteristics and practical thickness distribution showed
that the NACA 63A006 thickness distribution came closest

to an overall optimum condition.

Strand [2] shows that for a given Reynolds number and

pressure coefficient at the trailing edge, maximum upper

surface lift occurs at Xo/C = 0.3. This is illustrated in

Fig. i. A plot of total lift coefficient and L/D ratio
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versus Xo/C is given in Fig. 2. The point Xo/C = 42 was

chosen from Fig. 2 because of practical considerations, e.g.,

a smaller Xo/C would compromise the L/D ratio and a larger

Xo/C would sacrifice total lift.

In addition to the specified rooftop and Stratford ve-

locity distribution on the upper surface, other parameters

are needed to compute the lower surface velocity distribu-

tion and the final airfoil coordinates, namely, the thick-

ness distribution of a symmetrical airfoil and the local

velocity on the airfoil due to this thickness distribution.

If the total velocity or velocity due to thickness is de-

signated as V t, then the lower surface velocity is defined
as

V 1 = 2V t - V u (i)

The velocity distribution thus determined is shown in Fig. 3.

The final airfoil coordinates can be determined for a known

velocity distribution and a given thickness distribution.

With

AV = V u - V t (2)

the vortex distribution corrected for the airfoil thickness

is

Ycorr = 2AV i +[dx J (3)

where Yt is the airfoil thickness at a point. The equation

for the mean camber line is given by thin airfoil theory as

dY c 1 f x(Y/V_) corr
dx ei = 2--_J _-_ dx (4 )

0

where Yc is the mean camber line and ei is the ideal angle
of attack. The final airfoil coordinates can be determined

from the mean camber line and the thickness distribution.

The lift coefficient is calculated according to the

equation
1

where Cp = 1 -

The drag coefficient is computed according to Thwaites

[5] as

x] ,0Cd /_[ Re_/5 o d _ (6)

where the summation refers to both upper and lower surfaces.

The velocity distribution, pressure distribution, air-

foil coordinates, and boundary layer are calculated by means

of computer program MAXLIFT. Documentation, program listings,

and input-output example have been reported informally by

Lien in NSRDC Tech Note (to be published).
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Use of nonlinear theory to determine
the final airfoil profile

In order to check the validity of the linear inverse

theory, the exact direct method of Theodorsen [6] was used

to compute the velocity distribution around the airfoil shape

obtained from this theory. This velocity distribution is also

shown in Fig. 3. The discrepancy between the two velocity

distributions indicates that linear inverse theory cannot be

used to determine the final airfoil shape because the veloc-

ity gradients on the upper surface are too large.

The initial airfoil shape obtained from the linear

theory describes the camber of the airfoil and can be used

as a first approximation in a more sophisticated nonlinear

inverse airfoil program such as the James [7] airfoil de-

sign method developed at McDonnell-Douglas. This method

uses a conformal mapping procedure and is very accurate and

extremely flexible with regard to the input velocity distri-

bution.

The input v_locity distribution is expressed as a

function of the airfoil arc length. The steps which follow

the input are:

i. Calculate the potential by quadrature.

2. Interpolate through this potential and the known

potential for a circle to obtain the velocity in the

circle plane.

3. Fit the circle plane velocity with a Fourier series.

4o Conjugate the series in 3 to obtain surface angle.

5. Obtain airfoil coordinates by quadrature, again as a

function of velocity and angle in the circle plane,

i.e., parametrically.

This system has several advantages. For one thing, it gives

the designer some immediate control over the reality of shapes

because the trailing-edge angle is a necessary inpu£ para-

meter. For another, it applies an automatic closure condition.

Moreover, the output from the program provides the nearest

pressure distribution which will give a closed airfoil (not

every demanded pressure or velocity distribution will "design"

such an airfoil). Finally, the magnitude of the Fourier terms

can be used as a measure of input suitability since accord-

ing to the theory, certain of these terms should vanish for

a proper input velocity.

By using the input velocity distribution of Fig. 3, the

airfoil shape was determined according to James design method.

However, the output velocity distribution corresponding to

the resulting airfoil shape had higher velocities in the roof-

top region and failed to match velocities at the trailing edge.

Accordingly, the input velocity distribution had to be modified.

In the next attempt, an adverse pressure gradient was added

to the lower surface near the leading edge. This change in
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the velocity distribution lowered the rooftop velocity with-
out sacrificing important performance characteristics.
Further modifications were made for the final velocity dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 4. The input velocity distribution
closely agreed with the output of the James method.

Since the James method was based on inviscid theory,
boundary layer corrections had to be made in order to com-
pensate for the extra thickness from boundary layer buildup
in turbulent flow. The characteristic boundary layer thick-
ness displacement of Fig. 5 was used for boundary layer
corrections. The prime consideration in airfoil correction
was to preserve the flow properties on the upper surface to
meet the Stratford criterion aft of Xo/C = 0.42. Flow prop-
erties on the lower surface were of secondary importance.
For this reason, both the upper and lower surfaces of the
airfoil were corrected by an amount equal to the thickness
of the upper surface boundary layer displacement (i.e., the
thickness of local boundary layer displacement on the
upper surface was subtracted from the inviscid airfoil pro-
file ordinate and an equal amount was added to the local
lower surface profile ordinate at each chord station). This
process resulted in a slight change of camber distribution
but not thickness distribution. The final airfoil shape shown
in Fig. 6 incorporates the boundary layer correction. The
airfoil coordinates are given in Table i.

Predicted performance characteristics
of the final airfoil

The prescribed performance characteristics are given in
Fig. 7 as a function of angle of attack. The L/D ratio has
a value of 95 and is essentially constant in the vicinity of
the design angle of attack (i0 deg). Velocity distributions
for the off-design conditions are plotted in Fig. 8. It is
evident from this graph that there are adverse pressure
gradients on the lower surface near the leading edge at all
angles of attack. This pressure gradient becomes less adverse
when the angle of attack is increased.

In order to determine at which angle of attack separa-
tion would occur on the lower surface, a calculation of the
boundary layer behavior was performed in accordance with
Von Doenhoff and Tetervin [8]. Figure 9 shows the form factor
H at the final point of the adverse pressure gradient as a
function of angle attack. Separation occurs when the form
factor is greater than 2.6. By this criterion, separation
does not occur on the lower surface above an angle of attack
of 5.5 deg. This was satisfactory for all design flow con-
ditions.

Figure I0 delineates the general flow diagram of the
design procedure outlined above.
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Figure 5. Characteristic boundary layer displace-
ment thickness on airfoil.

Figure 6. Final airfoil shape.
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Experimental verification

Description of model

The model had a nominal chord length of 24 in , a span

of 36 in , and overall dimensional tolerances of + 0.002 in.

The airfoil was constructed of aluminium and had a highly

polished surface finish.

The important objective of the model design was to keep

the upper surface free of discontinuities and to minimize

the possibility of downstream contamination and boundary

layer tripping. To this end, extreme care was exercised in

sizing and locating pressure orifices. Coordinates for the

81 pressure orifices on the surface of the model are given in

Table 2. Surface pressure orifices at or near midspan pro-

vided good definition of the pressure distribution, and

orifices at several spanwise stations and at the trailing

edge provided information about the two-dimensionality of the

flow over the airfoil. All pressure tubings were installed

through lower surface plates to ensure an aerodynamically

clean upper surface. After final assembly, every office was

examined and tested for burrs, blockage, and leakage.

Careful dimensional inspection showed that the model was

well within the prescribed tolerances for profile coordinates

(see Table i) and spanwise waviness.

Description of wind tunnel

The model was tested in the Boeing two-dimensional re-

search wind tunnel. This is a closed-circuit, single-return,

continuous-flow, atmospheric tunnel. The test section is 8 ft

high, 3 ft wide, and 20 ft long and has a contraction ratio

of 12:1. The speed range is between 20 and 230 mph (M = 0.3),

with maximum unit Reynolds number of about 2 x 106/ft.

The wind tunnel is intended primarily for two-dimen-

sional testing of high lift systems. Two-dimensionality of

flow at all lift levels was ensured by application of wall

blowing (up to a mass flow of 20 ib/sec at i000 psia) that

matched boundary layer control with the local pressure levels
on the airfoil. Flow in the test section was uniform and

parallel; turbulence levels were less than 0.08 percent of

free-stream velocity. The tunnel dynamic pressure was regu-

lated within + 0.2 percent by a unique automatic control

system that involved flaps far downstream of the model at

the entrance of the diffuser. This control system was inter-

locked with the data acquisition system in such a way that no

data were recorded if the tunnel speed deviated from the

present values by more than the regulated tolerance level

(+ 0.2 percent).

The model spanned the width of the tunnel and was mount-
ed on two 3-ft-diameter turntables that were flush with the
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tunnel walls. A remotely controlled hydraulic servosystem

was used to rotate the turntables for changes in angle of

attack. Two tangential blowing slots on each turntable pro-

vided boundary layer control on the tunnel wall (Fig. ii for

slot arrangement) together with long vertical slots upstream

of the turntables. The blowing rates were matched for each

tunnel test condition. The flow in the tunnel test section

was found to be free of angularity.

Test conditions and techniques

The wing model was tested at seven speed levels ranging

from 95 to 290 fps (full-scale equivalent of 45 to 200 mph)

and at angles of attack from _ = -3.5 deg (C£ = 0) to stall

angle (Cz = maximum, up to e = + 16 deg). Both free and fixed

transition configurations were investigated. Each test run

consisted of approximately 17 points at fixed pitch angles.

Balance and pressure data were taken at each of the test

points. Five pitch angles were chosen (close to the minimum

drag value and stall), and horizontal integrated wake rake

and vertical wake traverse measurements were also performed

for each test run. The integrated value (area under curve) of

the vertical wake survey served as the most reliable measure

of the true drag levels. These drag values were then compared

with the integrating wake rake measurements at each point.

The average discrepancy between these two measurements was

usually less than + 5 percent. The direct drag force measure-

ments were unreliaEle and did not represent the true two-

dimensional section coefficients; therefore they are not

used in the present paper.

At design conditions (q = 78, Re c = 3 x 106), boundary

layer measurements were taken at three chq, rd stations for

five angles of attack with clean wing configuration. Table 4
summarizes the test conditions.

Considerable care had been exercised at the beginning

of the test program to ensure the two dimensionality of the

tunnel flow by the use of wall blowing. The proper wall slot

blowing pressures were determined for each tunnel speed at

maximum lift conditions by using tuft flow visualization on

the surface of the wing and by monitoring the lift as a

function of the blowing rate. Once the blowing rate was high

enough to control the boundary layer, steady uniform two-

dimensional flow was obtained, and a further increase in the

blowing rate did not affect the flow over the model. Two-

dimensional flow was verified during the entire test by

several means: model surface flow visualization (tufts and

oil flow techniques), spanwise static pressure distributions,

and spanwise traverse of the integrating wake rate. All these
methods indicated that the two-dimensional flow was extreme-

ly uniform at all test conditions prior to upper or lower

surface flow separation. For example, spanwise static pres-

sure distributions for the entire test envelope deviated less

than + 2 percent along the entire span at 5-, 20-, 40-, 60-,
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Confl_tlon q Rec x 10 6
psf deg

Balance

Ib

Type of Data

Pressure Wake Rake Boundary Layer

psld psid psld; in

Wing-Natural Transition i0.i 1.06

20.1 1.48

38.9 2.13

59.6 2.59

78.3 2.99

86.8 3.13

97.6 3.28

Wing-Fixed Trsns Ition 78.3 2.99

(a) 38.9 2.13

Wlng-Fix ed Transition 38.8 2.13

(b) 78.3 2.99

Wing-Fixed Transition 38.9 2.13

(c) 78.3 2.99

-4 to stall

V
+5 to stall

-4 to stall

-4 to stall

-4 t! stall

I Flow

| Visual-

zatlon

x x x - Tuft

x x x - Tuft

x x x - Tuft ;Oil

x x x - Tuft

x x x x Tuft; Oil

x x x - Tuft

x x x - Tuft

.... Oil

x x x - Oil

X X X -- --

X X X - -

X X X --

X X X --

__=

i
|
!

i

Notes:

S

I. Angle of Attack Schedule:
Force and Pressure Data: _ = -4° to +2° by 2°

+3° to %tall -2° by 1°

astal I -2° to astal I by 0.5 °

Wake Survey Data: _ = +2; 4; 6; 7; astal I - 2_ and %tall -In

2. Boundary Layer Probe Location:

Spa_,vlse Location: 9.6 in ,qx_n left wall
Chordwise locatlo_: 40, 60, 90 percent chord Doom leading edge.

Probe mounted from support bracket bolted to the underside of the wing.

3. Boundary Layer Tr_p

(a) _o. 80 grit, 0.I0 in width, 21.7 percent chord

(b) No. i00 grit, 0.i0 in width, 2].7 percent chord
(c) No. lOO grit, 0.i0 in width, 16.7 percent chord

Table 4. Test conditions.

Tunnel Dynam/c Speed Forward Slot Left Forward Slot Left Aft Slot Right Forward Slot Right Aft Slot

psf psia psla psla psia psla

I0.i 15.7 19.1 24.1 19.1 26.5

20.1 15.7 21.2 28.5 21.2 32.5

38.9 off 22.0 30.1 22.0 33.8

59.6 off 23.2 32.2 23.3 36.4

78.3 off 25.2 35.6 25.2 40.2

86.8 off 29.6 b2.5 29.9 47.8

97.6 off 33.6 48.0 33.9 54.7

Table 5. Schedule for turntable and forward

slot blowing.
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and 80-percent chord as well as at the trailing edge on both
surfaces when attached flow was present. Table 5 summarizes
the blowing slot pressure at various tunnel speeds.

The grit sizes used to fix boundary layer transition
were computed according to Braslow [9]. These were placed in
the rooftop pressure region ahead of the pressure recovery
zone to ensure turbulent rooftop pressure distribution.

Instrumentation and accuracy

Lift, drag and pitching moment data were obtained with
a three component straingange balance mounted under the tun-
nel floor. Model surface pressures, tunnel static and total
pressures, as well as wall blowing were measured with pressure
transducers through nine multiposition scanivalves using
2.5-, 5.0-, and 7.5-psid transducers and one 100-psia trans-
ducer. A pneumatically integrating wake rate, which included
separate total and static pressure probes, permitted rapid
definition of the wake profile and drag. Its accuracy had
been substantiated by comparing with actual integration of
wake profiles. The same rake also incorporated a shielded
total pressure probe and a Prandtl-tube static pressure probe
for wake traversers.

Surveys of boundary layers were made with a miniature
traversing mechanism that used a very high fineness ratio
rectangular total pressure probe and a 2.5-psid transducer.
Table 3 indicates the range and approximate accuracy of the
instrumentation.

Data acquisition, display, and reduction

Data acquisition was fully automated with simultaneous
on-line data display of x-y plotters. The data system consis-
ted of a 19-channel digital analyzer and magnetic tape re-
corder. Angle of attack, dynamic pressure, and balance data
were recorded together with information on model surface
p_e_sure, wake rate, boundary layer, and tunnel pressure and
then processed through a data reduction program. This program
converted the raw data counts into engineering units (i.e.,
pounds per square inch, pounds, inches, etc.), subtracted
balance tares, and applied solid and wake blockage, incidence,
streamline curvature, and compressibility corrections to the
data. In the printout, both corrected and uncorrected data
appeared in engineering units and coefficient form. The
applied corrections were about + 1.5 percent of the measured
quantities (i.e., lift, drag, pitching moment, Cp, e, etc.).

During the test run, uncorrected real time signals were
plotted on four x-y Moseley recorders. Continuously monitored

quantities were plotted for C£ versus _, C£ versus CD, C D
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along the span (the integrating wake rate data), and CD along
the vertical distance (the single total pressure probe that
measured the wake profile at midspan.

Blockage, incidence, streamline curvature, and compress-
ibility corrections were applied to all the data presented
in the paper.

Results and discussions

Figure 12 shows the lift coefficient as a function of

angle of attack for the wing with natural transition. The angle

of attack at zero lift coefficient (-3.5 deg) was very clear-

ly independent of the Reynolds number or speed. Except for

q = 38.9 psf, the lift curves in the entire speed range were

linear almost up to CZmax and stall. However, there were
changes in the lift curve slopes at around e = 4 to

5 deg for each speed. The angle of attack value of _ = 5 deg

was closely related to flow attachment on the lower surface;

below _ = 4 deg, part of the lower surface 91ow separated

at around 5 percent chord and reattached at around 35 percent

chord length. Beyond _ = 5 deg, the entire lower surface

flow was attached. When this happened, the lift slope changed.

Table 6 gives the initial and final slopes for the lift

curves. The initial slopes were nearly independent of the

tunnel speed* in the test range. On the other hand where the

flow was attached on both surfaces, the final slopes had a

maximum value at q = 38.9 psf (M = 0.165).

It is interesting to note that at M = 0.165, the lift

line became highly nonlinear and maximum lift was maintained

up to a rather high angle of attack without the typical sharp

brake in the lift curve.

Both the maximum lift coefficient and the stall angle

varied with wind speed. At the lowest speeds (q = i0.i and

20.1 psf) C£ma x reached above 2.0; however, at q = 38.9 to
78 psf (M = 0.165 to 0.232, C = 1.75. Likewise, the
stall angle dropped from about 14 Zmax to around i0 deg in

the speed range studied.

Flow visualization and integrated wake measurements

showed that stall occurred first around midspan close to the

trailing edge and propagated toward the tunnel walls when

the angle of attack was further increased. Flow separation

also was propagated toward the leading edge, and strong

trailing edge vortices were present at the later stages of

stall. This phenomenon started at decreasing angles of attack

as wind speed was increased. Flow visualization also showed

the presence of a small laminar separation bubble, about

0.5 in in length, at around 35 percent chord, followed by

Note: The test setup with an atmospheric wind tunnel made

it difficult to separate Reynolds number and compressibility

effects. However, in general, loss of C Z is ascribed to.... max
the adverse effects of incompresslb111ty.
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reattachment for the wing with free transition. When a bound-
ary layer trip was present, this bubble was absent. As ex-
pected, however, CZ . occurred at lower angle of attack and
reached values that max were generally i0 percent below the

values obtained at natural transition because of the
C£max artificial thickening of the upper surface boundary
layer.

Figure 13 shows the section drag coefficient as a func-
tion of angle of attack for the wing natural transition. The
drag levels stayed relatively constant and close to the mini-
mum value at around _ = 6 to i0 deg. Minimum drag coefficient
level decreased slightly with increasing Reynolds number.
Drag rise occurred at rather high angles of attack at high
C£ values. This is further substantiated by Fig. 14 which
shows the drag polar in each test speed. Except for
q = 38.9 psf, where an abrupt rise in drag occurred at around

C Z = 1.82, the drag polars showed very gradual changes in

the aerodynamic character of the model. This was despite the

continual increase in lift that occurred due to high suction

over the forward portion of the upper surface where pressure

levels were almost constant.

The presence of boundary layer trips on the wing upper

surface increased the minimum drag levels by as much as 40

percent above the comparable values obtained at natural

transition. Figure 15 shows the lift to drag ratios for all

test conditions at free transition. As the angle of attack

exceeded 5 deg, the L/D ratios increased rapidly over the

entire speed range. In the low speed range (at M = 0.082 and

0.115), the high lift/drag ratio was maintained for large

changes in angle of attack and variations of C Z. As the speed

increased, there were decreases in both the level of (L/D)ma x

and the _ range within which the L/D was nearly constant.

However, since L/D ratios of well over ii0 were achieved at

all speeds within C£ = 1.20 to 1.90 (these characteristics

are well above the aerodynamic performance of currently used

airfoils) the tested airfoil section must be considered

superior to present day profiles.

When boundary layer trips were present, the L/D was

50 percent less than for the clean wing configuration

(q = 38.9 and 78.3 psf) because of increased skin friction

and decreased peak suction at around 25-percent chord length.

Figure 16 indicates the variation of the quarter-chord

pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack for various

air speeds. As the angle of attack increased from e = -3.5

deg, the pitching-moment coefficients rapidly grew more neg-

ative up to the point where fully attached flow was present

on both surfaces of the airfoil (at around _ = 4 to 5 deg).

Thereafter, the increase became practically linear and less

rapid up to stall angle. Throughout the speed and angle of

attack ranges, the airfoil remained aerodynamically stable

(negative pitching-moment coefficient). There was little

variation with speed at any given angle of incidence and

on the average, C m = -0.095 at maximum lift coefficients.

In fact, beyond C£ = 1.0, a further rise of the lift coef-
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ficient did not cause appreciable increase in C m. This shows

up rather well in the C£ - C m curves presented in Fig. 17.

Figure 18 indicates the experimental pressure coefficient

distribution along the chord; the theoretical distribution

is included for purposes of comparison. It is evident that

the experimental value of the pressure coefficient was with-

in 5 percent of the theoretical value. The largest deviation

occurred at the minimum pressure area between i0- and 35-

percent chord length on the upper surface. This was caused

by the occurrence of laminar flow in that area despite design

predictions that the flow there would be turbulent. The

presence of laminar flow caused higher suction levels and

hence lower local Cp values. In the adverse pressure region

(beyond the 40-percent chord point), the agreement between

theory and measurements was quite good, confirming the valid-

ity of the Stratford theory. Boundary layer measurements

also showed that the velocity profile closely agreed with

the Stratford incipient separation criterion at 60 and 90-

percent chord lengths.

It is evident from Table 7, which presents the boundary

layer thickness distribution at design speed (q = 78.3 psf),

that the boundary layer was turbulent at 60 and 90-percent

chord lengths and that it increased in thickness as the angle

of attack increased. At 40-percent chord length on the other

hand, the value for boundary layer thickness indicated lami-

nar conditions throughout the angle of attack range even

though the thickness increased considerably at higher e.

Figure 19 shows the effect of Reynolds number on the

drag coefficient at various high lift coefficient levels.

At C£ = 1.4, the drag coefficient decreased with increasing

Re c and reached a minimum value of C D = 0.0088 at

Re c = 3.1 × 106 , the drag coefficient rapidly increased to

a value of C D = 0.015. As the lift coefficient increased,

the minimum drag coefficient increased in absolute value and

occurred at progressively lower Reynolds numbers as well.

Accordingly, drag divergence was encountered at the lower

Reynolds numbers. Since drag divergence is dependent on Mach

number and compressibility effects at high lift are quite

severe even at M = 0.15 - 0.20 (according to Van den Berg

[I0]), Fig. 19 may also represent a combination of the in-

fluence of Reynolds and Mach numbers

The effects of compressibility on the maximum L/D ratio

and stall angle are shown in Fig. 20. Below M = 0.12,

(L/D)ma x was nearly independent of Mach number; however,

even at this low speed, _stall decreased with increasing

M. There was a 30 percent decrease in (L/D) level between
maXseemed to level

M = 0.14 and 0.23. Beyond M = 0.23, (L/D)ma x
off at _ 120. The stall angle decreased about 23 percent

between M = 0.12 and 0.20; beyond that speed range, it

leveled off at stall _ = 10.5 deg. The rather significant

compressibility effects showed that the present form of the

theory used in the design of the airfoil is applicable only

to low speed airfoil sections.
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M

0.082

0.115

o.165

0.201

0. 232

0.243

0.255

Reynolds Number

1.06 x 106

1.48 x 106

2.13 x 106

2.59 x 106

2.99 x 106

3.13 x 106

3.28 x 106

Initial

0.140

0.140

0.142

0.137

0.140

0.133

o.140

(dC£/d)

Final

O.O95

0.i00

0.125

0.115

o.Ioo

0.ii0

0.II0

Table 6. Lift curve slopes. (Angle of attack is in
degrees.)

5.5

6.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

Chord Length

40 Percent

0.075

0.083

0.091

O.O99

0.115

60 Percent 90 Percent

0.334 0.608

0.337 0.623

0.341 0.639

0.344 0.662

O.348 0.705

Table 7. Boundary layer thickness distribution at
q = 78.3 PSF.
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Figure 21 presents the variation of chordwise position

of the center of pressure for various Reynolds numbers. Air

speed or Reynolds number did not seem to affect the center

of pressure, but there was a small variation with angle of

attack. At around _ = 0 deg, the center of pressure was

located about 33 percent from the leading edge; as the angle

of incidence increased, the center of pressure moved forward

toward the 30-percent chord location where it remained up to

stall angle•

Conclusions

An analytical procedure developed for the design of

two-dimensional, high-endurance airfoils permits the desired

performance point to be determined prior to the existence of

an airfoil profile (inverse problem)• Once the airfoil profile

is determined, the off-design characteristics can be obtained

by applying existing direct inviscid methods in combination

with boundary layer theory. Experimental verification showed

good agreement but indicated that the analytical design tends

to be conservative, i.e., underpredicts performance•

It was demonstrated that proper use of theanalytical

method can yield monoelement airfoils with performance

characteristics that are superior to those of any existing

section. Hence, this development adds a valuable tool to the

growing body of knowledge for airfoil design.

However, the analytical method has its limitations. In

its present form, it is most successfully applied in the low

speed range where compressibility effects are small. It is

possible, however, to extend the theory to include compress-

ibility. A second limitation stems from the fact that the

theory does not address three-dimensional effects, and these

are always present on a real aircraft wing. This is perhaps

the most fruitful area for further research, namely, the

extension of the present two-dimensional theory to a more

realistic three-dimensional wing design method•
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORSLANCE

OF 15m SAILPLANES

by

F.G. Irving
Senior Lecturer

Department of Aeronautics

Imperial College of Science and Technology

London, England

Notation

A

r

R

vt

Vt

Vcc

W

W
opt

Aspect ratio

Radial distance from the axis of the thermal

Value of r at which v t = 0

Local vertical velocity of air in thermal at radius r

Vertical velocity at r = 0

Cross-country speed

All-up weight of sailplane

Optimum value of W giving max V
cc"

Introduction

The object of the analysis is to find the optimum char-

acteristics of a fixed-geometry 15m sailplane so as to give

the maximum cross-country speed when using thermals with a

given vertical velocity profile.

A previous paper [Ref. i] considered thermals with a

parabolic velocity profile and concluded that, under most

conditions of thermal core strength and radius, a sailplane

with an aspect ratio of about 16 would provide the best com-

promise, so long as provision were made for the carriage of

a large amount of ballast. It was noted that, under most con-

ditions, the achieved cross-country speed was very insensitive

to aspect ratio, provided that the weight of the sailplane

was optimised for the prevailing thermal conditions.

The present paper reconsiders the above results in the

light of an updated estimate of practical sailplane weights

and concludes that the revised weight figures do not have a

great influence. A slightly higher aspect ratio (say 18)

might be more suitable.

The calculations have also been extended to consider

thermals with a fourth-power-law velocity distribution. Whilst

the optimum aspect ratio tends to be lower than in parabolic

thermals, values of 16 or 18 still provide an excellent com-

promise, although low aspect ratios are desirable if the

thermals are strong. Again, provision should be made for a

large amount of ballast.
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Computations for parabolic thermals

A computer program has been devised by Goodhart which

will calculate the performance of a sailplane of given char-

acteristics in straight and circling flight. The program

takes into account the effects of Reynolds number on the

characteristics of the wing section, using wind-tunnel figures

and extrapolating if necessary. An approximate allowance for

the effects of Reynolds number on tail profile drag is also

included. The results are very realistic, as shown by Fig. i,

which compares a measured polar for the Schleicher ASW-15

with the computed figures for a sailplane of roughly similar

geometry. The program will also compute the maximum rate of

climb attainable when circling in a thermal which has a given

core strength and a given shape of vertical velocity distri-

bution and will then find the corresponding maximum cross-

country speed.

In Ref. i, this program was applied to considering the

performance of a family of Standard Class fixed-geometry

sailplanes operating in thermals having a parabolic distri-

bution of vertical velocity [i.e., vt/V t = 1 - (r/R) 2]. Results

were presented for sailplanes having aspect ratios between

12 and 28, each with a suitable range of all-up weights, in

thermals having values of V t between 4 and 12 knots and values

of R of 300, 500 and 700 ft. Some representative results are

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A remarkable feature of these curves

is the insensitivity of the achieved speed to aspect ratio,

provided that the sailplane is flown at its optimum weight at

each aspect ratio.

However, the weight of a sailplane of given geometry is

not entirely open to choice. In Fig. 3, the optimum aspect

ratio in 4-knot thermals is about 26, but the corresponding

optimum all-up weight is impracticably low, at 380 lb. We

must therefore consider the effect of realistic weights. We

can assume that the weight can always be increased by the

use of ballast, but cannot be reduced below some minimum fig-

ure. Hence, in Fig. 2, optima to the left of the Wmi n line

are not attainable, but those to the right can be achieved

if ballast is carried. However, if for the moment, we ignore

such considerations, Fig. 4 shows that it is more important

to optimise the weight at a given aspect ratio than to opti-

mise both the aspect ratio and the weight.

The minimum weight figures used in Ref. 1 were taken

from an expression derived by Morelli [Ref. 2]. When these

calculations were discussed at Euromech Symposium 26

(Oberwolfach, July 1971), it was pointed out to the author

that Morelli's figures were based mainly on sailplanes of

wood/fabric construction. Glass-fiber were likely to be

heavier, with an increasing penalty at lower aspect ratios

due to the inherently higher weight per unit area of the

skins. Accordingly, the "practical weight" figures have been

revised using data given by Stender [Ref. 3], with the re-

sults shown in Fig. 5. It is, in fact, remarkably difficult

to obtain firm and representative figures from the statisti-

cal data of Stender's paper, so Fig. 5 should be taken as in-

dicating a reasonable trend, not necessarily showing the

lightest possible sailplanes.
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Reverting to Fig. 3, we can now show the effect of con-

sidering practical weights. At the lower thermal strengths,

the optimum aspect ratios are reduced: in 4-knot thermals,

the optimum is now about 17, corresponding to a weight of
about 670 lb.

From curves such as those of Fig. 3, we can derive the

optimum aspect ratio and corresponding optimum weight for

various values of thermal strength for a given radius of

thermal. The results for parabolic (r 2) thermals are present-

ed in Fig. 6. (This is an updated version of Fig. 12 of

Ref. i).

It is important to stress that Fig. 6 is by no means an

accurate plot. The curves of Fig. 2 (and the corresponding

curves for other thermal radii) are so flat that it is dif-

ficult to locate the maxima within about + 2 units of aspect

ratio. Rather than drawing sharp lines, one should really

show vague areas. Similarly, the results for R = 500 ft and

R = 700 ft are not really the same but they are sufficiently

close for the same curve to indicate the trends.

Ref. 1 concluded that the most satisfactory all-round

glider would have an aspect ratio of about 16. It is near-

optimum in weak thermals and, when ballasted, in strong

thermals. In thermals of intermediate strength (6-7 knots),

the loss in performance compared with the theoretical optimum

(A = 20-21) would be very small indeed. The revised weight

figures do not greatly alter this conclusion so far as 500 ft

and 700 ft thermals are concerned, save that A = 18 might be

more suitable. It is also apparent that the current genera-

tion of sailplanes with aspect ratios of about 20 are also

close to optimum provided that one only uses ballast in

thermals stronger than about 7 knots core velocity. (It

cannot be stressed too strongly that achieved rates of climb

are far less than the thermal core strengths.) It is, how-

ever, clear that if sailplanes are required to use weak

narrow thermals, much lower aspect ratios are required.

Thermal velocity profiles

A parabolic law was selected for the thermal velocity

profiles in this study on the grounds of mathematical conve-

nience: it gave the simplest smooth curve which might be

thought somewhat realistic. At Euromech 26, it was suggested

that, whilst the results seemed plausible, real thermals

would not normally provide such an engagingly simple velocity

profile and other velocity profiles might lead to different

conclusions. Also, assorted real thermals might well have

various velocity profiles.

It is hoped that the work of Whitfield at Reading

University will clarify the characteristics of real thermals

but, in the meantime, it seemed profitable to consider

whether other shapes of velocity profile had a significant

effect on the previous conclusions.
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In general, one can consider velocity profiles given by

a simple power-law expression

vt/V t = 1 - (r/R) n

n = 1 would give a triangular profile, which seems rather un-

likely in reality, whilst n = 2 gives the parabolic profile

of Ref. i. Larger values of n give more nearly rectangular

'profiles. All of these shapes obviously become unrealistic at

large values of the radius, but the radius of the circles

performed by the sailplanes (also given by the computer) was

generally sufficiently less than R for this effect to be

ignored.

To take a fairly extreme case, the calculations of Ref. 1

were repeated for the case n = 4, hereafter called "r_

thermals".

Computations for r 4 thermals

Fig. 7 shows the results for 500 ft radius thermals. As

one would expect, the cross-countr[ speeds are all appreciably

higher than in the corresponding r2 thermals and the effects

of practical weights only become significant in a small part

of the diagram. Again, the curves are very flat indeed.

Regrettably, the chosen ranges of weight and aspects

ratio did not always encompass the optimum conditions, so the

summary presented in Fig. 8 does not show the effects of

strong thermals and low aspect ratios. However, the trends
are apparent: optimum aspect ratios are lower than for the r 2

thermals and very low aspect ratios are desirable for narrow

thermals. Again, curves such as those of Fig. 7 are so flat

that Fig. 8 should be taken to indicate a vague trend rather

than exact optima and an aspect ratio of 16 to 18 will give

a cross-country speed close to the maximum attainable unde_

most conditions. _

Overall, one concludes that if real thermals have a

vertical velocity profile which is parabolic or "flatter",

fixed-geometry Standard-Class sailplanes with aspect ratios

of about 16 to 18 will give near-optimum cross-country

performance over a wide range of conditions, provided that

provision is made for the carriage of a large amount of

ballast. Fig. 9, although it relates to A = 20, indicates

the desirable ranges of all-up weight. Many current sailplanes

have aspect ratios of about 20: they would tend to be more

suited to thermals having sharper-than-parabolic profiles,

provided the weight can be optimised, but are unlikely to be

significantly worse than the theoretical best under the

conditions considered above.
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Conclusions

On the basis of these calculations - and it must be

remembered that they are not necessarily representative of

how real pilots perform in real conditions - it seems that

aspect ratio is of surprisingly little consequence provided

that it is not too high. There is some suggestion that values

somewhat lower than the current 20 would often be slightly

beneficial, but the effect is small unless one is concerned

with very strong or very narrow thermals.

Given a sailplane with a certain aspect ratio, it is

fairly important to ballast it to suit the prevailing condi-

tions. These calculations suggest that, for strong conditions,

provision should be made for much more ballast than is

currently provided. For example, the present max. AUW of the

Glasfl_gel Libelle with water ballast is 772 ib: there would

seem to be a case for increasing this by about another I00 ib

for use in strong conditions. This increased figure is

appropriate to r z thermals of 12 knots core strength. The
!

optimum rate of climb would then be about 7_ knots, which is
by no means outrageous in some countries.
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WHEN SHOULD WE USE WATER BALLAST?

by

Richard Eppler
Inst. A fur Mechanik

Universit_t Stuttgart

Introduction

Heavier sailplanes have better penetration in glide, but

climb worse in a thermal. We know from experience that in

wide and strong thermals the advantages outweigh the disad-

vantages. Thus open class sailplanes have been using water

ballast for many years. For the standard class also, it has

been common practice to keep the weight as high as possible.

Henceforward, water ballast is also permitted in the stan-

dard class. Thus it is of interest to analyse in a more

rigorous manner in order to elucidate the conditions in which

ballast is indeed useful. For this purpose a numerical method

suitable for digital computation has been developed and will

be described. Results for various aircraft with 15 m wing-

span will be presented.

Basic considerations and method

Aircraft with the same lift coefficient C L but different
weights have different speeds and thus different Reynolds

numbers Re. It is difficult, however, to consider this in-

fluence on the drag coefficient C D and thus on the glide

ratio, if for a given weight we start out from a measured or

calculated speed polar V(Vs), for which we only know the

sinking speed V S as a function of the forward speed V. It is

necessary instead to return to the relationship C = CD(CL,Re)
for the wing. In the following section aircraft o_ different

layout will be considered. Thus, to facilitate comparison, an

identical profile (No. 571), which has been thoroughly in-

vestigated theoretically as well as experimentally, will be

used for all calculations. The relation CD(CL,Re) for this

profile is shown in Fig. I.

For the calculations, a larger number of points will be

given for each Re value in the form of a table. Then for

each value V we can calculate C L and Re and then C D by linear

interpolation with respect to C L and Re. Variation of the

parasitic drag CDp and of the induced drag CD_ due to vary-
ing Re will not be considered. For all variant_ we assumed

C D. = 1.03 C_/_A and CDp. A P = 0.045, with Ap being the area

rei_ted to CDp, and the-wing aspect ratio A.
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With this, for a sailplane of weight W, wing area A and
wing span b(= 15 m), it is possible to calculate the sinking
speed VS for any velocity V. Thus an arbitrary number of
points of the speed polar can be determined. However, as
preveously mentioned, the relation Vs(V) delivers very little
information about the performance. It is necessary to work
with the cross-country polar Vc(V u) and the climbing speed
Vu of the airplane in the thermal. The best possible average
cross-country speed VC for a climbing speed Vu in the thermal
can be obtained in the usual way, namely by constructing the
tangent to the curve Vs(V) according to Fig. 2.

In practice, however, it is common not to stick to this

rule unconditionally, because only the lowest part of the

climbing phase has an influence on the optimal penetration

speed, and it is possible to increase greatly the probability

of reaching the goal by paying some small penalty in V C.

Let us now compare different sailplanes and weights

using MacCready tactics and assuming constant average climbing

speed Vu: The process of constructing the tangent to the

curve Vs(V) using a digital computer is not trivial. Approx-

imating this curve, which is given by a number of discrete

points, by a function, it happens frequently that the approx-

imating function exhibits a slightly wavy character;

therefore the tangent may become very inaccurate.

We have found the approximating relationship

N

V S = [ A (V - 0.9 Vmi n)4-_ (i)
9=i

to be most satisfactory, however.

It is recommended that one choose the degree of the

approximating function N = 8 and determine the A_ such that

the previously calculated values Vs(V) are approximated by
a least squares method. In this way small irregularities of

the speed polar, such as the end of the laminar bucket are

represented well without the tangent becoming too inaccurate.

The largest exponent of relationship (i) is 3. It can be

shown easily that this is reasonable. Larger exponents would

require a singularity of the function CD{C L) at C L = 0.

Also, larger exponents lead to inaccuracies of the tangent

for high speeds.

For a value V of the speed polar, the corresponding

tangent and thus, per Fig. 2, values V u and V C can be calcu-

lated using the A_ and equation (i). V, V u and V c are relat-

ed to each other in the following manner: If we have the

climbing speed V u in a thermal then we require the velocity

V in glide penetration, and will have V c for our average
cross-country speed. With this, as many points as we wish of

the cross-country polar Vc(V u) can be determined and plotted.

For two extreme sailplanes, one with A = 9 m 2 and the other

having A = 15 m 2, the curves for various weights and wing
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loadings are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

As we all know, sailplanes with higher wing loadings
and with equal Vu reach higher cross-country speeds VC.
Here, we will also have to find the value VC for a given
value Vu. Therefore, for every curve of the relationship

Vc(V u) = Bl(V u + 2VSmin)i/3+
M
[ B_(Vu + 2VSmin)

_=2

2-_ (2)

a number of values B_ were determined which approximate the
calculated points Vc(V u) by a least squares fit. This approx-
imation proved sufficient with M = 4. The cross-country polar
Vc(V u) alone, however, is still not a sufficient criterion
for judging the performance of sailplanes. The different
climbing speeds of various sailplanes in the same thermal
have to be taken into consideration also. Doing this, we
have the difficulty that the climbing speed is influenced
by both the strength and the form of the thermal. For this
reason, Irving [i] assumed the thermal to be of parabolic
form and suggested the relationship

2

Vth(r) = Vtho(l - _ )
(3)

with Vth O being the thermal velocity in the center, r the
distance from the center, and R being the distance for which
we have Vth = 0. Of course real thermals do not have pre-
cisely this distribution, and a sailplane does not circle con-
stantly in such a mannner that the center of the circle is
identical with the center of the thermal. But when climbing,
flying in smaller circles has a certain advantage, and it can
be assumed that this advantage is expressed by relationship
(3). The curves described by Equation (3) are, in any
event, only used in the vicinity of the center; varying the
value of R, it is possible to describe approximately a
narrow core(R = i00 m), a medium width (R = 150 m), and a
wide thermal (R = 200 m). With Vth o = 2,3,4 and 5 m/sec
4 different thermal strengths or, all in all, 12 different
thermals, are considered. They are plotted in Fig. 5. Note
that throughout this paper the curves corresponding to wide,
medium and narrow thermals are drawn in the same manner as
in Fig. 5.

In order to determine the climbing speed of a sailplane
in a thermal, the sinking speed in circular flight has to
be known. The lowest sinking speed on a circle of radius r
can be calculated by using a slightly modified version of
the method described in [2].

For this, the tangents to the curve Vs(V) have to be
drawn again, now, however, in the area below the speed corre-
sponding to the minimum sinking speed. With this we can
calculate certain radii r and the corresponding minimun

sinking speed Vs(r) which are possible on these radii. In

Fig. 5 the resulting curves Vs(r) for b = 15 m, A = 15 m 2

and different wing loadings W/A are plotted also.
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These lines are also approximated by a function, for

which the expression
r 2 . -_ L

V S(r) = C I(I mlnv2 ) + [ Clr 4-21
I=2

with

(4)

2W

rmi n = pgAC L (5)
max

has shown good results. For this degree of approximation

L = 4 has turned out to be sufficient.

Knowing Vs(r), the best possible climbing speed V u in

a thermal can be determined as the greatest distance between

the curves Vth(r) and Vs(r). In Fig. 5 this is shown for a

thermal of Vth o = 4 m/sec, R = 150 m and the 4 given circling
flight polars. The determination of V u follows again from

(4) and (3). Given Vu, the average cross-country speed V C is
then given by (2).

Naturally a pilot seldom flies exactly in the most fa-

vorable circle with the correct bank, but this is true to the

same degree of approximation for any sailplane. Thus the best

possible climbing speed can be used for comparison purposes.

The computer program is organized in the following way:

The values CD(CL,Re) for the profile must be available. Then,

for the particular aircraft, values of b,W,A and CDp.A P are
read in. For this aircraft the speed polar, cross-country

polar, the circling flight polar, and the corresponding ap-

proximation functions are determined, and then, for each

thermal, Vu and V c. The required computing time is negligible.

Now we have the tool to compare many cases.

The influence of weight

In Fig. 4 the cross-country polars for 4 sailplanes are

shown, all having b = 15 m, A = 15 m 2, but different wing

loadings of W/A = 20, 24, 28 and 32 kp/m 2. This can be in-

terpreted as a sailplane with a minimum weight W = 300 kp,

which can take up to 180 kp ballast. With that assumption

probably all the possible weight limits have been covered. .

Performing the calculations of the previous section for all

weights, we obtain the climbing speed V u and the average

cross-country speed V C for all thermals and all versions and

can compare them easily. Higher weight always results in

higher sinking rate and greater circling radius, that is,

slower climbing. In Fig. 4 we can clearly observe the con-

sequences for some typical thermals. At a higher weight we

indeed get to a higher line VC(Vu), at a smaller value of V u,

however; and this does not mean that this necessarily gives

a gain in V C. For a strong thermal with Vth ° = 4 m/sec we

obtain, for example, the best V C at the maximum wing
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loading, as long as the thermal is wide. For the same Vth °
and the medium diameter we have the optimum at a wing
loading of only 28 kp/m 2. For a narrow thermal of the same
strength the lightest sailplane is the best.

In the same way one can determine _the optimal W/A and
the associated VC for each thermal. For this the climbing
rate Vu is not relevant; it shows only the origin of the
eventually decreased Vc. We can find the optimal wing loading

in a simpler way by plotting V c directly versus W/A. This

has been done for all thermals and all wing areas. The re-

sults are shown in Figs. 6-9 for 4 sailplanes with different

wing areas A. For each thermal diameter the optimal V C and
the corresponding wing loading W/A is shown versus thermal

strength. From this some important conclusions can be drawn:

At a wing area of 9 m 2 (Fig. 9) and for wide thermals, bal-

last begins to have an advantageous effect, only if the

thermal strength is above 2.6 m/sec and the speed V C is above

66 km/h. For a medium thermal diameter, which is probably

closer to reality, ballast begins to increase V C from

Vth O = 3.5 m/sec with V C = 77 km/h; for a narrow thermal,
ballast should not be used at all for the weights and

thermal strengths considered here.

For a wing area of 15 m 2 (Fig. 6) ballast can be recom-

mended for much weaker conditions. In wide-thermal weather,

no ballast should be used below Vth ° = 2.1 m/sec and
V C = 58 km/h. In medium thermals the corresponding values

are Vth ° = 2.4 m/sec and V c = 61 km/h. In narrow thermals we

need Vth o = 3.7 m/sec and V c = 77 km/h, before ballast
can be advantageous.

The results for A = ii m 2 and A = 13 m 2 lie between those

of the extreme cases, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

If the exact flight conditions upon which the results

presented have been based are not met, then a stronger thermal

is necessary for the same climbing speed. The influence of

the wing loading in this case should not be too different.

Therefore, it makes sense to approximate the general limits

for the use of ballast by using the limit values of V C com-

puted for the exact conditions. These values are plotted in

Fig. I0 as a function of the wing area. Below the lowest

curves there is no advantage even in wide thermals. These

curves can be interpreted as absolute limits for the use of
ballast.

If you do not reach at least these limits, in any flight

with ballast, for any considerable period, you should imme-

diately produce artificial rain. However, if you reach higher

values of V C, you should examine the diameter of the thermals.

If you are finding medium or narrow thermals, you should

orient your ballast-keeping decisions to the higher values

of V c shown in Fig. i0.
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The optimal win@ area

The computational results can also be used to reach some

other conclusions. Permitting ballast in the standard class,

we again face the problem of determining the optimal wing

area.

To answer this question we assume that for different

thermals each sailplane, characterized by its wing area A,

flies at its optimal weight.

In Fig. II, for a variety of thermals, the optimal cross-

country speed is shown versus the wing area A. In all cases

the smaller wing areas (below 12 m 2) show a considerable dis-

advantage; in narrow thermals even A = 15 m 2 is less than

optimum.

Assuming that small thermals do not occur very often,

one might select a wing area of 12.5 - 13.5 m 2 (i.e., aspect

ratios of 18 - 16.7). Should it turn out, however, that some

parts of the flights will take place in small thermals, then

it may be beneficial to have even larger wing areas and to put

up with the disadvantages in respect of transport and assembly.
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CLOUD-STREET FLYING

by

F.G. Irving

Department of Aeronautics

Imperial College of Science and Technology

London, England

Notation

CD

CL
D

F(U)

F*

Drag coefficient

Lift coefficient

Drag, assumed to be D(U) in a constant-density at-

mosphere

A function such that T = fF(U)dx

F + IG

G(U,x) A function such that H e = fG(U,x)dx

g
h

he

He

L

t

T

U

Uo
U =

UCC

Ucc =

Vs

Vso
Vs =

Vc
vc =
w

w* =

_* =

U

x
.X

e

Acceleration due to gravity

True height

Energy height

Total change of energy height

Lift

Time

Total flight time

Forward speed

Speed corresponding to (L/D)ma x

UIUo
Average cross-country speed

Ucc/Uo
Rate of sink

Rate of sink at U o
Vs/Vso

Rate of climb

Vc/Vso

Strength of up-current

w/vso

W*/Vs O

Weight

Distance along flight path

A Lagrange multiplier, constant for an optimum

flight profile

Flight path slope (positive nose-up)

Suffices are explained in the text.
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Introduction

The criterion for the optimum inter-thermal speed was

first published in its simplest form by Barringer in 1940
and has since been elaborated to deal with more realistic

situations, notably by McCready. All of these analyses assume

a "normal" cross-country flight in which the sailplane gen-

erally gains height by circling in thermals.

Kronfeld's "Austria" was designed in the hope that it

would be possible to carry out cross-country flights without

circling in the thermals but simply flying straight through

them at a low forward speed. At that time, the performance

available from even the most refined machines was inadequate

for sustained flight in such a fashion and it is only recent-

ly that the performance of sailplanes has become so good

that significant portions of flights may be carried out with-

out circling. Of course, it has been possible almost since

the beginnings of thermal soaring to take advantage of cloud

streets, where one finds an almost continuous line of lift

or a well-defined closely-spaced succession of thermals.

Whilst the title of this paper refers specifically to

cloud streets, its analysis is applicable to any cross-country

flight carried out without circling. A criterion for opti-

mising such flights has not been previously proposed, to the

best knowledge to the author, doubtless because even a sim-

plified analysis can involve several independent variables.

Moreover, as is formally the case in any flight, the forward

speed is not necessarily constant and hence the equation of

motion involves an acceleration term. Consequently, various

integrands similar to those derived in the analysis below

are functions (inter alia) of the derivative of forward speed

with respect to some other quantity such as time, distance

or height, as may be convenient. The analysis then becomes

an exercise in the Calculus of Variations, similar to that

of the Reference. However, the introduction of the energy

height concept serves to eliminate acceleration terms and

the problem effectively becomes one in ordinary calculus.

This leads to a result of such a nature that its prac-

tical application is difficult. However, it does enable one

to assess the conditions under which such flights are possible

and indicates the maximum attainable performance.

The analysis below is only concerned with those parts

of the flight path having a small inclination to the hori-

zontal. It can also be shown by the methods of the Reference

that, if the sailplane's speed at any instant does not corre-

spond with the optimum speed appropriate to the prevailing

conditions, it should be adjusted by performing a vertical

climb or dive. In reality, such maneuvers are both im-

practicable and unnecessary but this result does suggest

that it is advantageous, when adjusting the speed to the

prevailing optimum, to do so as rapidly as is practicable.

The analysis neglects the effects of transitions between

different conditions of flight, in that it implicitly as-
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sumes that the load factor is always unity. Other things
being equal, push-over and pull-up maneuvers will produce
decreases and increases in induced drag, respectively, so
to some extent the effects of a series of such maneuvers
will be self-cancelling so far as the overall dissipation
of energy is concerned.

Analysis

Consider a sailplane flying on a constant heading. Let

x denote distance along the flight path and w (positive up-

wards) the local vertical velocity of the air. To an exter-

nal observer, w will in general be a function of both x

and time b but, from the point of view of the pilot, it may

be regarded as a function of x only. Suppose that the in-

stantaneous forward speed of the sailplane is U. Assume also

that the air density is substantially the same as the stan-

dard sea--level value.

The time to travel from x I to x 2 will be

/"dx
T = %-- (i)

x 1

The equation of motion of the sailplane along its flight

path will be, in still air,

W dU
D + W sin 9 + - 0, (2)

g dt

where 8 is positive nose-up (See Fig. i).

If the energy height is h e , where

h e = h + U2/2g,

and h = true height, then

dh
e dh U dU

dt - d-t+ g dt

and from (2)

= U sin e +

dh
e DU

dt W

DU
But -W- is the rate of sink

flying steadily at speed U.

U dU

g dt '

(3)

of the sailplane, v s, when

In the presence of the upcurrent w, the total rate of

change of energy height will be

[dhe]
= W - V s. (4)

[d-_-_ tot
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The total change of energy height between x I and x 2
will be:

He = [d--t-Jtot d-x

x I

(w - v s) _ dx. (5)

Let us suppose that we wish to fly in such a fashion

that, for a given (x 2 - Xl), T is a minimum and H e = 0. This

is not the only criterion which could be applied but it re-

presents a simple case analogous to the usual criterion for

analysing cross-country flying.

T is of the form fF(U)dx and

H e is of the form fG(U,x)dx.

It therefore follows that the criterion to be satisfied

is

where F* = F + IG

1 1
=-+ (w-v),U U s

and I is a constant Lagrange multiplier.

(6)

Sothe criterion is:

1 X I _Vs

- _2 U2 (w - vs) - U %-0--
- 0,

since v s is a function of U only.

This can be re-arranged to give

1
_v v - w - --

s s l

_U U '

1
or, since [ must clearly have the dimension of velocity,

_v v - w - w*
s s

_u u •
(7)

The criterion expressed by eqn. (7) is shown graphically in

Fig. 2.

This is the standard "MacCready" situation. (Indeed any

optimum flight path for a sailplane gives a similar result,

leaving w* to be interpreted according to the circumstances.)

w* is, in effect, the zero-setting of the MacCready ring and,

whilst the diagram is drawn for a positive value (equivalent
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to setting the datum opposite some rate of sink figure), the

sign of w* remains to be determined. In practice, it will

often be negative. It should be noted that circumstances can

arise in which one should fly at less than the speed for

minimum rate of sink: in other words it may be advantageous

to spend a long time in tile upcurrent at the expense of some
increase in rate of sink.

From the pilot's point of view, this analysis contains

a severe difficulty: w* is ultimately determined by the con-

dition that H e = 0 and hence requires a knowledge of w as a

function of x over the distance x 2 - x I. Unfortunately the

pilot has no powers of prophecy. When flying under a cloud-

street, the pilot may initially wish to gain height (on the

averag_ until he is reasonably close to cloud-base and then

adjust the MacCready ring by a process of successive approx-

imation so that, overall, there is no net change of height.

In real life, there tends to be insufficient time to make

the adjustments other than very approximately.

Illustrative calculations for a fixed-_eometr[ sailplane

For a sailplane with a parabolic C D - C L curve, the
performance polar may be described by

v

1 l)
vs_ = _s = _ (U3 + _ ' (8)

where U = U/U O and both v and U relate to the (L/D)ma x
condition, so o

Let _ = W/Vso and Q*/Vso. Then, in dimensionless terms, the

criterion of eqn. (7) becomes

_Vs Vs

_U

This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

From (8) and (9)

-_-_,

U
(9)

w

1 - __i) 1 I__)w + w*
(3U - U2 = _ (U 2 + U2 [[

whence Q + w* = 1 _ U 3. (I0)
U

Suppose for the sake of simplicity, that a distance X1,
in which the upwards velocity of the air has the constant

value w, _s covered at an optimum speed U 1 and a distance X2,

in which w = 0, is covered at the corresponding optimum

speed U 2 .

Then from (i0)
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and Q, _ 1 --3

[[2 U2 '

whence
1 --3 1 --3

= Ul- +

Also, the rate of clin%b over distance X will bei
v c = w - Vsl. For zero overall helght change:

Xl_c X2_s 2

U 1 U 2

(ii)

(12)

(strictly, since the previous theory dealt with energy

heights rather than true heights, this expression should

include a kinetic energy correction.)

So

Xl _s2 U1

W 2 U2 (w - Vsl)
(13)

Since Vsl and Vs2 are functions of U 1 and U2 respec-

tively, (ii) and (13) can in £rinciple be solved simulta-

neously to give U1 and _2 if w and Xl/X 2 are known•

It is interesting to consider what combinations of

thermal strength (w, in effect) and distance ratio XI/X 2 are

required to maintain continuous flight. One obvious partic-

ular case occurs when U2/_s2 is a maximum (i.e., when the

sailplane is flown at (L/D)ma x o_ver the distance X2). This

will correspond to U2 = i, Vs2 = I.

Under these conditions

w* = 0,

1 --3

= _i - ul ' (14)

X1 _- 2UI2

X2 1 - 3U_ " (15)

Eliminating U 1 from (14) and (15) gives a relationship

between w and the least value of Xl/X 2 which will just permit

continuous flight. It is apparent that Ut < 1/3, from (15).

Now, from (8), U_ = 1/3 corresponds to _smin so, as is ap-
parent on physical grounds, the limiting case corresponds

to flying at minimum sink in a continuous up-current of the

same strength (i.e., XI/X 2 = _, w = 2/30.7_ _sl = 2/30•75)"

The choice of values of U1 is therefore very limited:
the maximum value is 3-_I_and the minimum value is that cor-

responding to the stall.
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A few results are given in Table i.

_i =
Speed

Speed at
best L/D

_i XI/X2 w

O.759

0.75

O.70

0.65

oo

20.4

3.50

1.87

0.877

O.9i

I. 09

1.27

Thermal strength

Rate of sink of glider at

best L/D

TABLE i

These results are not realistic: because we have imposed

the condition that the average speed shall be a max., even

very weak ther_als require the glider to be flown at unreal-

istically low speeds. The expression we have used for the

performance (8), has no implied lower limit to U. It would

be better to assume that the sailplane is never flown at a

speed less than its speed for min. sink, in which case, in

examining the limiting conditions for continuous flight, we

abandon the maximum average concept. The sailplane is flown

at min. sink in the rising air and at its best gliding angle
in the still air.

Inserting U2 = vL2 = 1, U1 = 3-1/gand _sl = 2/30"75 in

(13), this becomes approximately:

x_!= 0.759
X 2 W - 0.878 " (16)

Figures obtained from eqn. (16) are given in Table 2.

= Thermal strengt h
Rate of sink of

sailplane

at best L/D

O. 878

i.O

i.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

xi/x 2

6.22

1.22

0.675

0.375

O. 243

O.184

0.148

O. 124

O. i065

X1

XI+ X2

i

0.86

O,55

0.403

0.272

O. 196

O.155

0.129

O.ii0

O. 096

XI: distance in
rising air

X2= distance in
still air

TABLE 2
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If we nc_ consider in general terms the case of achieving
maximum azerage speed, we can assign some likely constant_
value to U 1 and then consider a s£ries of _alues o_ U 2. From

(ii), we can obtain the value of w. Since Vsl and Vs2 are

simply related to U 1 and U 2 respectively, XI/X 2 can be found

from (13). A more useful quantity is (X 1 + X2)/X I, i.e., the

ratio of the total distance to the distance traversed in

lift. It is then possible to derive the non-dimensional aver-

age cross-country speed, Ucc, since

X 1

U1 ÷ U2

Ucc - 1 + XI/X 2 " (17)

For the present purposes, the assumed values of U1 were

0.7 (for the sake of illustration; slightly less than the

speed for minimum rate of sink), 0.759 (speed for minimum

rate of sink), 1.0 (speed for best gliding angle) and 1.2.

Values of U 2 up to 2.0 were taken.

The results are presented in Table 3 and in Fig_ 4 on

(X 1 + X2)/XI, Q, axes. Lines of constant U I, _2 and Ucc are
drawn.

Numerical example

EAS.

Consider a sailplane whose (L/D)
max

is 42 at 42 knots

If w = 4 over 25% of the flight_path, the upcurrent

strength would be 4 knots. Flown _t U 1 = 0.759, the rate of

climb would be 4 - 0.878 = 3.122 knots. Ucc would be about

1.34, corresponding to an average speed of 56.2 knots. The

appropriate U 2 would be 1.55, or 65 knots.

For the same glider with the same vertical air velocity

extending over one-third of the distance the results become:

Speed to fly in lift: 42 knots
Rate of climb: 3 knots

Speed to fly between lift: 70 knots

Average speed: 60 knots
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UI: O.70

- - 0.886Vsl-

= 0. 759

VLl- o. 878

UI: 1.0

- - i0Vsl- •

_2

1.0
i.i

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

1.0

i.i

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

1.22

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

W

i. 086

1.508

1.981

3. 116

4.557

6. 363

8. 586

O. 878

i. 300

1.773

2.908

4.349

6.155

8.378

1.0

2.030

3.471

5.277

XI+ X2

XI

1.287

1.8-9

2.469

3.584

4.545

5.405

6.173

1.0

1.543

2.114

3. 164

4.115

4.926

5. 649

1.0

1.838

2.710

3.401

7.500 4. 048

B

U
CC

UI: 1.2

Vsl- 1. 120

i. 395

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

1.120

1.135

2. 576

4. 382

6. 605

1.0

i.010

i. 825

2.545

3.145

O. 765

O. 886

0.995

1.207

i. 398

i. 600

I. 785

O. 759

O. 878

0.988

1.197

i. 392

i. 590

i. 783

1.0

1.182

1.378

i. 564

1.750

1.2

1.2

i. 382

i. 565

1.745

TABLE 3
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Conclusions

If a cross-country flight is carried out in conditions

which permit it to be made without circling, the criterion

which must be applied in order to achieve maximum average

speed is similar to the MacCready criterion for determining

optimum speed between thermals in a normal cross-country

flight. However, the datum vertical velocity (denoted by w*

in the analysis, and corresponding to the datum setting of

a MacCready variometer ring) is determined by the overall

distribution of vertical air velocity along the flight path

together with some overall condition such as zero change of

energy height between the beginning and the end of the flight.

In practice, a pilot would have to proceed by a process of

successive approximation.

Some calculations have been made for fixed-geometry

sailplanes flying through air which has a constant vertical

velocity over part of the flight path and is at rest else-
where.

Reference
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INSTRUMENTATION FOR SOARING

by

Paul B. MacCready, Jr.

AeroVironment, Inc.

Pasadena, California

Introduction

Instruments for soaring can be considered in two cate-

gories: (i) those which measure what the sailplane does (air-

speed, rate of climb, altimeter, compass, gyros), and (2)

those which help show what the atmosphere is doing. The de-

vices of the first category are rather well developed inas-

much as they have been necessary since the early days of

gliding. Those of the second category are in a much more

primitive stage of development. The most important instrument,

the rate of climb meter, represents a special case. It is

well developed and fits into both categories; while showing

what the sailplane is doing, it can also be interpreted as

showing (with corrections) what the atmosphere is doing.

In the past several decades there has also been more

attention paid to considering each instrument as part of a

whole flight system. There has arisen an appreciation for

human factors; in particular, methods of conveying the infor-

mation to the pilot in a more convenient manner, and even

providing automatic computations to facilitate utilization
of the observation.

This paper comments only briefly on the utilization of

instrumentation methods which are already in wide use, and

then focuses on those which may deserve new emphasis. The

paper is not a review with extensive references, but rather

an updating of prior articles by MacCready [1961, 1971] which

examined some ways of improving methods for locating thermals

remotely and utilizing them effectively.

Measurements of what the sailplane does

The existing normal flight instruments are satisfactory

for all normal soaring flight purposes. In fact, the indi-

cated airspeed meters can be calibrated with such great

accuracy, they can be used for refined performance testing
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purposes. The common instruments are well described in Volume
7 of the American Soaring Handbook, "Equipment i, Instruments
and Oxygen". The latest versions appear in ads. in Soaring

magazine.

The special case: rate of climb

The rate of climb meter (R/C) is basically an altimeter

with a leak in its air chamber such that the reading is

quickly reset to zero. The instrument senses the leak rate

or the pressure on a diaphragm. Response speeds of good units

are about one second; faster response serves no real purpose

because the pilot would not absorb or utilize the extra in-

formation. When used to inform the pilot of the air motion,

all sorts of corrections are required. An accelerometer can

be phased into the R/C to speed its effective response speed

-- but this is not done because the high frequencies provide

little useful information. The major correction is the total

energy device, whereby airspeed information is added to the

R/C to remove the effect of rate of change of airspeed on

the correction between vertical velocity of the sailplane

and vertical velocity of the air. A special venturi or dia-

phragm handles the job well. Studies have established the

sensitivity changes with altitude for the R/C and the total

energy corrections. There are two other major corrections:

(I), for the R/C: the normal equilibrium sinking speed of

the sailplane, which can be removed by somewhat complex ana-

log elements or displays but is usually handled by the pilot

mentally making approximate corrections, and (2) for the

total energy device: horizontal turbulence yields transient

errors which seem impossible to eliminate but can be mini-

mized by filtering electronically or by flow restrictors.

The R/C commonly has an audio tone output to supplement

the conventional meter reading. By the pitch of the audio

tone, the pilot receives information (at least relative in-

formation) while being able to look outside the sailplane.

This represents a simple but elegant example of human factors

engineering. The other R/C system growth area is in the sub-

ject of computerized utilization of R/C information with

other information such as airspeed. The simplest such com-

puter is the speed ring which is set around the R/C meter

face to tell the pilot the optimum speed to fly between

thermals. The ring position is set depending on the expect-

ed strength of the next thermal to be encountered. A more

sophisticated electronic system to do this and related tasks

is the Skye Mark II Air Data Computer, described in Soaring,

December, 1971. An ingenious combined R/C and airspeed dis-

play system has been developed by Peebles (see MacCready,

Peebles, and Moretti, 1972). It displays best speed to fly,

glide angle, and normal sinking speed correction graphically

in a way which is interpreted almost instinctively by the

pilot.
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Locating and using thermals

The main points of the two prior articles by MacCready

will be reviewed here. In looking at the whole thermal-in-

strument-vehicle-pilot system, one first takes into consid-

eration how the thermal differs from the surrounding air.

Characteristics cited were:

Buoyancy Factors - Temperature; water vapor

Flow Factors - Vertical velocity; lateral velocity;
turbulence

Rooc Symptom Factors - Dust; foreign bodies, smells;

ions and space charge; conductivity; condensation
nuclei.

For locating thermals from a distance there are various

techniques for active or passive examination of electromag-

netic radiation which can be shown to sense things related

to thermals. The eye, looking at clouds in visual light, is

the best and simplest method -- if cumulus clouds exist. The

complexity of most or all of the other radiation techniques

makes them completely inappropriate for consideration as a

practical tool for soaring. Radar and its laser equivalent,

lidar, can work to some extent, but are ruled out by the

complexity problem. Extremely sensitive radar can sense the

water vapor fluctuations which are strongest in growing

thermals, while lidar can pick up scattering from particu-

lates. Both can be used in the doppler mode to yield velocity

along the line of sight, but this velocity component is not
the vertical one which is desired. Passive radiometers can de-

tect temperature and moisture effects remotely, but in an

"averaged" way, which is difficult to interpret. To avoid

confusion from the strong vertical temperature gradient, the

radiometer beam must be held accurately horizontal. Existing

infrared radiometers can be used to measure, approximately,

ground temperatures remotely; these temperature data may

help show the pilot where a thermal is likely. One thermal-

locating method which may be useful is observing atmospheric

potential gradients from the Sailplane. A thermal, by virtue

of its particular conductivity and space charge, may produce

some measurable horizontal gradient at several miles distance.

Fairly simple equipment can readily make the measurement;

however, making the measurement meaningful in the presence

of the strong natural vertical field requires considerable

sophistication. Experiments to date suggest the method may

work, but will require a lot of development.

Once the thermal is located, an important question is

which way to turn to move toward its center. One likely

candidate method here is the measurement of the water vapor

gradient across the tips, most easily done with tiny wet

bulb thermistor thermometers. The often discussed concept of

measuring temperature variations across the wlng span has

never proved fruitful, presumably because the strong vertical

temperature gradient makes sensitive measurements difficult,

and good thermal cores are not necessarily warmer than the

surrounding air. Another good candidate method is the poten-
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tial gradient measurement technique. If it works for remote

detection, it probably helps with turn information. Another

approach is to interpret the thermal configuration from the

data available from the R/C. The problem here is to use

effective core-search flight patterns, and to remember the

prior records -- position and upcurrent strength.

The 1961 article also went into buoyancy measurement,

whereby the observations during a thermal penetration would

show thermal buoyancy and hence suggest the thermal's subse-

quent behavior.

Observations on the _round

Various techniques are available for ground information

to suggest the location of a thermal. This information can

be used to tell when and where soaring can begin for the day;

it can also be telemetered to the sailplane or even be visu-

ally observed by the pilot.

The simplest method is for the pilot to see horizontal

convergence at ground level by noting smoke or dust blowing

at several points. Convergence must be associated with up-

drafts. A group of windsocks can serve the same function.

Free flight model fliers commonly use this sort of approach,

with adaptations suitable to hunting the small thermals close

to the ground which are useful for models. Several 20 ft

poles are placed around the model field, each with a long,

light streamer at the top. The streamer shows wind direction

and, when it blows upward, even directly shows a thermal.

Temperature sensors are als o sometimes used.

In the past several years, remote probing by acoustic

waves has made rapid strides, to where now relatively simple

equipment is often able to detect atmospheric variations at

ranges of a kilometer or so. The device emits a brief sound

pulse, usually at a frequency in the 500-2000 Hz range, and

then listens to the echo scattered back from the atmospheric

variations. For a monostatic system, one where the transmit-

ter and receiver are located at the same spot, the variations

sensed are primarily temperature fluctuations. The results

are continuously plotted on a time-height chart, just as is

normally done with acoustic depth recorders used on boats.

On land, the sounder readily shows the presence of inversions

and of convective cells. If a bi-static system is employed,

wherein the receiver and transmitter are separated so the

scattered echo comes back at, say, 135 ° instead of 180 ° , the

scattering is stronger since it is due to velocity perturba-

tions in addition to temperature (density) fluctuations. The

bistatic system operates at only one range, and needs to

vary antenna orientation to vary range. It can be operated

continuously rather than being pulsed. The return signal

from any acoustic sounder can be analyzed for its doppler

shift, which shows a function of the velocity of scatterers

and the geometry of the transmitter-receiver orientation.
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At a soaring site, a monostatic system can be quite
helpful. The time-height display of echo intensity shows
inversions and convective cells. Since the cells are ther-
mally driven, temperature anomalies are always associated
with them. The height to which convective cells are seen with
a simple system is likely 500 m or less, according to Hall*.
He notes the signal intensity falls off as (height) 2/3
which is in agreement with convective theory. This ta±_off,

coupled with the z 2 attenuation associated with range, quick-

ly puts an upper limit on the maximum height for useable

signals. Doppler information can also be obtained wherever

there is any return detected, meaning you are directly able

to read the vertical velocity in a thermal.

Conceptually, at least, the monostatic doppler acoustic

sounder can be pointed in various directions and so, from a

single ground location, build up velocity component infor-

mation from which low level convergence can be estimated.

Such convergence correlates well with an upcurrent within

the area of measurements. Also, conceptually, an acoustic

sounder can be installed in a sailplane to probe ahead or to

measure relative vertical velocities above and below the

flight path. However, basic factors related to wavelength

tradeoffs between antenna size, beam width, atmospheric

attenuation, and scattered signal strength, as well as

spurious noise pickup problems, probably render the apparatus

impractical for mounting on the sailplane.

Areas for emphasis

Some subjects offering the sailplane enthusiast a high

potential for gain per "unit of development effort" are:

i. Continued experiments with horizontal potential

gradient measurements for thermal locating from a
distance and turn information when once in a thermal.

2. Using wet bulb thermistor sensors on %_ing tips to

sense humidity gradients for turn information.

3. Making a thermal buoyancy sensor to tell whether the

thermal should be strengthening or weakening.

4. Developing memory and visualization aids for R/C

information during upcurrent core searches. Couple

this with optimized trajectories for maximizing both

climb and information. Releasing flow visualizers

(bubbles, smoke) can be very useful.

5. Developing instrument readout devices so that instru-

ment information is conveyed in the most effective

(simplest) possible form to the pilot, as with the

Peebles computer. A knob or lever on the stick which

Dr. Freeman }{all, NOAA, Wave Propagation Lab, Boulder, Colo.

Private Cummunication.
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moves as a function of angle of attack can give air-
speed information to the pilot through his fingers
and leave his eyes free for other tasks. Alternatively,
the finger-sensed indicator can be set to give speed-
to-fly information between thermals. The audio R/C
instruments can be switched to speed-to-fly audio
when between thermals.

Around the airport, an acoustic sounder can be useful
to tell exactly when soaring should begin. A network of wind-
socks rather than just one or two can give hints to those on
the ground or flying as to where a thermal's roots might be.

If soaring enthusiasts put together many of the best
thermal-hunting methods, they may be able to rival the skill
of soaring birds in locating and using thermals. Perhaps the
most useful recommendation is to discover how birds do it.
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Introduction

In the past, sailplane pilots have had no sensor for

determining the location of regions of lift other than their

eyes. They might have headed for a cumulus cloud or a con-

venient ridge oriented perpendicular to the wind when search-

ing for rising air. Atmospheric electric field measurements

from a sailplane may offer another means of locating thermals

and using them more effectively by indicating the regions of

maximum lift. This technique has been suggested in the past

by MacCready [1954, 1971].

The basic principle is dependent on the vertical gradient

of space charge density in the atmosphere. In general an

excess of positive ions (compared to negative ions) exists

in the atmosphere, and the concentration decreases with alti-

tude. A particularly dense region exists in the planetary

boundary layer within a few tens of meters from the earth's

surface. This charge can be fed into convective updrafts

through horizontal convergence near the ground and be carried

aloft by the thermal. Thus pockets or columns of positive

charge can accumulate in thermals, particularly near the top,

where they will set up electric fields. Measurements of the

horizontal component will indicate the direction of the charge

center (marking the thermal) from a sailplane. This paper

will discuss use of such measurements to increase soaring

efficiency.

Review of fair-weather atmospheric electrical conditions

In order to understand the mechanism it is necessary to

understand some aspects of fair-weather electricity. The

subject is gone into more completely in texts by Chalmers

[1967] and Isra_l [1971]. "Fair-weather '_ in atmospheric

electricity essentially implies regions distant from thunder-

storms, dust storms (or other electrical generators), pre-

cipitation or extensive cloud layers. Thunderstorms generally

are considered the main electrical generator maintaining the
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earth's electric field. Potential gradient, the term used in

making electric field measurements, is the negative of the

electric field, i.e., it is a vector of equal magnitude but

in the opposite direction. While the mechanism by which

thunderstorms make electricity is still not agreed upon (and

probably several exist), most investigators concur that the

upper portion of a thundercloud contains excess positive

charge and the bottom contains negative charge excess. Thus

a dipole model can be assumed in explaining how thunderclouds
maintain the earth's electric field.

The atmosphere contains ions of both signs mostly caused

by cosmic radiation ionizing air molecules. Because of the

variation of conductivity with height a small excess in ions

of one sign will occur. Since the earth is charged negatively

and the upper atmosphere positively due to the polarity of

thunderclouds, this excess charge in the atmosphere is posi-

tive. Typically, near the earth's surface 1000 ion pairs (an

ion of each sign) per cm 3 will be present. However, the net

positive charge is only a few ions per cm 3 generally. There

appears to be great variation from one location to another,

and this is a function of air mixing, pollution, radioactive

gases and other factors. While 1 to 10 elementary charges

per cm 3 may be typical over land with convection present,

measurements on a mountain in New Mexico indicate 200 elemen-

tary charges per cm 3 were typical and at times space charge

densities of over i000 elementary charges per cm3 were re-

corded (Vonnegut and Moore, [1958]).

A thunderstorm acts as a generator by causing the posi-

tive space charge above it to move upward into the highly

conductive upper layers of the atmosphere. Similarly negative

ions move downward. Because of high conductivity in the upper

atmosphere the charge moves sideways redistributing itself

homogeneously around the earth in much less than a second at

a height of 60 km. For purposes of atmospheric electricity

this height is called the "equalizing layer". It is at a

potential that is fairly constant at any given time all over

the world. This potential is about +300,000 volts relative

to the earth. The "equalizing layer" can be considered the

outer conductor of a spherical capacitor, the inner conductor

of which is the earth. Between them the atmosphere acts as a

leaky dielectric through which charge drifts. Under a thunder-

storm large electric fields exist; these can be sufficient

to cause point discharge from sharp objects on the earth's

surface. When most pronounced this is recognized as Saint

Elmo's fire. Because the bottom of a thunderstorm is charged

negatively, positive charge enters the atmosphere in the

point discharge leaving negative charge on the earth. This

is the primary factor accounting for the earth's charge.

Cloud to ground lightning provides an additional 10%. Because

the earth is a good conductor the negative charge distributes

itself uniformly over the surface, and a vertical electric

field is established in the atmosphere all over the world.

The fair-weather electric field intensity is about 120 volts

per meter in all fair-weather regions near the earth's sur-
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face. It decreases exponentially with altitude due to the
exponential increase in atmospheric conductivity.

In fair-weather regions positive ions in the atmosphere
drift downward toward the negative charge on the earth, and
negative ions drift upward. Two-thirds of the atmospheric
charge would be lost in about 20 minutes in the lower atmo-
sphere due to conductivity allowing the charge to leak away
if the electrical generator maintaining the field, thunder-
storms, were turned off. However, thunderstorms are always
occurring at various places on earth, particularly near
longitudes where it is afternoon. The fair-weather field in-
tensity varies simultaneously all over the world as a func-
tion of the sum of worldwide thunderstorm activity. The
minimum occurs at about 0400 GMT and the maximum (about 30%
higher) about 1900 GMT.

The distribution of space charge density with altitude
varies greatly as a function of atmospheric mixing. When
there is strong mixing beneath the inversion the density
gradient will be small, and the average space charge through
the mixing layer may be only 1 elementary charge per cm3
although there still may be a layer of space charge close to
the earth depending on the details of low level mixing and
terrain. With weak or widely-spaced convection a relatively
dense layer of space charge can exist near the earth, and i0
to i00 elementary charges per cm3 may occur in the lowest
100 meters of the atmosphere. The particular high values
measured on a mountain in New Mexico were probably confined
to a layer less than 50 meters thick.

Another region where high space charge densities will
occur is at the interface of two horizontal layers of differ-
ent conductivity such as at the inversion when thick haze
exists below that level. Here through a depth of 50 meters

a _ositive space charge density of 50 elementary charges per
cm may exist. Thermals acquire excess positive charge den-

sities compared to their surroundings from these two regions

of relatively high positive space charge densities. The

technique to be described operates by sensing the direction

from a sailplane to the regions of relatively high density

positive space charge in thermals.

Mechanism for electrical thermal detection

Figure 1 illustrates how space charge should be redis-

tributed in the atmosphere by a thermal and the resulting

electric field equipotential lines. Whether a thermal is con-

tinuous (as a column extending up from the earth), a bubble,

a plume or a vortex ring, essentially the same electric field

configuration will exist. Near the earth's surface air carry-

ing positive charge converges toward the thermal and is en-

trained in the rising air. Near the top of _ the column, where

a cloud may form if the air is sufficiently moist, the air
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will decelerate; the space charge concentration will be
greater in this volume than in the surrounding air. Similar-
ly, a buoyant bubble formed near the earth will contain
higher density space charge than its surroundings. The dia-
gram shows these volumes as positive charge centers. Because
the earth is a good conductor, an image of the electrical
charges in the atmosphere but of opposite sign can be con-
sidered to exist in the earth in mapping the electric field.
To a first approximation the two charge centers can be con-
sidered as a dipole that would have an electric field config-
uration resembling that of Figure i. It is seen that an air-
craft measuring the horizontal field component would have
the largest signal to work with near the altitude of the top
of a thermal column or near the height of a bubble. However,
excess positive charge also exists within the column, and
the horizontal components at altitudes between the top of the
thermal and the earth will be greater than suggested by the
diagram. Another factor not depicted is that horizontal
components near the earth will be larger than further up be-
cause the charged air entering the base of the column will
mix with entrained surrounding air through the sides of the
thermal during its ascent and be diluted. The decrease in
charge concentration with altitude in the thermal will be
enhanced because of the increase in conductivity with alti-
tude which will increase the rate of change dissipation. On
the other hand, the entrainment of surrounding air into the
thermal as it passes through an inversion could supply a fresh
supply of positive charge to the upper portion of the thermal.

In Figure 2 a columnar thermal is envisioned in more
detail. The semi-circular dome near the top depicts a cloud
which may or may not be present depending on the moisture of
the air. Air trajectories are depicted by arrows. At the top
of the thermal a vortex-ring type of circulation is shown.
The air rises above the neutral buoyancy level -- which might
be in the lower portion of the cloud -- and falls back to the
sides as in a fountain. Some of the air recirculates back
into the central portion where there is rising air, some may
continue downward with appreciable velocity, and some may
spread out sideways. Positive charge from near the earth is
shown being carried aloft in the thermal. A diffuse pocket
accumulates at the top of the thermal. This charge would
generate an electrical force on the ions of the atmosphere
such that positive ones would move away and negative ones
would move toward the cloud of positive charge at the top of
a thermal. If a liquid water cloud exists, the negative ions
become attached to cloud droplets near the cloud surface,
forming a layer of negative charge that is probably less than
I0 meters thick. This has been called a "screening layer"
because it can prevent the diffuse positive charge within
the cloud from being seen electrically. Even without a cloud
of water drops, a similar effect may take place if sufficient
haze or pollution particles are present for the negative
ions to become attached. The negative ion sheath covering
the top and sides of the cloud of water droplets or haze
particles would move along with the air unfolding at the top
of the thermal and descending down the sides as depicted in
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Figure i. Dipole model

of electric field created

by an accumulation of

positive space charge at

the top of a thermal.

Figure 2. Air motions

and distribution of space

charge in and around a
thermal.
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Figure 2. Pockets of negative charge could accumulate to the

sides of thermals near the neutral buoyancy level and in the

downdraft regions. Unless these factors were understood,

electric field detection of thermals might be quite confusing
and the patterns seem chaotic. If a sailplane came near a

local pocket of negative charge while flying toward a thermal

marked by positive charge there might be a reversal of the

potential gradient. The author apparently encountered such

conditions as will be described subsequently. The suggested

model is supported by measurements of Vonnegut, et al., [1962]

in which the vertical potential gradient was recorded from

an airplane passing under cumulus clouds charged from the

ground by space charge generating apparatus. The charge was

carried aloft into the clouds by the mechanism suggested in

Figures 1 and 2. Their data showed positive charge overhead

when the airplane was passing under the central portion of

the cloud and positive charge was being released on the

ground. Negative charge was encountered near the lower edges

of the cloud as suggested in Figure 2.

Previous electrical measurements of convection

Before the electric field measurements from a sailplane

were begun, several years experience in making such measure-

ments had been acquired during a program in which a powered
aircraft was used. This aircraft, a Starfire one-of-a-kind

home-built, is equipped to measure the vertical component of

the atmospheric electric field using polonium (radioactive)

probes seen at the left wing tip in Figure 3. During the

course of this work, measurements made when flying at constant

altitude have suggested that convective patterns were being
recorded. A brief look at some of these data will illustrate

the potential for airborne electric field detection of con-

vection and how space charge may be accumulated by convection

in the atmosphere.

Figure 4 was made during constant level runs at heights

of 5, 50 and 160 meters over the ocean in the Bahamas. Atmo-

spheric conditions favored organized convection. Just above

an ocean surface is a region particularly rich in positive

space charge produced by the breaking of bubbles and the

"electrode effect" (see Chalmers [1967]). Measurements in-

dicated a space charge density of 72 elementary charges per

cm 3 in the 5 to 50 meter height layer. Sharp increases in the

vertical potential gradient when flying at 5 meters suggest

the presence of positive charge above the plane at the time

these anomalies were recorded. They were probably caused by
organized convection -- perhaps in the form of horizontal

roll vortices (Kuettner [1971])-- with a spacing of about 2

km between rolls. The updrafts were weak and periodicity in

the potential gradient record was no longer present at a

height of 160 meters probably because the space charge had

dissipated through conduction and air mixing.
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Figure 3. Starfire aircraft used in atmospheric electrical
research.

Figure 4. Graphic recordings of vertical potential
gradient illustrating organized convection
over the ocean.
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Figure 5, showing data taken at another time and loca-
tion, illustrates sharp decreases in the vertical potential
gradient flying at 3.4 km crossing the Gulf Stream east of
Miami. Here the spacing of the anomalous changes in poten-
tial gradient is about 5 km. These were presumed to be caused
by pockets (or lines) of positive space charge accumulating
at the inversion beneath the aircraft due to organized con-
vection in the mixing layer. The air mass over the Gulf
Stream when this flight was made in December would favor in-
stability with cool air over warmer water.

Figure 6, depicting air flow patterns and the relative
space charge distribution during organized convection over
the ocean, is a schematic attempt to explain Figures 4 and

5. In the case of the airplane flying near the sea, positive

charge density is increased in the air column above the air-

plane when its is passing through a rising plume; thus the po-

tential gradient increases at these locations. When the air-

plane is flying above the inversion it passes over pockets

(or lines) of positive charge which are at the inversion over

the thermal plumes. The potential gradient decreases when the

airplane is over these regions. Details concerning these

measurements will be published separately.

These data suggested that the horizontal electric field

measurement might be useful in locating updrafts and the

airplane was instrumented to measure the potential gradient

between wingtip probes. Normally, clear of clouds and over

flat land, there should be little or no horizontal component

of the atmospheric electric field. However, initial measure-

ments indicated that frequently during convective conditions

in both clear and cloudy skies appreciable horizontal fields

were present. Typical values were 1 to 2 V/m (volts per

meter). Sometimes as much as 5 V/m was observed. These values

were at a height of 3 km where typical vertical field in-

tensities are 15 to 20 V/m.

The airplane proved to be a poor platform for electric

field measurements relative to thermals because of its rela-

tively fast speed and large turning radius. Even more impor-

tant was the problem of the vertical field component intro-

duced into the wingtip-to-wingtip measurement in a bank. It

quickly became apparent that it would be necessary to measure

the potential gradient longitudinally. Large vertical separa-

tion occurs between wingtips when a plane is banked compared

to the longitudinal axis which remains essentially horizontal

in a turn. Even if the vertical component were compensated

for by flying at a constant bank angle and introducing a bias

voltage, it is inherently more difficult to maintain a con-

stant bank angle than a constant pitch angle. Also when fly-

ing a sailplane it is necessary to frequently vary the bank

angle while searching for lift and thermaling.

A single engine airplane does not provide good sites

for locating antennas at the nose and tail which would have

been required to measure the longitudinal horizontal compo-

nent. Thus a sailplane was acquired and instrumented to con-
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Figure 5. Graphic recording of vertical potential gradient

made above the inversion illustrating organized

convection within the mixing layer.
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Figure 6. Schematic

explanation of Figures
4 and 5.
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tinue the investigation. Besides flying slowly it offers

suitable mounting locations at the nose and tail for the

necessary antennas.

Estimates of horizontal electric field associated with

thermals

Two simple charge geometries have been assumed -- a

sphere and a cylinder -- in order to estimate field strength

as a function of distance from a charged thermal. For sim-

plicity, mirror image charge which will decrease the horizon-

tal field somewhat, particularly near the earth's surface,

has been neglected. On the other hand, charge in the rising
thermal column which will increase the horizontal field to

the sides of the thermal column has been omitted. Figure 7

is a set of tables listing potential gradient at distances

from 0.1 to 30 km from a charge center for space charge den-

sities of from 0.1 to 1000 elementary charges per cm3. For

simplicity, all the charge is considered to be at the center

of the spheres or along the axis of the cylinder. The three

top tables are for spherical clouds of charge while the

bottom one is for an infinately long cylindrical column of

charge. The latter would approximate conditions half way up

and to the side of a column of charge, without the charge

concentration at the top of the thermal that would add to

the horizontal component of the column itself.

For example, it is seen that in the case of a I00 meter

diameter sphere of charge with a density of I0 elementary

charges per cm 3 the electric field would be 0.2 V/m at a
distance of 0.3 km from the center. This is about the detec-

tion threshold of the measuring system indicated by the

diagonal dashed lines (to be discussed). It is estimated

that field intensities to the left of the line can be detec-

ted. These tables suggest that thermals of typical sizes might

be detected from a sailplane several km away, particularly

if the sailplane were at an altitude about the same as the

top of the thermal. This would be near cloud base, an alti-

tude where sailplanes frequently fly. A particularly suitable

region for electrostatic thermal detection should be above

the inversion since the vertical electric field, the major

source of noise, is typically reduced by a factor of two to

ten passing up through the inversion because of the corre-

sponding increase in conductivity.

Instrumentation

Potential gradient has been measured from aircraft by
electric field mills (Clark [1956]) and electrometers with

radioactive probe antennas (Vonnegut and Moor [1961]). Field

mills suffer from inherent noise problems due to contact

potentials and rotating components. They are relatively heavy,
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bulky and require large amounts of power to drive the rota-
ting parts. Mounting them on an aircraft requires structural
modification of the airframe. For these reasons they are not
attractive for use in a sailplane.

Modern miniature solid state electrometers offer light
weight, low noise, low power requirement devices capable of
measuring the picoamp currents required. Their high input
resistance, 1014 ohms when field-effect transistors are used,
makes them suitable for electric field measurements using
radioactive probes as antennas. Radioactive probes are well
suited for aircraft measurements because of adequate venti-
lation which removes space charge from the vicinity of the
probes which otherwise could distort the measurement. The
electrometer/radioactive probe technique seems clearly pre-
ferable to field mills for potential gradient measurements
from a sailplane.

The main problem in making airborne potential gradient
measurements is eliminating fields created by charge on the
aircraft from the measurement. This is difficult with a
powered aircraft because the engine charges the airframe and
considerable precaution and experience is required. With a
sailplane the problem is considerably easier but still the
system must be able to handle charging that can occur when
the craft strikes particles in the air or by movements in

the cockpit; rubbing a plexiglas canopy can give it a high

charge.

Figure 8 is a block diagram of the major components in

the sailplane electric field measuring system. An antenna

with a radioactive probe is in front of the nose; another is

behind the rudder. An input buffer amplifier is near each

antenna. Their signals go to a differential amplifier in the

cockpit. Readout is on a Rustrak recorder on the cabin floor.

This diagram illustrates how charge on the aircraft is elim-

inated from the measurement. A more detailed description of

the instrumentation and its development will be published

separately. The potential difference is measured between two

radioactive probes on highly insulated antennas. Since the

effective resistance of the ion cloud created by the radio-

active material which couples the antenna to the atmosphere

is about 1010 ohms, higher input resistance is required for

the measuring system. In the sailplane i0 II ohms is used to

minimize the time constant. For thermal detection only qual-

itative data is needed. Quantitative measurements require at

least 1012 ohms input resistance. Field effect transistors

at the inputs to the 741 operational amplifiers unload the

signal source. Charge on the aircraft is eliminated from the

measurement through differential function of another opera-

tional amplifier with its common connection grounded. In a

differential measurement the potential of the common point

can vary since this potential does not effect the potential

difference between both inputs; i.e., if one input voltage is

A, the other input voltage is C and the common voltage is B,

then AB - CB = AB + BC = AC. The output of the differential
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amplifier goes to a recorder that serves as a meter as well
as a device for letting the pilot remember the field inten-
sity as a function of headings flown. Gain and zero controls
are provided.

Figure 9 is a side view of the Tern sailplane used in
this research. The front to back potential difference is
measured between antennas at the nose and tail.

A close up of the front antenna is seen in Figure 10.
The radioactive element is mounted on an antenna which is a
metal tube extension of the pitot tube. This arrangement does

not effect the function of the airspeed indicator and allows

the antenna to be positioned at a point of electrical sym-

metry in front of the nose to reduce problems associated with

aircraft charge. The antenna is insulated from the pitot by

a teflon sleeve and is connected to the input amplifier by a

wire routed through the air duct.

In Figure II the rear antenna is shown. It is a flexible

rod mounted on the bottom of the rudder by teflon insulators

and bent upward so as to be level with the front antenna

when the sailplane is in its normal flight attitude. This is

to minimize the effect of the vertical electric field in the

measurement. The rear antenna is connected to its input am-

plifier by a wire running through a rudder cable hole in the

fuselage.

Figure 12 is a picture of the differential amplifier

(large box) and front antenna input amplifier (small box)

mounted in front of the instrument panel. Each input ampl-

fief is located as close to its antenna as possible to mini-

mize the time constant. The differential amplifier box can

be considerably smaller than the one pictured which had been

used in the airplane and contains a power supply.

The output of the differential amplifier is displayed

on a strip chart recorder mounted on the cabin floor where

it can be read along with the rest of the flight instruments

(see Figure 13).

Rapid response time is desirable in the system so that

field strength can be associated with variations in heading

when the sailplane is circling. Flying a tight circle in

which it takes 20 seconds to complete 360 degrees, the head-

ing variation is 18 degrees per second. The time constant of

the system described is approximately one-third of a second.

It was decided to measure the horizontal potential

gradient from front to rear since the longitudinal axis re-

mains relatively horizontal during turns;if the measurements

were made between wingtips, a large signal would be intro-

duced in a bank. Wingtip probes on a 15 meter wingspan sail-

plane in a 30 degree bank would sense a potential difference

of 150 volts in a vertical field of 20 V/m. This is ten

times the horizontal potential difference available if the
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Side view of
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Figure i0.
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Close up of

rear antenna.
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Figure 12.
Front input
amplifier and
differential
amplifier.

i Units located
in front of
instruments in
cabin.

Figure 13.
Pilot's eye view
of instruments.
Recorder mount-
ed on the floor
displays elec-
tric field data.
Electric field
sensitivity and
zeroing controls
shown.

Figure 14.
Distortion of
the vertical
electric field
lines due to
uneven terrain.
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horizontal potential gradient is 1 V/m, i.e., the noise

would be ten times the signal. The limiting factor in deter-

mining the sensitivity of the system is the vertical compo-

nent of the electric field. With front to back probes, it

is important to minimize variations in the pitch axis. If

the distance between front and rear probes is 7 meters, a

pitch variation of 1 degree causes a 12.5 cm vertical sepa-

ration between the probes. In a vertical field of 20 V/m,

this is 2.5 volts. A horizontal field of 1 V/m would produce

a signal of 7 volts between the probes. In practice, small

variations in pitch will be occuring, but they can be some-

what averaged out -- especially with the graphic recorder--

so that a mean value can be estimated. This will be a

function of angle of attack, i.e., air speed. The mean needle

position can be shifted to the center of the recorder scale

with the zero control. When the sailplane can be flown

smoothly with little variation in pitch angle, it is esti-

mated that a field as small as 0.2 V/m can be detected. The

diagonal dashed lines in Figure 7 were thus placed at this

sensitivity limit. The ultimate sensitivity of the system

is a few mV/m obtainable only in a static situation. Piloting

skill in maintaining constant pitch angles will be an impor-

tant factor in maximizing the sensitivity of the instrument.

In rough air near thermals larger pitch variations will occur,

but stronger field strengths will produce a compensating

effect.

Operational procedure

How is this instrumentation used? Before takeoff the

zero is adjusted so the needle is in the center of the meter

and sensitivity is low. The system is set up so that a de-

flection of the needle to the right indicates positive charge

is ahead of the glider and deflection to the left means

positive charge is to the rear. On tow the needle should

move to the right as the glider's nose is up and the vertical

field is sensed. If the needle does not move the sensitivity

should be increased; if it goes off scale, sensitivity should

be reduced or the needle can be brought back on scale with

the zero control. Rocking the nose up and down should cause

corresponding needle movements to the right and left. This

is a test that the system is operating properly. The sensi-

tivity is adjusted so typical pitch variations of a few de-

grees correspond to about + 15% of full scale deflection.

The device may not work on tow because of charge on a non-

conducting tow rope. This can be recognized by the needle

deflecting to full scale on either side and the zero control

being unable to bring it back on scale. After release from

the tow plane, the apparatus should work normally. The needle

will come back on scale and be adjustable with the controls.

Readjustment of the zero center position is necessary when-

ever airspeed is changed because of the pitch angle variation.

It is important to maintain as constant an airspeed as pos-

sible to allow the most sensitive setting when searching for
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thermals. Pitch variation is the critical noise source, lim-

iting the gain at which the instrument may be set. When

regions of space charge are approached, the gain will have

to be greatly reduced.

To locate lift, the sailplane is flown in a circle, and

generally there will be enough horizontal field present so

that the needle will have a maximum right deflection on one
side of the circle and a maximum left deflection on the

other side. Flying in continuous circles with the chart paper

moving in the recorder, a sine wave will be produced on the

chart. The heading at maximum right needle deflection will

be toward positive charge; for maximum left deflection the

reciprocal heading can be flown toward the positive charge.

Zero and sensitivity controls are adjusted so the maximum

and minimum of the sine wave occur near the edges of the

chart. The zero position can be set by centering the sine

wave on the chart. Another zeroing procedure that can be

used when not flying in a circle is to rock the longitudinal

axis of the plane through the horizon. The needle should be

near center scale when the plane is horizontal and move back

and forth through this position as the sailplane's nose

passes up and down through the horizon.

Gain can be increased if the glider gains height since

the vertical field decreases with altitude and this noise

source will be less. In practice it is frequently necessary

to readjust gain depending on field strengths over a range

of as much as 100 to i. The needle centering zero control

may also have to be readjusted if gain is increased because

some of the vertical electric field is probably being sensed

and nulled out by the zeroing voltage. Centering a thermal

requires the same technique as locating one from a distance.

It is interesting that, when spiraling in what appeared to

be the center of a thermal or under the middle of a cloud

base, sine waves generally appeared on the recorder indica-

ting the precise center of charge was still to one side.

The recorder display helps show the direction to fly

for lift. In addition it provides a reminder of the relative

field strength. Flying toward charged regions field strength

should increase. However, the situation may be confused by

coming near pockets of space charge of the opposite sign. As

previously described, the meter movements frequently do not

present a coherent picture.

While the operational procedure may sound confusing at

first, in practice one rapidly learns to use the equipment.

The challenge lies in integrating the continual variations

of field strength and direction with other factors such as

the locations and configurations of clouds and mountains,

wind flow, type of terrain, haze, turbulence and variometer

readings. It is believed most soaring pilots will find the

challenge enjoyable and rewarding.
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Initial results

During the summer of 1972 flights were conducted from

the North Adams, Massachusetts, airport to test the electric

field detecting system. In general, it was necessary to fly

in ridge lift or in thermals close to the mountains which

surround the airport. It was apparent that, while the system

operated satisfactorily, it was mostly measuring horizontal

components of the fair-weather electric field created by the

mountains. Figure 14 illustrates how the vertical fair-

weather electric field lines of force would bend toward

mountains and create horizontal components. These in effect

are noise and made it difficult to separate horizontal fields

due to thermals from those caused by the terrain. Although

there were suggestions of thermals sensed against the back-

ground noise, it was necessary to get higher or farther away

from the mountains in order to properly evaluate the system.

Since mountains and ridges are particularly favorable soaring

locations, the above illustrated a limitation that electric

field thermal detection will have to live with. In addition,

standing waves may carry space charge aloft and confuse the

picture in mountainous terrain while possibly offering a new

way to locate waves.

On October 15 1972 a strong NW flow brought excellent

soaring conditions with cloudstreets to the North Adams area.

On this day, when it was possible to get high and away from

the mountains, the electric field thermal detection system

appeared capable of locating regions of lift. It seemed part-

icularly effective when flying near cloud-base at about 2 km

and appeared capable of locating thermals from distances of

1 to 2 km. The clouds appeared to be about 200 to 400 meters

in diameter and 100 to 200 meters high.

Of particular interest were reversals in the sign of the

potential gradient and strong downdrafts encountered when

flying toward a region of positive charge. These are inter-

preted as possibly due to negative charge pockets associated

with downdrafts at the periphery of thermals as suggested

in Figure 2. By continuing on course, regions of good lift

were generally encountered. In one case, away from clouds

while flying toward positive charge, very strong descending

air was flown into with no warning on the electric field

meter. Pushing through the strong downdraft while holding

course, a thermal was eventually reached. This downdraft

with no negative charge may have been in agreement with

Figure 2 but, since there was no cloud or haze, a screening

layer did not form. Large fluctuations of the needle were

frequently observed when lift was nearby.

On this day like others, anytime a circle was flown a

sine wave was generated on the chart. Thus information sug-

gesting preferential headings to locate lift regions was

always available. Although flying toward positive charge

when clear of mountains usually resulted in good lift, on

this strongly convective day it is possible that thermals

might have been encountered eventually on any random course
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if flown long enough. However, it was not necessary to fly
the electrically suggested courses for very long before find-
ing lift, and it is the author's impression that thermals
were being located through the electric field measurements.
When flying at cloud base along a cloud street, positive
charge areas could be associated with the location of clouds.
Once lift was encountered and the sailplane started spiraling,
a maximum positive needle deflection was usually observed at
one side of the circle during each turn. It appeared that
correcting the circle in the direction indicated resulted in
better lift.

It is emphasized that so far very little experience has
been acquired with this technique. However, in good soaring
weather, there have been encouraging indications that ther-
mals can be located and centered using the system. Sufficient
electrical signals certainly are available. The problem is
to make sense out of them because they can be quite variable.
The picture is not as clear as the idealized model suggested
in the figures of this article. Undoubtably the structure of
thermals and space charge distributions can be complex. Po-
tential gradient measuring instruments will sense a field
that is the resultant of components contributed by all
sources of charge. With several charged regions close to the
point of measurement, the electrical picture is ambiguous.
This is why it is still impossible to locate precisely the
numerous charge centers in a thundercloud. When two or more

charge centers are close to each other, and each has about

the same charge, it will be necessary for the sailplane to be

closer to one of them in order to define its direction. This

is because electric field intensity is inversely proportional

to the square of the distance from the measuring location to

the center of charge. If charged regions contain unequal

charge, field intensity is directly proportional to the quan-

tity of charge so the measurement will be influenced more by

the larger charged region of equidistant sources. These con-
siderations tend to illustrate that electric field measure-

ments from one location can only give information suggesting

the direction of charge centers but not their distance since

the amount of charge is unknown.

Future plans and possibilities

The research described above will be continued to ex-

plore the practical possibilities of electric field thermal

detection. It would be important to try the system in various

parts of the country where different space charge concentra-

tions and convective patterns exist. The system might be

particularly useful over flat country and where thermals are

large and widely separated such as in desert regions. Also,

high space charge concentrations, such as apparently exist

over some mountains in the Southwest United States, should

produce relatively large horizontal electric fields when

convection is present and may make possible thermal detection
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at greater distances than elsewhere.

It is planned to experiment with other techniques that
may improve soaring efficiency. One will be to measure con-
ductivity with a Gerdien capacitor. The conductivity of air
near the ground is increased by radioactive gases and radio-
active emanations from the earth. This air carried aloft in
a thermal can be much more conductive (two to ten times)
than the surrounding air. Glider flights by Rossmann [Israel,
1971] have been conducted in which such measurements were
made.

Another approach will be to measure wet-bulb temperature
gradients between the wingtips as well as possibly from nose
to tail. Wet-bulb measurements indicate humidity, and ther-
mals are significantly moister than their surroundings. Both
components cen be displayed simultaneously on a dual-channel
graphic recorder or with cross-pointers on a single meter.
The instrumentation is being designed initially so that a
temperature difference of 0.1°C will give full-scale deflec-
tion on the meter at maximum sensitivity. MacCready [1971]
suggested this technique to provide information that would
indicate which direction to turn to position the sailplane
in the region of maximum lift once a thermal is located. It
will be interesting to compare the wet-bulb, conductivity

and electric field measuring techniques. While the first two

can not be used for remote thermal detection, all three

should be useful in obtaining information on the thermal

structure. Centering thermals may also be enhanced through

measurements of the vertical electric field as suggested by

Figure 6.

In the future, variometer readings will be graphically

recorded. With simultaneous records of the electric field,

conductivity, moisture and lift, it may be possible to gain

a better understanding of the structure and growth patterns

of thermals. A tape recorder would be useful for verbally re-

cording additional data such as air-speed, proximity to

clouds, the location of smoke and haze, temperature and
terrain. A limited amount of this information can be written

on the charts.

An attempt may be made to measure the lateral (left-to-

right) horizontal electric field component in addition to the

front-to-back component. Eliminating the vertical component

would be the big problem in this measurement. It might be

done by electrically biasing the signal with a voltage pro-

portional to the sine of the bank angle sensed by a gyro

horizon. The vertical field magnitude would also have to be

known and could be measured with vertical probes when the

wings were level. Continuous recording of the vertical com-

ponent should be valuable in centering lift as suggested in

Figure 6.

A simpler approach to measuring the left-to-right hori-

zontal component would be to position the radioactive elements
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)
Figure 15. Cross pointer display

of two components of the

horizontal electric field.

at the ends of the horizontal member of a tee shaped antenna.

The vertical member of the antenna would be the mast. It

would be mounted on a longitudinal pin in the top of the

canopy so it could be pivoted left or right. The bottom of

the antenna mast would come down in the cockpit in front of

the pilot. When circling, the pilot could move the mast by

hand to keep it perpendicular to the horizon; thus the top

of the tee with the radioactive elements could be kept par-

allel to the horizon at any bank angle and the vertical

component eliminated. Having both horizontal field components,
the resultant total horizontal electric field would be known

at all times, and it would not be necessary to circle in

order to find the direction of the positive charg e . Figure

15 illustrates how both electric field components could be

displayed on a meter with cross pointers -- an ILS indicator

with glide slope could be used. In Figure 15, F/B indicates

the front to back component and L/R is for the left to right

component. The system would be arranged so that the direction

from the center of the meter to the point where the needles

cross would be the direction toward the positive charge

from the aircraft. While it would be nice to have both hori-

zontal components, this is not necessary for thermal detec-

tion since the circling technique utilizing the front to

back component alone seems sufficient. In fact, it is gener-

ally not necessary to fly complete circles; the nose can be

swung back and forth horizontally through a heading corre-

sponding to maximum right deflection of the needle in order

to define the direction to fly for lift.

Besides directly improving soaring efficiency, electric

field measurements from sailplanes may benefit soaring in-

directly by providing a new tool for learning more about con-

vection. MacCready [1971] has suggested that instrumentation

techniques should provide a considerably more efficient path

toward improved soaring performance than further developments

in sailplanes themselves. Preliminary results in the present

program indicate that electric field thermal detection is

possible. The potential of this technique seems considerable.
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EXPERIENCE WITH A VARIOMETER-COMPUTER

by

John Firth

Ottawa, Canada

Introduction

An electric variometer using a diaphragm climb trans-

ducer has been built, and coupled to a simple analog computer;

besides the normal variometer functions, fully electronic

total energy compensation is used; average rate of climb is

obtained from the integrated variometer output, and used in

a difference circuit with other inputs to give an indication

of the correct speed to fly. The instrument has been in use

for three years and has been used in two World Contests. The
main features of the instrument are discussed below and the

mathematical basis of the speed computation is given. This

is followed by the author's personal evaluation of the use-

fulness of the instrument for contest flying.

Features of the instrument

The basic ideas for this instrument were conceived in

1969; after several years of using a mechanical variometer

backed up by a rather poor thermistor type, I decided I

needed something better for the 1970 World Contest. The

principal aim was a fast variometer with good total energy

compensation at all altitudes, good zero stability and ac-

curacy, and an averager. Variable damping and sensitivity,

and audio output were added. After suggestions by Raouf

Ismail, a speed-to-fly pitch indicator was incorporated also.

For fully electronic T.E. compensation, •the climb trans-

ducer must be linear to the high climb rates produced in a

high-speed pull-up - that is, t0 about 40 kts. If the error

during pull-up is not to exceed one kt, the linearity must

be better than 3%. A diaphragm sensor was chosen for both

the climb and the airspeed transducers; the diaphragm is
0.0005 in stainless steel with this material used for the

case structure also. Equal coefficients of expansion through-

out the sensor minimize zero-drift and maintain the diaphragm

tension constant. Similar construction is used for the air-

speed sensor; both were found to meet the linearity and

stability requirements. Figure 1 shows the internal layout

of the instrument, while Figure 2 shows its physical real-

ization.
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Figure 3 shows a blockdiagram of the electronics. Exten-

sive use is made of integrated circuits; fifteen are used in

all, including twelve operational amplifiers. Power required

is Ii to 15v at 80 ma; this is regulated to 10.5v, and a

converter provides a -10v rail needed for the op. amps. The

converter also provides an A.C. voltage for the transducers,

which use capacitive position pick-off.

After demodulation and amplification we have two signals

representing rate of climb and airspeed squared; the airspeed

signal is taken through a capacitor to the summing amplifier

A3; the capacitor performs the function of differentiation on

the airspeed signal, and this, summed with the rate of

climb signal, gives T.E. compensation. Gene Moore has pointed

out the desirability of equalizing the time constants associ-

ated with these two signals, in order to give good second-

order compensation. The climb transducer has a time constant

of about 1 second; R 1 and C 1 in series give a 1 second time

constant also. Though the climb transducer gives true rate

of climb at all altitudes (if we neglect small temperature

effects) the time constant increases, and the airspeed signal

falls, with density decrease. Both these effects are compen-

sated by varying R I, which is calibrated in altitude. Note

that A 2 is connected for high output impedance so that R 1 is

the effective source impedance for C I. T.E. compensation can

be switched in or out. Three response times are available;

the fastest is the basic transducer time constant, but damping

can be added to amplifier A 3 to give either two or four sec-

onds. The variometer display is conventional and the full

scale deflection can be selected as 5, i0, or 20 kts.

At the bottom left are the averager circuits; long time-

constant integrators produce signals representing h and t,

starting from the last time the reset was pressed. An analog

division circuit incorporating a four-quadrant multiplier

calculates the climb or sink rate. Up to 30 minutes of time

ramp and 10,000 feet of climb can be used. An over-range

light is provided. After two minutes of averaging, the result

is accurate to better than 5%. The vario output is smoothed

with a 30 second time constant; both the average and this

smoothed result can be displayed on a small meter (Figure 2).

The variometer also has a standard audio output fed to

an internal speaker, together with a SPEED LOW warning from

the pitch director.

Figure 4 shows the basis for the simple computation re-

quired to derive the pitch director signal. The top graph

shows the standard construction for best speed to fly. The

sum of the three vertical components divided by the airspeed

U i gives the slope of the polar at the correct operating

point° The quantity (U i tan 0) is plotted against (Ui) 2 for

two different wing loadings, or operating altitudes. For

several polars tried, a linear approximation turns out to be

quite good. A signal proportional to (Ui) 2 is readily avail-

able from the airspeed sensor. At any non-optimum airspeed,
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Tan 8 = VAV + VAIR + Vp

Ui VAV +_

Let B = U i tan @ +VAI R +

When U i is correct Vp +

VAV + VAR + Vp - 8 = 0 (i)

Now VAR + Vp = vario output

and VAV is known.

knots

2
Plot B against (U i)
good approximation to

given by

2

= A - B (U i) (2)

which is obtained easily

from the transducer.

0

knots

(ui )
2

dry

104

wet

From (I) and (2) for non-opti-

mum airspeed vario +
2

VAV - A + B(U i) = e

e is now used as a nose up/

down signal.

VAT + VAV Uop t U_

0 5O 50

2 61 61

4 75 74

6 90 88

8 98 94

Figure 4
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we have a quantity ¢ remaining; this is used as a nose up/
down signal.

The bottom table shows the results of the linear approx-
imation used, compared with the optimum speeds taken from
tangents to the polar. The differences are insignificant and
in any case are arranged to direct one to fly slower than the
theoretical optimum; as we have all read recently, this is
probably a good strategy.

The computation described is performed by amplifier

(see Figure 3). It takes suitably scaled signals from the air-

speed (including some phase advance), the variometer, and a

front panel control on which has been set the estimated

average climb rate for the next thermal. The output speed

error signal is smoothed with a 4 sec time constant and fed

to a small edge-reading center-zero meter, on which the point-

er is imagined to represent the glider (see Fig. 2). If the

pointer is high, one pushes the stick forward. A warning for

flying too slowly in sink is provided by a siren type signal

generated by a swept oscillator. The DRY/WET switch gives a

facility for an instantaneous change of wing loading.

Flying experience with the variometer computer

Naturally this is going to be a subjective assessment of

the instrument. After using it for over two years, I have a

good idea of what is useful to me. Other pilots may find

different priorities.

The variometer section is excellent, and to my surprise,

I discovered that to get maximum advantage from the T.E., one

must reset the HEIGHT control every 2000 ft or so. The com-

pensation is as good as a venturi, while the response is

faster than a mechanical variometer. In thermals with strong

horizontal gusts, it is often helpful to switch out the T.E.

The variable damping is very useful; for normal use the

2 sec position is preferred, when it is somewhat faster than

a PZL, and without that annoying reluctance to return to zero

usually shown by variable leak instruments. In smooth thermals

and wave one can use the fastest response.

If one has not been in the habit of timing climbs,

honest evaluation (that is, pressing the reset, immediately
on turning) of average climb rates is quite revealing. When

one uses this result in the speed-to-fly computer, the pitch

demand display is a much easier way of responding to changes

in sink than the normal MacCready ring. The SPEED LOW warning

has also turned out to be perhaps even more valuable than

expected. It quickly nudges you into responding to sink,

when you were map reading or looking around at the weather,

which, as A.J. Smith has pointed out, is probably the most

useful thing you can be doing most of the time.
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In the FLY mode the original design incorporated sub-
traction of glider sink; air mass movement is then displayed,
which can also be averaged; this is sometimes useful. How-
ever, I found that the visual and subconscious conflict be-
tween the two variometers was disturbing; I had a tendency
to keep reducing speed as I saw zero on the variometer. A
pilot with less ingrained responses may adapt better to the
situation.

Comparison of the 30 sec weighted average with the

averager reading is very helpful in showing when the rate of

climb at the top of the thermal is falling below the overall

achieved rate.

Selectable full scale deflection is occasionally useful,

and is so easy to incorporate that it should be available in

every electric variometer. One changes scale for very weak

conditions, or for those rare occasions when the needle hits

the stops.

The instrument has been very reliable. Only two failures

have occurred in three years; one was due to a leak, and the

other a failed capacitor installed with polarity reversed.

At the last World Championships in Vrsac (Yugoslavia),

the instrument was used very little; the average climb rates

were immaterial, as the next climb was usually uncertain,

both as to strength and availability. Inter-thermal speeds

tended to be conservative. One became more concerned with

conserving battery power for gyros, and the all-important

radio, than with achieving optimum cruise speeds, and time

was better spent surveying the rapidly varying weather, look-

ing for other gliders, or searching for features which actual-

ly corresponded with the map. All in all, the whole exercise

has been very instructive, but there may be better ways the

serious pilot can spend his time.
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ELECTRIC VARIOMETER SYSTEMS AND DEVELOPMENTS

by

A. Raouf Ismail

Cambridge Aero Instruments

Burlington, Mass.

Introduction

Much has been written and said on the subject of cross-

country soaring by eminent practitioners of the art. Thus it

is difficult to find anything that has not been said before

in some form or other. This paper, however, is intended to

focus the attention of electric variometer users on factors

which may be of use to them in better understanding of their

instruments, and their interpretation. Special emphasis has

been placed on the understanding of total-energy tuning,

which seems to cause more problems than practically every-

thing else combined. (As manufacturers of variometers, we

can attest to this.)

A chapter is also devoted to future developments, more

specifically to Averagers and Air-Data Computers. These have

already appeared on the market in limited quantities, and

with relatively unknown characteristics. We will try to de-

scribe how such instruments do their job, and we will define

some of the problems inherent in them.

Variometers and cross-country speeds

General analysis

In a typical cross-country flight, a pilot has a number

of fixed factors over which he has little or no control. (For

the duration of that flight anyway.) He has a particular sail-

plane, thus his performance options are fixed. He is in a

given set of meteorological conditions, over which he has

only limited control. (Through choice of track, he may be

able to select weather conditions to a degree.)

However, two factors which are, to a great extent, under
his direct control are the rate-of-climb he achieves in a

thermal, and the cruising speed adopted between thermals.

(Clearly there are also structural, aerodynamic and meteorol-

ogical limits to his control over these factors.)
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These two factors, rate-of-climb and speed are intimate-

ly associated with cross-country speed, but their effects on

it differ greatly. For the purposes of this paper, we will

be disregarding the effects of pilot judgement as to course

selection, thermal selection etc. These are important too,

but they do not negate the factors of climb and speed.

Effect of inter-thermal speeds on

cross-country speeds

It is a well-established theorem that the rate-of-

climb, the performance polar, the best speed to fly and the

achieved cross-country speed are geometrically related. (See

for example Ref. i) Using this theorem, and Bikle's [2] per-

formance testing figures for a Libelle, Figure I. was de-
rived.

This figure represents the reduction in cross-country

speed (expressed as a percentage of the theoretical maximum)

caused if the pilot deviates from his theoretical optimum

cruising speed (expressed as a percentage deviation from

optimum). Three curves are shown for achieved climbs of i,

3, and 5 knots.

The surprising result is that even with variations in

speed up to + 15%, a mere 2 or 3% change in achieved cross-

country speed occurs. This is surely a negligible factor,

when weighed against other variables such as sailplane con-

dition, pilot condition, sheer luck, and so on.

Effect of rates of climb on cross-country speeds

Figure 2. was derived using the same data and methods

as for Figure i. This plots the theoretical cross-country

speed against achieved rate-of-climb, assuming optimum

cruising speeds. Examination shows that a 15% increase in

rate-of-climb increases speed by around 10%. This result is very

different from that given by Figure i.

Conclusions

The primary conclusion which may he drawn from the above

results is that a pilot's primary goal, given a particular

sailplane, task and weather, is to seek out the best thermals

and get the best out of them. Of equal importance to him is

to be able to extricate himself efficiently from difficult

situations, since this greatly affects the outcome of the

flight.

What then should be the characteristics most valued in

an electric variometer? We rate them in the following order:
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i. Reliability. We need not expand on this.

2. A good total-energy compensation scheme. This is of

great value when searching out and centering in

thermals.

3. Low zero-drift. We consider this of the utmost im-

portance, particularly in marginal situations, such

as low scrapes. There is a tremendous advantage in

knowing that 1/2 or 1 knot UP is UP, not i/2 knot

down, and so on.

4. Smooth, well damped, but fast response.

5. Accuracy and Linearity. These factors are desirable,

but if the above analysis is valid, it is less im-

portant to know the exact value of rate-of-climb,

since the subsequent choice of Cruising speed is not

critical.

6. Size and general packaging considerations.

Survey of types of electric variometer in @eneral use

Most electric variometers cause air to flow into or out

of a reference capacity, when outside pressure changes occur

due to vertical displacement of the aircraft. This reference

capacity may be located either internally or externally with

respect to the instrument.

Heated element types

In this type, the bi-directional flow is used to cool a

heated element, such as a thermistor or a hot wire. The change

in electrical characteristics is measured and is a function

of the rate of change of altitude. In practice more than one

such heated element is used (normally two or even three) to
enable the instrument to differentiate between climb and sink.

In this country, the best-known types using this tech-

nique are the Crossfell, Moore and Cambridge. This type of

instrument has been very adequately described by Moore [3].

The principal advantages of this type are its simplicity and

its lack of moving parts, apart from the meter indicator.

Leaky capsule types

This method causes the flow to and from a reference

capacity to develop a pressure drop across a pneumatic

restrictor, the drop being a function of the rate of climb.

The pressure drop is measured, usually by detecting the dis-

placement of a diaphragm. The best known type is the Ball,

which is well described in the promotional literature for
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this instrument. The principal advantage of this type is its
good altitude characteristic.

Total ener@y compensation

A good total energy system is of the utmost importance

to better thermal soaring. Until recently, the diaphragm type

(Burton, Winter et al.) was the only kind widely available.

However, the venturi (Althaus) is now here to stay. (For

further description of the venturi see Ref. i.)

Another method which has occasionally been usea l_ L_.=_

of electronic compensation. We have done development work on

this, and a completely electronic total-energy variometer is

described elsewhere in this paper.

Diaphragm type

This type has been very widely used to date. Its primary

advantages are its simplicity and the absence of any part

which protrudes externally from the glider. It has been very

adequately described at various times (See, e.g., Ref. 3), so

we will not repeat the description here.

The major difficulty with the diaphragm type is the fact

that the accuracy of compensation provided is dependent on

the altitude of the aircraft. This is a major snag, and one

not capable of easy resolution. More recently, the diaphragm

type has largely been superseded by the venturi systems. The

diaphragm compensator can be tuned to the system in a way

similar to that in which an electronic compensator is tuned

to the system, as described below.

Venturi type

In principle, a venturi is a protuberance in the

airstream which develops a suction equal to (Ps - I/2pv2)"

where Ps = static pressure

p = density of air

v = airspeed.

It can be seen that the value of this suction is pro-

portional to the total energy of the sailplane, and no change

in this suction is therefore recorded if, as in diving or

zooming, a potential/kinetic energy exchange occurs.

The major advantage of the venturi is that its compen-

sation is inherently correct at all altitudes. Its major dis-

advantages are that it is vulnerable to damage as well as

prone to icing and gathering water in the tubing.
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Electronic compensation

Electronic compensation is a third method of total-energy

compensation which has gained some popularity in Europe. It

is inherently free from altitude errors, and does not require

any external protruding parts which may be damaged or blocked

by ice. This type of compensation is also inherently less yaw

sensitive than a venturi. Its yaw sensitivity is about the

same as that of the airspeed system, since it derives its

airspeed information from the pitot. It is also relatively

easy to tune this instrument to the aircraft electronically.

A description of this method of compensation may be found

in Reference 4. We have been flying developmental prototypes

for some time now. The results have been very encouraging.

Figure 3 shows the functional arrangement of such

an electronically compensated variometer. In general terms,

a sensor is connected on one side to a capacity C, and the

other side is connected to the static source. A second iden-

tical sensor is connected betweena capacity I/2C and the

pitot. The first sensor measures the rate of change of static

pressure, while the second senses the rate of change of pitot

pressure.

Thus, in normal steady flight, the climb sensor would

be indicating climb or sink as the case might be, while the

speed-change sensor would indicate zero, since the speed is

not changing at this time. In the event of the sailplane being

dived or zoomed, opposite and equal (assuming exact matching

of the sensors) changes occur at each sensor, and a summing

network cancels them out. Subsequent circuitry takes care

of small differences resulting from imperfect matching.

The climb sensor and the speed-change sensor are con-

nected to separate amplifiers A1 and A2. In addition, there

is a small restrictor in the pneumatic circuit of the climb

sensor, to make it slightly slower than the speed-change

sensor. It is, however, still fast enough for practical use.

The speed-change amplifier A2 has two "adjust and forget"

controls, one for damping (or time constant), the other for

gain. The final adjustment of these controls is done in the

aircraft during flight, one flight only being usually re-

quired. This adjustment is described later in this section.

The outputs of the amplifiers A1 and A2 are summed in

amplifier A3, and this sum is read out on a meter indicator.

A control for adjustable damping of A3 is provided for the

pilot's use, to enable him to change the time constant of
the whole instrument. This is very useful in gusty conditions.

Adjustment of this type of variometer is relatively

simple, but can be confusing if not properly understood.

The first task is to match the time constants. The second is

to match the gains of the climb and speed-change sensor
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systems. Figure 4 shows the result of a speed-change input

to this variometer. The climb amplifier system response shows

the characteristic "dip" common to all uncompensated vario-

meters, due to altitude/speed interchange. The speed-change

amplifier response shows a corresponding and opposite "bulge".

If the speed change response is too fast, this bulge

occurs before it is desired, and a wavy response of the over

-all system takes place, as shown in the lowest set of curves

in Fig. 4. If the speed-change response is too slow, this

"bulge" comes too late, and a wavy response, similar but op-

posite to the "too fast" curve takes place, as is also shown

in the lowest set of curves in Fig. 4. By adjustment of the

damping control on A2 (Figure 3) the compensating "bulge" can

be brought to the correct position, resulting in the desired

response. This is, however, also subject to the adjustment

described in the following paragraphs.

Figure 5 shows the result of a speed-change input to

this variometer, assu/ning that the time constants have al-

ready been correctly matched in the preceding paragraphs.

Again, the climb sensor system will show the characteristic

"dip", and the speed-change sensor the corresponding "bulge".

The lowest set of curves in Fig. 5 shows the effect on the

over-all system of over and under-compensation. This can be

adjusted to the correct curve by use of the gain control on
A2.

In practice, it can be a problem to sort out the two

adjustments, because of mixed gain and time constant effects.

In fact, the lowest curves in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are funda-

mentally different. The system response curves in Fig. 4

show a distinct double-change, while the system response

curves in Fig. 5 show a single change. Recognition of this

single and double change is fundamental to correct total ener-

gy tuning.

This situation is directly analogous to tuning a dia-

phragm compensator system. The gain has already been pre-

determined by compensator/capacity matching. The addition of

restrictors between the compensator and the pitot line effec-

tively simulates the adjustable damping of A2.

Future develop_ments

The developments described so far lend themselves logi-

cally to the next step, the averager. It would be of benefit

to the pilot to know his achieved rate-of-climb, for then he

would have a basis (amongst other factors) for his speed-to-

fly decision. To obtain such a reading, he would require an

averager.
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An averager logically leads into the next, perhaps ulti-

mate step towards "automatic" flying: the Air-Data-Computer

(hereinafter referred to as the ADC). Such a device would

use the measured average rate-of-climb, and would also use

an airspeed transducer to provide a zero-reader output.

It has to be pointed out that technically an averager

is a tricky instrument to produce in this application. The

reasons are examined in the following section. By comparison,

the ADC is relatively straightforward technically (though not

cheap). We have been doing development work in the laboratory

on these problems, but it is too early to draw any conclu-
sions.

Averagers

An averager requires that the pilot hit a reset switch

which starts the averaging process from that point on. It

then provides him with a continuous reading of the average

to date. When he breaks from his climb to fly on, the final

reading on his averager would give him the input he needs

for choosing the setting on his speed-to-fly ring, if he uses
one.

Electrically this can be achieved with an integrator as
follows;

Vario Reading = dH/dt, where H = Altitude

t = Time

t=t 1

Thus, / (Vario Reading) H = AH
t=o

In other words, if the vario reading was applied to a

freshly-zeroed integrator, this integrator would provide a

readout of the altitude gained.

If a second integrator were also to be zeroed at the

same time, and be allowed to accumulate at a fixed rate from

zeroing, its output would be a measure of the time elapsed.

In that case, a divider circuit which divided the climb

integrator reading by the time integrator reading, would

provide the average (or achieved) rate-of-climb. Figure 6

shows such an arrangement.

The primary difficulties with this type of instrument

occur in the integrators themselves, which are required to

integrate over anything up to 10 or 20 minutes. For those

readers familiar with capacitive integrators, the problem

needs no further definition. For others, the following cal-

culation may be of interest.
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Capacitor charge is governed by the following equation:

I = C.dV/dt where I = charge current
C = capacitor value
V = voltage across C
t = time

Given the very wide operating ambient temperature range, it
is not possible to use high capacitance electrolytic capaci-
tors, even tantalums. Their leakage current and value change
over the ambient range is simply too great to be of any use.
Thus, we are forced to use the lower capacity (typically 2
microfarads or so) high-stability types. A few simple calcu-
lations will show that charge currents are of the order of
nanoamps (10 -9 ) for realistic integrator outputs. This re-
quires very high performance amplifiers. Furthermore, the
integrators need to be encapsulated to eliminate humidity-
induced leakages. All in all, this is not a very encouraging
situation.

An alternative method of integration would be to use a
digital integrator, where a variometer-controlled clock would
increment an up-down counter, the outputs of which would be
passed through and A/D converter. This arrangement is also
shown in Figure 6. Digital integration is clearly free of
many of the problems mentioned above. Time of integration is
not a difficulty. However, it does use many components, and
can have a heavy power consumption.

A further assumption in this design is that the input
variometer reading is representative of the true rate of
climb. Most variometers will do this to within a few percent
at least over a restricted altitude range. Linearity is also
of importance, as is zero drift.

The air-data-computer

In one version of an ADC, the output is a zero-reader
indicator, and all the pilot is required to do is to follow
the needle. If this indicates high, he should go faster, and
vice versa.

Such a device requires the following inputs:
Achieved rate-of-climb
Airspeed (from a transducer)
Variometer reading
Altitude possibly (from a transducer).

Information on the sailplane's polar is stored in the
computer. Figure 7 shows the derivation of an expression for
the theoretical variometer reading at a certain airspeed,
given an achieved average of climb input.

This expression is compared electrically with the actual
variometer reading, and an indication is provided which tells
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Fig. 7 A.D.C. Analysis

The above represents a Polar of the form

V s = AV_ + B/Vf where V s =

Vf =

For a given achieved climb Vav

And a given air-mass vertical speed of Vat

A Tangent drawn as shown would provide the best speed

to fly. 9 9

A Tangent to the Polar has slope 3AV_ - B/V_

(Vav + Vat + V s)

But the ideal tangent has slope Vf

Equating (I) and (2)

Vat + V s = 3AV_ - B/Vf - Vav

But Vat + Vs = Vario Reading.

Hence RHS o_ (3) is compared to Vario Reading.

Difference, if any, is presented of a zero-reader.

Co-incidence, or a zero read will occur at the correct

speed to fly.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Sinking speed of glider

through air.

Airspeed of glider
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the pilot to fly faster or slower as the case may be. The
current air-mass vertical speed is an inherent factor in
the comparison. Figure 8 shows one general arrangement of
an ADC with which we have experimented at CAI. The expression
3AV_ - B/Vf is derived in a calculation circuit, and the

output is applied to a center-zero indicator.

In this brief description of an ADC, we have not men-

tioned the effect of altitude on both the airspeed and the

variometer readings. The airspeed output from the transducer

is in fact the equivalent airspeed. The effect of altitude

on variometers varies with the type, but is not generally

great in the usual glider height band. Ideally, an altitude

transducer could be used to compensate, and a true airspeed

output produced. The variometer reading could also be com-

pensated in this way. In fact, this transducer could eliminate

the need for integrators altogether.

Finally it must be pointed out that any ADC must perform

at least as well as the pilot's own judgement to become a

valid instrument. This criterion alone makes it a very dif-

ficult instrument to produce. This must remain the ultimate

criterion for any such devices, if they are to be more than
technical curiosities.
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CALIBRATION _D PERFORMANCE CHECKING OF

VARIOMETER SYSTEMS

by

Wolf Elber

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

Introduction

The variometer is the most important instrument of the

soaring pilot. Several good basic papers on the theory and

operation of sailplane variometers have been written. Among

these are the papers by Moore [i] and Byars and Holbrook [2].

However, little information is available on the maintenance,

calibration, and general performance checking of variometers.

The soaring pilot's most important instrument is, in fact,

often the most neglected and misunderstood instrument. This

opinion was confirmed in this study where a calibration and

performance check was carried out on the variometer systems

of several club and private competition sailplanes.

The purpose of this paper is to present the methods and

equipment required for checking variometer systems. The

necessary equipment was developed and built for this inves-

tigation. It can be home-made and is cheap enough to en-

courage pilots to copy the checking procedures outlined here.

The paper is intended to help the soaring pilot to make

the best possible use of his equipment.

Equipment and method

A vacuum chamber is required to test or calibrate an

instrument such as a variometer. The chamber used in this in-

vestigation was made from a five gallon oil container. A

portion of the bottom (9 inches diameter) was removed, and

a half-inch Plexiglass cover (10-1/2 inches diameter) in-

stalled for a viewing window and access port. A Neoprene

rubber gasket sealed the window against the chamber bottom.

The connecting lines were made using quarter-inch Neoprene

tubing, quarter-inch copper fittings and a quarter inch needle

valve. A diagram of the system is shown in Figure i. The

manifold vacuum of an automobile was found to be a suitable

vacuum source. The available vacuum is 20 in Hg below atmo-

sphere. The chamber in this investigation was first "proof

tested" to 12 in Hg below atmosphere, and was never operated

afterwards to more than 8 in Hg below atmosphere.
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Figure 1 shows tWo vacuum lines. Line A is the vacuum
source from the automobile intake manifold. The needle valve

in this line throttles the flow to control the vacuum in the

drum. For this line configuration the motor must be running
to increase the vacuum and must be stopped to decrease the
vacuum. Line B is the vacuum test line with one or more

vacuum ports. Instruments can be tested "immersed" in vacuum

if they are placed inside the chamber with line B clamped,

or they can be tested in atmosphere connected to line B. In

the latter test a pressure differential exists across the

casing of the instrument. This test is used to detect leaks
and in field calibrations where the instruments are not re-

moved from the aircraft.

The chamber's main purpose is to hold instruments in a

vacuum environment. Its second purpose is to improve the

control over the rate of change of vacuum to the instruments.

The volume of air in a variometer system is so small that a

cheap needle valve cannot be used to control the airflow

through the instruments. Since the large volume of the five

gallon chamber increases the air volume by a factor of 40 a

gasoline-line needle valve has sufficient sensitivity to

control the rate of change of vacuum.

For calibration of variometers an altimeter and a stop-
watch were used. The altimeter and variometer were connected

to the two ports of line B of the chamber or were sealed

into the chamber and observed through the chamber window.

The time rate of change of altimeter indication was taken as
the calibration standard and is here referred to as actual

climb or sink.

During the test the vacuum should be changed cautiously

while calibrating a variometer, otherwise the instrument

might be damaged by "pegging". During calibration operations

it was found helpful to have two operators, each working

from a checklist. The main point on the checklist was to en-
sure that the needle valve was closed before starting or

stopping the vacuum pump (automobfle motor).

Le k che ck_s

Leak checks can be carried out on the individual instru-

ments or on the total "plumbing" system. The latter test in-

volves the pitot line, the static line and the total-energy
venturi line, if such a venturi is used. For the leak test

on a Schweizer 1-26D, which is the author's club sailplane,

line B Of the test apparatus had three branches. One branch
was attached to the pitot tube, one branch was equipped with

a suction cup and was taped to one static port, the third
line was attached to the total energy venturi. The remaining

static port Was sealed with tape. The vacuum chamber was
sealed and line A was attached to the vacuum source. In this

configuration sailplane altimeter and variometers act as test

instrUmentation and test object.
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By opening the needle valve the system was evacuated to

2000 ft altitude monitored on the altimeter. The valve was

then closed, and the rate of sink observed on the variometer.

Locations of leaks could be isolated by successively clamp-

ing off various sections of the connecting lines. A list of

possible leak locations is given below:

i. Static port fittings.

2. Tee junctions.

3. Split or hardened tubing.

4. Membrane compensators.

5. Instrument glass 0-ring seals.

6. Vacuum flask stoppers.

In the case described all these leaks were repaired un-

til no sink was indicated from 2000 ft altitude. A more

sensitive check was obtained by clamping line B to eliminate

the chamber volume from the test system. A 10 ft/min indi-

cation of sink will then appear as about 400 ft/min sink.

The clamp on line B must then be released slowly to avoid

pegging the variometer while the system pressure equalizes.

A second leak check must be carried out to determine

leaks from the pitot line to the static line. A leak can occur

through the airspeed indicator or a membrane compensator. For

this check the pitot line is opened to atmospheric pressure

and a vacuum is applied to the static port. The maximum vacuum

allowable is determined by the full-scale indication of the

airspeed indicator. Again leaks can be isolated by clamping

the connecting lines involved in the system. A leak in the

compensator will indicate as lift on the variometer while the

altitude is dropping.

Because of the small pressure differential between static

pressure and cabin pressure in actual sailplane operation,

leaks in the static line are of relatively little importance.

The important leak locations are those involving pitot pres-

sure leaks into the variometer system, and cabin pressure

leaks into the total energy venturi line between the vario-

meter and the variometer bottle.

Variometer calibration

The types of errors which are easily determined in the

vacuum chamber calibration are the zero error, full-scale

error and the non-linearity. For most competition pilots + 5

percent full-scale error and non-linearity are acceptable

limits. In a series of tests it was found that most new in-

struments perform within these limits. Full-scale errors and

non-linearities exceeding these limits may develop during

the life of an instrument.
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In each test of the series each variometer system was
tested at five indicated values of climb, from zero altitude
to 10,000 ft altitude. The same procedure was used for five
indicated values of sink. Altitude was recorded every minute
using a stopwatch. Three types of variometers were tested:

i. Enclosed can rate-of-climb; Type A

2. Mechanical variometer with external 1 pint bottle;
Type B (Two instruments were tested)

3. Electric double-range variometer; Type C

The calibration plots are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.

Instrument A has a logarithmic scale to + 2000 ft/min.
The results are plotted in the form of indicated climb/sink
against real climb/sink in Figure 2. Full-scale error is of
the order of 5%

[ (Indicated climb/sink ) ]error = Actual climb/sin_- 1 x 100%

for both climb and sink. No zero error is recorded as the
zero indication is adjustable. Non-linearity of the response
is small.

Instrument B1 is a new instrument designed to operate
with a 0.47 liter bottle. The calibration plot in Figure 3
shows that scale error, zero error and linearity are all
better than + 5%.

Instrument B2 was an instrument of the same type as in-
strument B1 with several years of use. Inspection of the
calibration plot in Figure 4 shows surprisingly large errors;
100% overindication at full scale climb, underindication at
400 ft/min sink and overindication at full scale sink.

Similar but not as severe errors have been found on an-
other instrument of the same type. The cause of the errors
in these cases are suspected to be mechanical distortion of
the mechanism. The reason for this assumption comes from the
number of inflexion points in the calibration plot.

In both instruments where such errors occurred the in-
strument panels were mounted rigidly in the sailplane, and
the owner of instrument B2 believed that a change in the
instrument may have occurred during an extensive trailer
trip. This leads to the assumption that the instrument may
be shock sensitive.

Instrument C was a dual range (xl, x3,) electric vario-
meter. Unlike instruments of type A and B this system shows
a pronounced non-linearity in the calibration plot as shown
in Figure 5. The calibration is shown not as a line but as
a band. The width of the band covers indication differences
between 0 and 10,000 ft. The zero indication is adjustable
so no zero error exists. The amplification between ranges
is fixed.
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Response time check
!

For instruments with slow response times, such as in-

strument A, the time delay for registering sudden changes in

climb or sink cal be obtained using the vacuum chamber.

Most of the time delay effect is not caused by the

mechanics of the instruments, but rather by the air condi-

tions (temperature, humidity) in the bottle at the time of

the sudden change in climb and sink. For completeness, the

thermodynamic problem will be discussed first.

First assume a system with a flow-through variometer and

a thermos flask storage bottle. During evacuation of the

system (climb) air flows from the bottle while the air re-

maining in the bottle expands. Over short periods of time

the heat exchanged between the air and the walls of the flask

is negligible, so the expansion is adiabatic, (no change in

heat content, but a change in temperature). As the air cools

the pressure in the flask will drop and less air will leave

the bottle than would leave if the air remained at constant

temperature for the same altitude change.

If the evacuation is suddely stopped, the flask walls

are still at the original temperature and the air is at a

new lower temperature. Over a time interval of minutes, the

flask walls will reheat the air in the bottle. Consequently

the air will continue to expand and the variometer will indi-

cate further climb. Almost the r_verse will happen under
sink conditions.

Addition of a copper heat exchanger to the flask (e.g.

three "Chore-Girl" copper wool balls) helps cure this problem.

Although this cure has been proposed several times in the

literature, there are still many pilots who do not understand

the value of this addition to their systems. With the heat

exchanger added, more of the air is in contact with material

remaining at the original temperature and the expansion of

the air during evacuation Will be almost isothermal (no

change in temperature, but a change in heat content of the

air).

Ideally, the air in the static or venturi side of the

variometer should also be brought to a constant temperature

before it is passed into the bottle during sink. For test-

ing purposes a heat exchanger and an air-drier has been

developed which consists basically of a small metal can

f_lled with a mixture of copper wool and silica gel. The

addition of the dessicant was made when several m! of con-

densed water were found in a bottle system without a heat

exchanger. In humid climates the bottle _ acts as a condenser

of water vapor during evacuation to 3000 ft. This condensa-

tion can cause damage to the variometer system.

After the drier and the heat exchangers had been instal-

led the response time check of the variometer could be carried

out. For instruments of Type A, the enclosed-can rate-of-
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climb instrument, the air storage could not be equipped with
heat exchanger material.

Figure 6 shows a plot of the reponse of a variometer
system with heat exchanger and without hea£ exchanger. During
evacuation the instrument without heat exchanger will indicate
less climb than the instrument with heat exchanger. The error
over the total evacuation time is the cross-hatched area A.
This area represents a volume of air which, because of the
drop in temperature, was not removed from the flask. After
the evacuation is suddenly stopped this air will continue to
drain from the flask, the temperature rises causing an error
shown as the cross-hatched area B. Area B is equal to area
A after equilibrium is re-established.

In order to obtain repeatable Response Time Curves,

area A has to be kept constant. The response time check was

therefore standardized to evacuation at 500 fpm for six

minutes. At that time vacuum line A was suddenly clamped and

readings of indicated climb were taken at one second inter-

vals. Characteristic results are represented in the form

shown in Figure 6. For instruments with short delay times,

the instrument and the stopwatch can be filmed and later

analyzed. For electric instruments the output can be record-

ed on a strip chart recorder.

Temperature sensitivity test

Several types of rate of climb indicators are being used

in conjuction with total energy venturis. Such indicators

show significant zero errors when subjected to a change in

temperature. Also, lightweight plastic bottles have been used

instead of thermos bottles in recent tides.

Neither type of system will show an error when operated

at constant temperature. Figure 7 shows an output trace for

a rate of climb indicator subjected to a temperature shock

of + 40OF in still air. An indicated climb error which lasts

several minutes and has a peak at about one minute is evident.

Another system consisting of a variometer of type B and

two lightweight bottles, showed an error exceeding 400 ft/min

after 2 minutes when subjected to the + 40°F temperature

shock.

The time at which the maximum error occurslis a constant

for the system; the maximum reading is proportional to the

temperature shock. The error indication for this problem can

be expressed as ft/min -OF at a given time. For the second

system this represents i0 ft/min -OF at 2 minutes.

The cure for excessive temperature sensitivity is in-

sulation. Both systems were insulated with half-inch foam

rubber and an aluminum foil wrap. The error was reduced by

a factor of ten to i.i ft/min -OF at 30 minutes. For most
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thermos flask systems the temperature sensitivity was less

than 1 ft/min -OF, but even this could be improved by insu-

lating the instrument case.

The tests were carried out by coldsoaking the instru-

ments for five hours in a refrigerator and then placing them

at room temperature while taking readings.

Total energy compensation

Enough has been written in the literature about total

energy compensation with membrane compensators. Total energy

venturi compensation is superior to membrane compensation in

performance, even though it may cause some drag.

In separate tests the author has calibrated a series of

commercially available venturis and found that some of these

show errors of the order of + 10%.

When connected to the static port of an airspeed indi-

cator with the pitot port open to static pressure, the venturi

should read airspeed. For the tests an automobile speedometer

was calibrated for speeds up to 60 mph. An airspeed indicator

was calibrated according to the chart by Senn [3]. A total-

energy venturi was mounted on the car antenna and connected

to the static port of the airspeed indicator. The pitot port

was connected to a static line. During several driving tests

on windstill nights, indicated airspeed was compared to

groundspeed and an average taken over several runs. In all

cases over-indication or under-undication agreed with the

pilot's claim that his instruments were over or under compen-

sated.

Because the configuration of this venturi is fixed, it

cannot be adjusted. Figure 8 shows the configuration of a

home-made venturi, copied approximately from a commercially

available model. A threaded set-screw at the top is used in-

stead of a fixed-size plug. By varying the gap inside the

venturi, the airspeed indication can be varied over a wide

range. The indication error could be reduced to almost zero

over the test range from zero to 60 mph. When the adjustment

was finished, the threads were silver soldered and the screw

was ground flush with the outside wall. Installed behind the

canopy of a 1-26D, 5 inches above the fuselage, compensation

was found to be excellent between stall speed and 90 mph.

Conclusions

This study has shown that variometers can have several

types of indication errors. Some of the causes such as leak-

age, lack of insulation, and lack of heat exchangers occur
in the installation and not in the basic instrument. Hence

the best instruments may show errors if the system is not in-
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stalled with some understanding of the problems examined here.

Some of the causes of error such as non-linearity may develop

during the life of the instrument and may be caused by shock

loading.

The instrumentation and methods described are suitable

for calibration and performance checking of variometer sys-

tems. The checks can be carried out without removing the in-

struments from the sailplane.
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Session Chairman's

Opening Address

THE STATE OF THE ART, STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

by

Bernard Paiewonsky

Editor,

Technical Soaring

Summary

The talk included discussions of:

-design objectives

•material properties and a comparison of structural

efficiencies for steel, aluminum, composites and
wood

•calculations of critical flutter speeds and

determination of normal modes

•stiffness measurements

•fatigue - minimum detectable crack and minimum

size imperfection that will lead to failure.

Sailplane fuselage mass is small and the whole sailplane

(wing plus fuselage plus tail) must be treated as a deformable

body.
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EXTRUDED LIGHT ALLOY AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

by

Piero Morelli

Istituto di Costruzioni Aeronautiche
Politecnico di Torino

Italy

Introduction

Extruded light alloy structural elements are widely used

in aircraft metal structures (spar flanges, stringers, etc.).

Consideration is given here, however, to the possibility of

realizing completely extruded structures as a replacement

for conventional metal structures (a combination of assembled

stringers, panels, and ribs or frames). The main practical

advantages of this solution are the following:

1. Reduction of man hours required for construction,
once the extruded element or elements are available.

2. Reduction of costs in the case of series production.

The cost of the expensive extrusion dies, in this case,

can be distributed over a high number of pieces.

3. Accuracy in the reproduction of particular section

shapes. This advantage is particularly appreciable

when complex section shapes are required, or when

the correct profile realization is important, in

relation, for instance, to the aerodynamic behavior

of a wing or tail (laminar flow airfoils; slotted

control surfaces or flaps).

Extruded structures are subject to the following prac-

tical limitations, however:

i. The maximum dimension and net area of the profile

section are limited by the power of the available

extrusion pressing machines. The maximum capacity of

the biggest pressing machine now existing in Italy,

for instance, is 5000 tons. For such a machine the

maximum practicable net section area is 5000 mm 2 for

dural; the maximum workable linear dimension of the

section is 350 mm. In other countries (U.S.A.,

U.S.S.R.) much bigger machines exist (up to 25000

tons), with proportionally improved possibilities.

2. Extruded structures typically have constant geomet-

rical and structural sections. Through suitable

mechanical and chemical operations, however, it is

possible to achieve a certain degree of cross section

variation along the structural axis. Either the
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over-all linear dimensions of the section, or the
dimensions of its elements (wall thickness, for in-
stance) can be tapered, to a certain extent.

3. A minimum value of the wall thickness is imposed by
the technological process of extrusion. As a conse-
quence, in the case of small-size sections, such a
thickness is excessive in relation to the strength

and weight/strength ratio required. A subsequent

operation of thickness reduction is necessary in

such cases. For this, chemical milling is a partic-

ularly interesting process.

Notwithstanding these limitations, a wide field of ap-

plications seems to be possible for extruded structures, for

powered aircraft as well as for gliders. For gliders, in

particular, because of their dimensions and their high wing

and tail aspect ratios, the adoption of extruded structures

seems to be particularly interesting.

The M-300 sailplane

Some extruded structures have been introduced in the

design of a high performance standard class sailplane: the

M-300, designed by Alberto Morelli.

Two M-300 prototypes have been built so far by the

Centro di Volo a Vela del Politecnico di Torino, CVT. The

first of them made her maiden flight in April, 1969. Both

have been flown for several hundred hours and have taken part

in national and international competitions. An early photo

of the first M-300 is shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 1 shows a

three-view drawing. The extruded parts are: i) the wing spar,

2) the ailerons, 3) the horizontal tail ("all moving" type).

Wing spar: Two-thirds of the wing span is at constant chord.
The original intention was an extruded structure for the

whole rectangular part of the wing. This idea was abandoned

because of the high cost of the dies, the Italian extruding

machines being, moreover, inadequate and because a long time

would have been needed for experimentation and development.

The wing was thus realized as a composite structure,

the skin being made of special preformed thick plywood panels,

the ribs milled out of a wooden sandwich. The spar was de-

signed as an I-beam obtained from an extruded ERGAL 55 sec-

tion (approximately corresponding to 7075 AI-Zn alloy).

The spar section is shown in Fig. 3. Taper of the

flanges was achieved by a progressive reduction of their

width. The web thickness (3 mm) was excessive in relation to

the shear stresses, but necessary for a correct extruding

process. Weight was saved, however, by cutting circular holes

(60 mm diameter, 105 mm spacing) in the web.
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Ailerons: A slotted aileron was envisaged first, in corre-

spondence to the tapered outer parts of the wing. Its sec-

tion is shown in Fig. 4. It is a pure shell structure made

out of a tubular extruded profile. The material employed was

an AI-Si-Mg aluminum alloy (ANODAL UNI 3569 TA). The wall

thickness was originally 1.8 mm, in order to have a correct

extrusion process. The thickness was then reduced to 0.5-0.6

mm through uniform chemical milling of the exterior surface.

The bulky leading edge (Fig. 4) was so designed as to fulfil

mass-balance requirements.

The structure has no ribs at all except at its ends,

where two small ribs, made out of a thin steel plate, are

riveted to the skin and carry the two hinges and the control

lever (at the aileron inner end).

This type of structure is very light (2.3 kg per aileron)

and more than adequate as far as strength and stiffness under

the prescribed loading conditions are concerned. The most

interesting gain was, however, in the man hours required for

the construction: a very remarkable difference with respect

to any other conventional construction methods using wood,

glass/epoxy, or metal.

During test flights, however, these ailerons proved in-

adequate from the aerodynamic point of view. They were then

replaced by "plain" ailerons, of increased chord and span

(section shown in Fig. 5). The construction method was simi-

lar to the previous type, the structure being again based on

a tubular extruded profile. In this case, an intermediate

hinge was added. At the same span station the control lever

was located, as required by the increased aerodynamic hinge

moments, due to the total absence of aerodynamic balance.

Though a little more complicated than the previous solution,

the advantages of the construction method were largely main-

tained. The weight of the new aileron was 2.35 kg.

Although the ailerons are applied to the tapered outer

portions of the wing, their cross section is constant along

the span. This required a slight modification of the wing

profiles in the tapered outer part. How much this modifica-

tion affects the aerodynamic airfoil behavior, we are not

able to say.

Tailplane: The all-flying tailplane was given a rectangular

planform for the purpose of employing extruded profiles for

its structure. The high aspect ratio (A = ll) was adopted

for aerodynamic reasons, the required stability and elevator

power being thus achieved with a smaller surface.

Fig. 6 shows the tailplane cross section. The airfoil

was designed:

1. for an optimum negative angle of attack;
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2. for laminar flow within a given range of incidence;
and

3. for a fixed value of the pitching moment coefficient

in relation to the desired stick force vs. airspeed

characteristics.

The structure consists of two aluminum alloy tubular

extruded profiles, joined together by rivets along the span.

As in the case of ailerons, the original skin thickness was

higher than required (2 mm). This value was reduced to

0.8 - 1.0 mm by chemical milling.

were:
The only additions necessary to complete the tailplane

i. A T steel tube fitting for the tailplane/fin attach-

ment. This was connected through hinges to the web

of the front extruded profile. A cutout (60 x 300 mm)

was therefore necessary on the lower skin of the

front profile.

2. A faired tip at each tailplane end. These were made

of vacuum moulded ABS and directly riveted to the
skin.

3. A simple fitting for the control rod connection at

the trailing edge of the root section.

The same advantages as claimed for the ailerons were

obtained. The reduction of man hours was even more striking,

if compared with conventional construction methods. Moreover,

less skilled labor is required, as the handwork is practi-

cally limited to assembling of already shaped parts.

The load carrying capability and stiffness, as deter-

mined through static tests, were far in excess of specified

limits. The weight of the tailplane structure, not including

the tailplane/fin connection fitting and the tips, was 4.4

kg, corresponding to 6.3 kg/m 2.

Static structural tests

The extruded structures described above were subjected

to an extensive static test program. Bending and torsion,

which, of course, occur together in the real loading cases

of a tailplane, have been studied separately.

In order to give an idea of our test procedures and the

results obtained, some peculiarities of the tailplane bending

test are illustrated here. The structure was loaded by a

simulated span lift distribution, through a single mechanical

jack and a system of chain links. The load was distributed

along the elastic axis, which was very close to the tail-

plane aerodynamic center (and hinge) axis.
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At increasing load levels, measurements were taken of
the vertical displacements at 9 spanwise stations (using 19
mechanical dial extensometers: 2 each at 8 stations, 3 at
the center section station) (Fig. 8). Fig. 9 shows the de-
flection curves at loads of 100, 200, 240, 300, 350, 400 kg
(240 kg is the design ultimate load of the tailplane). The
dotted lines relate to residual permanent deformations after
removal of the 300 and 400 kg loads.

In Fig. i0 each curve shows the vertical displacement
at a given station as a function of the load. It can be seen
that each curve shows a decreasing slope at low load level
followed by a wide quasi-linear portion and then again a
decreasing slope at high loads. The first variation is due
to progressive buckling of the various skin panels. The
linear portion is in the domain of elastic buckling, whereas
the last portion corresponds to the appearance of permanent
deformations due mainly to local instability.

400 kg was considered as the rupture load of the struc-
ture. The corresponding permanent residual displacement,
evaluated at the outer end of the structure was approximately
5%. It is important to note, however, that the permanent
deformation was mainly due to local instability effects at
the edge of the central cutout (Fig. ii).

Fig. 7 shows the structure under the 400 kg load.

The local deformation could be eliminated by an appro-

priate stiffening of the edge. This was not done, however,

as the design ultimate load of the tailplane was exceeded

by a considerable margin. Strain-gage measurements were also

made of local strains at 27 points located on the outer sur-

face of the skin and on the two webs. The purpose of these

measurements was the determination of buckling stresses of

various critical panels, the location of buckles, their

behavior at increasing loads and the amount of permanent

residual deformations. It would be too lengthy to report in

detail here the experimental results.

A typical diagram is shown in Fig. 12. It relates to

the critical panel at the lower rear surface of the tail-

plane. This panel is evidently overloaded in compression

because of the cutout existing in the corresponding front

lower panel.

The strain (_e) distribution is reported at different

loads (i00, 200, 300 and 400 kg) and after removal of the

corresponding load.

The buckling wave length is well in evidence. The

residual plastic deformation becomes important at the higher

load of 400 kg.

In Fig. 13 the buckling of the lower rear panel and of

the rear web is clearly visible (load: 200 kg).
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Conclusions

The application of the structural concept of extruded

structures to some parts of the M-300 glider demonstrates

the feasibility of this type of construction.

A wider field of application could be attempted: for

instance, the construction of a whole wing (or large part of

it) through the combination of extruded profiles, longitu-

dinally connected one to the other.

The most attractive advantages of this solution, as already

outlined in the introduction, are the reduction of labor

costs and the easily obtainable correct reproduction of

section profiles.

Structural taper of bending, shear and torsion resisting

material could be achieved through the addition of tapered

structural elements inside the extruded structures and con-

nected to it, and/or by varying the wall thickness of the

extruded profiles spanwise through chemical milling with

variable time of immersion.

Of course, buckling problems of panels under compression

and shear loads, in such a shell structure without ribs, are

delicate. They should be approached using careful location

of webs and stiffening flanges. Expansion of resins, as

stabilizing material, inside the structure cells might also

be worth investigating.

The cost of extrusion dies makes the process interesting,

from the economical point of view, only in the case of a

series production program.

It is interesting to note, moreover, that this type of

construction may be regarded as a possible way of reducing

to some extent the need for skilled artisan's work which is

typical of current construction methods, using either wood,

metal, or reinforced plastics as basic materials.
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CRACK-TOUGHENED EPOXIES FOR ROOM-TEMPERATURE

APPLICATIONS

by

K.J. Strack

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Introduction

Composite materials are favored for the construction of

sailplanes because of their great strength-to-weight ratio

and the ease with which they can be formed to aerodynamic

shapes. Nevertheless, certain weaknesses are inherent to such

materials; one notable one in the case of glass-reinforced

plastics (GRP) being the development of microcracks in the

matrix. The cause has been established as the "strain-expansion"

(dehnungs-vergrosserung) which exists in the matrix between

the glass fibers oriented at 90 degrees to the direction of

loading [i]. Because of the differences in modulus between the

glass fibers and the resin, strains in the matrix may be 15

to 30 times that of the composite as a whole [2]. As a result

a GRP composite subjected to a tensile load experiences micro-

cracking in the direction perpendicular to the load along the
fibers. This accounts for the well-known "knee" in the stress-

strain diagram for a glass composite having fibers in the

direction perpendicular to the tensile load. The "knee"

coincides with the strain at which the onset of microcracking

may be observed.

Ways of avoiding microcracking have been suggested. The

simplest is one offered by Puck [3], dimensioning the structure

large enough so that the "knee" strain is not exceeded under

the specified service load. This amounts to reducing the
maximum allowable stress in the structure to a value far below

the actual ultimate tensile strength, thus the superior ten-

sile strength of a glass-fiber laminate when compared to other

typical aircraft materials may be illusionary. It may be noted

that even if the strain is limited as above, microcracking

will still take place after a few thousand cycles of fatigue

[4], which would be a small percentage of the fatigue life.

A second method consists of spacing the fibers uniform-

ly, since the microcracking starts more readily in areas where

the fibers are most closely packed together [5]. In practice,

this method seems virtually unattainable, at least in a hand-

layup.

The third method is the one discussed here, that of

toughening the matrix against crack propagation by altering
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its chemical composition. Polymers may be toughened in various
ways, one being the dispersion of a rubber polymer in the
glassy matrix. This method has been used quite successfully
in thermoplastics like ABS and rubber-reinforced pQlystyrene,
for which fracture surface energies of 108 ergs/cm2 have been
reported [6]° The two-phase structure resulting from the
rubber additions can be obtained without a great decrease in
heat-distortion temperature or modulus, as is ordinarily the
case with plasticization. The need for sufficiently high heat-
distortion temperature in aircraft construction is self-evi-
dent; the influence of matrix modulus on laminate compressive
strength has been found to be quite pronounced [7,8].

Two phase epoxies

The first actual use of a rubber copolymer to toughen an

epoxy was reported in 1968; Ref. 9 describes the pioneering

work of MacGarry in the field. It was found that by adding

i0 pph of a carboxyl-terminated butadiene/acrylonitrile copo-

lymer, CTBN, to Epon 828, a standard bis-A epoxy, and curing

it with 6 pph of DMP-30 (2, 4, 6-tridimethylaminoethylphenol)

at 250°F, the surface fracture energy was tripled, and further

that if laminates were made with 181 style glass fabric and

subjected to a tensile fatigue test, those made with the

rubber-modified epoxy showed no microcracking, while those

made with the unmodified resin showed appreciable cracking, as

shown in Figure i. Later work at B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company
showed that the addition of CTBN caused a 4 to 7-fold reduction

in the crack density of composites in flexural fatigue after

I0 million cycles.

Many factors influence the amount of toughening to be

expected from CTBN additions [i0,ii], and unless the proper

microstructure of the cured product is obtained, the modifi-

cation of the basic epoxy may only degrade the physical prop-

erties [12]. A necessary but insufficient condition for tough-

ening is that small (2,000 _ to 30,000 _) rubbery particles

precipitate during the cure. The reaction chemistry involved

has been discussed briefly by Drake, Siebert, and Rowe [i0].

In addition to the cross-linking of the epoxy, the epoxy-rubber

reaction should also be catalyzed. This can be done by using

tertiary amines, either alone or in combination with other

types of curing agents. Furthermore the epoxy-rubber esterifi-

cation reaction does not proceed rapidly at room temperature.

Formulations published to date have all required the applica-

tion of elevated temperatures to promote this reaction. This

has made it difficult to use these formulations in a large

layup.

Room-temperature systems

Since the epoxy-rubber reaction requires heat, but the

cross-linking of the epoxy can be accomplished at room temper-
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ature, it was hoped that the two reactions could be carried

out separately, and that the resulting system might still be

toughened. Fortunately, this turned out to be the case. Atten-

tion was first directed at selecting a room-temperature, low-

viscosity laminating resin showing high tensile strength and

elongation since these properties were also expected to extend

the cgmposite fatigue life. The system chosen was Araldite

6005, _ a standard bis-A epoxy resin, Araldite RD-4, a cyclo-

aliphatic epoxy, and triethylenetetramine (TETA), in the pro-

portion 84:16:19. In addition to the excellent physical prop-

erties for this system, a heat-distortion temperature of

I02°C is listed by the manufacturer, as opposed to a value of

around 80°C, the value normally expected of low-viscosity

laminating resins.

The surface fracture energy for this system was measured

and found to be approximately 7.5 x 104 ergs/cm2; the cure

cycle was 12 hours at room temperature plus 12 hours at 50°C.

This fracture value is less than the base value MacGarry found

for the DMP-30 cured system (¥ = 4 x 105 ergs/cm2). Thus micro-

cracking would be expected to be more severe for a TETA-based

system than one cured with DMP-30, although the cure schedule

were not the same. To toughen the system, CTBN 2 was mixed with

Araldite 6005 in the proportion 3:1, CTBN/6005, and cooked for

3 hours at 150°C. The mixture was then allowed to cool to room

temperature, and more 6005 and RD-4 were mixed in, and finally

TETA was added to cure the system, which was cast for testing.

The final recipe was 6005/RD-4/TETA/CTBN - 84:16:17:10. The

TETA concentration was reduced slightly from stoichiometric

(19pph) because published data with heat-cured systems, using

Shell Agent-D (which gives higher fracture values than DMP-30

systems) used subnormal concentrations of that curing agent.

The specimen blank was cut to shape and cleaved, following

the technique described in reference 13; fracture work was

approximately 8 x 105 ergs/cm 2, an order of magnitude higher

than the value for the straight resin. Thus the method of pre-

reacting the CTBN was found to successfully toughen the resin,

although the fracture value was still short of that for heat

cured systems.

The next step was to measure the tensile strength of the

toughened resin. Here the performance was disappointing. The

addition of i0 pph of CTBN dropped the tensile strength from

8.25 kg/mm 2 to 5.32 kg/mm 2, a decrease of 36%. Heat-cured

systems normally showed decreases of only 5 to 15%, and a

published cycloaliphatic system actually gained 60% in tensile

strength [12]; these data seemed to indicate that higher ten-

sile performance than achieved could still be reasonably ex-

pected. The elongation with and without rubber was about 3%,

although CIBA data shows 10% for the unmodified system when

post-cured 8 hours at 100°C.

iCiba-Geigy Corporation

2Hycar CTBN, B.F. Goodrich Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Attention was turned to other curing agents to replace
TETA. DMP-30 can be used to obtain room-temperature cures as
well as heat cures, so on the basis of its success in tough-
ening at elevated temperatures, it was tried, using the same
approach as had been used with TETA. The fracture results were
not only inferior to those found when heat curing it, but were
actually lower than the TETA values.

A cycloaliphatic amine, aminoethylpiperazine (AEP) was
next considered. Several advantages were expected: its Izod
impact value was listed as 2-3 times that of TETA, thus it
would give naturally tougher cures than TETA. Also it produces
sweat-out free castings, which most aliphatic amine systems,
like TETA, do not. Other physical properties are very similar
to those obtained with TETA. A fracture test of EPON 828 and
AEP (100:22), post cured 12 hours at 50°C gave y of 105 ergs/
cm2[ This is 3-4 times the value found for 828-TETA, but
still not considered especially high; however AEP's high Izod
impact values are obtained only if post cures at i00°C are
carried out for at least two hours [14] so the moderate value

of fracture work is not surprising. AEP can be used in less
than stoichiometric proportions and indeed the experimentally
determined optimal mix ratio of 21 pph (based on tensile
strength) is less than the calculated ratio, referring now to
the 6005-RD-4 blend. The addition of 3 pph Methylon 75108, 3
based on total epoxy weight, is not thought to have signifi-
cantly affected this result; the Methylon was included in the
mix because AEP alone does not provide full RT cures in thin
sections.

The first attempt at toughening the AEP system consisted
of mixing a 3:1:0.05 batch of CTBN, 6005, and tributyl amine
(TBA). The TBA was added to promote the desired epoxy-rubber
reaction. This mix was heated to 175°C and then allowed to
cool to room temperature. The remaining components were then
stirred in; the complete composition was 6005/RD-4/AEP/7_I08/
CTBN/TBA - 84:16:25:3:10:0.16. Fracture work _as 17 x 10_ ergs/
cmz, but tensile strength was only 4.47 kg/mm . The fracture
work was at a value equal to that of good heat cured systems,
but tensile strength was still inferior, although tensile elon-
gation was roughly doubled. Next the AEP concentration was
varied. From Table I it may be seen that the tensile values
were independent of AEP concentration in the range tested.

Table I

A B C D
AEP, pph 25 23 21 19
Tensile strength, kg/mm2 4.47 4.50 4.42 4.40
Elongation at break, %. 5.5 4.8 - -

Lowering the CTBN level to 5 pph, and using AEP at 21
pph raised the tensile value to 5.57 kg/mm2, while elongation
rose to 6.5%.Putting all the 6005 into the premix with the CTBN

3phenolic resin, General Electric Co. Plastics Dept.
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instead of mixing at 3:1 as had been done previously, leaving
out the TBA, and cooking the premix for 1 hour at 175°C brought
the tensile strength up to 6.08 kg/mm2, a value equal to that
of a typical heat cured system. Varying the AEP concentration
with the rubber at 5 pph now, and omitting the 75108 gave
these results:

Table II

A B C D
AEP, pph 19 17 15 13
Tensile strength, kg/mm2 5.87 6.07 6.57 6.42
Elongation at break, % 2.6 3.2 3.8 3.6

Comparing these data with the previous data, two obser-

vations may be made. As was the case with i0 pph CTBN, tensile

strength is relatively insensitive to the amount of amine in

the system, although the variation is stronger at 5 pph (and

much stronger with no CTBN). Furthermore the use of Methylon

75108 has a very beneficial effect, since elongation with it

was 6.5% and without it around 3%, at least with 19 to 21 pph

AEP. Testing the 15 pph system with 3 pph Methylon resin

raised the tensile strength to 7.17 kg/mmZ; again the Methylon

is seen to be beneficial. Doubling the Methylon level to

6 pph had no appreciable effect on the tensile value; elonga-

tion with 3 pph Methylon was 3.8%.

Figures 2 and 3 show the variation of fracture work and

tensile strength of the 21 pph AEP system with CTBN content.

The best balance of properties is obtained with about 5%

rubber. 10 pph seems to overload the system.

Additional tests

In the course of the testing the importance of using

Methylon resin together with the CTBN eventually became

apparent. An additional variation of the cure cycle was there-

fore tried: This consisted of including the Methylon in the

preheated mix instead of adding it with the AEP for the actual

cure of the epoxy. Figure 4 shows the results, now in terms

of the stress-strain diagram for the material. There is no

decrease in tensile strength, and elongation goes from 3 to

7.6%. Actually the test values for the unmodified resin varied

from 5.83 to 8.05 kg/mm2; this is an unusual amount of variance

but is attributed to the flaw sensitivity of the untoughened

system. Normally test scatter for straight resins was around

10% and about 4% for toughened resins. From the figure the

increase in ductility is obvious. The onset of stress-whitening

is easily observable on the toughened test specimen at abou_
3.5% strain. Fracture work was found to be 15 x 105 ergs/cm _.

Summarizing the mixing procedure: Mix together the fol-

lowing and cook for one hour at 175°C with stirring:
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Hycar CTBN 5 parts
Ciba 6005 84 parts
Methylon 75103 3 parts

Cool to room temperature and stir in 16 parts Ciba RD-4 (the
RD-4 was considered to be too volatile to include in the
heated mix). To cure, add 21 parts AEP. Post cure 12 hours
at 50°C.

The above procedure gives good toughness with good tensile
strength, and it is strongly suspected that the procedure will
also toughen systems using a variety of aliphatic and cyclo-
aliphatic amine curing agents and epoxies with negligible loss
in tensile strength. Single tests with TETA and methane
diamine indicated this to be the case, although AEP gives the
best toughness and elongation.

Final remarks

Published data by resin manufacturers, as well as by

independent laboratories, indicate that the toughness of un-

modified, aliphatic amine cured epoxies, is very slow in

coming (weeks), even though they gel in a matter of hours,

thus it is expected that the systems described herein may well

require the 50°C post-cure to obtain the toughness in a reason-

able period of time. This is not considered a disadvantage,

comparatively, since aircraft manufacturers have found it

necessary to use a post-cure with unmodified resins, both for

the reason mentioned above, and to increase the heat distortion

temperature.

Another factor deserving consideration is the strong de-

pendence of surface fracture energy on temperature. Data ob-

tained with a heat-cured system [5] indicate that at a temper-

ature of 0°C, y is about one third of its room temperature

(20°C) value. At temperatures above 20°C, the slope of the

curve is even greater. Since white painted surfaces may ex-

perience a 12°C rise in temperature above the air temperature

because of solar heating [15], and the air itself can be as

high as 38°C on a hot summer day, the fracture values on sunny

days would be expected to far exceed those reported in these

tests; on the other hand, on wintry days the values would be

much less. Fracture energy of unmodified resins does not vary

much with temperature in the -40°C to +30°C range.
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COMPOSITE SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION

by

Stephen T. Bowen

Fiberfil Division,

Dart Industries

Evansville, Indiana

Introduction

Consideration of fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) aircraft

structures requires an understanding of the properties of

composite structures. Properties of composite materials are

a function of three major factors:

resin

reinforcement

fabrication technique

This paper reviews recent progress in the areas of resin, re-

inforcement and fabrication. Several new developments may

provide improved composite structure for aircraft applica-

tions.

Resin

The two major resins used for FRP structures are poly-

ester and epoxy. These resins are similar in many ways. Both

are available as low molecular weight, liquid solutions that

are easy and convenient to process for a short period of

time, after which the resins begin to harden into a rigid,

solid condition. Resins, such as polyester and epoxies, which

chemically crosslink under specific conditions to form irre-

versible solid material are called thermosets. The pot life,

or working time, for a thermoset resin is a function of the

type and concentration of the catalyst or hardner. Pot life

can vary from several minutes to several weeks.

Important considerations in resin selection are cost,

physical properties, safety (some contain flammable solvents

or cause dermititis), ease of fabrication, and convenience.

Polyesters

Polyester laminating resins are solutions of alkyd

polymers in reactive monomers. Typical alkyds are solid
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polymers with molecular weight 2000 to 3500. When disolved
in a low viscosity, low molecular weight, reactive monomer,
a syrupy solution results. Commonly used monomers are styrene
and vinyl toluene. Monomer concentration may vary from 25%
to 50% by weight, with higher monomer levels contributing
to lower viscosity in the resultant solution. The addition
of a peroxide catalyst to a liquid polyester chemically acti-
vates the resin to molecularly crosslink the system into a
hard, solid product. The time between catalyst addition and
resin hardening is called pot life or working time. Final
cured resin properties are determined by the composition and
molecular weight of the original alkyd, the concentration and
type of monomer, and to a lesser extent by the peroxide cata-
lyst.

The advantages of polyester laminating resins are low
cost, low viscosity, good strength and rapid cure at low tem-
peratures. The primary disadvantages are high shrinkage during
cure, monomer loss during cure, (which can result in prop-
erty variation), fire hazard, and stickness or mess, (worse
than epoxy), in hand lay-up operations.

Epoxies

Epoxy resins are presently used for all FRP sailplane
construction. Epoxies can react through a variety of chemical
mechanisms. The type of hardener or coreactant used with the
epoxy resin has a definite effect on the properties of the
cured system. A given epoxy resin can be cured by many dif-
ferent curing agents. Therefore, the specification of an
epoxy resin normally includes the specification of the type
and the concentration of hardener. Table 1 illustrates the
effect of different curing agents on the mechanical proper-
ties of a general-purpose bisphenol-A epoxy resin.

The economic requirements of sailplane manufacture ex-
clude the use of the higher performance, (higher mechanical
properties), epoxy systems. The economics of reference are
the costs of heated, matched metal dies versus had lay-up in
a master mold. Limited production of a single design has
restricted, and probably always will limit, the method of
fabrication to room-temperature cured, hand lay-up techniques.

The most widely-used epoxy systems for hand lay-up are
based on diglycidol ether of bisphenol. The term epoxy is
often used indiscriminately for DGEBAbased epoxies, although
the term epoxy applies equally well to other epoxies that
are not derived from bisphenol A. In sailplane construction
DGEBA epoxy resins have been used on most European and sev-
eral U.S. produced FRP sailplanes.

In addition to the selection of epoxy resin and hardener
the system is often further modified by the addition of
diluents. The addition of a diluent may result in a specific
change in viscosity to improve processing or fabrication.
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Table i.

DGBEBA with various hardeners

H_,rdener Type"
General
SL_ec.iflc

%'yp:cal Usa,.[e, phr
Pot Life, ;:;in.

Vi._oosity, cps. 77P

Proper%ies

Tensile Str. psi
Fle×ural Str. psi
_'en sil e E] on g_.t ion, _/_

Heat Distortion, C

Cu_-e Schec]ule

;_odified

A_alne Polyolr:ine
T L_TA Ar,n].dit e 9!;6
10-12 20-25 "---
20--25
25OO

9000
18OOO

3.8
66

35

2500

I0,500. "
17,500

i00

RoT. gel
4-2 hrs C@ 100C

_;nido

Amine

hraldite 955
35

35
6400

8500

16000
2.5

59

14 days R.T.

ARALDITE TM manufactured by CIBA PRODUCTS COMPANY

Table 2.

Properties - Fiberous reinforcement

FIBER

Ny ]on
Carbon
Glass "E"

AIuminum
Glass "S"

Ar or:'.atie PolyiT,%ide
Steel

Graphite I{S
P_oron

Gr_iphite }II,I

b'ODULUS o_ ]:F,ASTYCYTY
psi x i0 °'

0.4 1
6 Ii

10.5 Ii
10.6 11
1.2.5 14
1.0.0 35

30 ii
40 60

60 65
70 97

spec. 7c_aq---
Sp. Gr.

I.i
1.5

2.5

2.7
2.5
1.5
7.8

1.8
2.6

2.0

Tensile S_r.
psi × ]0"
i00

450

9O
7OO
35O
6OO

4OO

45O
325

Table 3.

Physical properties of whiskers*

_[PE DE_,TSI_,"f T I".hlSILE STy. D:ODULUS
gm/cJ,__. psi x 10 p-_i x 306

A] x,.m!nu_n Oxide

•AI MIKi}I%I_J_I:[i%r i de

Beryllium O×ide
Boron C_rbide

Grapllite
_;_g;',e,_;ixlm Oxide
Silicon C'.arbide
Silicon Nitride

3.9

3,3
1.8

2.5

2.0
3.6

3.2
3.2

2-4
2-3

2-2.5
1

3.

3.5
1-5
1

100-350

50
i00

65

142
45

70
55

SP. STR.
in x 106

!4-28
13-21

31.-43

II
37

27
26-44

4-13

*Data published by THERMOKENETIC FIBERS, INC.
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Catalysts can also be added to accelerate curing a low tem-

perature. The addition of silanes may improve the bond to

fibrous reinforcements.

General

Polyesters and epoxies meet the basic requirements for

a matrix for structural composites. They are economical,

available as liquids, cure to a rigid, solid condition, hard-

en at room temperature, exhibit good aging characteristics,

and they are ideal for hand lay-up fabrication of FRP struc-

tures. However, neither polyester nor epoxy resins are very

useful in the cured state unless they are filled or reinforced.

Reinforcement of these resins provides the strength required

for load bearing, structural applications.

Reiforcements

Glass fiber is the most common reinforcement for FRP

structures. Fibers such as graphite, boron, aromatic polyamide,

polyamide, beryllium, and micro fibers (whiskers), may also

be useful. The properties of these reinforcements are listed
in Table 2. The dominant factor in fiber selection is cost.

Glass fibers cost approximately $.33/ib, the cost of graphite

varies from $40.00 to $180.00/ib, while most other high-

modulus reinforcements cost over $100.00/Ib.

The economics of glass fiber production and the excel-

lent properties of glass fiber at ambient and elevated tem-

perature make it an ideal reinforcing material for composites.

Furthermore, glass fiber is available in many forms - roving,

chopped strand, woven fabric, woven roving, and chopped

strand mat. The selection of the proper glass fiber for a

specific application should include consideration of the

fiber bundle size, the filament size (diameter), and the type

of binder and silane on the glass fiber. The specific aspects

of glass fiber selection are throughly discussed in the paper

presented at this conference by Elson.

Boron and graphite

Boron and graphite fibers were acclaimed in the 1960's

as the fibers of the future. Enormous military expenditures

stimulated by the needs of the U.S. space program, resulted

in the development of laboratory production of boron and

graphite filaments. The initial research data indicated that

both graphite and boron could be performance/cost competitive

with glass fiber. Costs for these high modulus fibers were

projected to be $i0.00 - $15.00 per ib when full commercial-

ization was achieved. In the mid 1960's the need for a com-
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mercial high modulus fiber was increasing and the research
funding was not, so the decision was made to stop funding
both boron and graphite development programs on an equal
basis and, alternatively, fund the project with the greatest
chance for the quickest commercialization, while the other
fiber program would be funded at a lower level as a back-up
project. The choice at that time was to push boron into com-
mercialization as rapidly as possible and to carry on the
graphite fiber work at a lower priority.

The production of boron fiber is based on a technique
of electro-deposition of boron on a tungsten filament. The
high cost of the tungsten filament excludes low cost boron
filament production using this technique. Although methods
of manufacturing substrateless boron filament have been pro-
posed, none are known to be commercial. The speculation that
an economical manufacturing technique for boron filament
would be developed has proven erroneous to date. In the mean-
time great strides have been made in the commercialization
of a variety of graphite fibers.

Graphite fibers are produced by the pyrolysis of rayon
fiber, or polyacrylonitrile. Other techniques claim the
direct conversion of coal tar pitch to graphite fiber under
high temperature conditions. Graphite fibers are available
from several major suppliers in the U.S., England, and Japan.

Initial work to develop high modulus (760 x ]06 psi) graphite

fibers has succeeded, but such high modulus fibers tend to

have lower tensile strength and poorer handling properties

than medium modulus fibers (30-50 x 106 psi). The present

emphasis is to produce a medium modulus with high tensile

strength. The medium modulus fibers are also more economical

to produce, requiring less heating at elevated temperature.

Graphite fibers of 40-50 x 106 psi modulus are presently

available in continuous strand and tow for $40 - $50/Ib.

The handling properties of boron and graphite yarns

differ considerably. Boron filament is very stiff and sharp;

the filament diameter is approximately.4 mm. The graphite

fiber is only 8 microns in diameter. This small fiber is

much too delicate to handle alone; graphite filaments are

therefore grouped into bundles to form a roving or yarn. The

yarn is handled in much the same manner as glass roving.

Boron filaments do not ordinarily have a surface treatment

or coating. Graphite yarns often have a PVA coating to help

retain yarn integrity during handling. When a PVA coating is

present on the graphite, it should be removed prior to im-

pregnation.

Polyamide

Although many millions of dollars have been spent by

industry and government on high temperature organic fibers

very few have reached commercialization. DuPont's Nomex fiber
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has been commercial for nearly a decade, but it is not wide-

ly used as a fibrous reinforcement for composites. A newer

DuPont fiber PRD-49, an aromatic polyamide, is finding good

acceptance as a reinforcing fiber. Many other high temperature

resistant, high modulus fibers that have been developed, or

proposed are simply too costly in small volumes to produce.

Whiskers

The concept of fibrous reinforcement on the molecular

scale is theoretically sound, but has yet to be reduced to

practice. Small single-crystal fibers have been grown with

aspect ratios as high as 10,000 to i. The efficiency of such

reinforcements in composite structures should far exceed that

of macro fibers, such as glass and graphite. In practice,

however, such whiskers are extremely difficult to wet - out

or bound with resin. The resultant efficiency of whisker-

reinforced composites is consequently very low. Whiskers may

eventually be the ultimate reinforcement, but many problems

remain to be solved. Physical properties are shown in Table 3.

General

For the present and in the near future the dominant

fibrous reinforcement for structural composites will continue

to be glass. Continued improvements in silane technology,

glass manufacture, and resin formulation will improve the

efficiency of glass/epoxy systems. The more general use of

S glass would permit more immediate improvement of existing

systems. The decrease in the price of graphite fiber has

been dramatic in recent years, and continued cost reduction

will allow the range of applications for graphite-reinforced

composites to expand.

On a cost/performance basis graphite may close in on

glass rapidly as:

i. the cost of graphite fiber is further reduced;

2. the technology of sizings (coupling agents) for

graphite fiber is developed; and

3. higher strength yarns are produced.

One should recall that the technology of glass rein-

forced composites has evolved over the last thirty years.

Bare glass fiber is not a very good reinforcement, and it

is extremely difficult to work with. The coupling agents,

lubricants and binders of glass fiber allow it to be a func-

tional reinforcement; this technology has yet to be perfected

for the new high-modulus fibers.
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Composite structures

A composite structure offers a means to use the combined

properties of materials in applications where the properties

of the same materials used individually would be insufficient.

The combination of fiber reinforcement and resin matrix allows

the designer to use the best characteristics of each compo-

nent. The fibers are usually oriented to carry the applied

load in tension and/or compression, while the resin matrix

transfers the applied stress between fibers, maintains fiber

orientation and protects the fibers from mechanical and en-

vironmental damage. Table 4 gives property data for repre-

sentative reinforced epoxy composites.

In uni-directional structures, such as spars, it is

worthwhile to consider improving the elastic modulus by using

fibers with a higher modulus than glass fiber. Table 5 shows

property data for uni-directional laminates with incremental

substitution of boron fiber for glass fiber. The modulus data

in Table 5 was previously published by Langley of Texaco

Experiment, Inc. From his data the weight percentage of

boron, glass, and resin have been calculated and the composite

materials cost has been determined. The data shows that to

triple the composite modulus the composite cost must be in-

creased seventeenfold, or stated another way, the modulus to

cost ratio would be approximately 1 to 6.

Table 6 shows similar data based on the incremental sub-

stitution of high modulus (60 x 106 psi) graphite fiber for

glass. It shows a modulus-to-cost ratio of approximately 1

to 5 for graphite when it is substituted for glass. It is in-

teresting to note the difference between the specific gravity

of boron and graphite composites. The high specific gravity

of boron is largely a result of the tungsten substrate in the

boron fiber.

The data presented thusfar indicates that most high-

modulus fiber composites are too expensive to be incorpora-

ted into sailplane structures without dramatically increasing

the cost. A future extrapolation of the data suggests a more

encouraging situation.

Assume, for example, that i00 ib of uni-directional

composite are incorporated into a sailplane structure. Using

E glass/epoxy composites, the cost of the uni-directional

materials is approximately $40, ($.39 x i00 ib)._The typical

elastic modulus of such composites is 4 - 5 x i0 _ psi. Now,

using S-2 glass and 2 - 3% graphite fiber (60 x 10b psi mod-

ulus), in plastic of E _lass, the modulus will be approxi-

mately doubled (i0 x 10 _ psi) and the cost will be approxi-

mately $3/ib, ($300 for i00 ib). The added cost per aircraft

would be $260.00. Although this would not improve the prob-

lem of torsional flexing in the wing, it would substantially

improve the wing flutter characteristics induced in high

speed flight. It also presents a solution to the problem of

bending flex in very high aspect ratio, long-span wings.
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Table 4.

Unidiectional epoxy/fiber composite properties*

FIBER TYPE Tr/_SILE STR.

psi x 103

S Glass

E G]nss

HS Graphii e

JH4 Graphite

]_oron

pR[>-49**

Beryllium

180

60-120

190

ii0

320

170

97

TENSILE HOD. COt,SP. STR. DENSITY

psi x 106 psi x 1'03

7.0

3.8--5.0

2O

3O

36

32

28

130 0.072

90 0.070

150 _ 0.057

ii0 I 0.057

0.074

50 O.O5O

0.058

Table 5.

Boron/glass/epoxy composites

r---

Vol._ _oron 0 10

Vo]._" Glass 65 56

Vol._ Resin 35 34

Flcx_Irn] _[o_]ulus*

psi x i0 _ 5 36

_t._ }k_ron 0 13

%:t. ?" Gluss 8] 69

_¢t. ?" Resin 19 18

$ )]or6n O) $50/]b 0 6.50

$ Glass _ 35¢/lb .28 .24

$ Resin O 65¢/Ib .I] .Ii

14ateria]s Cost

$/Ib .39 6.85

Specif4 c Gr _vii:y 2.04 2.05

I

I 20 30 40

i 47 38 29

: 33 32 31

23 28 33

25 37 49

57 46 35

• 18 17 16

12.501 ]8.50 24.50

.20 .]6 .12

.I] .i0 .09

18.76 24.71

i

2.07 i 2.10 2.12

5ol 601

20 111
30 29

I
361 38

611 72 84

24 _31 2
15 151 14

I

30.501 36.00 42.00

.o_1 .o51 .ol

70

2

28

40

* T.W. Langley, Texeco Experiment, Inc.
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Table 6.

Graphite/glass/epoxy composites

GJ| 51

35 _ 3_

Vo] '_'.z. Gr_p]:i%e 20 30 ,
_oI c,•zo Class 47 38

Vol._ ].o_] _ 33 32 3] 30

F1 exur_}l Eor]ulus* --' --_-I

psi x ]06 5 ]( 23 28 J 3: J 3(

Ift.}o G]a_s 81 7_ 611 511 39| 2_

Wt._" Resin 19 1 _. 1_8_I 18_ 1_

$ Graphile _ $50/I]) 0 5.00 I0.50115.50121.5( 27.0(

_,_ e 35_/J_> .28 ._.5 .211 .i_ l .i_ _c
,_ _,o_i, o 6o,/_ .11 .1_ .111 .11_ "1_ :h

$/ib .39 5.36 [10.82115.79121.7_ 27.2]

Specific Gr_vily 2.0_" 3..99] 1.9_I-.9___1.951.91 1.88 ----__.]"84

41 50 61
2_ 20 ii

133.5(
.0E

.i]

!
33.6_

1 .SG

70

2

28

4O

80

3
17

38.00
.02

.ii

38.13

1.76

*Theoretica_ calculations based on graphite fiber modulus
of 60 x i0 °.

Graphite/S

VoI._ Gr_phit e
Vol._" Glass
Vol ._ Resin

Flexural _4odulus*

psi x 106 7.5

l-:t_'./_ Gr _.phit e 0
Ut ©'./o G] _ss 81
1_'t. }.', I,_e._in 19

Table 7.

glass/epoxy composites

---_o-- I
o 20 3o! 40

65 561 47 38 29

35 341 33 32 31

181 241 29 34

i01 211 31 43i
7] I 611 51 i 39
191 181 18 18

5.00li0.:;0! 5.50 21.50

1.421 ].221 1.02 .78

.]i .ii

6.63 22.39

1.91i 1.881

$ Gr_phitc _ $50/]b
$ O!_}._;s© $2/]b 1.62

$ Resin G, 60¢/1]) i .iii ..iii

_lateri_;lsS/lb. Cost 1.73 6. . .83

Specific Gravity 2 ].991 1.951

5O 60
20 ii

30 29

36 38

5_ 67

28 16

18 17

27.00 33.50

.56 .32
,Ii .ll

27.67 33.93

1.84 1.80

___J .__

7O
2

2O

4O

80
3

17

38.00
.06
.ii

38.]7

1.76

*Theoretical

of 60 x 10 6

calculations based on a graphite fiber modulus
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Table 7 shows the calculations for determining the above-

referenced cost of $300/ib for a S-2 glass/graphite/epoxy

uni-directional laminate. Figure 1 plots modulus for S-2 and

E glass uni-directional laminates, when graphite fiber is

incrementally substituted for glass fiber.

The high cost of many "advanced" composite systems may

make them impractical for use in sailplane construction at

this time and possibly in the near future. In specific cases,

however, higher strength composites can also result from the

more selective use of existing, low-cost resins and fibers.

In a wing spar, for example, the tensile modulus and compres-

sive properties of the uni-directional laminate may be opti-

mized by proper resin and glass selection. Several combina-

tions of glass roving have been tested and found to exhibit

the properties shown in Table 8. Several 181 style glass

fabric/epoxy laminates have been tested. This data is pre-

sented in Table 9.

The design of torsionally stressed skins, impact stress,

shear streng£h, and flexural strength may be more important

than tensile or compressive strength. Thus, we should not

confine ourselves to one resin system in building a sailplane,

but instead we should selectively use different resin/glass

systems where they are most ideal.

Fati@ue

A difficult, yet essential, consideration in the design

of composite systems is structural fatigue. Fatigue strength

of FRP structures is probably the least understood character-

istic of fiber reinforced composites. Many different theo-

ries on fatigue in reinforced plastics have been proposed,

but few are acknowledged to be widely accepted.

Fiber reinforced epoxy systems do exhibit fatigue under

stress. Structural damage and strength reduction can occur

during the initial application of stress. The most common

type of failure is delamination of the composite at the resin/

fiber interface. If stress is applied to initiate an inter-

facial crack, the crack will continue to propagate until a

cross-ply fiber or resin inclusion is reached, at which point

the crack may terminate.

by :

The frequency of interfacial bond failure can be reduced

I. increasing the matrix-fiber bond efficiency;

2. using more ductile resin matrices;

3. introducing crack terminating additives into the

resin;

4. reducing the applied stress, or increasing the design

load of the composite.
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Figure 1.

Mixed fiber composites
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Table 9.

Properties - epoxy/181 style fabric laminates

LA!.:TI':+_TE
110.

L.'[ O1

L] 02

LI03

I,]O4

L]05

LI06

p

Gr,AgS i 5':2:-':IT_E

wt% I psi
----..]

5" 36+ 264

5! 35,309

5! 3z, 650

5: 32.,609

5" 35,139

6< 35,600

P,ESY!,_ CONPOSITION LI 0]
LI02
LI03
L]04
L105
1,106

I"I,1"X STR FLEX _IOD [[l,1P STR T_DT POT T,.'[FE
psi fl--)_,/in _264 psi laln.

£G, 500 2.55>:].06 ]2.1 470 30-40

48,000 2.d6×i0 G ]2.4 490 30-40

3z,,000 ].6x]06 ]G_3" 510 ]80-240

43,000 Ii ,2 490 30-_02.05>:] 06

54,000

38,000 I. 9x106

2.15>:10 6 ' :_,o. ]

11.1

400

400

3O
+

180

El'ON B2.6(74) Genamide 2000 (26)
EPON 826 (75) Genamide 2000 (25)
EPO_ 826(69) VERSI_r,t_DEi_0(25) BGE(6)
EPON [_P6(6A) GEN_I4IDE 2000(30) BGE(6)
F.PO_ 826 (I00) '£i',TA (13)
EPON B26 (i00) I,AkTCAST A (30)
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A commonly employed technique for improving the resin/
fiber bond is to coat the fiber with a silane coupling agent.
In theory the silane molecule should be applied in a contin-
uous monomolecular layer to the fiber. The silane molecules
are bifunctional and polar. They orient themselves along
the fiber in such a manner that one end of the silane molecule
is bonded to the fiber and the other end is chemically re-
acted with the resin. Silane molecules are made with speci-
fic reactive functional groups for use with different types
of resins. The effect of the silane additive is shown in the
data in Table I0. Glass fabrics are commercially available
with specific silane agents on them. Further developments in
silane technology will undoubtedly increase the strength of
FRP composites. Silanes may promote a more continuous inter-
facial bond, improving the fatigue life of FRP composites
because a continuous bond allows an applied stress to be
evenly distributed to a reinforcing fiber. Discontinuous
bonds promote high local stresses at resin/fiber/void inter-
faces, and delaminations are easily initiated under such
conditions.

The use of matrices of high ductility inhibits the
propagation of cracks. Resins which can elongate and deform

under load are less susceptible to fatigue than brittle

resins. Resin ductility allows high specific strains in

the matrix to be dissipated and reduced through matrix defor-

mation. However, high ductility is not desirable in struc-

tural aircraft composites because high modulus of elasticity

is often the primary design factor.

The use of highly ductile resins is not a satisfatory

solution for structural fatigue problems. Ideally, in FRP

composites resin elongation should exceed the elongation of

the fiber, but once this is achieved, increasing the resin

elongation still further will continue to reduce the modulus

of the composite.

The incorportaion of fine rubber particles into the

resin matrix has been shown to improve effectively the impact

strength and the fatigue life of the thermoset FRP composites.

Such an approach is especially effective in polyester resin

systems, but good results have also been attained in epoxies.

MacGarry has reported substantial improvement in frac-

ture resistance of DGEBA resins cured with DMP-30, (Shell

Chemical) 2, 4, 6, -tri (dimethylamino-ethyl)phenol, or the

tri(2-ethylhexonic acid) salt of DMP-30, when CTBN rubber is

added to the resin. CTBN is a carboxyl terminated butadiene/

acrylonitrile copolymer, which is liquid at room temperature.

Figure 2 shows the effect of CTBN concentration on resin

toughness. The effect of CTBN addition to epoxies is further

demonstrated in Figure 3 where the crack density is plotted

against flexural cycles in a 50 vol.%, 181 style fabric/epoxy

laminate.
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Effects

S_lane

Table 10.

of coupling agents on

Flexural Si:rength, psi
As molded
After 2 hour boil

psi

]_on e

"18,400
59,000

52,600

28,400

Vol an A

52,000 1

42,000 ].

laminate strength

Compressive Strength,
As mo] Gecl
Aftoz" 2 hour boil

f
Z-6020 Z.-6040

-4

81,000 85,900
64,000 79,500

4G, 000 53,200
46,000 49,300

Z-8-009

Or%_, 700

94,500

53,200

43,300

181 style glass fabric

DGEBA cured with m-PDA

Table Ii.

Axial fatigue properties

UniCirectio:_a?. +5 °

Unidirc:_tion_d

Cros._-:=.ly (50- 50)
Woven !8i P,<3_.ic

DP27SZTY

0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065

LVLT TI?<qYLE

STR. psi

139,000

158.,000
75,000

50,009

FLE_IRAI,

I<ODULUS

psix 106

5.3

5.6
3.V

3.3

FATIGUE

ISTREXGTH

psi

36,000
25,000
22,000
15,500

SPECIFIC

F AT IGU E
STRENGTII

554,000
385,000
338,000
238,000

Al_,.inum, 2024-5'4 I 0.10,% 68,000 i0.6 26,000 260,000

*Shell

Figure 2.

Rubber particle/epoxy blends
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Figure 3.

Fatigue properties: rubber modified epoxy/glass composite
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Fatigue life data for FRP composites under uniform

cyclical stress demonstrate predictable fatigue strength loss.

Figure 4 illustrates fatigue strength properties of epoxy/

glass laminates. The data was generated from constant ampli-

tude stress cycling. It is much more difficult to predict

fatigue strength or fatigue life from non-uniform, random

application of stress.

Broutman and Sahu have presented a new theory to pre-

dict cumulative fatigue damage in fiber reinforced plastics.

Their theory predicts the fatigue life of FRP from measuring

the residual strength of a composite after a fractional life

at a given stress level. Broutman and Sahu propose a modified

Miner's Law to account for residual strength after the appli-

cation of a two-stress level fatigue test. The results of

this study show the cumulative affect of high/low stressing

and low/high stressing are not predictable by linear damage

theory.

Davis has generated fatigue property data on uni-direc-

tional, non-woven epoxy/glass composites, on bi-directional,

non-woven composites, and on bi-directiona! woven composites.

Tables ii and 12 present the results of their study. The

flexural fatigue data show that non-woven fiber reinforce-

ment is superior to woven reinforcement when tested for

resistance to fatigue. Woven materials are lower in fatigue

resistance because the reinforcing fibers are bent in the

cured composite and also because the fibers abrade themselves

under cyclic loading. Non-woven composites offer fatigue

resistance because the fibers are very straight in the cured

laminate and because the fibers are surrounded by resin,

which helps to protect and insulate them from other fibers.

The flexural fatigue data was generated by cycling specimens

under three-point loading. The axial fatigue data was derived

from alternating cyclic loading in tensile and compression.

Conclusion

The potential applications for FRP composites in air-

craft structures will expand as higher modulus reinforcing

materials are available at lower cost. Improved composites

can be fabricated from blends of glass and higher modulus

fibers to yield greater performance at moderate cost. The

fatigue properties of FRP, especially with non-woven rein-

forcement, are superior to most other engineering materials.
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FIBERGLASS REINFORCEMENT FOR SAILPLANES

by

Barry R. Elson

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation

Toledo, Ohio

Introduction : /,.
/

This paper discusses glass fibers, how they are manu-

factured and their properties. The glass fibers of interest

are most generally used as the: reinforcement component of a

composite system. _,_

The composite system;is fibergl_ss reinforced plastics

or FRP. This system is a family of engineering materials.

The performance of this material is dependent on and achieved

by the selection and combinations of three components, resin

type, glass reinforcei_nt and processing technique. Resins

are categorized into_two main types, thermosets and thermo-

plastics. There are at least eight different thermoset resins

in use today for producing FRP parts. For the strength re-
quired in sailplanes, epoxies are the usual choice. Thermo-

plastfc resins currently being used in Fiberglas* reinforced

plastic applications include polystyrene, nylon, ABS, poly-

carbonate, SAN, polypropylene, polyethylene, polysulfone and

acetal. Versatility is a prime characteristic of plastics.

The choice of resin determines such properties as chemical

resistance, weatherability, el_ctrical characteristics,

thermal properties and, to some extent, appearance.

The second component of the FRP family of materials is

the glass fiber. Its function is to increase these properties

of the plastic resin:

•mechanical strength,

•resistance to impact,

.stiffness,

•dimensional stability.

The strength properties of FRP parts are a product of the

form, arrangement and amount of glass used. Glass fibers

reinforce plastics much as steel reinforces concrete and may

be directional to resist specific loads or patterned random-

ly for multi-directional strengths. The usual forms of fiber-

glas used to reinforce plastics are fabric, roving, woven

roving, mat, chopped strands and milled fibers. Within prac-

tical limits, the strength properties of FRP composites in-

crease in proportion to the volume of glass used (Figure i).

The lowest glass content is achieved with randomly oriented

chopped strands. Increasing glass contents can be achieved

*Trademark of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
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by more orientation from biaxially oriented fabrics to totally

unidirectional continuous strand rovings such as those used

in the construction of some sailplane spars.

The third component of the FRP family is the manufactu-

ring process. These range from simple hand lay-up methods,

through intermediate techniques suc h as cold molding to fully

automated methods such as match metal die molding. The final

composite properties are dependent upon all three system

components - the resin, the glass and the process.

Glass fibers

Glass is one of the oldest manufactured materials used

by man today, dating back as far as 2500 B.C. It is most

familiar to the general public in the various forms and

shapes of bulk glass - windows, drinking glasses, dishes and

lenses. Bulk glass is not thought of as a structural material

even though it is very strong in compression because its

tensile strength is not as great as other structural materials.

It is primarily brittle and subject to easy fracture resulting

from minute surface flaws. It does possess extremely high

chemical durability and weatherability. Prior to 1938, glass

in fiber form was only a laboratory curiosity. Today glass

in fiber form is being successfully used as the strength-

giving material in many composite structures.

The commonly accepted American definition of glass is

that it is an inorganic product of fusion which has cooled to

a rigid condition without crystallizing. Chemical, electrical,

physical and mechanical properties of glass are controlled

largely by composition. It is possible to draw many different

glass compositions into fibers. Depending upon the draw media,

the resultant fiber will be either a short, non-continuous

fiber called a staple fiber, or a long, continuous fiber.

This discussion will be concerned only with the continuous

type.

The properties of glass fibers can be better appreciated

if you have some knowledge of the process by which they are

manufactured (Fig. 2 ). A glass batch is compounded and mixed

with great care to ensure consistent glass composition. The

incoming ingredients are checked against quality control

standards. The composition is important not only from the

standpoint of the properties of the glass fibers, but also

from the economic efficiency with which they can be produced,

which then affects their ultimate price.

Table 1 compares several glass compositions. The standard

fiberglas composition is known as E or electrical grade glass.
It is an alumina borosilicate glass and is used as the stan-

dard reinforcing medium for such diverse products as aircraft

wing-to-body fairings, electrical high pressure laminates and
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Table i.

COMPARATIVE GLASS COMPOSITIONS

(by weight)

E @lass S & S-2 _lass C @lass

Si02 53% 64% 65%

AI203 13% 25% 4%

Ca0 19% - 14%

Mg0 3% 10% 3%

B203 10% - 6%

Na20 - - 8%

Others 2% 1% -

Table 2.

PROPERTIES OF GLASS FIBERS

Specific Gravity, g/cc

Virgin Tensile Strength, psi

Modulus of Elasticity, psi

Elongation, %

Coefficient of Expansion,

in/in °F

Dielectric Constant, 1 MHz

E S&S-2 C

2.54 2.49 2.49

500M 665M 480M

i0.5M 12.6MM i0.0MM

4.8 5.4 4.8

2.8 3.1 4.0

6.33 5.34

G

K

M

Table 3.

TYPICAL ROVING

FILAMENT DIAMETERS

0.00035 - 0.000399 inches

0.00050 - 0.000549 inches

0.00060 - 0.000649 inches

Virgin Filament Strength

Roving Strand Strength

Short Beam Shear Strength

Table 4.

ROVING STRAND TENSILE AND

SHORT BEAM SHEAR STRENGTHS

(psi)

E glass S-2 _lass S glass

500M 665M 665M

280M-350M 530M 550M

6M-8M 8M-10M 10M-12M
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various spacecraft components. S glass is a higher tensile
strength material that also possesses superior modulus values,
higher temperature resistance and a lower density. It is
used in high performance applications such as rocket motor
cases and other aerospace applications where high strength-
to-weight ratios are important. C glass stands for chemical
resistant glass. E and S glass are also resistant to most
chemicals but C glass is specifically designed for this pur-
pose, Its reinforcing properties are generally lower than E
glass or S glass.

Table 2 shows the comparative virgin fiber properties of

E glass, S glass, S-2 glass, which is a more economical version

of S glass, and C glass. The virgin fiber is that glass tested

immediately after leaving the bushing or fiberizing device

and before any sizing is applied. The glass composition we

saw earlier controls the modulus values but the processing

conditions, particularly thermal history, including dwell

times at various temperatures, control tensile strength.

The batch is introduced into a melting furnace or tank

where it becomes molten glass. The batch can be melted direct-

ly or first made into marbles and then remelted. The molten

glass then flows from the tank or furnace into the fiberizing

device which is called a bushing. This is made out of a

platinum alloy to ensure even heat distribution which in turn

aids in maintaining uniform filament diameters. The older

standard bushings have 204 holes and produce simultaneously

204 individual glass filaments.

The 204 fibers are brought down past a sizing applicator.

A size is a three-constituent chemical coating applied to

each individual fiber to protect it during further processing,

and to couple the glass chemically to the matrix resin. Below

the sizing applicator the filaments are gathered together

into a bundle called a strand by means of a gathering shoe.

The strand then passes down to a winder where it is wound

onto a forming tube, which is also referred to as a forming

cake. The melting temperature of the E glass bushing is around

2200°F. S glass is higher. A few inches below the bushing

the temperature of the filament has dropped to around 500°F.

This rapid quenching of the glass, which results from its

being wound through still air at speeds over 6,000 feet per

minute, is one reason for its high tensile strength.

When the cake has been built up to desired size or weight,

the forming tube with the cake is removed from the winder
and dried in an oven to remove the solvent associated with

the size application. The forming cake is then further pro-

cessed into roving or yarn.

Rovin@

A roving consists of a number of "ends" or strands of

glass gathered together without purposely induced twist, into
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a flat ribbon-like strand. Each strand or end has a number
of filaments in it equal to the number of holes in the bush-
ing from which it was pulled. Thus a 20 end roving made from
a 204 hole bushing has 20 x 204 or 4080 individual filaments.
Conventional rovings normally come in 12, 20, 30, 60 or 120
ends. As forming technology advances, the 204 hole bushing
is being replaced by larger bushings with 408 and 816 holes.
More recently a new concept in roving, called Type 30, has
been introduced. It has only a single end containing in
excess of 2,000 filaments. Rovings are primarily used in the
filament winding process and for unidirectional laminates.
The nomenclature of a roving contains a designation for the
glass composition, the type of fiber, the filament diameter,
the yards per pound, or yield, of the roving, and a number
designating the sizing. Thus, a typical roving might be
called out as:

Type
Glass Fiber Filament Yield Sizin@

E C G 135 225 801

This is an E glass, continuous filament with a G dia-

meter and has 13,500 yards of glass per pound of the basic

forming strand and 225 yards of glass per pound of the fin-

ished roving. The chemical sizing is designated as 801. The

13,500 yards per pound is arrived at by taking the G 135

strand designation and adding two zeros. The same principle

would apply if the basic forming strand were a G 68 with

6,800 yards per pound. The 13,500 is then divided by the

225 yield to determine that you have a 60 end roving. Con-

versely, if you know you have a 60 end roving you can arrive

at the 225 yards per pound figure.

In recent years, economic reasons have forced an increase

in filament diameters from the older G filament to larger K

and M diameters. Table 3 shows the decimal equivalents of

the letter designations.

The sizing of a roving product is a three-constituent

chemical composition consisting of a lubricant to help reduce

abrasion as the strand is processed over guide eyes and

tension bars; a film former to give the fiber additional

protection and impart strand integrity; and a coupling agent

such as a silane to chemically bond the glass fibers to the
matrix resin.

We saw earlier the properties of the virgin fiber before

any sizing has been applied and before the strand has been

processed into a roving ball (Table 4). In roving form the

virgin filament tensile strength of E glass reduces from

500,000 psi to 280,000 - 350,000 psi depending upon the end

count and the particular polyester or epoxy sizing used. The

virgin tensile of epoxy compatible S glass is reduced only

from 665,000 psi to about 550,000 psi. We guarantee a minimum

individual package value of 530,000 psi. These values are

measured by ASTM 2343-65T.
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The shear strengths of epoxy rovings as measured by the
NOL short beam shear test generally run around 6,000 - 8,000
psi for commercial E glass sizings and 10,000 - 12,000 psi
for S glass. These results are obtained on a 1/4" thick,
1/4" wide, 3/4" chord length ring, wound in air, with about
2% voids and a bisphenol A diepoxide and MMAresins system.
Higher values close to the ultimate can be achieved with

vacuum winding. Shear values for polyester rings are usually

not specified.

Yarn

Another form into which strand from a forming cake is

processed is yarn. Yarn may be defined as a twisted strand

or an assemblage of twisted and plied strands forming a con-

tinuous structure suitable for use in weaving textile mate-

rials. The system for identifying fiberglas textile yarns is

similar to that of roving. A typical example is ECG 150 2/2,

3.8S, where the letters describe the strand as we saw in

roving, (see Table 5). The second number, which looks like

a fraction, indicates the number of strands used to construct

the yarn. The first digit indicates the number of forming

packages or single strands twisted and the second digit the

number of twisted strands that are then plied together. The

product of the two is the number of ends of yarn on the

package or bobbin. The 3.8S refers to 3.8 Turns Per Inch in

the S direction. Common yarn filament diameters are B, DE,

E and G. Table 6 shows their decimal equivalents.

The sizing on yarn, as opposed to that on roving, usually

has no coupling agent. It is merely a starch-oil base to

serve as a lubricant during the weaving operation. After

weaving, the fabric is usually heat cleaned and a variety of

proprietary finishes can be applied by the weaver. Volan A

is one usually used. Some yarns do have a direct compatible

size applied at the bushing as is done with roving. The

fabrics woven from these yarns do not need to be heat cleaned

and thus, generally, can have somewhat higher physical prop-
erties.

Fabrics

Fabrics and tapes are woven by a weaver from yarns. They

are available in a large variety of widths, constructions

and weights. The basic weave patterns available commercially

are plain, leno and satin. Table 7 describes the construction

and properties of some of the common fabrics. The plain

weave is the most stable, gives the best cover, and is best

suited to flat laminates. It has the lowest strength in a

composite. The leno weave has better drape characteristics
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Glass

E

143

181

1581

7781

Type
Fiber

C

Table 5.

YARN NOMENCLATURE

Strand

Diameter Yield Ends

G 150 2/2

Twist

3.85

Sizing

636

B

DE

E

G

Table 6.

TYPICAL YARN FILAMENT

DIAMETERS

0.00012 inches

0.00025 inches

0.00029 inches

0.00037 inches

W x F

60x58

49x30

57x54

57x54

57x54

Table 7.

DOMESTIC FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

Thickness Weight

Yarn W x F (inches) (oz/_d 2)

D450 1/2 0.0040 3.16

D450 1/2

E225 3/2 0.0090 8.78

D450 1/2

E225 1/3 0.0090 8.90

E225 1/3

ECG 150 1/2 0.0090 9.00

ECG 150 1/2

DE75 i/0 0.0090 8.95

DE75 i/0

Tensile W x F

(pounds)

135 x 125

650 x 60

350 x 340

375 x 335

590 x 396

Table 8.

AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF EPOXY LAMINATES

REINFORCED WITH 1581 FABRIC AND VOLAN A FINISH

Property

Tensile

Compressive

Strength Modulus

(psi) (psi x 106 )

S glass E glass S glass E glass

74,700 55,800 3.29 3.16

58,800 59,200 4.67 4.22
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and higher composite properties than the plain weave. The
satin weave is the most pliable and drapeable and gives the
highest strength properties of the three types of basic
weaves. Typical fabric styles used in reinforced plastic
laminates are 181, 1581 and 7781, which have approximately
equal strength in the warp and fill directions; 143, which
is essentially a unidirectional fabric with the greatest
strength in the warp direction and 34 style fabric with most
of its strength in the fill direction. These fabrics have
the satin weave.

There are several variables within a glass yarn system
which will control the physical and mechanical properties
of a glass fiber reinforced plastic fabric laminate other
than the type of weave. These variables are the glass compo-
sition; the filament diameter; the number of the filaments
in a yarn strand; the twist and ply of the yarn; the finish
applied to the yarn or fabric.

Table 8 illustrates the effect of composition. These
test panels were reinforced with 14 plies of 1581 fabric,
woven from ECG 150 1/2 3.8S and SCG 150 1/2 3.8S yarns, and
fabricated with an Epon 828 and CL hardener epoxy resin
system. The S glass generally shows superior properties.
In addition to building up solid fabric laminates, fabrics
are also used as skins over various honeycomb materials. This
yields a lightweight structure which is thick and thus pos-
sesses a higher section modulus. This enables the glass to
carry higher tensile loads without buckling before its yield
point.

Glass fibers are commercially available in a variety of
filament diameters as was previously seen. Generally speaking,
the smaller the diameter the more flexible the yarn. Table
9 illustrates the effect of the filament diameter. These yarns
have basically the same weight of glass, only the yarn dia-
meters were changed. The yarn which did not require plying
reported, generally, the best _properties. The twist and ply
of a yarn will have an effect on the mechanical properties
of a laminate. When a yarn is just twisted, there are eco-
nomic and property advantages over twisting and plying the
yarn. The reason for the property difference has never been
fully understood, although the parallel alignment of filaments
in the non-plied yarn exposes more surface area for improved
glass-to-resin bonding. The effect of each of the variables
is very difficult to separate.

To this point, we have illustrated the differences in
mechanical properties through the fabric weave, glass compo-
sition and yarn construction. There are also certain advan-
tages to be gained through the selection of the finish
applied to the fabric. As an example, Table i0 shows S glass
with Volan A versus S glass with 901 direct sizing and E
glass with Volan A versus E glass with UM 550 finish (Table

ii). The finish applied to the fabric has a very definite

effect on the properties achievable in the laminate. Most
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Table i0.

AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF EPOXY LAMINATES

REINFORCED WITH 181 FABRIC S GLASS

Propert Y

Tensile

Compressive

Interlaminar Shear

Strength Modulus

(psi) (psi x 106 )

Volan A 901 Volan A 901

74,700 97,700 3.29 3.15

58,800 67,400 4.67 4.60

2,405 3,040 - -

Table ii.

AVERAGE PROPERTIES OF EPOXY LAMINATES

REINFORCED WITH 181 FABRIC E GLASS

Property

Tensile

Compressive

Flexural

Interlaminar Shear

Strength Modulus

(psi) (psi x 106 )

Volan A UM 550 Volan A UM 550

56,100 69,800 2.70 2.91

44,100 57,600 4.94 5.13

88,100 94,800 4.03 4.41

2,790 2,870 - -

91-100

91-125

92-i10

92-140

92-146

Table 12.

EUROPEAN INTERGLAS FABRIC STYLES

Use

Overlay finish on wings

Fuselage skin

Torque shell on wings

and fuselage

Reinforcement of spars

and bulkheads

Spars

Warp Fill

Yarn Yarn

EC9 68 EC9 136

(ECG 75 1/2) (ECG 37 1/2)

EC9 34 x 2 EC5 11/2

(ECG 150 1/2)(ECD 450 1/2)

EC9 68

(ECG 75 1/2)

EC9 68

(ECG 75 1/2)

EC9 136

(ECG 37 1/2)

EC9 68

(ECG 75 1/2)

EC9 136 x 4

(ECG 37 1/4)

EC9 68

(ECG 75 1/2)
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finishes, like most sizings, are based on silane type chemi-
cals, which are compatible with the various resin systems.

The glass fiber sailplane has been developed in European
countries, primarily in Germany. The fabric styles used in
Europe are shown in Table 12. Unfortunately, with the excep-

tion of domestic style number 1557 which corresponds fairly

closely to the Interglass number 91-125, there are no stan-

dard domestic equivalent fabrics. However, any of the major

U.S. weavers have the capability of making equivalent fabrics.

Conclusions

In recent years, the combined efforts of the glass fiber

producers and the weavers have led to developments in fabric

reinforcements, as well as in roving materials, which have

opened new potentials for composite materials. New glass

compositions, such as S glass, to improve mechanical, elec-

trical and chemical properties have been developed to advance

the state-of-the-art. Improvements in fabric design, weaving

technology and finishing technology have increased composite

design limitations. It should be remembered that glass fiber

reinforced plastics form a family of engineering materials.

As such, the key variables to consider are

Io the type of glass with all its associated characteris-

tics such as composition, form, filament diameter and

sizing;

2. the resin system; and

3. the process such as lay up, vacuum bagging or matched

die molding.

Although there are a number of variables to be considered,

their proper choice can pay off in a composite structure with

definite performance advantages.
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INSTABILITY PATTERNS AT THE HEAD OF A COLD OUTFLOW

by

John E. Simpson

Department of Geophysics

University of Reading

England

Notation

U

Ap

g
d

H
T

b-

h

Km
H'

s

Velocity of front of gravity current

Density of ambient fluid

Increase of density in gravity current

Acceleration due to gravity

Height of head of gravity current

Total depth of liquid

Absolute temperature

Mean width of lobes

Kinematic viscosity (molecular)

Height of nose of gravity current front

Eddy viscosity

Depth of convective layer

Spacing between cusps

Introduction

In the sea-breeze convergence zone a front may become

progressively sharper during the day. Eventually we may

have a gravity current of cool, dense air advancing inland

until brought to rest by friction. Similar gravity currents,

often much more intense, occur as cold outflows from thunder-

storms. Features of such meso-scale cold fronts are of in-

terest to glider pilots.

Gravity currents have been modelled experimentally in

the laboratory using gases, but are much more conveniently

studied with water flows, using dissolved salt to provide

controlled density differences. Useful results can be ob-

tained, even qualitatively, from such hydrodynamical models,

as the model may lead to better theoretical methods. Quan-

titative results can also be obtained, but sometimes only

one feature at a time can be paralleled.

Lift

If we create a model gravity current by releasing a

lockfull of dyed saline from one end of a perspex tank of
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water, we obtain a flow with a clearly marked front. We can
see that the surface is irregular and continually changing,
but as an overall average the front of the liquid moves
forward in a two-dimensional wedge of roughly elliptical
cross section. A very similar shape appears in the atmo-
sphere.

In an "ideal fluid", i.e., one with no viscosity, the
flow close to a solid half-elliptical body was calculated
by Defant [i], and the vertical speeds from the translation
of such a cylinder are shown in Fig. i.

VERTICAL SPEEDS FROM THE TRANSLATION OF A

SOLID HALF-ELLIPTTCAL CYLINDER

Attcr _EFANT ([1921)

Fig. i.

Experimental measurements of the upcurrent field were

made in water tanks, using streak photography. From a 1/4 s

exposure of aluminium particles, an upcurrent field can be

plotted, and is very similar to the calculated results.

If we wish to scale this up to the atmosphere; neglect-

ing any effects of either surface tension or viscosity,

then the flow pattern is a function of three non-dimensional

ratios:

U d A__pp
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Fig. 2.

Both in the tanks and in sea-breeze fronts, the value
of d/H is about 1/2; _p/p in the tank corresponds to _T/T
in the atmosphere, in this case 1% or 3°C.

The important first ratio is the internal Froude number,
relating inertia to buoyancy. Its value in the larger and
faster tank models, where viscosity effects have become
relatively small, approaches a constant value of about 0.7.
In sea-breeze fronts at Lasham it has been found to be
slightly less, approximately 0.6, (Simpson, [2]) but in
thunderstorm outflows in the USA a value of 0.72 applies.

Thus there is good justification for scaling up the

upcurrent field model to atmospheric size, and such results

have been confirmed by soaring flights at cloudless sea-

breeze fronts.

WATER SURFACE

(REPAESF..NTS HEIGHTOF INVERSION)
LIFT AT FRONT

o-""" ADVANCING AT 8 KNOTS

' ZEI;lO SINK'

OR BETTER

\ $ KNOTS

HOR IZONTAL SPEED

OF FRONT 8 Knm$

.a_m_

Profiles of fronts

Fig. 3

This "standard profile" is greatly modified when the

front moves into an opposing wind. In the tank, as an op-

posing flow increases, the slope of the front becomes less
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steep, until when the opposing wind brings the front to
rest, the profile becomes approximately a straight line,
with a slope of about 30° . Sea-breeze fronts marked with
smoke haze show a similar effect in southern England.

Perturbations of the profile

In practice the profile of the leading edge is by no

means smooth and steady. It advances in fits and starts and

is divided into a complex shifting pattern of lobes and

clefts at an overhanging nose, with billows forming further
back above the head.

Three distinct types of perturbation of the smooth flow

can be classified as (A) Lobes-and-clefts; (B) Billows;

(C) Cusps; as shown in Fiq. 4.

BILLOWS

CLEFTS CUSPS

Lobes and clefts
Fig. 4

We have shown in a series of laboratory experiments,

(Simpson, [3]) that this pattern is due to over-running of

less dense fluid, caused by friction at the floor. In two

series of experiments it was found possible to suppress the

formation of this lobe-and-cleft pattern. Firstly suppress-

ion was achieved by moving the floor in the direction of the

flow and thus reducing the stresses at the bottom of the

liquid. Secondly when the ambient liquid near the floor was

replaced by a heavier liquid, thus preventing any over-

running of less dense liquid, the pattern was again suppress-
ed.
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By measuring the mean cleft-spacing, b, through a range
of Reynolds nun%ber from 300 to 10,000 it was possible to
establish an empirical relationship _/d = 7.4 x (Re) -0"4.
Where Re = Ud/9 . _max is the mean breakdown size of the
lobes and is about 2 x _.

2'0

I,C

Oe

!-
0'6

(D-4

0.2 j

0.1

IO 2 'o3Re 'o4

Dimensionless lobe-size. Fig. 5.

A relationship was also determined for the dimensionless

nose height, h/d = 0.61 Re-0.23, over the same range of Re.

Many photographs have been published of atmospheric

gravity currents showing a shape like "folded curtains", but

only few actual measurements of such lobes and clefts are

available. If we assume the lobe-size relationship found in

the tank models applies to the atmosphere, we can use the

few actual measurements of atmospheric lobe sizes to examine

the value deduced for the viscosity.

However, in these atmospheric flows it is unrealistic

to consider Re based on molecular viscosity in the air. We

must match the Reynolds number of the laminar flow in the

water tank model with that based on K m, the turbulent eddy

viscosity in the atmosphere.

In one example of a sea-breeze front, the lobe width

was estimated as 1 km, roughly equal to the depth of the

flow, i.e., b/d = i. Here U = 2 m s-l, d = i000 m, and if

we take the value of Re from the graph corresponding to

this size to be 200, Re K = 200 = (2 x 1000)/Km, giving K m =
= i0 m2 s-l. [A].
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Lawson [4] measured lobes on a haboob at Khartoum,

[B-B], obtaining a value of b/d between 0.66 and 1.16. For

this haboob, U = 5 m s-l, d = 1200 m, so from the graph Re

is about 600, leading to the same value of 10 m 2 s-i for K m.

The value of viscosity we are seeking is in the bottom

layer, in the over-run fluid through a depth of about d/10.

In the atmosphere this is about i00 metres. In these con-

ditions an averaged value of i0 m 2 s-i seems a reasonable

one. This was the value used in discussion by the following
authors: Abe [5], Faller [6] and Kuettner [7].

Billows

While investigating lobe structure with a narrow slit

of light parallel to the direction of the flow in the tank

occasional well-marked series of billows were detected.

Normally these billows are only detectable by using such

special techniques, but in the experiments described above

in which the lobe-and-cleft structure had been suppressed

similar billows were seen to extend at times right across

the tank as in the sketch in Fig. 4.

These have the appearance of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows,

and measurements so far suggest that the wavelength is

about the expected 3]/2 times the amplitude. From reports

of glider pilots forced to the ground a mile or two behind

a sea-breeze front, and from reported accidents to aeroplanes

at thunderstorm squall-lines it seems probable that such

billows exist in the atmosphere.

Radar echoes from sea-breeze fronts, (Atlas [8]),

showed vapour inhomogeneities in sheaths of large radius of

curvature, parallel to the front, with spacing 1 km, or
4d/3, similar to that in the tank billows. Further confir-

mation also comes from pressure oscillations detected on

the ground by Donn et al. [9] after the onset of sea-breeze
fronts.

As there is Froudian similarity between the tank and

atmospheric flows, therefore there must be similarity in

the overall Richardson number Ri*, (Ap/p • gd/U2), which is

i/Fr2, and has a value of about 2. Thus it seems likely that

if the critical value of 1/4 for the gradient Richardson

number is reached in the tank at the interface above the

head, it should also be reached in the atmospheric flows.

Cusped pattern

A pattern of cusps, visible in pl_n form near the nose,

has been observed in laboratory experiments when a dense

flow advances into an unstable fluid. This seems to be a

pattern of organisation of convection in the unstable layer,
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and can appear at the same time as the smaller-scale one due
to over-run fluid.

The system used of "water over ice", (Myrup et al. [i0]),
is of value in modelling convective layers, and has a more
realistic upper boundary than the "parallel plate model"
(Townsend, [ii]). A copper base plate in a water tank about
30 cm square is cooled; cold fluid rises up from the floor
to the 4°C level, above that the system is gravitationally
stable. Thermistors measure the temperature at vertical in-
tervals of about 1 cm.

When a gravity current of dyed saline solution moves
slowly across the floor of the tank, it forms a cusped
leading edge, with filamentary thermals rising from the
cusps. Part of a circulatory system can be seen, with the
filaments curving over and downwards.

A rice-grain like pattern is also seen. This appears to
be a circulation set up by over-run liquid, corresponding to
the clefts seen in the flows at larger Reynolds numbers.

0 5 I0 15 20cm

Fig. 6.

In the analysis of a set of experimental measurements

shown in Fig. 6, it is noteworthy that the spacing, s, of

the cusps remains almost constant at 3 cm. The mean depth H'

of the convective layer during the time when the cusps were

forming was 1.2 cm, so the value of s/H' is about 2.5. This

is about the figure usually found in atmospheric cloud

streets.
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Atmospheric evidence

From cloud forms: Nielson [12], Corbett [13] and

Simpson [14] have noted bars of cloud extending inland from

sea-breeze fronts in the south of England. These clouds have

been in parallel bands, spaced from 7 to 15 km apart.

Typical conditions have been unstable _W wind, cloudbase

1500 m, with depth of cloud up to 1000 m. In all the cases

described, although there was no sign of cloud streets in

the convective cloud ahead of the front, at certain periods

of the day a clear banded structure appeared in the clouds
in or above the sea-breeze.

From radar: Ligda [15], using I0 and 23 cm radar, de-

tected bands with spacing about 6 or 7 km preceding main

thunderstorm echoes• Ligda and Bigler [16], following a

cloudless cold front with radar, found a thin line with

diffuse trailing streamers, having a spacing of 7 or 8 km.
This front moved at 15 m s -I.

Atlas and Hardy [17] described radar echoes from a sea-

breeze front showing a striated echo pattern in the sea-air,

in the actual direction of the sea-breeze. These were claim-

ed to be from waves on an echo layer or inversion at a height
of 500 m.

Berson and Lamond [18] observed parallel echo bands at

550 to 950 m height along the wind with superimposed trans-

verse structure. They claim the phenomenon suggested the

presence of three-dimensional forced perturbations in the

boundary layer (so-called G6rtler vortices)• G6rtler's re-

sults were related to the observations by assuming a value
of eddy viscosity of 3.8 m 2 s-l.

It seems probable that when the speed of advance of

the gravity current is roughly equal to the rate of ascent

of the thermals in the unstable section there can be inter-

action between the two motions.

Conclusions

Dynamical similarity for some of the features deduced

from the models is established. Others need further atmo-

spheric observations which could be supplied by glider

pilots.
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Introduction

For numerical modelling of the atmosphere determination

of the values of the heat and water vapour inputs at the

lower boundary which should be used remains one of the major

problems. To test any scheme of parameterization, local

values should be measured in a variety of circumstances,

with changes of atmospheric stability, of wind shear, and

of topography. The present experiments with a powered glider

are one part of a program to explore the use of such an air-

craft in meteorological research generally; they are designed

to test out the eddy flux method using simple and rather

inexpensive equipment. One set of three flights on July 13,

1972 has been partly analysed; on two later days the same

flight plan was used. Data from these is being processed at

present. The work is notably incomplete, in that the errors
in the estimates of the fluxes have not been evaluated. The

novelty does not lie in the data processing methods, which

have been used on light aircraft [Bunker, 1960] and on larger

aircraft with inertial platforms [Warner & Telford, 1965;

Lenschow, 1970] as well as on gliders [MacCready, 1962].

However, powered gliders have not been used in this way

before and they have considerable advantages over both pure

gliders and over conventional powered aircraft.

Instrumentation

The data-gathering system consists of a logger which

has already been described elsewhere [Whitfield, 1970;

Milford & Whitfield, 1970]. In the present configuration,

pressure height, variometer output, airspeed, temperature,

wet-bulb temperature, and wet-bulb depression are logged

sequentially, with a repetition rate of 1.638 seconds.

Speech is recorded on the same tape to relate the data to

the flight path, and includes the navigational details; and

an accelerometer record taken every 0.i seconds from an

accelerometer close to the center of gravity of the aircraft

is available from some of the flights for future comparison.
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The equipment is fitted in a Scheibe Falke, (Fig. i) and,

when measurements of vertical air velocity are required, the

aircraft is flown at constant power, and constant airspeed.

This can be done with any aircraft, but with a powered glid-

er flown at a speed close to that which gives the best glide

angle the changes of rate of climb with airspeed are minimised.

In addition, it has a good response to changes of vertical

air motion, shown in Table 1 as the distance required to

adjust to within i/e of a vertical gust speed.

In order to estimate the range of eddy sizes which can

be measured by the system, we consider a ten minute run,

flown straight and as nearly level as variations in a

throttle setting and in the atmosphere will allow. The data

from such a run consists of about 365 points, at 1.638 second

intervals, and a spectral analysis, following the methods

of Blackman and Tukey [1959], as particularised by Jones

[1957] will give estimates of the spectral energy density

over the frequency range from about 0.3 Hz to 0.01 Hz. At

our operating speed of 30 m s -I this corresponds to wave-

lengths of i00 m to 3000 m. As the shortest wavelength is

over six times the exponential response distance shown in

Table 1 the actual response of the aircraft is effectively

instantaneous, and indeed the frequency range could be extend-

ed slightly by using a higher sample frequency. It is our con-

tention that in convective conditions, and at heights ,

greater than i00 m, a substantial part of the energy is

transferred by elements within this size range. Glider

pilots are likely to agree to this kind of statement, but

our program aims to prove it.

One danger arises from the fact that the wavelength of

the phugoid oscillation, according to Duncan [1959], is about

275 m, i.e., within the range of interest. That the contri-

bution from this, and from pilot action, can be small is

shown by the sample spectra shown in Fig. 2. In this case

the vertical velocity spectrum is derived from the differ-

ential of the height record, and this introducesthe spu-

rious peak at the high frequency end; the limits of this

effect are shown, as are those for the spectrum of vertical

velocity from several runs in still air, actually well above

a strong inversion. It appears from Fig. 2 that the "noise

level" from the aircraft and pilot is small compared to the

"signal" from the atmosphere. The "turbulence" in this case

was in fact convection. It may be admissable to subtract

the still air values from the turbulent ones, but linearity

of the spectral densities cannot be guaranteed (see e.g.,

Zbrozek [1965]): the effect of pilot action is hard to

predict quantitatively, but at the ii sec period of our

phugoid it is likely to damp the oscillation.

In addition to the response time of the aircraft itself,

those of the sensors must also be sufficiently small. For

all the sensors except humidity, this is no problem. The

temperature sensors used to date are naked bead thermistors,

with a reponse time measured as 0.7 sec, but the best com-

promise between certainty of wetting and fast response on wet
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Table i.

Response to Vertical Gusts

W hq- V
"I"

_RQ
L

(approx)

kg m -2 r ad-1 m s -I m

Red Queen
T 53

30 5-7 2 0 1"0 1 0

Fcttke 35 5 30 0.9 15

Super Cub 60 3 30 2-5 37

Porter 70 3 50 1.8 45

Hercules 370 3 150 3.2 240

Boeing 707 450 3 240 2"4 290

Response time
2W

)__CLV_air

Response length L = Vq-"

W is wing loading

_)--qCL iS the slope of the lift curve.
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Figure 2. Vertical velocity spectrum for the Falke, in calm

and convective air, energy density against frequency.
Still air limits from five runs are shown. From

0.I to 0.3 Hz envelope limits for the system noise

are shown; these arise because the vertical velocity
is derived from differentiating the height record.
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bulbs has been hard to achieve, and the present humidity

data suffers from a long lag, between 3 and 4 secs. Future

observations will include those from a Lyman-alpha humidio-
meter or similar device.

Flight plan, July 13, 1972

The flights described took place on July 13, 1972; the

general synoptic situation is shown in Fig. 3, with a ridge

of high pressure covering Britain, as it had for the pre-

vious two days. The occlusion was weak, and gave only light

drizzle over a strip of Ireland and N. England. In the

South of England it was a good gliding day, with clear sky

at first and shallow Cu starting to form around 0900 Z,

limited by an inversion. The wind was light NE, and the

maximum temperature about 25Oc. Winds at Lasham, Hants, were

less than 2 m s-i throughout the day, and the surface iso-

therm chart (Fig. 4) shows that there was slight advection

of warmer air at midday. The 850 mb chart (Fig. 5) shows a

smaller temperature gradient than at the surface in the

opposite sense, and even less possible contribution to the

heat budget from the advection. The noon ascent at Crawley

showed a deep inversion above 885 mb to limit the convection,

and the local inversion is shown clearly from our ascents.

The country upwind of our flight area is typical of

Southern England with mixed farming, woods and villages, and

gentle relief, all the land lying below 100 m MSL for at
least 30 km.

The three flights, starting at 10, 13 and 16 Z respec-

tively, each consisted of a spiral ascent around the centre

of a small village up to a height above the cloud top (or

the visibly marked inversion) followed by a descent to below

cloud base, and four horizontal runs, cross-wind and follow-

ing the same ground track in each case as accurately as

possible. At the end of the fourth run, a further spiral

ascent and descent over the same spot completed the flight.

Fig. 6 shows the flight plan schematically.

Serial ascents

The first stage of the analysis involves the plotting

of the ascents, using means over one minute, or about half

a circle of the flight path. Some continuity can be observed

between areas of extra lift in successive circles, but posi-

tioning is far too inaccurate for any use to be made of

this. The temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 7. In each

ascent the potential temperature is substantially constant

over the heights within which the straight runs took place,

and a graph of the variation of this mean temperature against

time is shown in Fig. 8. Interpolation from this graph would

appear accurate enough for us to apply a reliable "time
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correction": for example, all temperature data on the

straight runs is made effectively simultaneous at the start

of the first run by subtracting 0.80°C hr -I from all sub-

sequent readings.

The other main use of the ascents is in the heat bud-

geting, and the changes in total heat stored below an upper

limit, chosen to be above the maximum of the inversion, is

calculated.

Heat flux calculation

For each straight run a value of the heat flux

H = pCp

is calculated. To derive the values of the fluctuating

quantities, the mean 0 for the run is used with the time

correction derived for the whole flight. On some occasions,

but not here where the potential temperature is sufficiently

constant with height, we have applied a height correction

to each reading, so that a mean appropriate to that height

as well as that time is used. The average value for w is

calculated from the overall height change during the run;

this assumes that the main cause of the change is an inexact

power setting for zero climb, rather than a biased sample

of air motions over the run. The calculation can use either

the variometer output, or differentiated height for w. The

latter gives much less discrimination, but the variometer

zero drift can be significant even over a short period, and

its calibration has to be checked frequently against overall

height changes.

For July 13 the calculated heat fluxes are shown in

Fig. 9. The accuracy of the computation has still to be

checked by varying the quality control, and by subdividing

the runs, but the general form of the variation with height,

a linear decrease to zero around 2/3 of the inversion

height, is plausible. (See, for example, Lenschow [1970]).

It is unlikely that measurements over our limited spectral

range will include all the significant eddies even under

the most convective conditions, and to estimate the contri-

bution in our range a spectrum is needed. This is in hand,

but the programming is not yet completed. If the results

of Bean et al. [1972], or Lenschow [private communication]

can be applied over land, a maximum of the spectral density

would be found at wavelengths around 600 m at our lowest

heights of 150 m above ground.
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Heat budget

The main independent check on the calculation of the

eddy heat fluxes comes from a computation of the heat budget.

Taking the value of 115 W m -2 for the mean at a height of

200 m during the first two runs, we compare it with the

change in heat storage calculated from the chan_ing temper-
ature profiles. These give a value of 220 W m -z . On this

particular day winds were less than 2 m s -1, and + I0 W m -2

are the limits for the advected heat. Radiation, according

to an Elsasser chart applied to the Crawley midday ascent,

provides a warming of 5 W m -2, assuming a surface tempera-

ture of 4°C above air temperature. Overall, from this data

set, a discrepancy of a factor of nearly two therefore remains;

much of this may be explained when the spectral limits of our
measurements are considered.

Structure of the thermals

With measurements only taken every 40 m or so along the

flight path, it is not possible to describe the structure

of the thermals in any detail. Lenschow [1970] suggests

using 10 m resolution. The impression during the flight was

that the thermals at lower levels had much sharper boundaries,

and a preliminary study of the maximum velocity of the

thermals against their size shows a rather uniform size at

200 m, regardless of the lift; at higher levels the larger

thermals are associated with higher velocities, and "multi-

ple cores" become more frequent, which corresponds with the

findings of Konovalov [1972].

Some other information on the structure of the "average"

thermal comes from separating the points within any one run

into classes according to the vertical velocity at that point.

Because of the uncertainty of the true zero, the air has been

described as moving upward or downward if it has a speed

greater that 0.5 m s -x in either direction. From the data

gathered on the four runs within one flight, mean tempera-

ture profiles are computed for each class, and these are

shown for the three flights on July 13 in Fig. 10. It is

possible to subdivide the data into smaller classes, but no

significant difference was found between profiles for air

moving upward with velocities greater than 2 m s -I, for

example, and those for all upward-moving air. The profiles

show the difference in stability between the two temperature

profiles in each case to be about 1/3 degree C per km, with

the upward moving air having a lapse rate not significantly

different from the dry adiabatic.
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TABLE 2

HEAT BUDGET

Change in heat stol_,Xe 995 - 850 mb

Mean IOOO - 16OO z + 220 +_ 50
-2

Wm

Compare:
-2

WmMeasured eddy heat flux at 20Om ÷ 115"

(,v995 mb) -2
Advection O + 10 W m

-2
Radiation + 5 + 5 W m

-2
Condensation or evaporation O + I W m

-2
TOTAL 120 + 50 W m

-2
* Probable error not known: assume + 30 W m
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Discussion

The analysis of this data has not been completed; that

of two later days on which similar programs were flown is to

be treated similarly. It is also clear that more detailed

information from accelerometer records, and particularly

from a rapid humidity sensor such as a Lyman-alpha device,

will add interesting information on the convective entities

which are acting, and on their variation with height and

with the time of day. It is probably not worth while logging

more temperature detail because water vapor is more useful

as a tracer; upward parcels of air maintain excess humidity

mixing ratios all the way through the boundary layer (see

e.g., Grant [1965]).

From improved measurements of the distribution of the

size of the single thermals with height, of the vertical

velocities and of the temperature and humidity lapse rate

differences between inside and outside air, we expect to be

able to discriminate to a useful extent between theoretical

models of thermals. These models have been summarised by

Lilly [1965], by Simpson et al. [1965], and implicitly by

Turner [1972], among others. Between some models a difference

of 25% in the growth size with height will be the most that

can be expected, and a considerable amount of data will be

needed to discriminate reliably using a statistical approach.

We would also stress that the data to be used in any ensemble

average must be chosen with care because the distribution

of thermals over apparently uniform terrain can be very dif-

ferent in the later parts of different days. These larger

patterns of convection, typically on the 3 to 10 km scale,

seem to be set by shear and stability patterns on a scale

larger than those we can study with the powered glider, but

we should not, therefore, ignore their influence on the scale

of our investigations. Assuming, however, that we still en-

courage observers to observe, and to describe the larger

scale on which the atmosphere seems to be uniform, it seems

probable that the use of the powered glider in the measure-

ment of convection will lead to uniquely useful local mea-

surements of fluxes and studies of boundary layer develop-

ment, and also to some capability to select between the

different thermal models proposed to date.
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CONTINUOUS CLOUD PHYSICS DATA OBTAINED IN UPDRAFT

SHAFTS OF CONTINENTAL CUMULUS CLOUDS

by

J. Doyne Sartor

Wim Toutenhoofd

National Center for Atmospheric Research*

Boulder, Colorado

Summary

"The Explorer" is an instrumented sailplane belonging

to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and

is operated by the National Center for Atmospheric Research.

The sailplane is centered in the updrafts of cumulus clouds

while circling with a turn radius of _ 250 m to obtain

simultaneous updraft, atmospheric state parameter, and cloud

microphysics data.

The sailplane instrumentation includes an electrostatic

disdrometer which measures every 0.5 sec a drop size dis-

tribution for _ 1 cm 3 of sampled air, a Cannon cloud par-

ticle camera, an impactor slide gun and instruments for ob-

taining the vertical speed of the air and the ambient tem-

perature. The instrumentation is discussed in more detail

by Toutenhoofd, Cannon and Sartor [i].

A one-minute sample of disdrometer and vertical air

speed data obtained in a flight on 12 August 1971 is pre-

sented in Fig. i. The sailplane was flown in the updraft

through the base of a continental cumulus congestus to an

altitude 1900 m above cloud base.

The high resolution of these data makes it possible to

derive statistical parameters important for testing certain

cloud models.

A summary of the data obtained in the cloud mentioned

above is presented in Fig. 2, where o r indicates the drop
radius standard deviation obtained from an 0.5 sec disdro-

meter sample. All data are averaged over i00 m intervals of

pressure altitude and plotted in solid lines; standard

deviations are plotted in dotted lines. Summaries like the

one depicted in Fig. 2 are used to plan the application of

the data in the testing of theoretical and numerical models

The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored

by the National Science Foundation.
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of cloud convection and precipitation development, in calcu-

lations concerning precipitation development and thunderstorm

electrification, and in other studies•
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AN INSTRUMENTED SAILPLANE - A PLATFORM FOR CLOUD

PHYSICS RESEARCH WITH CONTINUOUS RAPID

RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS

by

Wim Toutenhoofd

Theodore W. Cannon

J. Doyne Sartor

National Center for Atmospheric Research*

Boulder, Colorado

Summary

A Schweizer 2-32 sailplane, "The Explorer", has been

instrumented as a platform for cloud physics research. The

sailplane pilot can center his craft in the core of the up-

draft of cumulus clouds and in mountain wave clouds he can

maneuver to a desired position in the wave. This gives the

sailplane pilot the unique capability to investigate the micro-

physics, kinematics, and dynamics of clouds simultaneously

in a steady state or quasi-Lagrangian sense. The relatively

slow true air speed and choice of fast response instrumen-

tation allow measurements to be made with a spatial resolu-

tion of 15 to 20 meters.

The scientific instrumention mounted on "The Explorer"

is summarized in Table I. The electrostatic disdrometer

(Abbott, Dye and Sartor [I]) measures and reads out the

cloud droplet size distribution each half second during

transit through the cloud. Ice crystal concentrations and

droplets in the same volume are measured in situ every 1/2

sec using the Cannon particle camera (Cannon[2]). The ver-

tical speed of the sailplane is measured continuously and

can be converted to vertical air speed from a simple equation

of motion for the aircraft. A diode thermometer mounted at

the stagnation point on the nose of the sailplane gives

continuous temperature measurements. The measured parameters

and voice communications are transmitted to a mobile ground
station where the information is received with a nine-channel

telemetry receiver and is recorded on magnetic tape. The

raw data can be reviewed in real time on strip chart re-

corders or oscilloscope. The telemetered data is digitized

from a playback of the magnetic tape and fed into the NCAR

computer so that most of the analysis and reduction of the

data can be accomplished with a minimum of effort a short

time after local flights.

Results obtained with the sailplane in the updrafts

of continental cumuli are discussed elsewhere by Sartor and

The National Center for atmospheric Research is sponsored

by the National Science Foundation.
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TABLE I

Instrument Range Accuracy
Sample volume

&/or time

resolution

Camera-ln situ

particles,

liquid & solid

Electrostatic

cloud droplet
disdrometer

Cloud droplet

impactor

slides

Variometer,

vertical speed

of sailplane

For concentra-

tions >l.5_m

For sizing _8_m

4 to 19_m in 1.5_m
intervals I)

>_2_m

-i
-40 to +40 m sec

-+20%

-+10%

±15%

-I
+0.4 m sec

Pressure I010 to 120 m5 ±0.5 mb

altitude

Temperature -75 to +30°C unknown

5.0 cm 3 for 10_m

droplet, 130 cm 3

for ice; 1/2 sec

3
1.0 cm per 1/2 sec

3
50 cm , occasional

sample

<0.5 sec

<i sec (0.5 mb

pressure altitude

resolution obtained

by integrating ver-

tical speed from

variometer)

to be determined

after computerized

analysis

-i -i
Indicated 0 - 67 m sec ±4 m sec <0.5 sec

air speed

Vertical ac- -i0 to +I0 g ±0.3 g

celerometer

<0.5 sec

Lyman alpha -40 to +20°C ±2°C <0.i sec

humidiometer dewpoint dew-point

Particle sizes in radius.

I)AII droplets with radii >19_m are counted in one channel.
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Toutenhoofd [3]. A 16 mm sound movie depicting the sailplane

research operations is available for viewing•
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SOME ASPECTS OF TURBULENCE IN

THE ATMOSPHERE

by

Robert R. Long

Department of Mechanics and Materials Science

The Johns Hopkins University

Introduction

The motion of the atmosphere and the turbulence embedded

in this motion is of the greatest interest in soaring. The

turbulence directly felt by the glider pilot apparently stems
from three basic sources. One is the turbulent motion found

in clouds, which has its origin in the energy (or heat) sup-

plied to the fluid parcels by the release of the latent heat

of condensation. The second has its basic energy supply in

the unstable potential energy distribution characteristic

of the atmosphere in certain layers and at certain times.

These layers are located principally near the ground during

the daytime. The third source of energy in atmospheric tur-

bulenc_ is the direct conversion of the kinetic energy in a

mean shearing current to the kinetic energy in _he turbulent

elements. The release of latent heat is a very special cir-

cumstance and the associated turbulence requires a separate

discussion. Here we will discuss only some aspects of tur-

bulence occurring in the clear air either in stable or un-
stable situations.

Turbulence near the ground in unstable situations

There is a great body of literature concerning turbulence

in the region just above the ground when the ground is heated.

In this case, the air above develops an unstable mean poten-

.tial density gradient. As a result, potential energy can be

converted directly into kinetic energy. In addition, if there

is shear, an additional source of energy (which may or may

not be important) comes from the working of the Reynolds

stresses against the mean shear. Two additional terms of

importance in the energy equation are the advection of energy

by the turbulent elements and the dissipation of energy due

to a cascade process in which energy is transferred to smaller

and smaller eddies and is finally lost through the action of

molecular viscosity.

Theoretical considerations of the unstable case go back

to Prandtl [1932]. In general, the buoyancy flux and momentum

flux, which we denote by q and T, are considered to be the
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two important parameters of the problem. If we are very close
to the ground, it appears indisputable that the thermal in-
stability due to the heated surface may be neglected if there
is appreciable wind shear. Then T alone is the important
parameter and the characteristic mean quantities such as mean
velocity gradient, mean density gradient, and rms velocities
depend only on • and the distance above the ground z. Dimen-
sional analysis then leads to the form of the dependence of
these mean quantities on these two parameters. One is led,
for example, to the conclusion that the mean velocity in-
creases with height as the logarithm of z and this has been

verified countless times in the atmosphere and the laboratory.

If there is no shear, it appears that the molecular coeffi-

cient of viscosity and heat diffusion may not be neglected,

at least as far as the specification of the buoyancy flux is

concerned [Malkus, 1954].

The case of no shear or weak shear is perhaps of limited

interest for atmospheric purposes but there is a great body

of experimental and theoretical literature related to this

case. If the lower boundary is smooth, as it is in experiments,

there is a thermal boundary layer just at the surface in which

most of the mean temperature difference occurs. Above this is

a turbulent situation with rising thermals surrounded by more

gently descending motion. Attention has been concentrated on

establishing the gradient of mean buoyancy and mean velocity

in the layer immediately above the thermal boundary layer.

A theory of Malkus, for example, suggests that the buoyancy
gradient decreases with height as z- . On the other hand, the

theory of Prandtl predicts a decrease proportional to z -4/3 .

Prandtl obtains this result by assuming essentially that all

mean quantities depend only on z and q and not on the molec-

ular coefficients of viscosity and conduction. In a certain

sense this is paradoxical because q itself is directly pro-

portional to a power of the molecular coefficient of diffu-

sion. Experimental evidence is contradictory. Townsend [1959]

performed experiments in which his measurements of the mean

buoyancy gradient were too inaccurate to decide between the

two theories. On "the other hand, he found a z-dependence of

the rms fluctuation which was sufficiently accurate to demon-

strate disagreement with Prandtl's similarity theory. We must

conclude that the problem is unresolved.

Where there is a wind, an important theory has been

given by Monin and Obukhov [1953] in which it is assumed that

the molecular coefficients do not enter the analysis at all.

The mean quantities such as the buoyancy gradient depend only

on z, q and T. Dimensional analysis then leads to the famous

similarity theory of Monin and Obukhov in which all non-di-

mensional mean quantities depend only on z/_ m were £m is the

Monin-Obukhov length T3/_q. If the theory is correct, we de-

duce therefore that a laboratory model of turbulence in the

boundary layer requires only similar values of the ratio z/£ m.

The general similarity theory of Monin and Obukhov has been

subjected to experimental study by Plate and Arya [1969] who

found that a similarity theory seems to work very well for
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wind tunnel flow above a cooled plate. Atmospheric observa-
tions also indicate that it is a good approximation.

A problem arises with regard to the similarity theory,
however, when a special investigation is made for large values
of z/£ m. If z/£ m is large, then either z is large or, perhaps,
T is small. An argument dating back to Priestley [1954] then
states that in the limit as • goes to zero such a quantity
as the mean buoyancy gradient should become independt of T.
This leads again to the conclusion that the mean buoyancy
gradient decreases as z-_/_ It was believed for some time
that this theory was verified by atmospheric observations
[Monin & Yaglom, 1971]. Recently, however, Dyer [1967] and
Businger, et al. [1971] have suggested on the basis of their
atmospheric data that the dependence for large z/£ m (> 0.I,
perhaps) is a z-3/2 instead. The data of Businger, et al.,
in particular, seems especially good and the scatter seems
too small to accomodate the possibility of a z-_/3 law. In
some recent work, I have concluded that the argument leading
to the z-4/3 is faulty because (neglecting molecular coeffi-
cients entirely) it is not possible to allow T to decrease
all the way to zero. The argument will appear in detail in a
forthcoming publication.

Turbulence in stable flow

In the case where the atmosphere is stable, for example

in the free atmosphere in general or in the atmospheric bound-

ary layer at night, the potential energy distribution is

stable and the kinetic energy of the turbulence is lost to

potential energy. There is only one source of energy, namely

the kinetic energy in the mean shear and, therefore, if there

is no shear (no mean motion), there can be no turbulence and

the atmosphere comes to rest. If energy is produced by the

shear, it is then transferred by the eddy motion or is con-

verted to potential energy or is dissipated by the frictional

effects. In the two layers of the atmosphere, the similarity

theory of Monin and Obukhov appears to be a good approximation

and we have some indication of the velocity and buoyancy

gradients, rms velocities, etc.

Turbulence in the upper portions of the atmosphere (com-

monly called clear air turbulence) may be discussed similarly

with respect to energy although the turbulence appears to be

triggered by instability processes rather than by the effect

of the roughnesses of the ground in the atmospheric boundary

layer. Let us discuss the energy equation to some extent.

The shear term in the simplest case has the form -_rQ'u z or

T_ z where u is the mean velocity and _' and _' are the fluc-

tuating components in the direction of the mean wind and

vertically. This term tends to be positive, that is to supply

turbulent motion. Thus, if the velocity increases with height,

Uz is positive. Then in the presence of eddy motion, a parcel

coming from above (w' < 0) will presumable have positive mo-
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mentum (u' > 0) when it arrives at its new level. This cor-
relation then yields a negative covariance w'u' and this
will cause the turbulence to increase. The same argument
holds for a decrease of wind with height.

The details of the generation of turbulent energy by
shear are currently under investigation in neutral conditions
near a wall [Kim, Kline and Reynolds, 1971]. In stratified
flow, a possible mechanism involves the creation of a turbu-
lent patch by the breaking of an internal gravity wave.
Mixing results, and the local gradient of velocity tends to
be destroyed across the patch. The resulting more uniform
mean motion has less kinetic energy than before and the excess
supports the turbulence [Long, 1970].

The potential energy term in the energy equation has
the form -w--V_r = q where p is the buoyancy defined by
P = (Pl - Po)g/Po in which Pl is density and Po is a reference
density. In a stable fluid, rising parcel carries the heavier
density of its layer of origin; that is, positive w' will be
associated with positive p' so that the kinetic energy is
decreased as the potential energy is increased. In shear flow
in neutral conditions contributions to -u'w' are on the scale
£e of the energy-containing eddies and £e tends to be of the
order of the length scale of the mean velocity field
[Townsend, 1956]. In stratified flow, it has been suggested
that important contributions may arise from smaller eddies.

One of the important aspects of turbulence in stratified
shearing flow is the origin and maintenance of the turbulence.
Early work by Richardson [1920] looked for a criterion that
turbulence could just be maintained. One may imagine an in-
terchange of two parcels of air over a vertical distance.
The process yields an increase of potential energy. At the
same time the mixing tends to equalize the velocity so that
kinetic energy is released from the mean shear. Turbulence
can just be maintained when these two processes are in balance.
The result, after some assumptions, is that Ri < i/4 where
Ri is the gradient Richardson number Ri = _Tz/(_z)2.

Another approach to the maintenance of turbulence, which
is somewhat more satisfactory and also somewhat less informa-
tive, is through the energy equation discussed above. If we
neglect the term involving the redistribution of energy, we
may be sure that the energy production term must exceed the
term involving the loss of kinetic energy to potential energy.
The result is that the flux Richardson number Rf = q/T_ z must

be less than 1 for the maintenance of turbulence. It is easy

to show, however, that Rf = Ri Kh/K m where K h and K m are

coefficients of eddy viscosity and eddy diffusion. The latter

are unknown so that this approach does not lead to a critical

gradient Richardson number.

Studies of instability of small disturbances on laminar

stratified shearing flow are also numerous and are on firmer

physical and mathematical ground although applications to
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real systems are questionable• The basis result is the Miles-
Howard theorem [Miles, 1961; Howard, 1961] that flows are
stable is Ri > 1/4 everywhere in the system• The theorem

says nothing about instability but individual cases seem to

indicate that instability usually occurs if Ri drops below

1/4 somewhere in the flow field.
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Session Chairman's Opening
Adress

STATE OF THE ART OF SELF-LAUNCHING SAILPLANES

by

H.N. Perl

The evolution of the self-launching sailplane began, in

the United States, some 40 years ago during the era of the

primary glider. Several enterprising enthusiasts installed

powerplants in these very basic aircraft with varied degrees

of success. The major problem in those days (and in the gen-

eral sense, even today) was the availability of suitable

powerplants. Many of these aircraft employed modified motor-

cycle engines and a few installed small experimental type

aircraft engines. These engines ranged from 25 to 40 horse-

power, but, unfortunately, were quite heavy and bulky. In

this same time frame there were a few serious attempts to

produce a powered trainer. Two such aircraft, the Cycloplane

and the Crawford were designed basically as powered gliders

to be used as trainers. The depression of the early 1930's

took its toll of these and many other aviation activities.

The relevance of this bit of history is to illustrate

that even in the early phases of glider activity and develop-

ment the problems of glider launching and training were rec-

ognized and many activities were undertaken in an attempt to

provide solutions.

Germany also investigated this problem area. I discovered

a photograph, in a 1937 issue of Soaring magazine, of a fleet

of "Baby Grunau" sailplanes, all with small engines mounted

on the fuselage. These engines were developed by Wolf Hirth

and had an output of approximately 25 H.P. The present day

Hirth engine now being used on many powered sailplanes is

undoubtedly an outgrowth of this early development.

The SLS* activity in the U.S. during the late 1930's

and during the World War II years was sporadic with no sig-

nificant developments taking place. However, at the close of

the war interest was again renewed. Ted Nelson and the late

Wm. Hawley Bowlus began a modest program to explore the

feasibility of producing a satisfactory SLS. I had the very

good fortune to participate in this early activity.

The initial phase of this program began with the in-

stallation of a small two-cylinder target drone engine on the

nose of a "Baby Albatross" sailplane. The flight tests were

* SLS - self-launching sailplane
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conducted by Bowlus and for the most part were highly success-
ful. A considerable amount of enthusiasm was generated among
the group as a result of these tests and opened the way for
further exploration. (As in many projects of this nature we
had no idea as to where it would eventually lead.)

Nelson and Bowlus then proceeded to form a small company
(Nelson Aircraft Corporation) and we were off and running.
The chosen aircraft configuration was essentially that of a
"Baby Albatross" sailplane and featured a side-by-side seating
arrangement in a pod-like fuselage with a fixed engine in the
rear. The project eventually culminated in the FAA type
certification of a powered sailplane. This aircraft was the
first, and to date, the only SLS to receive such an approval.
The aircraft was called the Nelson "Dragonfly" and seven were
eventually produced. Incidentally, the type certificate was
issued in October 1947 -- just twenty-five years ago.

Coincident with the development of the "Dragonfly",
Nelson undertook personally the development of the engine for
the aircraft. This engine later became the first two-stroke
cycle engine to receive an FAA type certificate. (It is cer-

tified for use both in conventional aircraft and helicopters.)

The "Dragonfly" project was terminated in late 1947 due to

adverse national economic conditions; all was not in vain

however. The wealth of test data obtained during the type

certification process of the "Dragonfly" was invaluable in

the later development of the "Hummingbird". This aircraft is

a two-place, tandem, retractable engine, high performance

(circa 1950), self-launching sailplane. Seven of these aircraft

were constructed on an experimental airworthiness certificate,

To my knowledge four are still actively flying (including the

prototype).

I have used this brief resume of history (with a bit of

nostalgia, I might add), to set the stage for a review of the

present stat_of-the-art regarding self-launching sailplanes.

As far as I can determine no other effort of the magnitude

of the "Dragonfly" and "Hummingbird" projects has since been

undertaken in this country. Current rumors have it that the

Ryan Aeronautical Corporation of San Diego, California has a

project under development involving a new self-launching sail-

plane. They are planning to make an announcement of the

project in the next few months - at present everything is

very hush-hush. I believe Richard Schreder has a project in

this category also.

Other present day efforts in this country appear to be

individual "one of a kind" projects and on a very small, lim-

ited scale, particularly when compared to the European efforts.

For instance, the 1971 census for self-launching sailplanes

shows only approximately 60 to 70 such aircraft in the U.S.

Incidentally, a large fraction of these sailplanes are of

European manufacture.
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The state of self-launching sailplane activities in this
country, as I see it, is still in the very preliminary phase
of development. We have yet to optimize the design parameters

for this type of aircraft. Factors which will have a major

influence and impact on the future of self-launching sail-

planes will be those Federal regulations which are now under

consideration by the FAA. Proposed regulations include full

certification requirements for powerplants, propellers, and

ancillary equipment. It is also proposed that airmen's re-

quirements will include a power rating for operation of self-

launching sailplanes - this will also apply to flight instruc-
tors.

Technically, I feel there exists adequate, or perhaps a

better word - sufficient, expertise, (in the general sense),

to produce a sound, high performance, reasonably priced,

self-launching sailplane. State of the art in such fields as

aerodynamics, airfoil sections, structures, materials, power-

plant design, etc., together with new, sophisticated analyt-

ical techniques are, to my mind, more than adequate to design

and build a superior aircraft of this type.

in:
The major problem areas, as I view them, lie basically

i. the field of economics,

2. acceptance of the concept by the soaring fraternity

(and other related aviation circles),

3. formulation of reasonable, non-restrictive, Federal

regulations, and

4. creation of an organization devoted to the promotion

and development of self-launching sailplanes.

The big question yet to be answered in the realm of

economics are those related to providing sufficient financial

resources for development and production, and the creation

of an adequate market to justify the investment. Otherwise,

supporters of developmental and promotional activities will be

forced to seek aid from philanthropic or governmental sources.

It should be mentioned in passing that a major reason for the

success of the "Hummingbird" project was adequate financial
resources.

That the soaring fraternity, in general, has yet to put

its stamp of approval on such aircraft is self evident. The

"purist" philosophy is still all to prevalent in many areas

and cannot be ignored. Certainly much work needs to be done

to develop more interest in this field.

One must also be realistic about the ever increasing

number of Federal regulations pertaining to such items as

airworthiness certification requirements, powerplant certifi-

cations, airman's certification requirements, etc., as applied

to self-launching sailplanes. These factors can create a sig-

nificant impact on development and production costs, and on

flight training costs.
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Indirectly related, and not only confined to self-

launching sailplanes, but to all soaring and general aviation

activities, are the new airspace limitations now being put

into effect. For example, we in the San Francisco Bay Area

are just beginning to feel the impact of the new Terminal

Control Area (TCA) which goes into effect in December 1972.

I feel we must institute more effective liaison with the

Federal agencies if we wish to maintain soaring as a viable,

on-going sport in this country.

Considering the issues just reviewed it is obviousthat

some type of formal organization devoted to self-launching

sailplanes is in order and long overdue if this facet of the

sport of soaring is to succeed. There is a definite need to

coordinate the many loose-end activities, formulate standards,

and prepare a statement of objectives.

In conclusion, and to repeat my earlier statements, I

feel that the technical expertise exists to produce a satis-

factory, high performance self-launching sailplane. True,

there are many technical fields such as powerplant design,

propeller design, materials and fabrication technique improve-

ments, etc., which need further investigation and study to

better optimize the aircraft; however, there is no question

but that such goals can be achieved. The solutions to the

economic and regulatory problems, unfortunately, are not as

straightforward as to their solution - but they cannot be

ignored if successful self-launching sailplanes are to be
built and marketed.

That there is an ever-increasing interest in this field

of soaring can be attested to by the fact of this symposium,

the recent self-launching sailplane contest held at Rosamond,

California this last summer, and also the appearance on the

scene of the new magazine Motorgliding. This publication is

sponsored by the SSA.

That the movement has caught on in Europe is obvious,

particularly from the number of new self-launching sailplane

models now on the market. Whether the U.S. will step to the

forefront in this most interesting and challenging endeavor

only the future will tell.
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SELF-LAUNCHING SAILPLANE D-39

by

Wilhelm Dirks

Akademische Fliegergruppe,

T.H. Darmstadt, W.Germany

Introduction

A powered glider should fulfil the following demands:

i. Soaring performance should be nearly as good as that

of similar sailplanes.

2. Under power it should have a short t.o. distance, a

good climbing speed, and a good cruising speed.

3. It should make little noise.

4. It should feature simple handling.

Configuration choice

Some examples already constructed and flying will now

be discussed:

i. Engine installed in the front, fitted with a feath-

ering propeller (SFS 31, ASK-14). The cooling air in-
take is at the nose.

2. Retractable engine and propeller (SF 27 M, D-37).

3. Ducted-fan in the rear fuselage (Sirius).

4. Tailless aircraft with a propeller behind the

trailing edge (AV 36, FS 26).

Critical examination of these concepts gives the follow-

ing results:

i. A front engine installation yields relatively simple

construction and handling. The cooling is good and

an effective exhaust system can be fitted. The

propeller diameter can be as large as necessary when

a retractable main wheel is used. Fitting of a drive

is possible. Using all these possibilities optimum

performance under power and low noise can be obtained.

However, having the cooling air intakes and the

propeller in front - even when it is feathered-

produces so much drag that the gliding performance is

unsatisfactory.
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2. Retractable engine types guarantee gliding perfor-
mance as good as those of sailplanes of similar con-
figuration, but performance under power is compara-
tively poor. The drag increase of the D-37, for in-
stance, is 40% when the engine is swung out. Prob-
lems arise for the engine section, which has to be
quite small and of very low mass. A propeller of
optimum diameter, a drive, and an effective exhaust
system can hardly be accomodated in the fuselage of
a high-performance sailplane. Because of the compli-
cated mechanism of this configuration the reliabili-
ty of operation is unsatisfactory.

3. The static thrust of a ducted-fan is too small. The
gliding performance is poor because the duct adds
drag.

4. Soaring performance of a tail-less glider is always
smaller than that of a similar aircraft with a tail-
plane. Longitudinal stability is often unsatisfactory.

We can see, after this discussion, that a configuration

with the engine in front might be optimal for a powered

glider, if, during gliding, the propeller is folded away and

the cooling air inlets are closed. Thus the D-39 powered

glider will have a propeller which folds completely into the

fuselage through openings closed by covering flaps. The

engine (36 hp Hirth 017 snowmobile engine) has a cooling fan

so that it can take the cooling air from the propeller open-

ings, which remain open in powered flight. No further open-

ings are necessary. Thus it is possible to construct a fuse-

lage of high aerodynamic quality as shown in Figure i.

The D-39 will be of fiberglass construction, with 15 m

wing span, aspect ratio 20,5 and Wortmann laminar flow profile

sections FX61-184 / FX60-126. Propeller speed is reduced by

a cog-belt to half engine speed. The propeller diameter is

1.35 m (Figure 2).

Calculation of _lidin@ performance

Gliding performance of the D-39 has been calculated

using a digital computer. The results of this calculation may

be compared with that of the high performance sailplane D-38

which has the same wings and tailplane as the D-39:

The drag of the fuselage (Figure 3) will be only 7% larger

than that of the smaller D-38 fuselage, if it is possible to

have a laminar boundary layer on the front part. However, it

is probably not possible to keep laminar flow beyond the

spinner. Thus further calculations are done assuming a turbu-

lent boundary layer. The drag is 25% greater than that of the

D-38 fuselage. However, the air speed versus sinking speed

charts show that the performance of the powered glider is

nearly as good as that of the sailplane (Figure 4).
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The best method to compare the performance of sailplanes

is to calculate the cross-country cruising speed. This was done

using a digital computer. Figure 5 shows the cruising speed

calculated for the D-39, the D-38 and the standard class sail-

plane ASW 15. The cruising speed of the D-39 is only 3% to 5%

lower than that of the D-38 and as good as that of the ASW 15.

If lift is very weak the D-39 is inferior to the sailplanes

because of the minimum wing loading of 29 kg/m 2. (In this

case sailplanes normally cannot continue their cross-country

flight and have to land. Then the powered glider, of course,

is superior.)

Design of an optimum propeller

Using Reference 1 it is possible to choose the optimum

propeller diameter, speed, and blade loading for static

thrust, climb and cruise. Using these results a propeller for

optimum climbing speed was designed using Theodorsen'8 pro-

peller theory [2]. The result is a C L vs b distribution, which

completes the blade data required. Clark Y profile sections

were chosen for the D-39 propeller.

Calculation of performance under power

The calculation of the thrust for various airspeeds was

done using the theory of Betz [3,4]. This calculation was

also done using a digital computer. The results are plotted

in Figure 6. The cruising speed is 51.6 m/s at a propeller

speed of n = 2880 rpm. Rate of climb is w s = 3.60 m/s at an
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airspeed of V = 27.8 m/s and a propeller speed of n = 2810

rpm. Static thrust is T = 925 N at a propeller speed of

n = 2810 rpm. This performance under power is better than

that of current powered gliders of similar configuration•

Design of the propeller blades and foldin_ mechanism

The propeller blades will be made of the fiberglass re-

inforced plastics. The advantage lies in the smaller weight

by comparison with wooden blades. The fiberglass rovings of

the blade are used for the connection to the hub also, with-

out need for additional material. Figure 7 shows the connec-

tion. Figure 8 shows the construction of the blade. Torsion

is taken by a fiberglass laminate with the weave directed at

45 degrees to the centerline of the blade•

n= 2 x 92110

_,-;'TT//__._' ----__n= 1 x 90070 o

S _%_'__" _1 - ' _i ,_#06 g/m _

_fiberglass rovings

Figure 8.

The blade folding mechanism (Figure 7) is operated by

the pilot when the propeller has stopped rotating. In opera-

tional position the propeller blades are fixed by a knee

joint• Centrifugal forces add to the kneeing action.
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THE HIGH PERFORMANCE MOTOR GLIDER

AND ITS APPLICATION IN COMPETITION FLYING

by

Ian Strachan

British Gliding Association

Introduction

The pattern of high-performance motor gliding in the

future will be set by the next generation of designs reaching

the gliding movement. This may in no small measure be in-

fluenced by the contest rules approved by the CIVV for the

first world Motor Glider championship which will define

whether engines will be allowed to be used extensively, or

whether they will be regarded simply as aids to prevent field

landings. Following this introduction is a design specifica-

tion for a high performance single seat motor glider (HPMG),

a suggested draft for CIVV Motor Glider contest rules, and a

list of the additional British Gliding Association (BGA)

rules that at present enable motor gliders to take part with

gliders in BGA contests. Perhaps the biggest factor which

presently holds up HPMG development is the lack of a suitable

engine. All motor glider enthusiasts should scan the lists

of commercial engines for those will power outputs of 35-50

bhp at high power/wt ratios, and write to their soaring

magazines (and the glider manufacturers) with details of

likely units.

All glider pilots who find themselves interested in

owning the HPMG of the specification described later should

make their views known loud and clear to the glider manufac-

turers. Similarly CIW should receive as many inputs as

possible through national representatives before final deci-
sions are made on contest rules. We must ensure that motor

glider contests are won by soaring in high performance sail-

pZanes, and not be indiscrimlnate use of engines in "compro-

mise aeroplanes" that do not soar very well but have superb

engine-on performance.

Specification for a hi@h performance motor @lider

At the recent British Open and Standard Class champion-

ships much discussion ensued in the periods of bad weather

about the future of our sport. Few pilots denied the place

Note: The views expressed herewith are those of the author

and do not necessarily represent British Gliding Association

policy.
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of the high-performance single seat motor glider (HPMG) in
the future, especially in Europe with Air Traffic restric-
tions becoming more severe, and the pattern of farming making
field landings more hazardous. The problem is that a suitable
machine does not exist at present. When presented with a
really good design specification for the HPMG, many British
Championship pilots expressed great interest, several saying
"Well, of course I'd buy one like THAT - the trouble at

present is that the motor glider has just not been DEVELOPED

enough .... ". Meanwhile the manufacturers try and outdo each

other in competing in the same market for bigger and bigger

glass gliders and do not seem to be looking to the large in-

ternational sales which surely must fall to the first of them

to come up with a viable HPMG. The most advanced production

line MG is still the SF27M, which was flown in German Nation-

als as long ago as 1968. Its fully retractable engine and

K6E soaring performance (except in weak thermals) surely

show designers the way to go. Since 1968, Scheibes have added

an electric starter and pneumatic strut which compresses on

engine retraction, thus aiding the extension of the engine

before re-starting. But what is needed now is more span. Most

big gliders of the 1970's are carrying water ballast. How

much more useful to have "engine ballast" on a congested

launch point, or when about to land in a field far from home!

So, manufacturers and designers, take an existing advanced

glider, put into a suitable engine either mounted on an

SF27M type retractable strut or fuselage-mounted driving a

ducted fan, and do your best to fulfill the specification
below:

Design specification

Points mentioned are in order of importance, 1 - 8 being

particularly fundamental.

i. General Philosophy. When soaring with engine switched off,

the machine's characteristics should closely correspond to

those of existing high-performance gliders. This includes

handling qualities, cockpit layout, performance, ancillaries

such as airbrakes, flaps etc. The machine should firstly aim

to be a viable high performance soaring machine, only secon-

darily carrying the engine, as an aid to increasing the time

spent in soaring.

2. Thermalling Performance, engine-off, should be as good as

or better than a Standard Cirrus, with the machine at "Soaring

All Up Weight". Soaring AUW is defined as that of a fully

equipped machine with a 200 ib pilot and fuel for 150 km of

flight in still air. It is essential that any measure or

calculation of "thermalling performance" takes account of

very weak thermal conditions. The machine's low-speed polar

should either be similar to the Standard Cirrus, or if mini-

mum sink were higher it must be achieved at a significantly

lower speed.
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3. Maximum Glide Ratio, engine-off, should be better than
38 : i.

4. Restarting the engine whilst airborne should be:
a. 99.9% reliable, assuming the pilot made correct selec-

tions.

b. Actuated by a single action which should not require
any physical effort or mental concentration. It should
be possible to thermal the machine down to the same
altitude as a normal glider, select a field, make an
approach to the field as far as actually using air-
brakes. Having ascertained that a safe landing in the
field is possible, the engine start circuit should then
be actuated. This would automatically extend the engine
(if strut mounted) and when extended would make a micro-
switch which would cut in the starter. When the engine
developed power, the airbrakes would be retracted and
the throttle opened to climb away. The height loss be-
tween engine selection and the development of enough
power for level flight should not exceed i00 feet, in
the approach configuration and at normal approach speed.

Notes on restarting.
a. If a lightweight cartridge starter is used, a breech of

at least 6 shots should be designed.

b. If an electric starter is used, it should work on 12
volts and have a ground power connection fitted for
starting from car electrics or portable battery packs.
The engine, when running, should recharge the glider
batteries.

c. If the engine is mounted on an extensible strut, a
simple manual method of extending the engine should be
provided in addition to any automatic (e.g., hydraulic
or pneumatic) method.

d. An emergency starting method should be designed for use
on the ground should the main method fail. This could
be a method actuated by pulling a cable.

5. Sink at 80 kt should be 3 kt or less (150 km/h, sink
1.6 m/s), engine-off, at soaring AUW.

6. The engine should be designed to be easy to remove, e.g.,
by use of pip-pins and push-pull connectors. The machine must
have a full clearance to fly with engine removed. The design-
er should ensure that as much weight as possible is removed
by this process - for instance it may be possible to remove
not only the engine but its mounting strut at the same time.
The object should be that, with no specialised tools, it
should be possible to remove the engine and make the machine
ready for flight as far as the engine ancillaries are con-
cerned, in i0 minutes. For refitting a serviceable engine and
making ready for inspection and engine test running, 15
minutes.
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7. Take-off run on short grass to 50 feet at speed V2 in

3. The alternative of giving all competitors a calibrated
amount of fuel to use on the task is a practicable solution
but is quite unacceptable because it destroys the flexibility
of using only the fuel needed by the soaring conditions found
en route. It also commits the pilots to the safety hazard of
deliberately running out of fuel just as they finish. And who
would decree the basis upon which fuel is issued to each
machine? If too little were issued on a day that turned out
to be poor, all would land out, so defeating the main advan-
tage of the motor glider.

4. The author considers that the scoring system must cater
fairly for three cases:

a. The day of excellent soaring weather where little engine
will be used on task by good pilots.

b. The day of poor weather where soaring is hard work but
up to, say 5 minutes engine per hour of air time is
legitimately used by good pilots to complete the task.

o. The presence of the machine of good aeroplane perfor-
mance that, without thermals, can achieve 60 kt overall
with use of engine for 1/3 of total time.

5. It seems reasonable to base penalties for the use of engine

not for set minutes of engine time, but pro rata on engine

time used divided by total time on task. Clearly 30 minutes

of engine used in 1 hour getting round a i00 km triangle would

not be meritorious in the least, whereas 30 minutes in 6 hours

getting round a 300 km triangle might be a hard-fought credit-

able performance.

6. Formulas for engine time penalties should now be considered.

It is suggested that a graph be constructed with axes of

Scoring Speed (i.e., the devaluation factor to be applied to

true speed) against minutes of engine used per hour of flight.

It might be thought that the formula derived would be a use-

ful basis for scoring. Unfortunately the formula itself is

rather complex and in any case an arbitrary devaluation would

have to be applied to pilots achieving a good "soaring speed",

but achieving this by bypassing poor soaring weather by run-

ning their engines.

7. Figure 1 shows a very simple formula, varying linearly from

no devaluation for no use of engine (the only point on which

pilots will agree) to complete devaluation at 15 minutes en-

gine per hour. Unfortunately this has a major anomaly. Con-

sider a pilot meeting bad weather en route and running his

engine for just over 15 min/h, but when he arrives at the
finish line it is still soarable. If he does not cross the

finish line, but "holds off" by local soaring, he decreases

the proportion of engine time used and so will score. There

will then be an optimum time to "hold off"after which his

score decreases because his overall s_eed becomes slower. To

impose such calculations on pilots should NOT be the object

of the scoring system. It may be shown that with most

"straight line" formulas such as this one, if speed is
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3. Maximum Glide Ratio, engine-off, should be better than
38:1.

4. Restarting the engine whilst airborne should be:

a. 99.9% reliable, assuming the pilot made correct selec-
tions.

b. Actuated by a single action which should not require
any physical effort or mental concentration. It should
be possible to thermal the machine down to the same
altitude as a normal glider, select a field, make an
approach to the field as far as actually using air-
brakes. Having ascertained that a safe landing in the
field is possible, the engine start circuit should then
be actuated. This would automatically extend the engine
(if strut mounted) and when extended would make a micro-
switch which would cut in the starter. When the engine
developed power, the airbrakes would be retracted and
the throttle opened to climb away. The height loss be-
tween engine selection and the development of enough
power for level flight should not exceed 100 feet, in
the approach configuration and at normal approach speed.

Notes on restarting.

a. If a lightweight cartridge starter is used, a breech of
at least 6 shots should be designed.

b. If an electric starter is used, it should work on 12
volts and have a ground power connection fitted for
starting from car electrics or portable battery packs.
The engine, when running, should recharge the glider
batteries.

c. If the engine is mounted on an extensible strut, a
simple manual method of extending the engine should be
provided in addition to any automatic (e.g., hydraulic
or pneumatic) method.

d. An emergency starting method should be designed for use
on the ground should the main method fail. This could
be a method actuated by pulling a cable.

5. Sink at 80 kt should be 3 kt or less (150 km/h, sink
1.6 m/s), engine-off, at soaring AUW.

6. The engine should be designed to be easy to remove, e.g.,
by use of pip-pins and push-pull connectors. The machine must
have a full clearance to fly with engine removed. The design-
er should ensure that as much weight as possible is removed
by this process - for instance it may be possible to remove
not only the engine but its mounting strut at the same time.
The object should be that, with no specialised tools, it
should be possible to remove the engine and make the machine
ready for flight as far as the engine ancillaries are con-
cerned, in i0 minutes. For refitting a serviceable engine and
making ready for inspection and engine test running, 15
minutes.
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7. Take-off run on short grass to 50 feet at speed V2 in
still air, ISA + 10°C and at soaring AUW, to be 300 m or less.

8. The normal glider characteristics, mentioned as the over-
riding design requirement in number 1 above, to include the
following:

a. Full airbrake and/or flap arrangements to make normal
short field landings.

b. Normal glider towing hook for launching.

c. Normal stressing and clearance for cloud flying at
soaring AUW.

d. Normal rigging, derigging and trailer stowing charac-
teristics.

e. Capability for fitting full glider instruments and
oxygen.

9. Engine-on rate of climb to be at least 400 ft/min (2m/s)
at climbing power, still air, ISA + 10°C and at soaring AUW.

10. The undercarriage should incorporate shock absorbtion
devices and have a powerful wheelbrake.

ii. Range on a full tank of fuel should be at least 300 km
in still air. It should be possible to use the radio on both
transmit and receive whilst running the engine.

12. The engine should be a production line type for which
spares are cheap and readily available. Syndicates typically

would buy a second engine as a spare.

13. The increase in price over a glider of similar soaring

performance should not be greater than £1000 or $3000, the

aim being to decrease this differential as numbers of orders

increase.

14. Ground handling. Provision should be made for detachable

wing supports or wheels, to enable unassisted take-offs to

be made. With such supports fitted, the machine should be

capable of taxying, directional control being through a

steerable tailwheel inter-linked with the rudder.

15. Longe Range Transit. Consideration should be given to the

design of over-load fuel tanks and luggage panniers (all

detachable). In the "Long Range" configuration, a 500 km

minimum range starting at maximum AUW would be required,
without assistance from thermals.

Maximum AUW could be cleared for "gentle manoevers only" and

must include a generous baggage allowance.

This specification is easily within the state of the

art at present. Perhaps the most difficult part is to find a

suitable engine. Between 35 - 45 bhp are required, at a high

power/weight ratio. So - Manufacturers - Awake, do some re-

search, get the production lines going. There will be plenty
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of orders. And more soaring achieved to boot. Our sport may
be changed somewhat, and this machine will expand and enrichen
it especially in countries which have adverse soaring weather.

Draft CIVV MG rules for contests

Part 1 - Discussion

i. The easiest approach to the problem is to accept that most

glider contest rules will apply and all that will be neces-

sary is to specify the extra rules for a motor glider class.

The author is in favour of making MG contests as close as

possible to glider contests but eliminating the inconvenience

of landing out. It is suggested that at this early stage of

motor glider development, any departure from the principles

of CIVV glider rules should be viewed with suspicion and that

rules should encourage soaring and discourage engine running.
It follows that:

a. Penalties should be awarded for any use of engine during

the contest performance.

b. Race tasks only should be set, and no points awarded

for failure to complete the race.

2. Point a. is worth discussion. To the author it seems that

any completely free use of engine (other than for the launch)

is not desirable as it will lead to a glorious "burn-up" of

engine time on final glide, aiming to cross the finish line

with exactly no free time left. Such calculations seem un-

nessary and possibly hazardous if engine time is miscalculat-
ed and it has to be switched off towards the end of a final

glide to avoid penalty. Also the practicality of giving a

certain amount of free time and then penalising further use

of engine is questionable. Just try writing a suitable for-

mula and rules without incurring anomalies. In particular

the machine which has excellent power performance but poor

thermalling capabilities will be given a huge advantage on

weak thermal days over machines that are far superior soaring

gliders. It will be able to run its engine for 1/3 of the

time, gain height quickly and glide for the remaining 2/3,

repeating the produce over again and achieving an excellent

speed" without the "inconvenience" of pausing to thermal.

Whatever rules are finally agreed, they must not enable

pilots of such machines to score well by not soaring and

should cater for the case of an aeroplane that can achieve an

overall speed of, say, 60 kt (iii km/h) which uses its engine

only 1/3 of its total time. If you think this is far-fetched,

the RF5b, SF27M and KI4 can do this now, and improvements in

the next few years should make this a regular feature of motor

gliders. After all, it only needs an engine-on rate of climb

of twice the numerical sinking speed of the machine at 60 kt

to achieve this order of performance without thermals.
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3. The alternative of giving all competitors a calibrated
amount of fuel to use on the task is a practicable solution
but is quite unacceptable because it destroys the flexibility
of using only the fuel needed by the soaring conditions found
en route. It also commits the pilots to the safety hazard of

deliberately running out of fuel just as they finish. And who

would decree the basis upon which fuel is issued to each

machine? If too little were issued on a day that turned out

to be poor, all would land out, so defeating the main advan-

tage of the motor glider.

4. The author considers that the scoring system must cater

fairly for three cases:

a. The day of excellent soaring weather where little engine

will be used on task by good pilots.

b. The day of poor weather where soaring is hard work but

up to, say 5 minutes engine per hour of air time is

legitimately used by good pilots to complete the task.

c. The presence of the machine of good aeroplane perfor-

mance that, without thermals, can achieve 60 kt overall

with use of engine for 1/3 of total time.

5. It seems reasonable to base penalties for the use of engine

not for set minutes of engine time, but pro rata on engine

time used divided by total time on task. Clearly 30 minutes

of engine used in 1 hour getting round a i00 km triangle would

not be meritorious in the least, whereas 30 minutes in 6 hours

getting round a 300 km triangle might be a hard-fought credit-

able performance.

6. Formulas for engine time penalties should now be considered.

It is suggested that a graph be constructed with axes of

Scoring Speed (i.e., the devaluation factor to be applied to

true speed) against minutes of engine used per hour of flight.

It might be thought that the formula derived would be a use-

ful basis for scoring. Unfortunately the formula itself is

rather complex and in any case an arbitrary devaluationwould

have to be applied to pilots achieving a good "soaring speed",

but achieving this by bypassing poor soaring weather by run-

ning their engines.

7. Figure 1 shows a very simple formula, varying linearly from

no devaluation for no use of engine (the only point on which

pilots will agree) to complete devaluation at 15 minutes en-

gine per hour. Unfortunately this has a major anomaly. Con-

sider a pilot meeting bad weather en route and running his

engine for just over 15 min/h, but when he arrives at the

finish line it is still soarable. If he does not cross the

finish line, but "holds off" by local soaring, he decreases

the proportion of engine time used and so will score. There

will then be an optimum time to "hold off" after which his

score decreases because his overall speed becomes slower. To

impose such calculations on pilots should NOT be the object

of the scoring system. It may be shown that with most

',straight line" formulas such as this one, if speed is
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devalued to 1/3 or less of real speed, this anomaly is present

and pilots gain from prolonging their flights by local soaring

short of the finish line. Line B of Figure 1 is a partial

solution to the problem but not a good one.

8. We could also add a set multiple of the engine running

time to the real time for instance adding 30 minutes of task

time for each 5 minutes of engine. Figure 2 shows the shape

of such formulas. The sharp slope at the left hand side pre-

vents indiscriminate use of engine where it isn't necessary.

But the small slope later could cause problems on poor soaring

days where the machine with good aeroplane performance will

tend to win without much soaring. This effect can be reduced

in several ways:

a. An efficiency factor could be used, multiplied by the

engine time. Such factor should reflect the machine's

ability to achieve speed without soaring. A highly

efficient "aeroplane" would have a factor of more than

1 and so be pushed further to the right on the curve,

thus balancing the faster true speed achieved.

b. As in speed scoring in some glider rules, by having a

complete cut-off of marks at, say, half the winner's

speed. In this case it would be the speed adjusted for

engine time. Motor Gliders achieving poor adjusted

speeds due to a lot of engine time would thus score

very little.

c. Having a general "day devaluation" for days where most

pilots used a lot of engine. It is suggested that if a

lot of pilots used engine for, say 1/5 of their total

time (12 min/h) then the day would be pretty worthless

as a competition. After all, that is the equivalent of

2 "relights" or aero tows per hour of flight!

d. Having a larger, rather than smaller, devaluation for

use of engine. Line A in Figure 2 with 1 hour penalty

for every 5 minutes of engine would cater for more

anomalies in scoring than the shallower line B where

only 30 minutes is added for each 5 minutes of engine.

It also encourages good, old fashioned, soaring, as

opposed to tempting pilots to run their engines when

they could stay up in lift if they persisted. Pilots

should be given straightforward rules to fly under and

should not have to be always calculating if it is better

to take a thermal or to use engine. The best rules will

make such decisions simple, i.e., that engine should

only be used if really desperate. Any deviation from

this philosophy will lose credit with the rest of the

soaring movement.

9. The advantage of those formulas shown in Fig. 2 is that

they are easily intelligible to pilots when airborne A pilot

can say to himself: "I am stuck here in a very weak thermal

which will take me more than 30 minutes to work up to a

decent height and position, so as the penalty for 5 minutes

of engine is 30 minutes it will be productive to use the
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engine, especially as I can travel along track to a more
favourable area in so doing".

i0. Other devaluation formulas also exist. Line A of Fig. 3

shows a formula based on a "square law". Five percent of

engine time would add 52 minutes to task time, 6 percent

would add 36 minutes, etc, Line B doubles this so that 5%

would add 2 x 52 and 6% would add 72 minutes to task time.

Line C is a cube law where 5% engine would add 53 minutes to

task time. The merit of these devaluation laws is the marked

reduction in score as engiDe running increases to a level

that implies that not much soaring was done. The cubed law

graph is probably too steep but the right hand ends of Lines

A and B are entirely practical and better than those shown

in Figs. 1 and 2. Note that the point on Line A at 12% use

of engine co-incides with the same point on Line A of Graph

2. More of this later.

ii. Some motor glider enthusiasts have argued for only a

small devaluation for little engine running, steepening with

increase in engine time. Lines A and B of Figure 3 might

satisfy such pilots who will undoubtedly think that the steep

devaluation to the left of Figure 2 is too much. But before

agreeing on the best devaluation formula we must carry the

argument a Stage further.

12. It is no good simply looking at devaluation graphs and

selecting the one that "appears" the best. It must be borne

in mind that when the engine is running the machine is not

only climbing but is progressing along track. If we select

the wrong formula we may still allow a pilot to win on a weak

day by motoring round. Figure 4 shows the increase in speed

round a task assuming the following conditions:

That thermals will allow a i00 km triangle to be completed

in 3 hours. This is taken as the datum "weak thermal day".

This is a speed of 33 1/3 km/h or 18 kts, using thermals

alone. Let us assume also a machine of engine performance as

stated in Para 4c and discussed at the end of Para 2. Such a

machine achieves 60 kt overall speed by climbing for 1/3 of

the time and glidingthe rest without soaring. It may be

shown by simple calculation that the graph in Fig. 4 is

linear between these two points. What we must do now is to

combine Fig. 4 with the various devaluations of Figs. 1-3 to

see the real effect of such devaluations on the SCORING SPEED

of motor gliders. The author suggests as a basic premise that

an INCREASE of score should never be possible by deliberately

running the engine, for the reasons given in para 8(d).

13. The convex line at the bottom left of Fig. 5 shows how

the "straight line" devaluation of Fig. 1 is translated into

scores. It has an anomalous region at its left hand and where

more score occurs by engine running. However, the curve

drops below its starting point of 18 kts if either the ther-

mal strength increases to allow more speed from soaring, or
if the machine in fact cannot achiev_ the assumed 60 kt with
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1/3 engine. However, it is concluded that the "straight line"

graph has not enough advantages to be proposed to CIVV as a

practical method.

14. Figure 6 shows how the d@valuations of Fig. 2 reflect on

scoring speeds. Line B shows a progressive increase in score

with further use of engine and shows dangers of selecting

too shallow a devaluation graph. The left hand end of Line A

shows a practicable slope but the levelling off over 10-15%

use of engine is undesirable and the small decrease is score

with massive use of the engine at the right hand end of the

graph is quite acceptable if a correct soaring philosophy is

to be preserved.

15. Figure 7 shows scoring speeds for the "square law" deval-

uation of Figure 3. Line A shows an improvement in score with

use of engine but its slope at the right hand side is favor-

able. The best single formula for devaluations is probably

Line B where penalty time in minutes equals twice the square

of the percent engine time. A small anomalous region exists

at the left hand side of its curve in Figure 7, but this could

probably be tolerated.

16. However, it is concluded that the best overall devalua-

tion formula would result from combining the left hand side

of Line A of Figure 2 (1 hour penalty time per 5 minutes

engine) with the right hand side of Line A Figure 3 (penal-

ty = the square of percent engine used). These two graphs

cross at 12% engine used and are shown in Figure 8.

17. The effect of such a combined formula on scores is shown

in Fig. 9 for weak thermal conditions and Fig. I0 for moder-

ate conditions. It is not claimed that such devaluation

formulas are ideal but they do represent a reasonable compro-

mise and do not exhibit some of the anomalies in scoring
discussed earlier.

18. Even if you do not agree with this conclusion, the graphs

and discussion may help to formulate views and to show pit-

falls into which a superficial study of the problem may lead.

Should you favour a single formula, then the "square law"

ones of Figs. 3 and 7 probably contain the least troublesome

anomalies. But the author's view is that pilots, when on

task, want to know in a straightforward fashion what is the

best tactical thing to do. If they know only to use the en-

gine when desperate, then so much the better. Our gliding-

purist friends will think the more of us for it.

19. One point worth discussion is the danger, in a motor

glider contest, associated with unexpected bad weather en

route. In England it is not unknown for a low pressure trough

or frontal system to materia!ise "out of nowhere". In a

glider contest this is selfrcontrolling because all the

gliders have to land. But in an MG contest, pilots will be

tempted to "press on" in the hope of completing the task. As

a task setter, this point worries the author considerably.
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The task setter of the day in a motor glider contest will

have to give very careful thought to this problem and pilots

need to be firmly instructed to return to base on such days

and not hazard their machines. The points in Para 8a-d also

cater for this case, since a pilot who finds himself forced

to run his engine a lot might just as well return to base

anyway instead of pressing on into dangerous weather. It

could be said that cloud flying with motor on should be ban-

ned, but this is unsatisfactory because there is no way of

checking for infringements.

20. Part 2 of this section is a draft complete scoring system

for CIVV MG Championships along the lines discussed above. No

apology is made for complexity. This is a new branch of our

sport, and to retain credibility with the International

Gliding Movement the CIVV must encourages advanced motor

gliders that are sailplanes first and aeroplanes second. The

rules must allow designers no scope for production of light

aircraft that do not soar well, and departures from normal

gliding practice at this early stage in MG development should

be resisted until more experience is gained with the new
medium.

Part 2

Supplementary rules for contests involving motor _liders 0nly

MG 1 All glider contest rules, where appropriate, will apply,

except as modified by rules in this section.

MG 2 Tasks. Only race tasks will be set.

MG 3 Use of engine. Use of engine is unrestricted except:

3.1 Use of engine during launching is covered in 6.3.

3.2 The engine must be stopped for any crossing of a

start line.

3.3 The engine must not be used when thermalling in

close proximity to other machines, or when thermal-

ling in cloud.

3.4 The scoring system reduces scores in proportion to

the time that engine is used during the contest

performance.

MG 4 Contest Number. The last two letters of the motor glid-

er's civil registration will be taken as its contest

number.

MG 5 Motor Glider Barographs and Engine Recording Devices.

5.1 A motor glider must be proved with a barograph which

has a second needle operated by a solenoid which is

actuated by an engine function so that a continuous
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permanent record is made of the time for which the
engine was "live". Such wiring must not be acces-
sible to the pilot in flight, and any joints, in-
cluding connections to batteries and to the baro-

graph must be sealed by an Official Observer. The

batteries feeding this circuit must not be used for

any other purpose and the organisers may check their

voltage from time to time during the contest.

5.2 After flights on a contest day, the barograph may

only be removed from the machine by an Official

Observer, who shall check that the solenoid circuit

is working as intended when he unseals and signs
the trace.

5.3 Motor glider traces must be handed in to the orga-

nisers on every contest day, and should show that

the engine was only used in accordance with these

rules. Engine "live" indication will be taken as if

the engine was running, unless positive proof is

shown that no power was obtained (such as by showing

a continuous steed descent while the engine was

"live", or by showing that a malfunction existed

which precluded power being available).

5.4 Barograph failure. In the event of failure of the

barograph, the organisers will take notice of any

auxiliary device recording the time that the engine

was "line". Such device must be wired as in 5.1,

must have independent batteries, but need not in-

clude a height recording facility.

MG 6 Launching. The launch is defined as that phase between

the ground roll and the first subsequent stopping of

the engine.

6.1 First launches on a contest day will be by pilot-

selected start unless briefed otherwise. The orga-

nisers shall regulate the rate of rake-offs accord-

ing to prevailing conditions so that collision hazard

is avoided, but shall not allow take-offs more fre-

quently than one every 20 seconds.

6.2 Subsequent Launches. An unlimited number of subse-

quent launches are allowed unless the task is can-

celled or the last launch time is reached. Such

launches shall be booked on a "time board" super-

vised by the organisers.

6.3 Launch height and position. The height above the

start line when the engine is stopped shall not ex-

ceed cloudbase or such lower height briefed by the

organiser s . The position at end of launch is un-

restricted although for the earlier stages of a

congested launch the organisers may indicate a

common climbing pahh to avoid collision.
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6.4 Start Line.

6.4.1 A Motor Glider must cross the start line at or
below 1000 m AGL with its engine stopped, this being
proved by:

6.4.1.1 Direct observation by the organisers either from
the ground or from the air.

6.4.1.2 By analysis from the motor glider's barograph
trace. The time elapsed between take-off and
start will be known to the organisers, and this
may be checked against the engine running trace
on the barograph, which should show that running
time was suitably less than such elapsed time.
The height trace should also indicate that the
rules were followed.

6.4.2 Number of crossings and use of engine. An unlimited
number of start line crossings may be made, and the
engine may be used after launch position for start-
ing but only up to the height of cloudbase.

6.4.3 Non observation at start line. Should a motor

glider not be observed at the start line, it shall

be timed as if starting at take-off time minus 30
minutes and its launch will not be counted as

engine time for the purpose of scoring except that

in this case the launch will be counted to a height

of 1000 m above the start line or i0 minutes engine

running, whichever occurs first - subsequent engine

time will count in full for penalties.

[Note: 6.4.3. is based on the idea that in the worst case, a

pilot might ignore the start line and fly straight down the

course. Of course he might also just be unlucky in not being

observed at the line, but if we cater for the latter case we

must take account also of the former.

The penalty time of take-off minus 30 minutes is based on a

comparison of a glider (A) which launches straight to i000

meters at the start line and then carries on down the course,

with a glider (B) which deliberately launches straight to

i000 meters (or i0 mins engine time, see 6.3) flying down

the course as it goes. The following assumptions are made:

Climb Rate (A and B) 10 min to i000 meters.

Climb and glide speeds (A and B) 60 kt.

Glide Ratio (A) 1:30.

Thermal Strength along course (A) 1 kt.

A worked example will show that glider (B) should be given

an artificial start time of take-off minus 20 minutes for

parity with glider (A). An extra i0 minutes penalty has been

added to encourage pilots to use the start line.]
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MG 7 Race Scoring

7.1 General Principles.

7.1.1 Motor gliders not completing the course will score
zero.

7.1.2 Motor gliders completing the course will be scored
at their true speeds of completion only if they
do not use power during the contest performance.
Others will have their speeds reduced according
to the time of engine use and according to an
"efficiency factor".

7.1.3 Motor gliders achieving such adjusted speeds of
less than half of the winner's shall be scored
zero. This allows meritorious performance to score
but poor ones involving much use of engine to
score zero.

7.1.4 The scoring value of a contest day will be reduced
according to the proportion of motor gliders

applying power for more than one fifth of their

task time plusthose not completing the course.

7.2. Times.

"t" = The time in minutes of a motor glider comple-

ting the course.

"M" = The time in minutes that a motor glider used

its engine under power between the start and finish

of the task. Provided that, each separate time that

power is applied, the time from zero to five minutes
shall be counted as five minutes. After each five

minute period true time shall count, being measured

by the organisers as accurately as possible from

the motor glider's recording device.

"e" = The engine efficiency factor equal to

ASPECT RATIO x ENGINE BHP
The constant 1.2 is

1.2 x AUW (kg)

designed to reduce the factor to unity for the

datum machines KI4 and SF27M. It is intended as an

index of the ability to achieve cross-country speed

by use of engine alone without thermals. The brake

horse power of the engine shall be taken from the

manufacturer's specification unless modification

has taken place in which case a true value shall

be calculated or estimated by the organisers. The

AUW taken shall normally be the maximum certified

AUW of the motor glider in its Certificate of Air-

worthiness unless there is evidence (such as by

weighing) that this is not a realistic figure for

the contest, in which case a true figure shall be

taken by the organisers and shall be used for the

whole contest. This proviso shall be applied in the

use of two seaters flown solo which shall normally

be taken as weighing their maximum AUW minus i00 kg.
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[Note : Type of MG Aspect Ratio BHP Max AUW(k@) "e'___'

SF27M 18.0 26 386 1.01

KI4 16.6 26 360 1.00

Falke 13.4 45 555 0.91

KI6 13.5 68 700 1.09

RF5B 15.25 68 650 1.32

SFS 31 "Milan" 18.8 45 421 1.66

The aspect ratio is a measure of glide performance and

the rest of the formula is a measure of power-on rate of

climb. Combined, they give a measure of cross-country speed

that could be achieved without thermals.]

7.3 Speeds. The actual speed achieved by a motor glider

completing the course will be reduced to an adjusted

speed "S" if power is applied. "S" will be calculat-

ed by dividing the course distance by an adjusted

time "T". The formula for adjusted time will vary

depending on whether the glider being scored ran its

engine (corrected time e x M) for more or less than

12% of total task time t.

7.3.1 Engine Running less than 12% (e x M less than 12% t).

Adjusted time T minutes equals task time (t) plus

twelve times engine time (eM). Each 5 minutes

engine thus carries a penalty of 1 hour.

Definitive Formula: T = t + 12eM.

7.3.2 Engine Running more than 12% (e x M more than 12% t).

Adjusted time T minutes equals task time t plus

percentage engine square expressed in minutes such

that, for instance, 13% engine used equals an

additional time penalty of 132 minutes or 169

minutes.

100eM. 2

Definitive Formula: T = t + ( _ ; .

7.4 Scoring list - merit order for the day.

A list shall be used in descending order of adjusted

speeds S. The top of the list shall be the day win-

ner and his adjusted speed shall be called V.

Scoring speeds shall be obtained for all gliders

by subtracting V/2 from their adjusted speeds,

negative values being taken as zero. The list of

scoring speeds so produced shall be the merit order

for the day, placing those not completing the course

at the bottom of the list.

MG 8 Points Scored.

8.1 Definitions

n = The sum of the following motor gliders:
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i. Those not completing the course.

2. Those applying power for more than one fifth of

their task times, i.e., where "e x M" is more

than t/5.

3. Those achieving a scoring speed (as in 7.4) of

less than half that of the _ay's winner.

N = The number of motor gliders having launches on

the contest day.

8.2 Maximum Day Points. The winner shall we awarded day

points of:

(N - n
x 1000) + 300. Values over 1000 shall count

as 1000, and values under i00

shall count as zero and the day declared a "no

contest".

8.3 Points." Other gliders shall be awarded points ac-

cording to how their scoring speeds compare with

the winner's. (See 7.4 for scoring speeds).

MG 9 Place Scoring. If this is to be used instead of points

scoring, 8.2 and 8.3 should be ignored.

9.1 Scoring speeds are taken from the merit order pro-

duced as in Para 7.4, except that motor gliders

achieving a scoring speed of n/N x V, shall also be

scored as zero.

9.2 One placing mark is awarded for a "tie", defined as

where a given glider has a scoring speed within _ 1
km/h of another, except that only one glider is

taken as scoring zero. This devalues days where

there is little differentation between pilots' per-

formances.

9.3 Two placing marks are awarded to the glider being

scored for each glider that it beats by more than

2 km/h in the merit order, except that all gliders

scoring zero regarded for this purpose as one glider

only. This effectively devalues poor soaring days

because each glider scoring zero means that two

less points are available.

9.4 Similar Performance. The list of placing marks is

now examined. Should a glider A score 5 or more

placing marks than the glider B immediately below

him_ the A's score and that of all those above him

will be reduced by the same amount so that A scores

only 4 placing marks more than B. This ensures that

the maximum "step" in the marks is 4, this process

being repeated as many times as is necessary.

9.5 Placing Points. After the application of the above

rules, the glider's scores are called placing points,

which constitute the daily and the running scores

for the contest.
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9.6 End of Contest "Tie Breaker" Rule. In the event of
two or more motor gliders getting the same placing
points at the end of a contest, taking the scores
of those concerned only, the glider that achieved
the highest number of days scoring more placing
points than the other(s) will be placed first. The
glider that achieved the next highest number of days
scoring more placing points than any others con-
cerned will be placed next, and so on.

Motor _liders in @lidin_ contests

I. Until enough motor gliders are available to complete in

a "motor glider only" competition, it behoves MG enthusiasts

to persuade their National Aero Clubs (NACs) to allow them

in normal glider contests. This will enable the soaring

fraternity to see the motor glider in a controlled contest

environment and to realise that good MG designs will be a

credit to the soaring movement.

2. It is also important to get NACs and their CIVV represen-

tatives to think seriously about the motor glider in compe-
titions.

3. The author has, over several years, persuaded the British

Gliding Association (BGA)_to allow MGs in all their contests,
under additions to their rules shown below. The conditions

comply with the provisors of the CIVV Sporting Code relevant

to Motor Gliders breaking Glider records. Self-Launching and

Self-Retrieving are allowed, but the engine must be inopera-

tive during the contest performance.

!

Contest rules applicable to motor gliders flying in

BGA contest

RULES: All BGA and Local Rules will apply in toto to motor

gliders, with the following additions:

R. 4.6. Contest Number'. The last two letters of the Motor

Glider's civil registrationwill be taken as its
contest number.

R. 6.1. Motor Glider Barographs. A Motor Glider must be

provided with a barograph which has a _econd needle

operated by a solenoid which is actuated by an engine

function, so that a record is produced of the time

the enginelwas "live". Such wiring must not be

accessible to the pilot in flight, and any joints

including connections to the batteries and barograph

must be sealed by an official observer. The batteries

fe_ding this circuit must not be used for any other

function, and the organisers should check their

voltage from time to time during the contest.
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After flights on a contest day, the barograph may only

be removed from the machine by an Official Observer, who

shall check that the solenoid circuit is working as intended

when he unseals and signs the barograph trace.

Motor Glider traces must be handed in to the organisers

for scrutiny after each contest day, and must show that the

engine was not used during the contest performance.

R. ll.1. Add: Launching. Motor Gliders will be placed in the

list order in positions to be decided by the orga-

nisers. If the organisers desire, all motor gliders

may be placed in the list order to assist grouping

at the launch point and to ease observations at the

DZ.

R. 14. Add: Motor Gliders will be allowed to self launch

(But see R. 31). They must be observed at the DZ

with engine stopped before starting a contest flight.

R. 3.6. [Note: This is the only completely separate rule

pertaining to motor gliders. The above rules are

additions to existing rules about such things as

Barographs, Launching, etc.]

R. 3.6. Motor Gliders.

3.6.1. A motor glider competing on an equal basis (i.e.,

not hors concours) with other gliders in BGA con-

tests, must prove by an approved method that be-

tween the DZ and Landing on each contest flight,

its engine was incapable of starting. Approved
methods include:

Removing half of the sparking plug leads and taking

a normal glider launch.

Having a mechanical lock to engage when the engine

is stopped or retracted, the look to be inaccessi-

ble to the pilot in flight.

Switching off the engine by pulling on non rigid

connection (e.g., cord or wire) attached to a

push-pull switch or valve. The normal cockpit

ignition and fuel switches must be sealed "ON" by

an official observer, and the push-pull device

must be inaccessible to the pilot in flight.

3.6.2. Motor Gliders may retrieve themselves back to base

using their engines, but after such self retrieves,

further contest launches on that day are prohibi-
ted.
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APPENDIX

Deri___vation of soarin@ spee d formula

A typical motor glider cross-country flight will include

elements of soaring and elements of power-on flight. Distance

travelled due to power will include that glided back down to

datum height.

thermal glide motor glide
I

V S (soaring_-------------_- _-_'---VM(motor )

speeds

V O (overall_ ......-_

i
time t (total)

_-----V S

is the average soaring speed obtained for the soaring part
_ the flight from the usual formula

VS Gliding Speed x Rate of Climb in Thermal= Rate of Climb + Rate of Sink at Glide Speed

V O is the average speed of the cross-country flight, a com-

bination of soaring speed and speed due to engine.

V M is the average speed under power, including the element

of gliding back to datum height. It is assumed that the best

climbing speed and best glide speed are the same.

M is the number of minutes of motor used on task.

t is the total task time in minutes.

R is the ratio of time due to power, to Motor time M; where

time due to power includes the glide back to datum height.

This will vary between types and will probably be between

2 and 4. A value of 4 would imply that after 5 minutes of

motor, a 15 minute glide would follow before starting height

was regained.

We wish to derive a formula separating out V s, as this is

the meritorious element of the flight.

V o = Proportion of time soaring x V S + Proportion of time

due to engine x V M = (i - proportion due to engine) x V S +

+ Proportion due to engine x V M.
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And proportion of time due to engine -

= RMSo V o V S (i - -_-) + V M

and V o - V M (t_-)

VS = RM
1 -- --

T

RN

t

[Note: It might be thought that contest scores should be based

on the "Soaring Speed" as above, as it covers the creditable

part of the flight and separates out the time due to use of

motor. There are two practical problems"

i. A pilot can boost his soaring speed by using motor

to bypass the bad soaring areas on route. Hence some

arbitrary devaluation would have to be applied, in

proportion to engine running time, to reduce scores

for this pilot. As an arbitrary factor is being ap-

plied, it might just as well be in the form discussed

in Paras 6-18 of the second section.

2. The devaluation, being somewhat arbitrary, should be

applied in a simple form rather than a complex one.

The "Soaring Speed" formula above is much more complex

than the suggestions in the second section. So, how-

ever elegant any theoretical formula may be, the

discussion is still valid.
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MIT'S MAN-POWERED AIRCRAFT

by

Paul Hooper and Robert Peterson

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Notation

AR

CD.
1

CD o

c 1

D

L

L F

P

RS

S

V

Aspect Ratio

Coefficient of Induced Drag

Coefficient of Profile Drag

Coefficient of Total Drag

Coefficient of Lift

Drag (Ib)

Lift (ib)

Load at Failure (Ib)

Power Required (HP)

Rib Spacing (in)

Wing Area (ft)

Flight Velocity (ft/sec)

Density of air

Introduction

The group of students known as BUMPAS (Biplane Ultralight

Man-Powered Aircraft Systems) started its research into man-

powered flight in January, 1970. Our goal was to design a

man-powered aircraft (MPA) capable of winning the Kremer

Competition. This competition, started in 1957, under the

auspices of the Royal Aeronautical Society of England, established

a _i0,000 ($24,000) prize for the first aircraft capable of

flying a figure-eight pattern around two poles spaced one-

half mile apart, at a minimum altitude of ten feet, entirely

under manpower. (See figure i).

Our first work involved learning the technology of man-

powered flight. Today's emphasis on high-speed, high-altitude,

high performance aircraft has produced schools of thought on

aircraft design quite unsuited to our needs. Our group

sensed that there was something wrong with this method of

design and we concluded that a "conventional" modern design

might not be the best solution to the problem.
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We next spent about six months studying low-speed aero-
dynamics, high-efficiency propulsion systems and low-density
materials. Many different configurations were studied.

Table 1 presents the specifications of several different man-

powered aircraft, including our final design. It can be seen

that the conventional design is a high aspect-ratio monoplane

with a nusher propeller. Most designs use a crew of one

man. The following will present the method by which we arrived

at our design and rejected the "conventional" configuration•

_onfi_uration

One of the first decisions to be made was to pick the
crew size. The choice of a two-man crew was based on a

logical argument rather than any quantitative results. The

basic problem of man-powered flight is lack of power. If the

power to weight ratio can be significantly increased, the

chances for success are much greater. A single man design

requires the pilot to not only provide power but to concentrate

on flying the aircraft as well. A second crew member will

thus add more power than the single man because the second man

need not concentrate on matters other than producing power.

If the weights of the two crew members are equal and the empty

structural weight of a two-man aircraft is only slightly more

than that of a single man aircraft, the net result is a greater

than 100% increase in power for about a 50% increase in

weight. This is a very significant increase in the power to

weight ratio. The same argument can be extended to 3, 4 or

more man crews. Problems of maintaining the same low struc-

tural weight and of coupling the output of large numbers of

crew members together, however, lead to diminishing returns.

Our design was therefore chosen to have a crew of two men

to take maximum advantage of the increased power.

Another early design decision was to use a canard layout.

There are several reasons for this choice:

l • A horizontal stabilizer is needed to counteract

the downward pitching moment of the wings.

If the stabilizer is placed aft of the wing

(conventional layout) it produces a down

load detracting from the overall lift of

the aircraft. If it is placed in front of

the wing (canard layout) it produces an up

load for additional lift. (Figure 2)

• Placing the wings and crew at the rear of the

aircraft allows a pusher propeller to be used

with a very short transmission. This means

less weight and less drag since the high velocity

air behind the propeller does not impinge on

any part of the aircraft.
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• A major problem in flying an aircraft of this

type is the lack of a reference surface on the

aircraft. Placing the horizontal canard in front

of the pilot gives him a simple and effective

reference for bank and pitch indications. This

is a vital consideration when making turns at less

than 30 feet off the ground!

The major portion of the configuration was a result of

the limited available power. For a given weight, the aircraft

with less drag will be more successful since it will require

less power to fly at a velocity sufficient to provide the

needed lift. At the low speeds of man-powered flight, induced

drag due to lift is the major concern. The parasite drag

of the rest of the airframe is small compared to the induced

drag. Drag reduction, therefore, takes the form of reducing

induced drag rather than trying to "streamline" the aircraft.

The power curve for a man, for other than very short periods,

is fairly steady, declining slowly with increasing time. This

steady but low output can be maintained for periods approaching

fifteen minutes. The very short period of possible high

output is insufficient to complete the course. The compara-

tively long duration of steady power means that fairly high

speeds offer no particular advantages in terms of greater

power availability. We therefore designed our aircraft to

fly at the speed for least power rather than that for best L/D.

The preliminary design was based on a wing area of 625

square feet, an aspect ratio of 25 and a gross weight of 450

pounds. The following equations were used to obtain approximate

power requirements.

L = C L _ V2S = 450 (i)

2

C L

CD. - _AR(0.8)
1

(2)

CDo = .006
(constant) (2a)

CDt = CDo + CDi

(3)
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P
V2SD = CDt (4)

P = DV/550 (5)

These equations yield the following

TABLE II

Velocity C L CD. Drag

(fps) l (ib) Horsepower

15 2.65 .126 22.2 .6

20 1.5 .04 14.0 .51

25 .96 .0162 10.4 .48

30 .62 .006 8.1 .49

The value of the minimum power occurred at a velocity

of 25 fps. Note that the best L/D velocity would be 30 fps

where the induced drag is equal to the profile drag.

These figures seem to imply it is possible to fly on as

little as .48 horsepower. Note, however, that if we assume

a 300 ib crew this means we must build a 625 square foot wing

for less than .25 Ib/ft2! Any increase in empty weight over

this will result in an increase in the power required. The

problem now becomes how to build an extremely light aircraft

and minimize the induced drag.

The usual methods of reducing drag include selecting a low-

drag airfoil section, using a low wing loading and a high aspect

ratio. For our aircraft, we chose a Wortmann wing section,

FX 61-163, and a wing loading of .66 ib/ft 2. Our

original design work resulted in a wing with an aspect ratio of

25 and a span of 125 feet. Building this wing at such a

low weight was deemed to be almost impossible.

Our final configuration decision was based on the

need to achieve this very low structural weight. Previous

designs had not even approached it. The biplane configuration

was picked on this basis. By using struts and cables to

form a truss between the two wings, the loads on the spars

were reduced considerably. These spars constituted a major

proportion of the wing weight. Not only does the rigging
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permit a light structure, it is also far more rigid. Other
designs with cantilever spars have tip deflections of up
to 12 feet! Our tips are expected to deflect about 4 inches.
The extra drag produced by the rigging of the biplane is
more than offset by the drag reduction due to the weight saved.
The main disadvantage of the biplane is its low aspect
ratio. (Figures 3 and 4 show our final design.) Our design
results in an aspect ratio of approximately 13.6. Recalculating
the drag and power figures from equations 1 through 5 gives the
following results:

TABLE III

V C L CD'I CDt Drag Power

25 .969 .0238 .0298 13.8 .63

26 .896 .0204 .0264 13.3 .63

27 .831 .0176 .0236 12.8 .63

28 .772 .0152 .0212 12.4 .63

30 .673 .0115 .0175 11.7 .64

35 .494 .0062 .0122 ii.0 .70

The result is an increase in drag and in power required. The

flight velocity for minimum power has also been increased

slightly. In spite of these disadvantages, the biplane configura-

tion was selected. We felt its advantages were sufficiently

great to make its use important. Other advantages of our biplane

configuration include:

• The necessary struts at the wing tips have

been used as the basis for tip plates which

increase the effective aspect ratio. This

helps relieve the major disadvantage of this

configuration. Since the tips are located

behind the center of gravity, the plates also add

to the yaw stability of the aircraft.

. For an equivalent wing area, the span is half

that of the monoplane. This is an important

consideration close to the ground. The com-

petition requires turns to be made and an ex-

tremely long wing span makes this a slow pro-
cess and increases the distance that must be

flown (see figure 5).

The final decision needed to complete the design

was to pick a control system. The canard was designed

to be all-moving and provide pitch control. This is lighter

and produces less drag than having a fixed canard with
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Figure 3a.

Figure 3b.
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hinged control surfaces. Wind tunnel tests, which will be

described later, were used to pick a method of roll control.

Spoilers on the upper surface of the lower wings were

chosen for this purpose. Since they produce a yawing

moment in the same direction as the rolling moment, no

separate yaw control is needed. They are fastened dir-

ectly to the spar and thus produce little torsional

bending in the wing. Conventional ailerons would have

required reinforcement of the wing structure to resist

the twisting loads they would have imposed. The net result

is the spoilers are lighter, more effective and require a

less complicated hook-up than ailerons.

Wind tunnel data

A one-tenth scale model of our aircraft was constructed

for testing in the Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel at M.I.T.

The model wastested at first just one wing and then succeed-

ing tests were run adding the second wing, fuselage and

finally the canard. Test runs on the single wing were run

at a speed of 140 mph to closely approximate the full-size

aircraft's Reynolds Number. Runs were also made at 100 mph

and 60 mph to find the necessary corrections for the slower

velocities. All runs with added components were then done

at 60 mph. The basic lift, drag and pitching moment results

for the aircraft are shown in figures 6, 7 and 8. Test runs

were also made to find a method of providing roll control.

Methods tested were setting the two halves of the canard

at different angles of attack and various size spoilers

in various positions on the lower wing. The results of

these runs are presented in figure 9.

The basic test data on lift versus angle of attack

is shown in figure 6. The results were in agreement with

our expectations. The drag versus lift results shown in

figure 7, however, were somewhat higher than predicted.

The most probable reason for this is the poor surface
finish of our model. Laminar flow airfoils are usually

very sensitive to imperfections in the surface of the wing.

An interesting result is the stall characteristics of the

entire airplane. The canard surface stalls first and

hence stops increasing the angle of attack of the wing.

The drag rises while lift remains fairly constant. If

abrupt pitch-ups are avoided during cruise, the stall
characteristics of our aircraft should prove extremely

gentle. The pitching moment curves shown in figure 8

demonstrate the effectiveness of varying the angle of attack

of the canard. Pitch control should offer no problems.

The rolling moments generated by the various control

systems are shown in figure 9. The measurement system for

rolling moment was extremely sensitive and jumpy. For this

reason the graph is only approximate. As can be seen, the
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split canard offered very little, if any, rolling moment.
The spoilers were much more effective. It was also found
that the inner position of the spoilers was affected by the
tip vortices of the canard at high angles of attack. Since
the outer position was most effective, as would be expected,
it was chosen for the actual spoiler location.

Structures

As was pointed out above, weight becomes our primary

consideration. Structures design and testing is probably

the most important area of work in an MPA. Our design

required the lightest weight structure possible which pro-

vides the required strength. Our design used a 1.5

safety factor. Every component had to survive at least

1.5 times the maximum load to which that component would

be subjected.

Our first major structure was the wing, since this

would be the major component of the MPA. We considered

several possible methods of construction. These included

styrofoam structure, a honeycomb structure, and various

spar-rib combinations. We went so far as to even consider

the use of the new ultralight-ultrastrong materials, but

the problems of handling and joining of these materials made

their use difficult for our purpose.

For ease of construction and availability of materials,

we chose to go with a conventional spar and rib type con-

struction using balsa wood and a variety of bonding mater-

ials. The next step involved the design of the rib and the

selection of rib spacing distance. For these purposes,

we were required to develop a testing device for the ribs.

The device used to test the ribs is called a "Whiffle

Tree". As shown in figure i0, it uses moment arms to

distribute a load throughout the rib in accordance with

the expected aerodynamic loads. Then, by simply adding

weight at one point, the loads can be built up until
failure occurs.

Our approach to the design was that of finding a

rib strong enough to provide for a minimum rib spacing

of nine inches at maximum loading. With a cruise load of

about .7 ib/ft 2, our maximum load would be about 1 ib/ft 2.

With our 1.5 safety factor, the rib would have to be strong

enough to support about 1.5 ib/ft 2. The rib spacing would

then be:
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which gives:

LF'12

RS - 1.5.C = I'45"LF

LF RS 6 2#min. = 1.45 = "

(6)

(7)

Figure ii illustrates the basic rib design. We

analyzed three different versions of this rib before

finding a suitable structure for our use. Test Rib #i

(TRI) consisted of 1/8" x 1/8" balsa cap strips with

I/8" x 1/8" balsa verticals, and 1/8" x 1/8" balsa dia-

gonals placed such that they would be in compression

under flight loads. This rib weighed .75 ounces and

failed at a load of 4.4 pounds.

TR2 included an extra 1/16" x 1/4" balsa strip

laminated onto the cap strips. Also, the diagonal members

were replaced by a set of bracing threads. This rib

weighed about .55 ounces, but failed at 3.99 pounds.

TR3, the actual rib being used, replaced the top

cap strip with a 1/16" x 3/8" balsa strip laminated onto

a 1/8" x 1/8 balsa strip. The bottom cap strip used

a 1/16" x 1/4" laminated balsa strip onto the 1/8" x 1/8"

balsa strip. It also incorporated 1/8" x 1/8" diagonal

members in a configuration that would load them in tension

during flight. This rib weighed approximately .82 ounces

and when initially tested it supported 12 pounds without

failure. However, in a retest about 4 months later, this

same rib failed at about 7.5 pounds, indicating a loss

of strength with age. With this in mind, this rib and a

nine inch rib spacing were selected for our MPA.

The next major structure to be designed was the

wing spar. Our original design was a I-Beam spar with

spruce caps and a plywood web. Our computer analysis indi-

cated that it would be strong enough, but due to weight

considerations (as designed, the spar would weigh about

65 pounds), we had to undertake a redesign. We opted to

use strictly balsa as our construction material, and we

resized the I-Beam to provide the necessary strength.

Our choice of balsa meant that we would have to manufac-

ture the 3/32" balsa plywood web ourselves, a problem

that we were unable to master. This required a second

redesign. The final spar design is shown in figure 12.

The canard structure was designed as a smaller wing.

The same type of rib structure was used, using 1/16" x

1/4" cap strips, and 3/32" x 3/32" verticals and dia-

gonals. A smaller version of the spar was used with a

six inch rib spacing.
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Computer analyses were done on other structures

besides the wing spar. The major computer analysis was

done on the fuselage truss system. For ease of construc-

tion, aluminum tubing was chosen as the main component

of the fuselage. Due to the relatively high density

of aluminum, the fuselage had to be carefully designed to

keep weight to a minimum. Our analysis became quite in-

volved due to the loads at the pedalling positions. How-

ever, due to the generosity of the Schwinn Bicycle Company,

our problem in this area was solved. Schwinn has de-

signed and provided us with the necessary structure for

the support of the two men and the propulsion system.

Other structures, such as the tip plates, leading

edge tubes, trailing edges, spoilers, propeller, and ver-

tical stabilizer were designed using similar methods.

The major materials of construction in all these compon-

ents are balsa, spruce, aluminum tubing, aluminum wire,

and n:,lon skin.

The only other major structural test was that of a

full scale test section of the canard in a wind tunnel.

The results of this test fully supported our previous

analyses.

The design and analysis of our aircraft resulted

in the weight breakdown shown in Table IV.

Propulsion

The propulsion system was designed to be simple and

light. The two crew members are positioned as if on a racing

tandem bicycle. The seats are standard light-weight racing

bicycle seats and the crew sit in the normal racing crouched

posture. The pilot for the prize attempts is an experienced

and successful amateur bicycle racer as well as an experi-

enced glider pilot. The other crew member is a professional

bicycle racer. This simple cycling position is therefore

a natural one for the crew. They are well-trained in putting

out large amounts of power while in this position.

The power is transmitted from the two sets of pedals

to the rear wheel. This wheel is a standard light-weight

racing wheel and is positioned just behind the rear crew
member. The axle of the rear wheel is located between the

spar ends of the lower wing panels. The chain drives the

rear wheel through a modified bicycle derailleur gear set.

This gear set is designed to give a low gear ratio to get

the aircraft started. Shifting of the gears is done by the

rear crew member. The final gear ratio is reached before

lift-off and no downshifting is done. One of the modifications

to the gear set considered of attaching a large sprocket to

provide the drive to the propeller.
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Table IV

WING

Weights

ribs

s par

leading edge

trailing edge

nylon covering
controls

tip plates and struts
total

CANARD

equivalent weight

FUSELAGE

tubing

bicycle and chains
wheels

controls
skin

total

TRANSMISSION SYST£?4

chain

axles, gears, and bearings
total

PROPELLER

MISCELLANEOUS

vertical stabilizer

rigging cables
total

TOTAL EMPTY WEIGHT

6.3 ib

32.0
2.0

4.0

_.5
2.0
6.0

5.7

20.0
22.0

2.0

5,0
1.0

o.5
0.8

1.3

5.0

4.0

5.5

124.3
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The drive to the propeller has been a stumbling block

for many designs. A light-weight, non-slip transmission is

needed which has an output rotating on an axis shifted 90 °

from that of the input. Some designs have used bevel gears,

others have used twisted belts. Our design uses a new type

of chain. This chain runs on the same sprockets and gears

as regular bicycle chain. It is composed of two lengths of

aircraft stranded cable sheathed in a plastic coating. This

coating serves to bond hard plastic discs to the cables

which take the place of the roller cross pieces of conven-

tional chain. The discs do not rotate, but the hardness and

self-lubricating properties of the plastic serve to reduce

friction and wear. Because cables, rather than individual

links, make up the sides of the chain, it is quite flexible.

It can easily twist around the 90 ° needed between the wheel

and the propeller. Unlike a twisted belt, the chain has no

slippage. It is also much lighter than conventional bicycle

chain. For this reason it is also used to connect the two

sets of pedals of the crew members. The overall transmission

is shown in figure 13.

The propeller itself is carved from a laminated block

of balsa wood. It is ten feet in diameter. The maximum chord

of the blades is about six inches. The design speed is

240 RPM at a cruise velocity of 26 fps. Tests will be run

on the completed propeller to determine the exact RPM for

maximum efficiency. Power is transmitted to the propeller

by a sprocket mounted directly on the hub. The propeller

shaft is only used as a bearing and transmits no power.

It is intended, during early flight tests, to use model

airplane engines to provide additional thrust. The engine(s)

will be clamped on the fuselage and will drive its own

propeller. This added power will enable the pilot to con-

centrate on handling the airplane and allow longer flights.

The pilot and crew will still have to pedal, but at a re-
duced level.

As a final note on the propulsion system, it should be

pointed out that the true power capabilities of man are

almost totally unknown. The measured output depends to a

large extent on the method being used to perform the measure-

ment. Another factor is whether or not cooling air is sup-

plied to the person being tested. Also important is whether

the work is being done at a comfortable pace for the person.

The generally used figure of about 1/2 horsepower for ex-

tended periods may actually be rather conservative. This

is an area that would benefit from more investigation.
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ADDENDUM

Performance

A correction to the earlier section of the report is

necessary. The original performance calculations used a

constant CDo of .006 based on wing area. This is a very
optimistic value, originally chosen as an estimate for

a long-chord monoplane configuration. The estimate was made

before such things as the aspect ratio and final wing

section had been decided upon. The second set of numbers

still uses the .006 value, since the purpose of the cal-

culations was to find the performance loss involved in

going to the biplane configuration. Everything else (wing

area, weight, etc.) was kept the same. The original esti-

mate is even more optimistic for our final configuration

than for the monoplane. The actual value of CDo for the
final design will probably be somewhere between .012 and

.018. This increases the power required but will not

change the cruise speed significantly.
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PSEUDO-ORNITHOPTER PROPULSION

by

Grant Smith

Walled Lake, Michigan

Notation

W aircraft gross weight - pounds

X maximum vertical center of gravity shift - ft

x effective center of gravity shift - ft

G the acceleration factor gross weight must be multi-

plied by to determine the actual load aero dynami-

cally suported

u,d,r, subscripts used to denote the up, down, or rest stroke,

or x or (x) any stroke in general
2

a acceleration of the system center of gravity - ft/sec

t time duration of the subscripted stroke - sec

C L coefficient of lift

C D coefficient of drag with subscripts p for profile

and i for induced drag

AR aspect ratio

V velocity - ft/sec

p air density - pounds/ft 3

L lift force - pounds

D drag - pounds

A wing area - ft 2

y a correction factor to account for cyclic pitch changes

8 the ratio of average vertical speed to average horizon-

tal speed

D s specific drag

R rotation of the lift vector relative to vertical -

radians

ne overall propulsive efficiency

GST gross specific thrust

h,v subscripts used to denote horizontal & vertical com-

ponents
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Introduction

Recent construction of ultralight aircraft and interest

in man-powered flight has created a desire for propulsion

systems suited to the specific requirements of this type of

craft. The Pseudo-Ornithopter (P-0) propulsion principle

presented herein is proposed as a suitable method for pro-

pelling man-powered aircraft as well as providing auxiliary

man-power assist for ultralight gliders. As such, it will

be competing against pedal-propeller drives used in virtually

all successful man-powered aircraft to date and should right-

fully be compared against them.

Objective

P-O propulsion was developed in an attempt to minimize

or eliminate the following problems associated with pedal-

propeller drives.

i. The pedal to propeller gear ratio and propeller pitch

are generally fixed, therefore imposing and off-design

penalty for many flight conditions.

2. Effective pedal force is but a fraction of actual

pedal force due to crank geometry.

3. Work stroke duration and rest stroke duration are not

independent variables.

4. Cyclic torque variation causes off-design propeller

operation and high drive-line peak stress.

5. Rest periods and glides impose a large propeller drag

penalty.

6. The large propeller diameter requires placement

compromises and complicates the drive train, with

associated weight penalties.

7. Supplemental arm power is not available with a single

crew member.

8. Pedal lever length may not be optimum for a given

pilot and flight condition.

In searching for a solution to these problems we natu-

rally consider ornithopters as this is a known alternative.

Ornithopters do in fact control or eliminate many of the

above problems. The joints, geometry and linkages associated

with a typical flapping wing, however, provide many problems

of their own.

Investigation into the operating principles of flapping

wings indicates that the primary requirement is that there

be relative movement between the wing area (up force) and

the center of gravity (down force). A bird provides this move-

ment quite naturally by flapping his wings. An ultralight

pilot would naturally provide this movement by flexing his
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arms and legs. By using this method he can eliminate many of
the previously cited problems without suffering the struc-
tural disadvantages of flapping wings.

Description

A 150 pound pilot crouches low in a 50 pound ultralight,

his feet resting on a foot pad and hands gripping a support.

Both may be rigidly attached to the ultralight airframe. Then

the operator extends his arms and legs to a semi-standing

position. In doing so he raises his center of gravity (CG)

1-1/3 ft and imparts 200 ft-lb work to the system. The system

(ultralight plus operator) CG is raised one foot in relation

to the wing. No moving structural components are required.

The operator's natural joints provide all the required move-

ments. In addition, the hand brace may pivot in any of several

modes to provide a means of aircraft control while doubling

as a support to aid in balancing the operator.

If the operator squats under the same one gravity accel-

eration he was experiencing when he stood up, his body will

absorb all the energy he expended in the power stroke reducing

the cycle efficiency to zero. If, however, the operator could

return to the squatting position under a reduced G load, the

loss would be reduced proportionally and net work would be

imparted to the system. 2

3
This may be summarized by the following equations:

Where:

Gross Work/Cycle

Net Work/Cycle

Cycle Efficiency

= Wx . Gd (i. 0)

= Wx. (G- Gu)I )/_dd\ (2.0)

Net Wor_ Gu

= Gross Work = 1 - (3.0)

W x is the product of weight times distance (rela-

tive to the wing) of CG movement for the operator

or operator plus ultralight system.

G d is the average G load on the standup (operator

pushes down) stroke.

G u is the average G load on the squat down

(operator pulls arms and legs up) stroke.

Notice that optimum cycle efficiency is obtained by

squatting down under zero or negative G conditions.

2 This is what happens when a child pumps a swing. He raises

his CG at the high G bottom of the arc and lowers his CG at

the low G top of the arc.

3 The "UP" stroke is hereby established as the squatting

motion to pull arms and legs up while the "DOWN" stroke is

the standing movement which involves pushing down on the

surrounding structure.
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When this cycle is employed on an ultralight, the air-

craft reacts to the operator's actions by following a cyclic

flight path (Figure i). We will assume for now that the

operator is positioned on the aircraft center of gravity so

that pitch trim changes caused by his motion may be ignored.

Thus, when the operator pushes down, the aircraft responds

by accelerating downward in a constant pitch attitude. The

resulting downward wing velocity causes the angle of attack

to increase, increasing the lift and providing an upward

acceleration to the system CG. The increased lift soon bal-

ances the operator's downward push and the wing continues at

constant velocity while the operator is accelerated upward.

As the wing lift vector increases in magnitude it also

rotates forward (to remain perpendicular to the airflow)

providing a horizontal thrust component. The opposite occurs

on the up stroke. The lift vector shrinks in size and rotates

rearward creating a drag component while the operator accel-

erates downward. As a result the two strokes combine to

either reduce drag or to impart a net thrust to the system

(Figure 2).

Figure i.

level

Figure 2.

__ _ thrust

i/ gross

: -'-t
__ L_._. g ross
____ drag

' [ net
thrust

down _ up

Cycle analysis

Combining this up and down motion into the saw tooth

path of figure 3A allows the performance to be determined by

averaging forces on the up and down strokes respectively. In
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center of gravity

A - sawtooth wing path

B - actual wing path

C - approximation of actual path

Figure 3 - Wing path profiles
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Figure 4 - Pseudo-Ornithopter power output

(physically fit pilot)
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practice this stroke can never be achieved as it requires
infinate wing accelerations at the sharp saw tooth peaks. 4
A more realistic stroke is shown in Figure 3B where the
peaks have been rounded to correspond with the finite accel-
erations. The saw tooth of Figure 3A may be modified to more

closely approximate the actual stroke by including a rest
period at each peak as shown in Figure 3C. This rest period
will cause a performance deterioration due to the work time

lost and the reduced effective stroke length.

x = X - 1/2 a u t u t r (4.0)

Where: a u t u = a d t d and a = 32.2(G - 1.0)

As indicated the up and down stroke need not be of equal

time duration. For a given effective stroke length (x) and

up stroke G load, the up stroke time duration (t u) is direct-

ly proportional to forward speed (V) and inversely proportion-

al to wing loading (L/A).

tu _ v (5.0)

-i
t u _ (L/A) (5.1)

Downstroke time duration is limited by the stalling

lift coefficient and is inversely proportional to both speed

and wing loading.

t d = (V)-I (6.0)

-i

t d _ (L/A) (6. i)

Therefore, the higher the wing loading the higher the

maximum permissable frequency. The smaller the stall margin

the higher the ratio of td/t u.

These factors can be noticed in bird flight and we can

expect there will be some optimum speed and cycle for each

flight requirement. Matching of human factors to aircraft

dimensions will also be required.

For these reasons, further analysis will be more meaning-

ful if typical values are indicated. Reference to the tables

will be helpful in this regard or the reader may use the

following discussion and equations to find his own typical
values.

An investigation into the force, mass, velocity relation-

ships indicate large vertical accelerations and low

vertical terminal velocities. Therefore, a large portion

of the stroke is at nearly constant wing vertical velocity

and path 3A is a reasonable starting approximation.
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Given aspect ratio and profile drag coefficient, lift
coefficient for maximum L/D and minimum sink may be deter-
mined by equations (7.0) and (8.0) respectively:

1/2
@ L/D Max,C L = (CD TAR)

P
; CD = 2 CD

P
(7.0)

@ Min Sink,C L = /3(C L @ Max L/D) ; C D = 4 C D
p

where C D is assumed constant.
P

Appropriate velocities may be determined by equation

(9.0):

(8.0)

-i FL/A.-1
v : Lll2ncLj - 30LC- -J

ft/sec (9.0)

or C L = L/A
1/2 V 2 (9.1)

Using these values as a guide we may choose an operating

CL or velocity for future calculations. Assuming a profile

drag coefficient for the aircraft, lift drag ratio, sinking

speed, and power required are determined by equations (10.0),

(ii.0) and (12.0) respectively:

2

C L C L

L/D = CD + CD i where CD. - TAR (10.0)
p l

V
Sink = _ ft/sec (ii.0)

Power = Sink • Gross Weight ft-lb/sec (12.0)

The lift/drag ratio represents the angle of glide, while

sinking speed is useful to determine soarability. The power

requirement indicates the degree of success to expect for a

man-powered flight (see Figure 4).

For pumping flight, the average G load (G R) is related

to the up and down G load by equation (13.0). For straight

line flight (i.e., no turns or zooms) the average G load must

be 1.0 and equation (13.0) reduces to equation (13.1).

tu

Gd = Gr + tdd (Gr - _u ) (13.0)

t
u

G d = 1 + q (i - G u)
(13.1)
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Assuming a constant horizontal velocity component,

equations (14.0) and (14.1) may be used to calculate the re-

quired up and down stroke lift coefficient.

G
u

CLu = CLr _-
r

(14.0)

G d

CLd = CLr G_r
(14.1)

Up and down stroke lift vector rotation may be calcu-

lated by equations (15.0) and (15.1). A math check is made

by use of equation (16.0).

(CLr - CLu)

Ru = 2_

¥(CLr - CLu)
Rd = 2_

Where radian measure is

used and the factor y is
included to allow for

any cyclic wing pitch

variations.

(15.0)

(15.1)

(16.0)

Up and down Stroke times are calculated by equations

(17.0) and (17.1). A math check is obtained by comparing the

time ratio with that used in equation (13.0).

x

tu = VR--_

x

td = VR--_

Iterate with equation 4.0

to obtain the appropriate
value of x.

(17.0)

(17.1)

The operating cycle is now defined for the speed, steady

state lift coefficient and stroke variables chosen. We will

do well to pause for a moment and consider the wisdom of our

choice. Are the lift coefficients and times reasonable or

should new values be chosen?

Performance determination

Lift is defined as the force perpendicular to the air-

flow and generally has a large vertical and small horizontal

component. Drag is an order of magnitude smaller than lift

and is parallel to the airflow. Performance may be determined

by summing forces in the horizontal direction while the air-

foil oscilates about a horizontal flight path and time aver-

aging to determine the net thrust or drag force. This force
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may then be compared with other parameters to determine
vertical speed and climb/descent angles.

Calculations may be simplified by neglecting the verti-
cal drag components as this small force component combined
with low vertical speed minimizes errors. Calculations will
be made in terms of specific thrust or specific power, i.e.,
thrust/pound or power/pound gross weight.

For non-flapping flight, performance may be calcula£ed

via the lift/drag ratio.

1

Specific thrust req d. = L--7_ + B

where B = Vertical speed/Horizontal speed

(18.o)

Specific power req d. =
V

+ vertical speed (19.0)

For powered(flapping) flight, calculations involving the

lift/drag ratio should not be used on the up stroke due to

the small or negative lift values which may be encountered.

Instead, we will calculate the profile and induced drag sepa-

rately.

If horizontal velocity is assumed constant, profile drag

is constant throughout the cycle. 5

C

Specific profile drag = Dp = -Dp

W C L
(20.0)

(constant throughout cycle)

The specific induced drag for each stroke of the cycle

may be evaluated in a similar manner and time-averaged.

5

CDi G 2Di (x) G (x) CL (x)

Specific induced drag - W + C L - zAR

_here x indicates the appropriate value for the stroke

(21.0)

involved, and the relationships CDi -

are used in the transformation eL (G2tu+G2td+G22tr)

Average specific induced drag- zAR t t

= C L A D i

_AR

and C L (x) =CLG (x)

(22.0)

In actual practice profile drag is a function of angle o_

attack and does vary throughout the cycle. This may be

corrected for by assuming an appropriate average C D or by

using a lower than actual aspect ratio to include Pthe

profile drag variation with induced drag. For simplicity,

we will use the for steady flight at the chosen veloc-
ity and assume CDp this is accurate enough.
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C

The quantity in brackets (ADi) is the factor induced

drag is increased by, due to the unsteady flapping flight.

Some investigators may argue that induced drag appears to

decrease on some ornithopters. If so, this is probably due

to the starting and stopping wing vortex, factors not con-

sidered in this investigation. Until shown otherwise we will

remain conservative and assume that equation (22.0) is valid

but admit that induced drag may be lower than calculated.

Combining the profile and induced drag equations yields

the total specific drag Ds:

C C L AD.
D - DR+ i (23.0)

s C L TAR

, i

As the pumping G loads approach 1.0 or the pumping time

becomes insignificant compared to the rest time this equation

reduces to the steady state flight drag and thus may be

approximated by (L/D) -I.

In addition to the horizontal drag force there is a

horizontal lift force component (gross thrust) which must be

considered whenever the wing path is not horizontal. This

may be calculated by use of the wing path deviation from

horizontal which is equivalent to the lift vector rotation.

L h

Specific horizontal lift component = _ = G tan R

where the relationships W = L /G and tan R = Lh/L v
are used in the transformation. (24.0)

Time averaging yields the average gross specific thrust

GST:

G t d tan R d - G u t tan R
GST = _ u u x

t t - V t t (Gd - Gu) (25.0)

where the negative allows the use of absolute values
= x

for angles and the relationship tan R(x ) V t(x )is used in the transformation.

Net specific thrust NST is obtained by subtracting the

total specific drag from the gross specific thrust:

Jx - - + u (26.0)
[eL

For level unaccelerated flight the net specific thrust

must be zero. Otherwise it is equal to the climb or descent

angle (B) or an acceleration factor.

Propulsive efficiency _e is obtained by dividing output

by input.

output specific Thrust Required

ne = Input = Gross Specific Thrust (27.0)
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De ----

X (G d - GU )
V t t

(27.1)

Assuming the net specific thrust equal to B and sub-

stltut_ng equations (i0.0) and (26.0) we find

C L

6D i

R e = 1 - x 6Di = ADi - 1

V t t (Gd - Su)

D e 1 - Induced Drag Increase= - Gross Thrust

(28.0)

(28.1)

Overall efficiency may be obtained by multiplying the

propulsive efficiency (Eqn 28) by the cycle efficiency

(Eqn 3).

Solving equation (27.1) for B we find that the climb/

descent angle (8) is equal to the propulsive efficiency times

the gross specific thrust minus the non-pumping drag/lift

ratio.

x (G d _ Gu ) _ (L/D)-1
8 = n e V t t

where D_ may be evaluated from

equatio_ (28.0)

(29.0)

NB: 1/8 is equivalent to the lift/drag ratio while pumping.

For level flight we see that the gross specific thrust

must equal the inverse of the lift/drag ratio times propulsive

efficiency.

x 1

OST = V t t (Gd - Gu) = De(L/D) (30.0)

Tables 1 through 3 show typical values of performance

which may be expected. Table 1 assumes values which are

typical of today's ultralight technology. While the perfor-

mance is not spectacular, it is adequate to gain experience

and demonstrate the feasibility of pseudo-ornithopter pro-

pulsion. With ground effect and slight refinements, flights

comparable to the Wright Brothers 1903 attempt could be

expected.

Tables 2 and 3 assume aircraft parameters typical of a

second or third generation of ultralights. Even though li'ttle

optimization has been done, the figures look promising for a

true self-launching sailplane or even Kremer competition

attempts. The values given are meant as an example only and

do not represent a completed design study.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Span 36 ft

Operator Wt 150 ib

Empty Wt 50 Ib
Gross Wt 200 ib

Area

Table i

200 ft 2 Aspect Ratio Actual 6.5

Effective 12.0

Wing loading 1.0 Ib/ft

Span loading 5.5 ib/ft

Airfoil Clark Y

Parasite drag 4 ft 2 @ 1.0

1.4 C L Max 0.02 CDp

A 0 02
CDp • CDp

Total 0.04 CDp

GLIDING PERFORMANCE

@ Max L/D

1.23C L 30 ft/sec V 15:1 L/D 1.8 ft/sec Sink

@ Operating Conditions

0.8 _L 33.5 ft/sec V 14:1 L/D 2.39 ft/sec Sink

365 ft#/sec Power

478 ft#/sec Power

CYCLE PARA_4ETERS

0.5 tu/t d

0 G u

0 CLu

0.127R
u

C L
0.0212

_AR

1.0 y 1.0 ftx 0.71 ft x tu0.1664 sec

i.5 G d 1.0 G r td0.3328 sec

1.2 CLd 2 tr0.2 sec

0.0637 R d tt0.6992 sec

AD. = 1.3569
1

n e = 83%

Glide ratio = 30 : 1

Specific induced drag = 0.0287

Specific profile drag = 0.050

Total specific drag = 0.07876

Gross specific thrust = 0.04546

Net specific thrust =-0.0333

POWERED PE RF OPt\LANCE

Vertical speed -1.12 ft/sec Input power 304 ft#/sec.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Span 42 ft

Operator Wt 150 ib

Empty Wt 50 ib
Gross Wt 200 ib

Table 2

Area 150 ft 2
Aspect Ratio Actual 12

Effective 18

Wing loading 1.333 ib/ft

Span loading 4.76 Ib/ft

Airfoil FX - 05191

Parasite drag 4 ft 2 @ 0.i

GLIDING PERFO_4ANCE

@ Max L/D

0.75 CL 40 ft/sec V

@ Operating Conditions

0.75 CL 40 ft/sec V

1.4 C L Max 0 01• CDp

CDp $ A 0 002• CDp
Total 0 012

- CDp

37.5 L/D 1.06 ft/sec Sink

37.5 L/D 1.06 ft/sec Sink

212 ft#/sec Power

212 ft#/sec Power

CYCLE PARA/4ETERS

0.5 tu/td

0 G u

0 CLu

0.119R
u

C L
N= 0 13127nAR

1.0 7 1.0 ft X 0.75 ft X tU0. 157 sec

i.5 G d 1.0 Gr td0. 314 sec

1.12 CLd 2 tr0.2 sec

0.597 Rd tt0.671 sec

AD i = 1.3509

_e = 89%

Glide ratio = 122 : Climb

Specific induced drag = 0.017734

Specific profile drag = 0.0160

Total specific drag = 0.03373

Gross specific thrust = 0.041915

Net specific thrust = 0.00818

PO_'_RED PERFO_\_NCE

Vertical speed 0.328 ft/sec Input power 335 ft#/sec.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Span 42 ft

Operator Wt150 ib

Empty Wt 50 ib

Gross Wt 200 ib

Area

Table 3

150 ft 2 Aspect Ratio Actual 12

Effective 18

Wing loading 1.333 ib/ft

Span loading 4.76 ib/ft

Airfoil FX - 05191

Parasite drag 4 ft 2 @ 1.0

GLIDING PERFORMANCE

@ Max L/D

0.75 C L 40 ft/sec V

@ Operating Conditions

0.75 CL 40 ft/sec V

1.4 C L Max 0.008 CDp

+ A 0.002
CDp CDp

Total 0.01 CDp

37.5 L/D 1.06 ft/sec Sink

37.5 L/D 1.06 ft/sec Sink

212 ft#/sec Power

212 ft#/sec Power

CYCLE PARAMETERS

0. 3 tu/t d

0 G
U

0 CLu

0.119 R
U

C L
--= 0. 01327
_AR

1.0 y 1.0 ft x 0.7 5 ft x tu0. 157 sec

1. 3 G d 1.0 G r td0. 523 sec

0.975 CLd 2 tr0.2 sec

0.358 R d tt0.8703 sec

AD. = 1.2459
l

_e = 88%

Glide ratio = 539 : 1

Specific induced drag = 0.01653

Specific profile drag = 0.01333

Total specific drag = 0.02986

Gross specific thrust = 0.0280

Net specific thrust =-0.00185

POWERED PERFORMANCE

Vertical speed -0.07 ft/sec Input power 298 ft#/sec.
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Conclusions

This brief investigation indicates that Pseudo-Ornithop-

ter propulsion is worth considering. It appears that a worth-

while performance gain is possible with ultralight aircraft.

In exchange we must provide

i. sufficient room for the operator to move about

2. a reliable structure

3. considerable muscular output

A four foot vertical height is considered sufficient for

most operators. This is slightly larger than the area re-

quired for efficient pedal operation.

A reliable structure is required regardless of propul-

sion system. This is not considered a problem because pumping

loads are of the same general magnitude as gust loads.

Muscular output is a problem. My opinion is that if man

could fly like a bird 90% of the people would be too lazy to

fly. We are talking of that remaining 10% and they are free

to work as much as they like. The more ambitious can fly

farther and faster and on days when others may not feel it

worth the effort. But, like the buzzard, those others will

be out when conditions are right and an occasional pump may

be made to aid in reaching that next thermal.

Reviewing the pedal-propeller problems listed, we have

achieved the following:

i. There is no fixed gear-ratio for flight. However,

pumping frequency is limited by forward velocity.

More detailed investigation is required in this area.

2. 100% of the leg force is effective for input power.

Inertia losses may be greater.

3. Work stroke and rest stroke time duration are in-

dependent but limited by flight speed.

4. Cyclic operation requires the wing to operate over

a wide range of C L values.

5. There is no drag increase while resting.

6. Additional structure and drive train requirements

are eliminated.

7. Supplimental arm power is available.

8. Stroke length is variable at any time.
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Whether this is an improvement remains to be determined.

All that is certain is that additional investigation is in

order.

Recommendations

Numbers can be chosen to show Kremer competition or

better performance, but proof of operation will be in a

flight demonstration. Attempts at Pseudo-Ornithopter propul-

sion whether successful or not will do much to define prob-

lem areas and indicate the validity of the assumed values.

Very lit£1e is known about cycle limitations. How fast can

one pump? What is the optimum cycle considering human factors?

How does structural flexing affect performance? What percen-

tage of the total arm power is available? Trial flights are

recommended as a means to answer these questions.

The cycle chosen for the example was chosen by the best

guess method. A thorough investigation of propulsive effi-

ciency for various cycles and speeds is required. This should

be run in conjuction with the flight test program as the

questions arise: "can the operator perform this cycle", or,

"which cycle can the operator perform best?"
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THE USE OF STORED ENERGY DEVICES IN MAN-POWERED

SELF-LAUNCHING SAILPLANES

by

John H. McMasters, Tempe, Arizona

Curtis J. Cole, Marquette, Michigan

Notation

AR

AR e

b

BHP

c

C D

CDp

CD_

CD i

CD t

CD o

CL

D

K w

h

Aspect Ratio = b2/S

Effective Aspect Ratio = AR/K w

Projected Wing Span

Brake Horse Power

Wing Chord

Total Drag Coefficient

Profile Drag Coefficient of Wing

Parasite Drag Coefficient

Induced Drag Coefficient CDi = K w CL 2

AR

Trim Drag Coefficient

"Zero Lift" Drag Coefficient

Lift Coefficient

Drag Force D=CDqS

Span Efficiency Factor of a Win_

Height of Aerodynamic Center of Wing Mean

Aerodynamic Chord Above the Ground.
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L

q

R

Rn

S

T

V

W

Z

B

n

X

,,)

0

Lift Force L=CLqS

Dynamic Pressure q=i/2 _V 2

Turn Radius

Reynolds Number Rn=VC/v

Projected Wing Area

Time (Duration)

Speed (Measured along Flight Path)

Gross Weight

Height (Vertical Coordinate)

Climb or Sink Rate (+ for Climb)

Camber Index (See Figure 8)

Propulsive Efficiency

Power Degradation Factor (See Eqn. A-6)

Kinematic Viscosity

Climb (or Glide) Angle (+ for Climb)

Bank Angle

Air Density

Background

The challenge of achieving true man-powered flight

has held a special fascination for a few individuals for

centuries. Interest in the subject has increased substan-

tially in the last few years as a result of the British

10,000 Kremer Competition. The history of man-powered

flight and recent efforts to win the Kremer competions

have been chronicled in several recent articles [1,2]

and the book by Sherwin [3] in Britain, and need not be

repeated here.

The major problem in designing a man-powered aircraft

(MPA) is the very low power available and power-to-weight

ratio of the human "engine". While it is now relatively

easy to design an MPA capable of making relatively long

flights (1000 to 2000 yards) in a straight line solely
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under human power, the power required to make turns and to
climb exceeds even an athlete's capabilities if attempted
for more than very short periods of time. This very
seriously limits the feasibility of constructing a true
"man-powered airplane".

It has long been suggested that the power problem can
be partially solved by the use of some sort of stored
energy device. By this is meant any device in wh-_energy

can be stored to aid in propelling the aircraft when and if

such assistance is needed. Such a device can be external

to the aircraft (e.g. a catapult) or an integral part of

the machine. Examples of this latter category of device are

a wound-up rubber b_nd or spring, compressed gas, and a

battery.

Little serious attention has been given to the use of

stored energy devices in an MPA in recent years, largely

because the rules of the Kremer Competitions (which have

been the main motive force behind most recent _PA activity)

have specifically prohibited the use of such devices. It

appears, however, that winning any of the Kremer prizes is

a nearly impossible task, at least within the near future.

In addition, it appears that any MPA which complies fully

with the Kremer Competition rules must be so large and

fragile that it can only be flown at heights very close to

the ground, under conditions of almost zero wind. A

technical discussion of some of the problems associated

with the design of a Kremer Competition MPA can be found

in References 4 and 5. Even if such a machine could win

the Kremer prizes it would be virtually useless for any

other than its intended purpose. It would seem, then,

that if an MPA is to have any future as a sporting vehicle,

the question of use of stored energy devices should be

re-evaluated.

Two questions regarding the use of stored energy

devices are of importance to the MPA enthusiast:

(i) Does the use of such a device violate the spirit and

intent of the goal of achieving man-powered flight?

(2) Does the use of such a device significantly improve

the performance of an MPA?

If the ultimate aim of MPA development is to produce

a true self-launching sailplane which relies in no way on

any external fuel source, then the answer to the first

question would seem to be - No, with some qualifications.

Our position is that if the stored energy device is carried

completely by the airpl---ane and is energized solely by

the pilot (and crew members if the vehicle is multi-

placed) the use of the device in no serious way violates

the purest philosophy of man-powered flight.
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The answer to the second question seems to be an
obvious - Yes. However, it must be remembered that any
energy storage device will have some weight, and this
weight must be carried by the MPA. Since weight is the
single most important parameter in the design problem
[6], some care must be taken in evaluating the real

performance improvements to be obtained from the use of
such devices.

Some performance estimates

Suppose we have an MPA like the Hatfield "Puffin II"

(i) shown in Figure I. The performance of this machine can

be estimated from the formulas in Appendix A. The esti-

mated characteristics of "Puffin II" (without the energy

storage device) are:

Loaded Weight 290 ib

Propeller/Transmission Efficiency 83%

Performance: (i) At a height of i0 ft (in ground

effect)

L/Dma x = 35.5 at 18 mph

Cruise power required (level flight) 0.47 BHP

Power required to climb at i0 fpm 0.58 BHP

(2) Free air (outside ground effect)

L/Dma x 31 at 19.4 mph

Cruise power required (level flight) 0.58 BHP

Power required to climb at i0 fpm 0.69 BHP

A calculated polar diagram (using rather conservative

drag values) for the basic Puffin II operating outside of

ground effect is shown in Figure 2 in comparison with

Bikle's [7] measured polar for an 1-26. At a loaded weight

of 290 ib, the Puffin has a wing loading of 0.745 ib/ft 2.

The wing span and aspect ratio are 93 ft and 22.2 res-

pectively.

To demonstrate the performance of the Puffin, consider

the following problem: Assuming that the take-off ground

run (which ends just as flying speed is reached) required

about 30 seconds, what is the maximum h_ attainable in

a 3 minute, maximum effort climb? Suppose that the pilot

can produce (while simultaneously controlling the aircraft)

between 75 and 100% of the power of the champion cyclist
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TABLE I.

Theoretical Climb Performance of the "Puffin II" MPA

Loaded Wt.: 290 ib

Wing Loading: 0.745 ib/ft 2

Minimum BHP Required for Level Flight:

Time of Climb: 3 minutes

Champion Athlete

Maximum BHP Available

Maximum Rate of Climb

h = 0 ft

h = i0 ft

h outside ground

effect

Maximum Height Gained:

Maximum Horizontal

Distance Flown:

Glide Distance from

Max. Height:

Total Flight Distance:

0.61

25 fpm

17 fpm

8.5 fpm

40 ft

1350 yd

450 yd

1800 yd

0.35 at h = 0 ft

0.43 at h = I0 ft

0.52 at h outside

ground effect.

75% Champion Athlete

0.46

10.5 fpm

3 fpm

-5.5 fpm

15 ft

1350 yd

180 yd

1530 yd
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indicated in the human power curve shown in Figure 3. Some
simple numerical integrations, accounting for the varia-
tions in power required as the aircraft climbs out of ground
effect, yield the performances summarized in Table I and
shown in Figure 4. These calculations show very clearly
the enormous difficulty of flying by unaided human power
alone.

Now to show the advantage of the stored energy device,
suppose this same machine is fitted with a stored energy
device of the type reported by Nonweiler [8]. This device is
shown in Figure 5. The device consists of a drum, attached
through appropriate gearing, to the propeller shaft. Rubber
cord is wrapped around the drum, and may be wound up (thus
storing energy) by the pilot prior to takeoff. Nonweiler
estimated that i00,000 ft-lb (3 HP-min) of energy could be
stored in such a device weighing i0 lb.

It is estimated that the total weight of the device

installed in the "Puffin" would be 15 ib, bringing the

loaded weight of the aircraft to 305 lb. At this point

an additional problem is encountered. The "Puffin" was

designed for flight close to the ground under almost ideal

atmospheric conditions. Consequently, the design load

factor was only + 2 g with factor of safety 1.5. A

vehicle designed to fly out of ground effect would have to

have a substantially higher load factor. For purposes of

this exercise, let us define a "Heavy Puffin" with the same

dimension as the original "Puffin" but with a load factor

of + 4 g and factor of safety of 1.5. It is estimated that

this machine would weigh 320 ib loaded or 335 ib

with the stored energy device.

To show the possible gains in performance due to the

stored energy device, assume that the device is geared to

produce 1 BHP for 3 minutes. As before, it is assumed

that the pilot simultaneously produces maximum power until

exhausted after 3 minutes of flight. In this example the

pilot produces all the power required for the ground run

which ends when flying speed is reached and which requires 30

seconds. At lift-off the stored energy device is activated.

The anticipated performance in this case is shown in Figure

4.

The performance improvement of the "Heavy Puffin"

with the stored energy device can only be considered

"spectacular" when compared with the performance of the

basic "Puffin" (a 600% increase in maximum height gain!).

It should be noted, however, that this example evades en-

tirely the central question: Is it feasible or sensible to

go pedalling around at 200 ft AGL, in a machine twice the

size and weighing half as much as a 1-26 (with a red line

speed of about 22 kt) looking for 30 fpm lift?
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proposed design

Before the whole matter of man-powered ultra-light

sailplanes is rejected as ridiculous fantasy, consider again

the performance polars in Figure 2. There is a substantial

area between the "Puffin" (with or without stored energy)

and the lowly i_26. The only recent design that we know of

which comes close to flying in this region is

Farrar's remarkable low speed research sailplane [9].

One is thus lead to daydream about the possibility of

constructing a 15-18 meter span, ultra-light "powered sail-

plane" with a wing loading of 1.5 to 2 Ib/ft 2 and a

minimum sink rate of perhaps 70 to 80 fpm. If fitted

with two or three stored energy devices, such a machine

could serve as a prototype for a true self-launching

sailplane (as opposed to motor-glider). A proposed

design for this sort of machine, called the "Archaeopteryx"

(the first of a new kind of flying device) is shown in

Figure 6. No serious attempt has been made to optimize

this particular design, and its estimated characteristics

were selected mainly on the basis that they result is a

"reasonably sized" vehicle with the desired performance.

The weights and dimensions of the "Archaeopteryx" are

assumed to be:

Wing Span:

Wing Area:

Aspect Ratio:

59 ft (18 m)

200 ft 2 (18.6 m 2)

17.4

Empty Wt. :

Flying Wt. :

Wing Loading :

225 ib (102 kg)

375 ib (170 kg)

1.875 ib /ft 2 (9.15 kg/m 2)

The combination of low weight, wing-loading and speed

necessary to minimize the power required by an "Archaeo-

pteryx" type vehicle presents several major problems in

both the design and operation of such a machine. The major

operational problem is the difficulty of making low speed

turns while thermaling. The nature of the problem is

briefly described in Appendix B. It is shown in Appendix

B and references 4, 5 and i0 that low speed turn problems

increase with increasing wing span. This factor, to-

gether with the requirement that vehicle weight must be as

small as possible and span loading must be as large as

possible have a profound effect on the vehicle aero-

dynamic and structural configuration.
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Configuration Selection

Several features of the "Archaeopteryx" configuration

require explanation. One of the most obvious,peculiari-
ties of the design is the propeller location. Three

main factors influenced the present choice: (i) a desire

to keep the propeller slip stream from interfering with the

wing's boundary layer, (2) a desire to keep the power

transmission system as short and simple as possible to

save weight, and (3) the necessity of providing ground

clearance for the required large diameter propeller typical

of current MPA practice. The propeller selected is 8 ft in

diameter, and since this is considerably larger than con-

ventional motor glider propellers , it was decided that

the propeller should be folded while not in operation

rather than simply stopped and feathered. The simple pod

and boom fuselage layout lends itself particularly well

to this set of propeller configuration requirements.

The major feature of the proposed design is the wing.

Since span and wing weight must be minimized, but span

loading (or effective aspect ratio) must be maximized it is

proposed to employ a non-planar or span-wise cambered

lifting surface for several reasons. Cone [ii, 12] has

shown that wings with large amounts of span-wise camber

should have substantially lower values of induced drag

than equal projected span and area flat (planar) wings.

A brief discussion of this effect is given in Appendix C.

A more complete account is given in Reference 13. Use

of the non-planar wing offers the potential for several

additionals design advances.

Several existing MPA designs have demonstrated the

feasibility of constructing exceedingly large wings with

adequate strength and torsional rigidity with extremely

low weights using balsa, spruce and mylar. With the possi-

ble exception of column efficiency, many materials are

superior to balsa and spruce. Specifically, modern fiber-

glass systems have superior strength/density character-

istics. The major problem with the present glass systems

is their generally low values of modulus of elasticity.

Use of the non-planar wing offers the interesting possibility

of capitalizing on, rather than fighting with, the

flexibility of glass composite structures, thus producing

even lighter weight structures. It is proposed that the

wing spar of the "Archaeopteryx" be built up of two or

three pressure-stabilized fiberglass tubes arranged chord-

wise. The tube system should be quite rigid in torsion,

particularly if bound together, but relatively flexible

in bending. The trick is then to design the tube system

*The authors were unaware of the German C-10 motor

glider, circa 1940, when the present design was laid down.
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such that it flexes to the correct span-wise cambered
shape under airload. The remainder of the wing is to be
formed from contoured and hollowed blocks of foam plastic.
The whole arrange is then to be covered with a suitable
material such as mylar. The major difficulty with this
scheme is the problem of negative airloads which could
conceivably bend the wing into an unstable configuration.
It may therefore be necessary to somehow bind the wing
into the correct shape with some sort of external bracing
"wire". In place, this wire would resemble a bow-string.

The use of this external bracing leads one to a fur-

ther interesting possibility--elimination of the need for

ailerons for roll control. The use of conventional

ailerons on an ultra-light weight wing such as the one

proposed presents a real problem because of torsional

loads they impose when deflected. Because the wing has

been designed to be flexible in bending, it seems possible

to let the bracing wires double as control cables. To

make a turn, the pilot would (through a suitable leverage

system) relax the tension on one cable and increase it on

the other--thus creating a wing of un-symmetric planform

and, consequently a rolling moment. A strip of boron or

carbon filament tape, even at $300/ib, might be suitable

for this purpose. The parasite drag penalty of such an

arrangement should not be prohibitive and is at least

partially off-set by the other problems it solves.

The remainder of the machine would be constructed

along conventional man-powered aircraft lines'-except that

substantially higher load factors would be employed in the

structural design. The only other area in which significant

advances might be required or expected are in reductions

in weight of the energy storage device(s) and increases

in the efficiency of the "pedal drive system".

Estimated Performance

Estimated Powered and un-powered polars for the "Arch-

aeopteryx" are shown in Figure 2. It is encouraging to note

that a pilot producing only one-quarter horsepower can reduce

the sink rate to about 60 fpm. This power level is about

75% of that which can be sustained for periods in excess of

an hour by an average pilot in reasonably good physical con-

dition--not necessarily a trained athlete. If the "Archaeo-

pteryx" carries three of the previously described stored

energy devices, each geared to produce 2 BHP for 1 1/2

minutes, the machine should be capable of reaching a height

of 500 ft if all stored energy is expended during the climb.

A height gain of 500 ft is still not very much, and

raises the question: How close to the ground is it possible

to fly and still thermal effectively? Most contest pilots

have witnessed (and perhaps themselves attempted) ther-
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malling below 200 feet. Sometimes it is possible to hang on
a few extra minutes by so doing, and once in a great while,
to climb on up to cloud base for such a "save", an exhilera-
ting experience indeed. But even those who have done so
successfully don't seem inclined to recommend this to others.
Flight instructors shudder at the thought of people trying
to thermal below, say, pattern altitude of 600 feet. Some
are more conservative, a few might set the limit for themselves
a bit lower. This concern is rightly placed for conventional
sailplanes: the low altitude stall or stall/spin accident
continues to take its toll. The source of this problem is
briefly discussed in Appendix B.

The key to the question of minimum soaring height seems
to be how much time there is between the ship and the
ground, rather than some arbitrary altitude figure. Can one
recover from a stall and still have time to set up a safe
landing? Is there sufficient wing-tip clearance of terrain
and obstructions? If these two conditions can be met, it
seems feasible to project genuine soaring performance for
self-launched man-powered aircraft. This whole matter requires
further detailed study.

Conclusions

While still far short of the dream of flying off into

the sunrise without assistance from noxious engines, the

stored-energy-device-augmented, "powered" ultra-light sail-

plane does occupy a legitimate place on the fringe of the

growing ultra-light movement. The major problem in this line

of development is the lack of knowledge on how to use modern

materials intelligently to build really efficient ultra-low

density aircraft structures with sufficient strength and stiff-

ness. A few possibilities in this area have been indicated,

but at present these are merely speculations. In addition,

very little serious work has been done in developing really

efficient, light-weight stored-energy devices of the type

needed for this sort of vehicle. At something on the order

of 5 Ib /BHP-min installed, the wound-up rubber cord stored

energy device is not really adequate.

While it is unlikely that self-launched, man-powered

sailplanes will replace either conventional sailplanes or

motor gliders, the new vistas opened up by such possibilities

• •are exciting to consider. Perhaps the eventual performance

potential of aircraft like the ,Archaeopteryx" will encourage

some serious hardware development work. At a minimum, this

work would be extremely valuable in laying ground work for the

coming Golden Age of self-launched soaring - made possible

by the development of the solar-powered sailplane.

"... the machine does not isolate man from the great problems

of nature but plunges him more deeply into them". (Antoine

de Saint Exupbry, Wind_ Sand, and Stars)
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APPENDIX A: PERFORMANCEESTIS_TES

Power Required: The general formula for the power

required by an aircraft executing a steady (constant speed)

climbing or gliding turn has been derived in Ref. 6 as:

(A-l) BHPreq 550_ = 550_(L/D)cos_ " 1 + (L/D)cos_tan8

For aircraft with sufficiently high values of L/D

(small 8 ) in rectilinear flight, eqn. (A-l) reduces to:

(A-2) BHP = 550n (L/D) " 1 + (L/D) 8

where 0 = Z/V

Drag Estimation: The drag of the complete vehicle

is given by (6) :

1 CD_ s_ + CDp(Rn,CL) + w____L+ CD t(A-3) D = _ pV2S S TAR

According to the discussion in Ref. 6, for aircraft of

fixed weight and known geometry, eqn. (A-3) reduces to:

[(a-4) D _ ½ _V2S CDo + (_oa_+ _w) _ARI

If the aircraft is operates in ground effect, simple

theory (4,5) shows that the factor Kw in eqn. (A-4) must

be treated as a function of the height (h) of the wing

m.a.c, above the ground, for height-to-span ratios less

than 1/2. Therefore, according to eqn. (A-2), the power

required at small values of h is a function of h.

Climb Performance: The instantaneous rate of climb

(or sink) can be calculated from:

• BHPavail. - BHPreq.
(A-5) Z = 550_ •

W
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From Figure 3, we can approximate the power available
as a function of duration of exercise (T) by:

(A-6) BHPavail. = 112_" + 0.51 + BHPstored

Where _ is a factor (0 < I < I) which accounts for

less than "Champion athlete"powe--r output.

With the Z given by eqn. (A-5), the total height

gained (or lost) can be calculated by simple numerical

integration of:

T •

(A-7 ) z = f z dt
T
o

T o is the time at
Lift-off.
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APPENDIX B: LOW-SPEEDTURNING FLIGHT

Given an aircraft executing a constant altitude,
constant speed coordinated turn, refering to Figure 7
we can derive:

2
(B-l) R = Vc/g tan _ Vc = center-line

speed

(B-2) V t = wing tip speed = I b 1V c 1 + _--_ COS

or

V 2 b
c - _ g sin

Vti/Vto =(B-3) V 2 + b
c 2 g sin

If the wing carries an elliptic lift distribution in

the un-banked case (_ =0), then in a turn, the ratio of

the un-trimmed lift per unit span (i) at any spanwise

station y , to the section lift (i o) at the center-line
is:

(B-4)
L(_) _

L
o

cos t

where _ = b_2

From eqn. (B-4) it can be shown that in a turn, the

un-trimmed center of lift shifts outboard by the amount :

b

2 (_-_) cos

4 + (_R) ZCOS2_
(B-5) _c.p. = +

I

/

Figure 7. Turn Notation

L

__"_____"_'__..._

y = _b12

- 1 < _ < + 1
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The simple relations above indicate several important
factors in the low speed turn problem:

i. The turn radius decreases rapidly with increasing
bank angle and/or decreasing speed. R is independent of
the wing span and the minimum value depends, in large part
on the maximum wing lift coefficient through the relation
(see Ref. 6)

-i
(B-6) _max = sec [½ 1P _ CLma x

2. The difference between the speeds of the inboard

and outboard wing tips increases with increasing wing span

and bank angle, and decreasing centerline speed (Vc).

The importance of the wing tip speed ratio can be seen in

the following relations for Reynolds number and dynamic

pressure :

(B-7) Rnt / Rnt = Vt. / Vtout where
in out in

Rnt = VtCt/9

2 2 where qt 1 2c -8) /qt = vt /vt -
qtin out in out

It should be remembered that, in general, airfoil

profile drag coefficients increase and maximum section lift

coefficients decrease, with decreasing Reynolds number.

3. The turn induces an out-board shift (away from

the turn center) of the center of lift. This shift is approx-

imately proportional to cos _ and b and inversely propor-

tional to V c. This c.p. shift can result in large adverse
rolling moments (moments which tend to increase the bank

angle) which must somehow be trimmed - conventionally, by

the use of ailerons or spoilers. The resulting non-

optimum lift distribution results in a trim drag incre-

ment due to both induced drag and parasite drag from the

aileron deflection. In addition, if the wing is already

flying at a high value of lift coefficient, increasing

the local lift coefficients in the region of the inboard

tip where, as previously noted, the Rn is already dimin-

ished, leads to the danger of tip stall-and a spin. There

are several ways to circumvent this problem at least par-

tially, but the simplest is to merely limit the bank angle

and, if possible, the wing span.
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APPENDIX C: SPAN-WISE CAMBEREDWINGS

C. D. Cone, Jr. [11,12] has performed an extensive
analytical and electrical analog study of a wide variety
of "non-planar" lifting surfaces. Many of Cone's results

are remarkable, but even more remarkable is the fact that

despite the very promising results obtained, very little

experimental work has been done in efforts to translate

theory into practice. Cone investigated a wide variety

of complex camber forms. The discussion here will be

limited to simple single-element circular and elliptic

arc camber lines.

The usual practice in wing theory is to express the

total drag coefficient in the form:

(C-l) = = (Rn,C L) + KwC_/_AR
CD W CDp + CDi CDp

where CDp = "profile" drag

CD i = "induced" drag

Cone's work is basically directed at ways to decrease

the induced drag and is not directly concerned with

viscosity effects. Refer to Figure 8 for the notation

used in the following discussion.

Let S_ be the area of the planar wing or the area of

the cambered wlng projected onto a horlzontal surface.
Then

b 2 b 2 _2b_

_ o _ _ _2AR _(C-2) AR - S + ARo S S
o o o

The effective aspect ratio is defined by

(C-3) AR e = AR/K w = AR e w

It is well known that for planar win@s, the maximum

value of e. is 1.00; this value occurring when the wing
W o • , ,

carries an elllptic llft distrlbutlon. The remarkable

thing about Cone's analysis is that it shows that values

of ew substantially in excess of unity can be achieved

by optimally loaded, span-wise cambered wings. The usual

explanation for this effect is that the "bent up (or

down)" wing tip acts as a tip plate. The smooth continuous
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camber distribution is, however more efficient in in-

hibiting the formulation of a strong wing tip vortex

than the usual simple "Zulu shield" arrangement customarily

used for this purpose. An additional significant factor is

is that the smooth contour of the cambered wing should

result also in much lower values of parasite drag than

those which arise at the juncture of a wing and conven-

tional tip plate. This latter effect partially accounts

for the poor performance of conventional unfaired tip

plates in practice - parasite drag increase eats up part

of the improvement in induced drag.

The results of Cone's analysis for single element

circular and elliptic arc wings are shown in Figure 9.

Of course, this improvement in induced drag is not entirely

free. The penalties are:

i. The cambered wing is longer (for the same pro-

jected span) than the planar wing. Realistically

wing weight must increase with length rather than

projected span. Figure i0 shows the relation

between length and projected span for the cir-

cular and elliptic are wings. Note that for the

B=I.0 circular are wing, the length of the wing

is 1.57 times its projected span.

, For a planar wing, the wetted area is roughly

twice the projected area. For the cambered wing

this value may be much larger. Skin friction

drag depends on wetted area.

The increase in effective aspect ratio may appear

magical until one considers the following results:

The geometric aspect ratios of several non-planar

wings are calculated from their values of projected span

and area. (S O & b_). Now suppose we took these wings and
"unfolded" them onto a flat surface. The actual spans

and areas would be Z and S' . Assume the value of K w

for the flattened wing is 1.0. Call the effective aspect

ratio of the flattened wing AR' . [Note: S' > S O ]
e o

We then have:

(C-4)
ARe 8b__ Kw____o_ .

£ K
w 8 AR e

o
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In this case, using Fig. 9 and i0:

Circular Arc Elliptic Arc

• _/AR = 0.988 = 0 5 ARe eo

B = 0.8 0.95

ARes/AReo= 1.07

1.02

B = 1.0 0.95 0.95

A much more complete discussion of these results
can be found in Ref. 13.
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FOOT-LAUNCHED GLIDING

by

Michael A. Markowski

Man-Flight Systems Engineering

Marlboro, Mass.

Notation

AR

b

c

CL
L

P
Rn

S

W

aspect ratio, b2/S

wing span, feet

wing chord, feet

aircraft coefficient of lift

lift, pounds

density of air at standard sea level, slugs/ft 3
Reynolds number

wing area, square feet

gross weight

Introduction

It is the intent of this paper to provide an introduction

to the new sport of "foot-launched gliding", pointing out its

basic problems, potentials and practicality. Hopefully, the

motorless aeronautical world will rally to the cause of re-

viewing this mode of flight, seldom practised since the days
of Lilienthal.

Even though Lilienthal was an expert, he nonetheless

relied solely upon body movements, or center of gravity

changes, to control his craft, thus incurring limitations on

his flight envelope. It has been claimed that weight shifting

is dangerous, and rightly so, for changes in center of

gravity provide controlling moments that are constant, no

matter what the relative speed of the craft through the air.

This is, of course, a great disadvantage for one who wishes

to operate at higher altitudes, greater airspeeds, or in more

turbulent conditions, for the disturbing influences increase

as the square of the velocity of the relative wind. The way

we meet this situation is commonly done by employing conven-

tional aerodynamic controls. Now, this is all well and good,

but it leads to complexity. However, all is not lost for

those who decide to control their flight by "throwing their

weight around" a bit. As long as the weight shifters keep in

mind that they should only fly close to the ground (no higher

than they are prepared to fall), and operate in winds not

exceeding approximately 15 mph, they can learn a great deal

about basic flight from simple machines.
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As with all self-launched aircraft, the problem of most
concern is that of obtaining a good compromise between the
ground and air modes of operation. With the conventional
hang glider there is a sufficiently large enough overlap in
the two modes to permit even a rather crude machine to obtain
airborne status. Ultimately, however, the overlap has got to

be small, for our main purpose is to remain airborne and in

the ground mode as little as possible. Therefore, our only

recourse is to strive for the maximum aerodynamic efficiency

possible consistent with the lightest practical structure.

Let us illustrate:

In the ground mode, our would-be aeronaut needs a

machine with as light a frame as possible with small moments

of inertia to facilitate his handling of the craft in trans-

port to a site and in performing his run to take-off speed.

Our intrepid bird-man would also like a craft that is not

easily upset in a light breeze, thus he would also like his

machine to be as compact as possible. However, if he expects

to fly, his glider must possess an appropriate surface area

consistent with the gross weight of his body and the machine.

In fact, it would be nice to have as large a wing area as

possible so that he can launch himself into the air with a

minimum of airspeed. A compromise is clearly indicated.

As a first pass, let us consider an average man and his

ability to run. If I can recall, the average high school kid

could run a hundred yard dash in around 14 seconds, or at

14.6 mph. Add to this the fact that he will be running down-

hill, partially supported by his flying machine it is reason-

able to assume that he can attain a speed of 20 mph. This, of

course, is a ground speed calculation and assumes no benefit

from an up-hill breeze, which would make an airspeed of 20

mph all the easier to obtain.

Assume further, that our man weighs 165 pounds clothed

and ready for flight and that his airframe weighs 35 pounds

with all fittings. This will hopefully put us in the ballpark

and allow us to begin our proposed design. Using the above

numbers as a starting point, we can calculate the following
basic factors:

For level flight we have, W = L = (I/2)pV2SCL (i)

Thus we can solve for the quantity, SCL:

SC L = 2W/pV 2 = 400/(2.378 x l0 -3) (29.3) 2 (2)

= 196

Now we can solve for the required wing area for flight:

S = 196/C L (3)

From this simple exercise, we can easily see that if

C L = 1 (which is a reasonable assumption), we would need 196

square feet of wing area to maintain flight at a 200 pound
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gross weight at 20 mph. These numbers do indeed sound very

feasible, but how do we arrange those 196 square feet? Let

us try a couple of examples.

First off, considering that a C L of 1 is attainable, we

will assume that our wing has an aspect ratio of 6. This is

as good a place as any to begin with and we can expect a

reasonably efficient wing.

Since AR = b2/S (4)

we can calculate, b = /--(A_-S = 34.3 feet of wing span, with

a chord, c = 5.71 feet for a rectangular planform. This, at

first, does not seem too bad. But 34.3 feet? It might be dif-

ficult to handle. Suppose we try a wing with an aspect ratio

of 3:

Calculating, as before, we obtain the following:

b = 24.2 feet,

c = 8.07 feet.

Let us assume further, that we chose a highly tapered plan-

form for our second wing. Why not a delta configuration?

Assuming a leading edge sweep of 40 degrees, we find that by

using leading edge spars of 17.45 feet and a keel of equal

length, we have required surface area. The average chord is

now 8.725 feet, the span 22.5 feet, and the aspect ratio

around 3. This sounds more compact than our first attempt,

but what about that aspect of ratio 3? It sounds awfully in-

efficient. Let us compare:

If we examine the aerodynamics of the situation, we

realize the following: the Reynolds number of the AR = 6 wing

is about 1 million, while the delta wing has a Reynolds

number of 1.75 million. This is a particularly significant

increase, and the gains will in some degree offset the loss

in span efficiency of the delta, but some mathematical opti-

mization and an experience factor will be necessary before

we can determine just how this compromise can be most effec-

tive. The weight savings and smaller size of the lower aspect

ratio machine indeed make it an alternative of more than just

passing interest. But what can we expect in the way of sta-

bility?

The problem here is not as critical as might at first

be anticipated. By using a highly tapered delta wing, a

Rogallo type for instance, with its consequently long root

chord, and an underslung position for the pilot, we find that

we can achieve a reasonable degree of stability with a mini-

mum of effort. The low center of gravity position is of prime

importance, as it gives us a sort of "pendulum stability".

Aside from this fact, the sweep angle and the addition of

an "apex cover" (a taut sail located at the apex of the wing,

on the underside), gives us a wing with inherent stability

with quite reasonable flight characteristics.
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As a final consideration, we have skill. As with all
athletic sports, and hang-gliding can indeed be considered
as such, some degree of skill is going to be required of the
pilot. Even with the best equipment, a sufficiently graded
slope, and the proper relative wind in his face, a certain
amount of skill must be demonstrated in order that our bird-
man may take-off and fly. It is not hard to think of several
ways in which an attempted flight might fail. At any rate, a
successful flight might be considered as one of the following:

Case i. Here, insufficient airspeed, or inadequate ef-

ficiency would prevent true flight from occurring. In this

instance, the man-wing is no more than a projectile, with

stability arising purely from the inertial forces generated

in the trajectory.

Case 2. A condition where the required relative airspeed

is attained and maintained in a stable flight path consisting

of a ground skimming take-off where the airspeed is increased

to the point where the glide ratio is optimized, followed by

a gradual sink and increase in angle of attack as the ground

is approached.

Case 3. This would be a combination of cases 1 and 2.

In this instance, the pilot would have sufficient airspeed

for a good take-off only to stall in flight and end his

flight prematurely in a semi-controlled, mushy crash landing.

This would probably be common until our man-bird gained suf-

ficient skill and "feel" for case two.

As a final analysis then, it would appear that due to a

somewhat small speed margin, the success of a flight would

depend upon the skill and self-confidence of the operator. It

appears that he must not only learn the limitations of his

craft, but he must also master its particular requirements,

no matter what its degree of efficiency may be.

Aside from this, it would seem that the idea of foot-

launched gliding is ready to be developed and used as a sport

that can be enjoyed by all. At long last, mankind's age-old

dream of flying like a bird is at hand. This concept, as no

other in aviation, can bring flying to the masses. It cer-

tainly deserves a chance.
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Session Chairman_
Address

STATE OF THE ART REVIEW - PERFORMANCE TESTING

by

William M. Foley

United Aircraft Research Labs.

E. Hartford, Conn.

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the

Performance Testing session. Several recent articles have

been written about performance testing [e.g., see Refs. 1-3].

Consequently, I don't expect to take up my allotted time

summarizing the state of the art. Instead, I will only give

a very short overview and will then use some of the addition-

al time at the end of this session to report on a recent test

program in which I have been involved and which may be of

greater interest than repetition of readily available materi-
al.

By the time of World War I, rudimentary performance

testing techniques were developed for airplanes. Immediately

after the war, the techniques were rapidly refined. The major

impetus for this work was from the military to ensure that

contracted-for performance was met in new aircraft. Later,

similar techniques were applied to commercial airplanes to

ensure that they met specified performance goals. The NACA in

this country was a major contributor in this work. All of

the emphasis was on airplane performance testing with no

attention being given to sailplane testing. In fact, most of

the test techniques developed at this time period were not

directly applicable to sailplane performance testing. How-

ever, many of the special instruments and the techniques for

instrument calibration which were worked out were directly

applicable to sailplanes and were, consequently, applied in

succeeding years. In the late !930's, performance testing

procedures specifically for sailplanes were developed in

Germany. Professor Zacher, who is with us here today, was one

of the individuals who was involved in this development.

After World War II, Professor Zacher and his collaborators

continued making performance measurements in Germany [see

Refs. 4 and 5]. In this same time period, Dr. August Raspet

of Mississippi State College introduced systematic sailplane

performance testing techniques into this country [Ref. 6].

The procedures which he used were based on the earlier German

work and continue to be used even today in this country (and

in most other countries, for that matter).
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Before we discuss techniques of performance testing, it

is probably appropriate to consider why we need to make

performance measurements. Most of you have undoubtedly con-

structed MacCready ring scales from sailplane polars and used

them to optimize your cross-country speed. Thus, we need to

know the performance of a sailplane in order to fly it prop-

erly. More important, however, performance testing can serve

as a tool during the development process. The group at

Mississippi State demonstrated how useful testing could be

in improving the performance of the RJ-5 (see Ref. 7 and

Fig. i, which is reproduced from that Ref.) and other sail-

planes. I understand that considerable testing has also been

done by Slingsbysduring development of the Kestrel. Quite

honestly, I don't understand why performance testing is not

used more by present manufacturers in the development of
their aircraft.

A number of methods has been considered for making per-
formance measurements. One method is to measure the rate of

deceleration of the aircraft while it is flown at constant

altitude. Another is to tow the aircraft at various speeds

and directly measure the drag by use of a load cell in the

tow line. Rate of sink testing in which the sailplane is flown

at constant air speed for a sufficiently long period of time

to measure its rate of sink is by far the most common method

used today. This method requires a very still, stable air

mass and consequently is restricted to very few days of the

year. A related technique which is not quite so dependent

upon weather is to make a number of comparison glides at

several air speeds with an already calibrated sailplane and

measure the relative performance. Both Professor Zacher and

Paul Bikle [Ref. 8] have used this comparison glide method

quite effectively. The test techniques which are employed

today have changed little since the 1930's. Improved instru-

mentation -- which can make the job either easier, faster,

or both -- is getting the major attention at the present time,
and it is in this area that we will hear the most recent re-

sults today.

The instrumentation for performance measurements does

not need to be elaborate. Basically, it consists primarily

of the basic sailplane instruments, properly calibrated,

plus a stop-watch. Special equipment is required, however,

to perform the calibration of the airspeed measuring system.

A Kiel probe is temporarily installed on the sailplane to

obtain the true total pressure (see Fig. 2). This is then

compared with the sailplane pitot pressure to obtain pitot

source error. A trailing static source is also required to

calibrate the sailplane's static pressure sensing system. The

most conventional system is a trailing bomb -- so called

because of its shape (see Fig. 3) -- which is towed on a

long tube away from the influence of the sailplane. More

recently the towed cone (Fig. 4) has been used and has the

advantage that it can be deployed before take-off, rather

than during the flight as is done with the trailing bomb.

The static pressure measured from one of these towed static
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Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.
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sources is then compared with the pressure sensed with sail-

plane static pressure source to obtain static source correc-

tion. Calibrations of the pitot and static sources and direct

calibration of the instrument permit the true indicated air-

speed to be determined from measurements read from the sail-

plane airspeed indicator.

To measure accurately the rate of sink at a given air-

speed, an altimeter which has been appropriately calibrated

is required and also a good stop-watch. Performance measure-

ments are then made by holding constant airspeeds for periods

of time exceeding two or three minutes and measuring the

altitude change and the time lapse. From these measurements

the rate of sink at a given airspeed is determined. More in-

formation on this subject is given in Refs. 1 and 3.

There are perhaps eight or nine groups making perfor-

mance measurements. These groups are located in Germany,

England, Poland, and the USA. Today you will have an oppor-

tunity to hear of some of the work which is being done in

Germany, England, and the USA.
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RECENT STANDARD CIRRUS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

by

William M. Foley

United Aircraft Research Labs

E. Hartford, Conn.

Recently, several members of the New England Soaring

Association have been developing the capability for making

performance measurements of sailplanes. To date, they have

gained a significant body of data on the performance of a

Standard Cirrus, which is destined to be the standard sail-

plane for performance comparison, and a Blanik L-13. Test

flying during the Summer and Fall of 1972 has been seriously

restricted because of the particularly bad weather in New

England during that time period. Had it not been for this, a

substantially greater body of data would be available. Par-

ticular credit for the work which has been accomplished is

due Mr. Frank Martin, Jr., who built all of the special in-

struments and assisted in flight tests, and Dr. Douglas East,

who also assisted in the flight tests. Mr. Stephen Grady, who

did all of the towing during these tests, should also be

acknowledged. This report is only a progress report since

the work is still ongoing.

At the time Bikle published his flight test results on

a Standard Cirrus sailplane [Ref. i], an aircraft with cur-

rent production static ports was not available. The aircraft

employed in the present test has the standard arrangement

-- a set of static ports forward of the canopy and another

set below the wings on each side of the fuselage. Calibration

curves for the forward and aft statics determined by use of

a Kiel probe and a towed cone static source identical with

that used by Bikle are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Note that both

static sources give nearly correct airspeed indication at

thermaling and approach speeds but yield very optimistic

results at high speeds. Stall speeds agree with those of

Bikle within one-half mile per hour when the results are

corrected for differences in flight weight.

The measured polar curve for the Standard Cirrus is

shown in Fig. 3. All data points were obtained in calm, early

morning air before convection started with glides of at least

1000 feet or five minutes, whichever was longer. The measure-

ments were made on four different days -- numbers on the data

points indicate flight number to illustrate repeatability of
the results. The aircraft was in the condition received from

the factory with the exception that the canopy had been

sealed and an Althaus compensator had been installed. As can

be seen, the tests repeat Bikle's result corrected for weight
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differences at high speed and at stall. The rate of sink

from slightly above stall speed to eighty miles per hour is,

however, noticeably lower than Bikle's result. At present,

no explanation for this is available but it can be seen that

the low minimum sink results were repeated on all days at

which flight tests were conducted.

It is interesting to try to understand the results of

these tests. Hence, the performance to be expected has been

calculated based upon the following assumptions:

i. Wind tunnel test data for FX 61-183 airfoils applies,

corrected for Reynolds number effects.

2. Fuselage drag can be calculated based upon the product
of wetted area and the local skin friction coefficient

(from Schoenherr equation). Transition Reynolds num-
ber is 105 .

3. Symmetrical airfoil data applies to ver£ical fin and

stabilizer.

4. Althaus compensator and tail skid are only protuber-

ances which must be corrected for.

5. Induced drag coefficient is based upon a span effi-

ciency factor of 0.98.

6. No trim, interference or leakage drag.

The solid line in Fig. 4 shows the results of the cal-

culated Standard Cirrus performance compared with the flight

test results. Note that the calculated result correctly

predicts the low speed performance, but the measured results

are inferior at speeds above 95 miles per hour. The dashed

lines show the performance to be expected if the wings were

completely laminar or completely turbulent. Above 95 miles

per hour, the test results are nearly half way between the

calculated performance curve and the fully turbulent wing

curve and indicate that transition may be occuring at smal-

ler length Reynolds numbers than in the wind tunnel.

A more convincing way to look at discrepancies is to

compare the difference between the actual and predicted per-

formance at high speed with the magnitude of the drag com-

ponents. Figure 5 illustrates the performance in nondimen-

sional form as lift coefficient squared versus drag coeffi-

cient. The high speed results occur near lift coefficients

of zero. It can be seen that the difference in drag coeffi-

cient between the straight line fit to the data and the

theoretical drag coefficient at zero lift coefficient is

about 0.001, or ten percent of the total drag. At this lift,

any error in the tail drag, CD_, fuselage drag, CDf, or wing

induced drag, CDi, would have _ to be unexpectedly- large to
account for the discrepancy and can be discounted. The

wing profile drag CDo w, dominates the drag sources and, hence,
is the parameter which most likely is in error. This

is consistent with the impression obtained from Fig. 4. To

check this conjecture, an integrating survey rake to measure
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m

Figure 6.

profile drag has been constructed -- see Fig. 6. It is plan-
ned that data will be taken at several stations behind the

wing, including an aileron, to determine the actual wing

profile drag in flight. Because of poor Fall weather, the

wake survey tests have not yet been completed and must await

a future occasion for presentation.

Reference

i. Bikle, P.; Polars of Eight, 1971, Soaring, June 1971.
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FLIGHT EVALUATION OF AEROELASTIC

DISTORTION EFFECTS ON PERFORMANCE,

STABILITY AND CONTROL OF A SAILPLANE

by

H.A. Torode

The College of Aeronautics

Cranfield Institute of Technology

Cranfield, England

Introduction

The College of Aeronautics, C.I.T. Cranfield, is carrying

out, under Ministry of Defence sponsorship, a program of flight

research into the effects of aeroelastic distortion on perfor-

mance and handling of sailplanes. The program is broad-based in

layout and further to its primary research aim is providing in-

dependent, accurately measured flight data for comparison with

existing theories in the fields of sailplane performance and

stability and control. The vehicle in use is a current genera-

tion glass fiber sailplane of West German origin.

To date testing of sailplane performance and longitudi-

nal static stability have been completed. A longitudinal ma-

neuvering stability phase has recently completed its flight

trials and for the future it is hoped to carry out dynamic re-

sponse trials for comparison with an already completed reso-

nance test and to conclude with a series of trials to evaluate

longitudinal stability derivatives from unsteady symmetric

flight maneuvers.

Part I Performance aspects

Performance testing

Performance test instrumentation was obtained from G.R.

Whitfield for use on this test series. The instrumentation was

operated without modification and data analysis techniques were

essentially similar [Refs.l and 5]. Due to the extremely vari-

able nature of the British weather and our inability to tow

high to smoother upper altitude, our testing was limited to

early morning operations except in periods of heavy anti-cy-

clonic conditions. Fortunately our basic testing coincided with

one such period and basic testing (some 90 test runs) was com-

pleted in two days. This intensive test period resulted in an

extremely good set of data by "British weather" standards. A
second series with the aircraft loaded with 220 ib of water

ballast was carried out under more typical weather conditions

over a period of some six weeks, during early morning, with a
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significantly reduced accuracy. On occasions when conditions

became unsuitable for normal testing, other trial runs were

carried out in "high drag" configurations such as wheel ex-

tended, airbrake extended etc. in order to evaluate the effect

of these changes and the power of approach control devices.

Pressure error testing

This was carried out using basic flight test methods,

with two airspeed indicators, one connected to the aircraft

system and the other to a reference static source. The sail-

plane's nose duct mounted pitot source was common to both sys-

tems and reference static was taken from a trailing cone

drogue. This was the first occasion that such a drogue had

been used in England and it was found to produce results in

good agreement with other evaluations (Fig. i) and has since

been calibrated to show zero error above 45 knots T.A.S.

Performance data analysis

Data analysis was carried out using the full facilities

of the Whitfield test system. A curve fit using raw data points

was used in preference to the normal C D _ CL _ fit for the

reasons outlined by Whitfield [ref. 5]. The curve fit and

5 knot means are shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The data used for

this analysis included the ballasted trials points since as a

result of a separated analysis, these were discovered to be

statistically identical to the basic data, after application

of the normal first-order weight correction. No second-order

Reynolds Number effects were observed from the tests and indeed

after a series of performance simulations on the College

computer (using the program developed by Goodhart) it was con-

cluded that these were unlikely to be measurable in flight.

A statistical analysis of the data is shown in Fig. 4.

This shows a histogram of error sink rate and a graph of these,

shown on error probability scales. The near straight line

graph shows that these are samples from a normal distribution

whose standard deviation is + 0.3 knots. This compares with

other evaluations of airmass--movements in Britain under per-

formance test conditions of 0.23 by Machin and 0.5 by

Whitfield.

Evaluation of drag constants

Drag constants in the form of a zero lift profile drag

and a lift dependent drag factor may be extracted from the

polar curve fit. Experience with these and other results show

that zero lift profile drag is easily obtained to reasonable

accuracy (i.e., about 4%). This is due to the ease of accurate
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measurement at high speeds were profile drag is dominant. Un-

fortunately, the same cannot be said for lift dependent drag

factors. This, when deduced from the slope of a C D % CL 2 type

curve fit, is extremely sensitive to low speed, low accuracy

data close to the non-linear stall boundary.

In order to assess the sensitivity of K to isolated data

points or points in the run linear region, analysis of data

was carried out neglecting all data below a specified speed

V_ was varied from 38 knots (all parts) to 55 knots.
VCo" _o Clearly, as VC_ is increased, the drag contribution

from lift dependent dra_ will decrease and the value of K may

be expected to lose accuracy and to converge on the theoreti-

cal ideal of i. This can be seen to be generally the case

(Fig. 5). It should be noted that each value of K is equally

valid dependent on the operator's interpretation of extent of

non-linear deviations in the polar. Also, the same wxercises

carried out with the badly weighted direct C D vs CLZ curve,

gives more varied results. However at the conclusion of these

experiments the basic aircraft lift dependent drag factor was

taken to be 1.34, with a zero lift profile drag of 0.0099.

Drag coefficients attributed to the approach devices and

wheel are shown in Fig. 6, and Table i. In the case of brake

parachute and extended wheel, these have been deduced on the

assumption that the effect contributes only to profile drag.

The high profile drag of the extended wheel is 0.0045, about

one third that of the complete aircraft (this figure becomes

i.I based on its own frontal area). The non-dimensional polar

complete with all experimental points is also shown (Fig. 7).

Theoretical estimates

Following the conclusion of the data analysis, careful

comparison with theory was carried out in order to establish

any unexplained phenomena. The following contributions to the

drag have been considered, values being taken from the stated
references.

a. Win@ 2rofile dra_ for the wing section FX 66-S-196

was taken from the published data, gathered in the

laminar wind tunnel at Stuttgart. These data were re-

corrected for the variation of Reynolds number during

flight condition. This correction brought about an

addition of 0.235 to the lift dependent drag factor,

even though this drag is basically attributable to

skin friction and pressure drag (Fig. 8).

b. Wing induced dra9 was estimated using the data given
in the article "Drag Reduction in Sailplanes" [F.X.

Wortmann, Ref. 6]. These were corrected for aspect

ratio, giving a contribution of 1.025 to lift depen-

dent drag.
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Table I.

Cirrus drag parameters.

(A) Complete aircraft.

_ CDO K

-C.I.T_ "rE.STS 0<9099 !.34-_

BIKLE (REF3) O.OIO2 1"356

(B) Component breakdown.

ACDO aK
-WING SECTION DRAG 0"0066 0-235

, . .......... j

INDUCED DRAG I
f ,

FUSELAGE DRAG O'OO2 I

TAIL UNIT PROFILE C)RAG O-OOO8

TR IM DRAG

TOTAL c..._'.(A) O-OO96

I .025

0-034

E>OIS

 .309 -

(C) Drag producin@ devices,

&CDO

WHEEL O-OO3

PARACHUTE O.O65

AIRBRAKES O.O48

AK

4.09
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c. Fuselage drag was estimated from a publication of

Stuttgart University [Ref. 7] describing tests on two

sailplane-like bodies of resolution one of which alone

marked similarity to the Cirrus' waisted fuselage.

This, as shown in Fig. 9, was corrected for premature

separation and also for the wing-fuselage setting angle,

(Fig. i0).

d. Tail unit dra_[ was split into two sources. A longi-

t-u_in_ stability analysis was carried out and follow-

ing establishment of the tailplane lift coefficients,

a tail profile drag was calculated using the charac-

teristics of the tailplane and fin sections [Ref. i0].

Trim drag was considered from the induced drag of the

tailplane due to the pre-determined tail lift coeffi-
cients.

Comparison with theory

Following the consideration of all these "classical"

contributions to the sailplane's drag (see Fig. Ii), the sums

were compared with the flight test results. In many cases a

curve fit of the type used on the overall aircraft was used

to idealise the drag contribution (see Table i). This technique

was particularly successful in the case of wing and fuselage

profile drag contribution, and would thus indicate that the

original assumption made in the use of the curve fitting

routine was justified.

This exercise has shown that the zero lift profile drag

coefficient found from test produces a high speed performance

(within the laminar range of the aerofoil) that agrees well

with that established in theory. This would indicate that

performance is generally unaffected by aeroelastic distortions

in this particular case, within the speed range considered.

Observation of the wing twisting in flight and static evalu-

ations of wing torsional stiffness show that although there is

twisting distortion of the wing at high speed, which will

doubtless distort the lift distribution, this will only effect

induced (lift dependent) drags which are insignificant at high

speed (low lift coefficient). The performance of the sailplane

only becomes significantly affected when the tip section is

distorted sufficiently to move its operating C L outside the

laminar bucket region. On the Cirrus, this situation occurs at

115 knots, C L = 0.2. Several performance points above this

speed have shown a non-linear increase in sink rate. The basic

(rigid) wing should remain "laminar" i.e., with the drag

bucket down to a C L of 0.08 (= 145 knots). In view of the high

cruise speed used by today's top cross-country pilots, this

effect is clearly becoming significant and should be consid-

ered when laying out a hew design.

The other disagreements with theory were discovered in

the low speed regime. Even considering the large contribution
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to lift dependent drag from the wing section characteristics,
there still remained a further unexplained increment of lift
dependent drag, (AK = 0.i0). This may be attributed to one

of two sources:

a. Losses in the wing/fuselage junction.

b. Loss of predicted section performance at the wing

tip due to highly reduced Reynolds numbers.

The functional flow was investigated in flight using

tufting (Figs. 12 and 13) which shows some separated flow

existing at high and moderate lift coefficients. However, the

flow would appear to be highly sensitive to detailed condi-

tions as may be seen by the marked asymmetry of the flow.

It is also considered that the flow in this area is

extremely local and unlikely to significantly effect the

overall performance of the sailplane. Source b. is considered

to be the primary cause of this apparent deficit in low

speed performance.

Part II Stabilit_ and control aspects

Instrumentation

The instrumentation for the stability and control phase

was developed "in-house". It is an 8 channel, a-c carrier

system powered by sealed lead-acid accumulators, and output-

ring into either:

a. a Hussenot A22 trace recorder, or

b. a specially-developed 8 track portable tape recorder.

The carrier frequency is 3 kHz, exciting a programmable set

of up to i0 transducers. Battery current drain without record-

er varies between 0.6 to 1.4 amps, dependent on the trans-

ducers in use.

The instrumentation system is basically housed in the

centre-section of the sailplane, and is split into:

a. a signal conditioning module which generates the

required a-c frequencies and a set of phase sensitive

demodulators to condition the transducer output sig-

nal for use in the recorder, and

b. a power module housing battery voltage stabilizers

and power amplifiers to produce transducer drives.

The system is laid out with high power signals restricted

to the power module in order to minimise problems of a-c

pick up and interference. The functions at present embodied

in the system are:

Airspeed, vane incidence, pitch attitude, stick force,

elevator position, C.G. acceleration, wing tip accel-

eration, pitch rate and outside air temperature.
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Figure 12. Junction flow at 45 kt _ CL = 0.92.

\

Figure 13. Junction flow at 50 kt _ C L = 0.71.
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Lift curve evaluation

This was carried out in steady glides monitoring aim
speed, incidence, and pitch attitude. Airspeed and pitch
attitude were used together with the sink rates deduced from
the tested polar to calculate true incidence. From this a
CL % _ curve was plotted (Fig. 14), and also a vane incidence
calibration curve. It is worthy of note that this exercise
is extremely simple using a sailplane of known performance
since the true sink rate of the vehicle with respect to the
surrounding air is always known to very good accuracy.

The sailplane's maximumlift coefficient was found to be
1.37 which compares favourably with a tunnel section value of
1.45 at very similar Reynolds number.

The lift curve data was clearly linear and a least
squares fit produced a best estimated lift curve slope of
6.93/rad. This is notably in excess of the thin aerofoil
value of 2_ but the Royal Aeronautical Society Data Sheet
would indicate that this is not an unreasonable value for a
section of 19.6% thickness. However, the tunnel results,
when corrected for aspect ratio and tailplane load, suggest
a figure of 5.98/rad.

Assuming the tunnel results to be more trustworthy, this
anomaly could be explained by continuous elastic twisting of
the wing throughout the speed range causing a correction to
be necessary to the pitch attitude as measured, in this case,
at the fuselage. The order of this correction would appear

to be similar to that amount of twisting required to cause

the outer wing panels to leave the laminar regions at high

speed, as outlined in the performance test section.

Longitudinal static stability

These tests were carried out in the conventional manner,

by flying at a series of steady speeds throughout the oper-

ating range, measuring stick force and elevator angle. This

procedure was repeated in this case at four different C.G.

positions_from the forward limit of 32.2% C to the aft limit
of 44.0% C. In each case the spring type trim was maintained

set in a specially reworked detent. Trials were also repeat-

ed with the trim springs disconnected. It was found that due

to the marginal stability of the sailplane and the high gains

required within the instrumentation, that no less than

"performance test" standard conditions were sufficient for

these tests and thus the customary early morning operations

were required.
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Stick-fixed trends

The results of the elevator angles to trim measurements
are shown in Fig. 15 and plotted non-dimensionally in Fig. 16.
It can be seen that the elevator angles curves steepen non-
linearly at low speed due to non-linear downwash effects
on the tailplane, and furthermore, flatten significantly r
tending to neutral stability, and in the case of the aft
C.G.'s instability at moderate and high speeds. Plotting non-
dimensionally and continuing the normal processes of plotting
slopes to find the stick-fixed neutral point, [Refs.ll and
12], the aircraft's behaviour at various C.G.'s was found

to agree very closely with linear theory in the mid s_eed

ranges, leading to a stick-fixed neutral point at 5% C. How-

ever, in the higher speed ranges the analysis shows a marked

forward movement of the stick-fixed neutral point until at

aft C.G. it has passed well into the normal C.G. range. This

non-linear behavior is well in accordance with the prediction
of Refs. 14 and 13 and is thus considered to be due to aero-

elastic wing twisting.

This phenomenon is further highlighted when estimations

of elevator and tailplane lift curves are deduced. Unfortu-

nately, the sailplane used does not have an all-moving tail

so deductions of A 1 (the tailplane lift curve slope) are

purely from estimation and not directly deduced from flight

tests. The elevator lift curve slope A2, however, can be

directly estimated throughout the speed range (Fig. 18), and

can be seen to increase markedly from its first order theory

value of 1.68/rad at high speed.

This value of 1.68/rad establishes, with the assumption

of the basic aircraft pitching moment, that the tailplane

lift curve slope is of the order of 2.85/rad. Both these

figures are well below the estimates previously made from

Ref. 15, which is universally accepted for deduction of

stability parameters for sailplanes. The reasons for these

discrepancies are considered to lie in the nature of the

vehicle under examination. Study of Ref. 15 shows that deri-

vative estimation is generally carried out by factoring the

over-all aircraft lift curve slope. This, as we have previous-

ly established, is quite large in the case of a sailplane,

owing to its high aspect ratio, and usually very thick wing.

This layout does not necessarily affect tailplanes and
elevator lift curve estimates which have been devised in the

sheets for aircraft with over-all aircraft lift curve slopes

in the region of 4.0 to 5.0/rad. There would seem to be a

case, were the information available, to devise a new data

sheet for future use by the sailplane movement.
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Figure 15-! '

•Longitudinal static
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Stick-free trends

Whilst the stick-fixed information has shown much of the

behavior of the over-all aircraft, the stick-free (control

force stability) data will be more relevant to the control

system itself. From the ouset, this operation has been much

more delicate. Fig. 19 demonstrates that elevator forces are

of such a low absolute value that acquisition of stick force

information has been a problem. Indeed "performance test"

meteorological conditions were, in the main, necessary in

order to minimise pilot hand shake on this data channel, but

even so, remarkable resolution has been demonstrated by the

good quality and small scatter of these tests.

In the light of the elevator force values achieved during

these tests, the possibility of elevator circuit friction in-

terfering with the test result was considered of significance.

A special flight was conducted using differing techniques of

entry to the flight condition. This repeated flight was in

excellent agreement with the original and showed little scat-

ter of points between techniques.

Unfortunately the stick force gradients deduced are

markedly non-linear both in respect of airspeed and with

C.G. position, and no meaningful deduction of a stick-free

neutral point has yet been possible. All that can be said

at the present time is that the aircraft is statically stable

stick-free, to a greater or lesser extent, throughout the

speed range. About half of the present stick force stability

is provided by the trim springing layout and the remainder

of the hinge moment must be supplied in a non-linear way by

the very narrow-chord elevator which features a slightly

hooked trailing edge; this may well contribute a non-linear

tailplane pitching moment.

Conclusions

These tests, when viewed as a whole, have shown that in

many aspects the aerodynamic qualities of a sailplane may

easily deviate from existing theories and that, partic-

ularly at high speeds (above 70 kt), aeroelastic phenomena,

whilst not in themselves rendering the aircraft structurally

unsafe, may well detract from its aerodynamic performance

and stability. In view of the trends towards larger, more

flexible sailplanes retaining the existing very low stabil-

ity margins and being flown at much higher cross-country

speeds, these effects must be considered, preferably in the

light of data gathered using the existing sailplane types rather

than, as in the past, from data sheets created for convention-

al aircraft which are rapidly becoming less and less appli-

cable to the needs of the sailplane design movement.
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GLIDER PERFORMANCE TESTING WITH AN

AUTOMATIC RECORDING SYSTEM

by

G.R. Whitfield

Dept. of Applied Physical Sciences

University of Reading, England

Introduction

The only current practical method of measuring the per-

formance of a glider is to measure the rate of sink at a

series of constant airspeeds with clock and altimeter.

Because of the random vertical motion of the air, many such

"partial glides" - typically more than i00 - have to be

measured to establish the polar with reasonable accuracy.

The recording methods used so far include pencil and knee-

pad [i], radio to an observer on the ground and photography

of the instrument panel [2]. These all require manual ana-

lysis on the ground after flight. The present research began

with a resolution to avoid this manual labor, by using a

recording system in the glider that could be played back

directly into a digital computer on the ground. All subse-

quent calculations can be done by the computer. Such a system

greatly reduces the time and labour required to measure each

glider's polar.

The flying program

The flying program is very similar to that used by

previous observers. The glider is towed to a convenient

height, usually 9,000 ft, and is flown in a series of straight

runs at constant speed. The pilot is given a flight plan con-

sisting of a list of the desired speeds for the runs with

the height to be lost at each speed. A significant improve-

ment on earlier work is the high sensitivity (+ 3 ft) of the

height measurement, which allows the use of very short runs.

As many as 25 runs, over the entire speed range from 30 to

100 kts, can be obtained from one flight. Six flights, giving

between i00 and 150 runs, are sufficient to establish a polar.

The weather must, of course, be carefully chosen to mini-

mise the vertical air movements which are the most serious

Source of error [2]. All the flights took place in the early

morning, before convection started: but standing waves were

troublesome, and perhaps only days with little or no wind

are really suitable.
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Apart from these flights, at least one flight is needed
to measure the position error of the pitot and static pres-
sure sources in the glider.

The recording system [3]

The system, Fig. l, measures height and indicated air-

speed (I.A.S.) at intervals of about 1.6 sec. The transducers

convert the input quantity into frequency, variable from 4

to 10 kHz, by using standard altimeter or A.S.I. capsules to

move the plates of a variable capacitor, which controls the

frequency of an R-C oscillator. Fig. 2 shows the height trans-

ducer, and a block diagram of its oscillator (which is con-

tained in the same case). A crystal oscillator and counting

chain is used to generate sampling pulses, which gate samples

from the transducers alternately, with gaps between, to the

recorder. The samples are of defined duration, so the number

of cycles in each sample is a measure of the appropriate

quantity.

On the ground, the record is played into a computer,

which counts the cycles in each sample. Using a calibration

table, the computer converts each count to a reading of

height or I.A.S.

In addition to the data a filtered speech channel (up

to 3.5 kHz) is fed to the summing amplifier and recorded. It

does not affect the data, which occupies the band 4 to 10 kHz,

and is filtered off before feeding the data to the computer;

but it allows the pilot to mark the recording, and make com-

ments which the computer operator can use to guide him when

playing it back.

The whole airborne system occupies about 1 ft 3 and weighs

25 ib with batteries. It records height from 0 to 10,000 ft

ICAN with a reading accuracy of + 3 ft and long term accuracy

of about + 300 ft, and I.A.S. from 0 to 120 kts, with a

reading accuracy of + 0.i kt and a long term accuracy of

+ 0.5 kt. The time intervals, controlled by a crystal oscil-

lator, are so accurate that their errors are negligible.

Anal[si s

The magnetic tape is played back into a PDP-8 computer,

which is programmed to count and store the number of cycles

in each sample, together with a run number allocated by the

operator. All these counts are punched out on paper tape for

later analysis on a larger computer.

This reads the data one run at a time, converts each

count to ICAN height or I.A.S. (there is no ambiguity, since

the height count is greater than 3000 and the speed count is
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less than 2500) and performs a least squares fit of a straight

line to the height vs time graph. It also averages the I.A.S.,
inserts all the corrections to reduce the measurements to

mean sea level, and computes the measurement errors. The

normal output of this program is a table giving, for each

run, the average values of equivalent air speed (V) and

equivalent rate of sink (So), with their errors. The operator

can also call for a plot of height and speed vs time on the

computer's graph plotter (Fig. 3), but this is only used as

an occasional check as it takes 4 minutes per run to plot

the graphs. When all the runs have been analysed, these tables

are examined and a new tape is made listing pairs of V and

So for each run. Occasionally runs have such large errors as

to be meaningless, and are omitted, or are split in two (by

a recording fault, interpreted by the computer as ending the

run) and have to be combined. So manual intervention at this

stage is useful. This tape of V vs S o is used in all subse-

quent analysis. The process is illustrated by the measurements
obtained for the BG135.

First, every point is plotted (by the computer) (Fig. 4).

This shows the general shape of the polar and the amount of

scatter. It allows the operator to estimate the speed, Vmin,

at which the glider starts to stall and the polar departs

from the theoretical curve

S = AV 3 + B/V (i)
o

Next, this theoretical curve is fitted, by a least-

squares technique, to all the points faster than Vmin. This

gives a fitted polar, with lines at 2 standard deviations

above and below it (Fig. 5).

Then, using a table of defining speeds (usually every

5 kts, but closer around Vmin), the centre of gravity of all

the points in each interval is plotted, with the standard

deviation So for each (Fig. 6).

From the values of A and B, the computer calculates C D
and k in the drag equation o

C D = CDo + k CL2/(_AR)

and their standard deviations.

(2)

Calibrations and corrections

The height transducer is calibrated every few weeks

against a mercury barometer. The airspeed transducer is
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calibrated daily against a water manometer. Air temperature
is measured with a mercury thermometer during the climb.

The position error of the glider is measured, on a sep-

arate flight, using a trailing static head and an auxiliary

pitot head (an open ended tube, usually mounted through the

clear vision panel on the canopy). Two A.S.I.'s are used,

read manually; one is permanently connected to the aircraft

system and the other is switched manually between the air-

craft and external pitot and static. Since the glider is

sinking, air is flowing from the static head up the long tube

to the A.S.I. case; this causes a small error in the measured

airspeed, depending on the rate of sink o_ the glider [4].

This error, typically, 1%, has been allowed for.

All the calibrations, and corrections for air density,

are applied by the computer.

Results

Measurements on four gliders, Dart 15R, Skylark 4,

Bocian and T53B have already been published [5]. More recent-

ly, the SF 25B Falke and the BG 135 have been tested. These

are presented below. All the results are corrected to mean

sea level, at the A.U.W. given in Table 2.

The BG 135

The BG 135 (Fig. 7) is a small general purpose sailplane

built mainly of metal with G.R.P. cockpit shell and wing tips

[6,7]. It has a parallel-chord wing, a V tail and a relative-

ly large unfaired fixed wheel.

The sample tested was the prototype; it was in good

condition and clean but was not specially polished. The canopy

frame at the back was bent, and did not fit very well.

The results are summarised in Table i, and the polar is

shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 8 the polar of the BG 135 is compared

with those of the Dart and the Skylark 4.

The SF 25B Falke

The Falke (Fig. 9) is a two seater motor-glider powered

by a 45 H.P STAMO engine.

The main purpose of the tests [8] was to measure the

drag of the propeller and engine cooling ducts; thus the per-

formance was measured with the propeller windmilling, station-

ary and removed, and with the cooling ducts sealed.
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Table i. Summary of Results

Type

Dart 15R

Skylark 4

Bocian

T53B

BG 135

Configuration

a) Engine idling

b) Prop.horizontal

c) Prop. vertical

d) Prop. off

e) Prop. off &

cooling sealed

d) and e)

b), c), d) and e)

Minimum slnki_ at
Ckts)

1.47 -* 0.07 : 46.5

1.27 _+ 0.07 40

1.76 +- 0.09 40

1.91*_o.06 4o

1.42 + 0.i 39
_ - o .

2.o81o.12

2.07+_o.o8 34

2.oCo.o9

e.o6.+ o._ 35

2.06 + 0,04 34

Best at

31.7__1.2 50

31.5_ + 1,5 40

24.8+_ .8 5o

22.6+_ .5 5o

28.1*_1.4 44

18.6+

18.3 +

18.1 +

19.6 + 0.3

0.6 44

0.4 43

0.4 43

47

CD o

.on31 .0006

.O142_ .0006

.O131_ .OO1

.01672.001

.o165_ .oo03

o.o261_o.ooo9!

0.0273_ 0.0008

O.O295_ O.COlO

o.o224_o.00o8!

o._31_ o.0010!

0.O227_ 0.0006

1.25__.09

1.14 + .I

1._.* .13

1.465 + .o8

1.165 + .13

1.177*.O.lOO

1.151 +_ 0.070

1.o87+-o.o80

1.199 + 0.070

1.2_ +.o.o87

1.218+ 0.050

1.169 _ 0.O3O

Dart 15R

Skylark 4

Bocian

T53B

BC135

SF 25B Falke

(ft 2)

13_.8

175

215.3

194

1Of

188

A_
Ratio

(Ib)

780 18.o

840 20.5

1160 16.2

1190 15.9

613 19.3

119o 13.4

Table 2. Leading
Particulars of the

Aircraft Tested

Con fi gurat ion

Engine idling

Prop. horizontal

Prop. vertical

From CDo

Prop. windmilling

at 50 kts (600

rpm),

Internal cooling

drag

0.0054 +0.0010

0.0046 +0.0010

O. OO6_ +0.O012

From C D

at 50 Kts

O. 0028 +O.O012

O.O040 +_0.0009

0.0053 +0.0009

0.0089 +0.0015

Calculated

Value

0 •0061

o.oo8_

0.0098

Table 3. Propeller

Drag Coefficient

I < 0.0010 O. 0008
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The polars are shown in Fig. i0, and summarised in
Table i. The propeller drag derived from these measurements
is given in Table 3, and compared with that calculated from
Hoerner [9].

Clearly the Falke is not a very good glider, as one would
expect from its low aspect ratio and lack of aerodynamic
refinement. Performance has been sacrified for convenience,
and the result is an excellent trainer.

The drag of the propeller is surprisingly high, consid-
ering its small size (a 5 ft propeller on a 50 ft span air-
craft). At high speeds it contributes 10% of the drag of the
whole aircraft. The cooling drag was much lower, and was not
detectable in the tests. Clearly a feathering or folding
propeller is necessary on a high performance motor-glider,
but blanking of the cooling ducts is less important.

Hysteresis in glider performance

During a discussion of glider performance at Oberwolfach

in 1971, Walter Stender recalled that, when measuring the top

speed of powered aircraft in 1935, a higher speed could be
maintained if the aircraft were first dived and then allowed

to slow down to the level maximum speed. He suggested that I

should examine my results to see whether the performance of

a glider at a given speed depended on the direction from

which the speed was approached.

My normal test of a glider consists of about 100 partial

glides at different speeds, taken in a random order. I sorted

them into two groups; "increasing speed", where the previous

partial glide was slower than the one considered; and "de-

creasing speed" where the previous run was faster. These

two groups were then used separately to derive the polar of

the glider. Fig. ii shows the two polars of the Bocian ID,

with error limits at two standard deviations. It is apparent

that at high speed the best performance is obtained by in-

creasing the speed to the test speed, while at low speed it

is better to slow down to the test speed. A similar effect

was observed with the Skylark 4 and SF 25B Falke (without

propeller), but not with the Dart 15R, T53B or BG 135 sail-

planes (Fig. 12). Whenever the effect is observed it is always

in the same direction, and the crossover speed is about

55 kts (30 m/s).

It is possible that the effect is due to systematic

errors, either in the flying techniques, or the measuring

system, since the "increasing speed" group contains many more

high speed points than the "decreasing speed" group (Fig. 13).

But it is difficult to imagine such an error affecting only

half the gliders tested. The effect is small, typically 5%

in rate of sink, which is comparable with the accuracy of the

measurements; so it cannot be considered as proven. More

measurements are needed.
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SOME FLIGHT TESTS ON SELF-LAUNCHING SAILPLANES

by

Hans Zacher

DFVLR, M_nchen-Riem, Germany

Introduction

Self-launching sailplanes (SLS's) have proved themselves;

there are 500 training and high performance machines flying

in Germany. The increase is due mainly to the availability of

usable powerplants, but also to the acknowledgement that SLS's

are used abroad. The author has reported on the philosophy

and purpose of SLS's at the OSTIV Congres in Junin, Argentina

(1963) [2] as well as technical characteristics; this report

was updated and published in Holland [3]. Table 5, taken from

that publication, lists almost all the SLS's which have been

developed and flown in Germany.

There has been a lengthy preoccupation in several places

with the question of what a SLS is. Table 1 presents a selec-

tion of different requirements, (corresponding to "defini-

tions") set by particular organizations, which have been

brought to the attention of the FAI [4]. The official re-

quirements, which are primarily concerned with flight safety,

depart understandably from competition requirements in many

ways. One can nevertheless be thankfull that the Luftfahrt-

Bundesamt (Federal Aviation Office) in Braunschweig left

plenty of room in its "Guidelines" [i] for technical develop-

ment, and so encouraged SLS's in this manner. Unfortunately

the Sporting Commissions have all too often wished for a very

strict definition of SLS's; if this definition were applied

to gliders themselves, nearly all training machines would
lose their licenses.

The technical development of SLS's has been accomplished

without government support, and even working against the

resistance of aero clubs and/or soaring associations. The

industry, some groups, and certain individuals have succeeded,

nonetheless, in creating a new aircraft at a time when a

reduction in airspace is desired, even though not strictly

necessary.

Work isstill in progress on specifications and require-

ments. The requirements should be based on the "Guidelines".

Since it is important that the performance and characteris-

tics of SLS's be measured and verified, the DFVLR section for

sailplanes and light aircraft has assumed responsibility for

SLS's (since 1962). Measurements have been made of performance,

flight characteristics, propeller thrust, fuel consumption,
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maximum

weight

(kg)

ARB England 750

FAA USA

FAI CIVV 750

LBA Germany 700

L+A Switzerland 600

CSSR 600

climbing

speed
(m/see)

1.25

1.00

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.50

minimum

speed

(kin/h)

75

m

75

(65)

60-65

65

glide
ratio

1:20

1:20

1:20

1:20

1:17

sinking

speed

(m/s)

m

1.0

w

1.5

1.0

1.5

Table i.

Powered glider "Definitions" of different organizations.

(January 1970)
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noise, and so on at SLS meets and trials; evaluation formulas

have been investigated. Over and above this, precise flight
tests have been carried out on individual aircraft. Fortunate-

ly other establishments have concerned themselves with similar

investigations, (see, for example, Whitfield at Reading

University (England) [5]).

Flijht tests

In connection with the flight tests of the D 36 glider

and other aircraft [6] (further bibliography in the cited

reference) it should be mentioned that partial glide

sinking speed as well as climbing speed tests were made for

SLS's. The climbing speed curves are limited to full throttle"

or maximum permissible engine speed limits, the sinking speed

curves to locked propeller or covered propeller operation.

Performance with idling propellers was only determined in

certain cases because the results show more scatter than

usual (possibly because of the idling rotation speed change

with cooling down of the engine). Comprehensive tests and

calculations, such as those carried out by Whitfield [5] on

one machine in a praiseworthy manner, were rejected by us in

favor of tests on many machines. All climbing speed polars

are presented with altitude as a parameter. The measured

points are corrected to a payload of 90 kg(or 180 kg for two

seaters). The sinking speed polars are also corrected for 90

kg (or 180 kg, correspondingly), but only for sea level air

density.

Description and data

The aircraft selected for test purposes were not specially

chosen; the examples which were tested were those which were

available. In this way SLS's were proven in the fullest sense

of the word. Concerning these aircraft, the following points

should be noted:

RF-3

BuTt in 1964, with more than 1200 hours, not especially

good condition. Wood construction - measured ceiling = 4900 m,

measured cruising speed = 175 km/h.

RF-5

Built in 1970. Two examples existed, both in good con-

dition. Measured ceiling over 5000 m, measured cruising speed

185 km/h.

SF 25 B Falke (Falcon)

Built in 1969. Apparently well repaired after an accident.

Wooden wing, steel-tube fuselage. Measured ceiling = 4900 m,

measured cruising speed = 145 km/h.
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SF 27M

Built in 1969. Good condition. Wooden wing, steel tube

fuselage. The minimum climbing flight conditions were not

available. The sinking speed polar was evaluated by correc-

ting tests on the SF 27 A for the new wing loading.

Krihe (Crow)

For data see Table 5, and the pictures in refs. [2], [3].

Motorspatz (Motorsparrow)
For data see Table 5, and the pictures in ref. [2].

ASK-14

For data see Table 5.

SF 25 A. Motorfalke (Motorfalcon)

Predecessor of SF 25 B. Data in Table 5. Shoulderwing,

different powerplant than the B model.

Results

Figs. 5-8 and Table 2 present the essential results from

the performance tests. Fig. 5 gives the climbing speed as a

function of flight speed with altitude as a parameter. The

figure serves as an example of the scatter of the data points.

Figs. 6 and 7 contain the sinking speed and climbing speed

for the four aircrafts. In Fig. 3 the sinking speed polars

of the four SLS's are compared with those of two sailplanes,

the SF 27 A and the well-known Ka 6CR (all machines at 90 kg,

or correspondingly, 180 kg loading and at sea-level air den-

sity). Air brakes are indicated by BK (Bremsklappen).

Table 3 presents a collation of the important flying

qualities. Table 4 shows take-off and performance measurements
which were obtained from SLS tests held at Leutkirch and

Feuerstein from 1962 through 1970. Average and extreme values

are included; these show that the current guidelines may be

met, at contests, either with high, weight or without special

skill (the practical case). The stated climb and sinking

speeds correspond rougly to those which were measured in

precise altitude step interval flights; they correspond to

the average values for different examples of one type at

altitudes between 500 and 1500 m.

Conclusions

From a great number of measurements at contests, compar-

ative flight trials, and altitude step test flights the most

important results have been extracted. They present a picture

of a broad region between high performance sailplanes (SF 27 M)

on down to training and school aircraft (RF 5). The "Guide-

lines" laid down by the Luftfahrt-Bundesamt and also by the

sport organizations as minimum performance definitions may be

regarded as fulfilled.
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Fig. i. Single seater SLS RF 3.
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Fig. 2. Two seater SLS RF 5.
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Fig. 3. Two seater SLS SF 25 B.
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$F 27t4
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Fig. 4. Single seater SLS SF 27 M.
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Fig. 5. Climbing speed polars of the RF 3 with data points

at different altitudes (example).
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Fig. 6. Climb and sinking speed polars of the RF 3 and RF 5.
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Fig. 7. Climb and sinking speed polars of the SF 25 B and
SF 27 M.
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Fig. 8. Sinking speed polars of four SLS's compared to two

sailplanes.
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A COMPARISON OF CLASSICAL DRAG ESTIMATION

TECHNIQUES WITH SAILPLANE FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

by

William E. Brown

Beech Aircraft Corporation

Wichita, Kansas

Notation

A

b

B

C D

CDf

CD i

CD o

CD t

CD w

Cf

C L

D

e

f

K

L

q

P

R

S

Sf

S t

V

V s

W

b 2
aspect ratio A - S

wing span (ft)

constant in Brown equation for e (5)

_ D
drag coefficient C D qS

fuselage frontal area drag coefficient

induced or lift-varying drag coefficient

profile or non-lift-varying drag coefficient

tail drag coefficient

wing profile drag coefficient

wetted area drag coefficient

_ L

lift coefficient C L qS

drag (ib)

span efficiency factor

equivalent flat plate area (ft 2)

constant in Brown equation for e (5)

lift (ib)

dynamic pressure q = 1/2 pV 2 (lb/ft 2)

air density (ib sec2/ft 4)

Reynolds number

wing area (ft 2)

fuselage frontal area (ft 2)

combined tail planform area (ft 2)

flight vehicle velocity (ft/sec unless noted)

sink speed

flight weight (ib)
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Introduction

Recent flight testing of modern, high performance sail-

planes by Bikle [References i, 2, and 3] has provided accurate

experimental data whereby the classical methods of estimating

aerodynamic drag can be compared with actual flight test

measurements. A study of drag polars generated by convention-

al methods and compared to Bikle's test data indicates that

excellent results can be obtained by the traditional tech-

niques, if a realistic means of estimating the span efficien-

cy factor, "e", is used.

Overly optimistic performance polars are obtained unless

the relationship is understood between the span efficiency

factor, e, in the rigorously derived drag equation and the

span efficiency factor, e, in the equation as it is actually

applied.

The drag equations

In the classical drag equation [4], the drag coefficient

is broken into two components:

C D +
= CDo CD i

(i)

The first component, C D accounts for the so-called

profile drag. The second component, CDi represents the in-
duced drag, or drag due to lift. This drag is the result

of the lift vector being tilted aft. For wings of elliptical

lift distribution this component of drag can be shown to be:

2

CL (2)
CD. = T--A

1

For wings of non-elliptical lift distributions, a so-

called span efficiency factor [5], e, is applied to account

for the added induced drag due to the non-elliptical lift

distribution. The induced drag equation then becomes:

C_ (3)
CD. - TeA

1

The complete drag equation is then:

cg
CD = CD + TeA (4)

o

Application of the drag equations

In conventional practice there are very important modi-

fications applied to the equations. In any flight vehicle the

profile (or parasite) drag also increases with increasing
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angle of attack (and lift coefficient). There are many con-
tributions to this increase, notably fuselage drag, trim drag
due to the elevator down-load, the wing's increase in profile
drag as it comes out of the drag bucket, changing Reynolds
number, etc. It is generally more convenient to account for
the increase in profile drag with increasing C L in the in-

duced term, CDi , than it is in the profile drag term, CDo ,

where in properly belongs. We then speak of the first term, CDo,
as representing the non-lift-varying drag and the second term,

CDi, as representing the lift-varying drag. This is a subtle,
but profound modification. Indeed it would be sufficient

to completely shatter the illusion that the equations have

any rigorous theoretical validity if it were not for the fact

that they give such excellent results.

The upshot of this modification to the drag equations

is that the e values used in them must be lower than would be

the case if they were rigorously followed, because e must now

account for such things as the airfoil drag bucket, trim drag,

induced fuselage drag and all the other lift-varying drag

factors. This is why those not intimately familiar with the

modifications are shocked when they find that a sailplane

which should have nearly perfect elliptical lift distribution
has an e value of 0.7 rather than 0.95.

The state-of-the-art for the span efficiency factor

The term, "e", as applied in the modified drag equations,

can be shown to be a function of both aspect ratio, and the

relative cleanliness of the aircraft. When something is added

to "dirty" the aerodynamics, both the non-lift-varying and

the lift-varying drag are increased. This is shown graphi-

cally in Figure i. The achieved vehicle e values vary with

aspect ratio in a fairly linear fashion. It can be seen that

the curve is displaced as the configuration changes from the

super-clean sailplane, to the clean jet airplane, and final-

ly to the relatively dirty propeller airplane.

A state-of-the-art e curve was developed from a study

of Bikle's test data [i, 2, and 3], which represents the

sailplane e factor in a simple linear relationship with the

wing aspect ratio:

e = B - K(A) (5)

It is recognized that there are not very many strictly

linear relationships in the real world, but for the aspect

ratios of interest, in general from i0 to 25, a value of

B = i.i and a K value of 0.016 correlate fairly well with

test data. Test derived values for e are shown compared with

the curve from equation (5) in Figure 2.

The test points were obtained by measurement of the

slope of the test data CL 2 vs C D curves taken from Bikle's

data. It should be noted that some sailplanes exhibit a

nearly linear relationship between CL 2 and CD, while others
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Figure i. The character of the span efficiency factor.
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have a break in the curve. This can be seen in the curves

for the Phoebus sailplanes in Figure 3, which has been re-

produced from Bikle's test results [i]. For such a curve e

can only have meaning as an average value.

Similarly, the BG-12 does not show a linear CL 2 vs C D

relationship. This is the weakness of the whole concept of a

span efficiency. It should also be remembered that the e

values in Figure 2 represent sailplanes of similar configu-

ration. Many sailplanes do not achieve e values this high

because of basic design deficiencies. There is also some

preliminary evidence that the e values of the super sail-

planes are better than would be predicted by the curve in

Figure 2. It may be that the state-of-the-art e curve has a

shallower slope than K = 0.016. Some judgment should be used

in selecting constants for equation 5. If the configuration

is extremely efficient (Nimbus, ASW-17) a slope as shallow

as K = 0.01 might be achieved. The Diamant curve in Figure 3

shows another common characteristic, namely that at high

lift coefficients, the CL 2 curve becomes non-linear, espe-

cially in flapped sailplanes. This results in actual sink

speeds being greater than calculated at the low speed end of

the polar if a constant value for e is assumed.

It should also be noted that there is a large scatter

factor in the e values shown in Figure 2. Since CL 2 is a

function of V 4 this is not surprising. However, it also seems

probable that the newer sailplanes are achieving higher span

efficiencies. The curve shown in Figure 2 represents a sort

of average value of what can be expected. We may expect that

in a few years another curve can be added in Figure 1 which

we can label "super-sailplanes". It will not be surprising

if it is nearly parallel to other curves, but with possibly

a slightly shallower slope.

A simple dra9 build-up method

It is not the purpose of this paper to detract in any

way from the more rigorous drag analysis methods. It is hoped

that these simple methods, which have been around for nearly

50 years, can be applied in calculating glide performance

estimates which can be used in developing pilot glide calcu-

lators, instrument speed-to-fly indicators, competition

handicapping factors and for other purposes where a more

rigorous approach would be impossible. It is recognized

throughout the soaring community that achieved flight per-

formance is nearly always less than advertised. As will be

seen, calculated polars can be generated which correlate well

with test data if realism is used in the drag build-up.

A build-up of non-lift-varying drag is achieved through

use of the equivalent flat plate factor, "f". This factor is

defined as follows:
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Kestrel

Cirrus

16.5 Diamant

IlCll

(CL)2

BG-12

hoebus
IIAn

126

.I - Kestrel
I 1 I L I

O .01 .02 .03 .04
I I I 1 I

0 .01 .02 .03 .04

.o'3
I I 1 1

Phoebus "C"- 0 .01 .02 .(B
I ! I

Phoebus"A" - 0 .01 .02
l I

.01BG-12 and 126 - 0

CD

I
.05 - Cirrus

I
.05 - T-6

I I
.04 .05 - Diamant

• 03 . .05
1 I [

.02 .03 .04
J

.05

Figure 3. Measured sailplane drag data. Extracted from

Bikle, Reference I.

Figure 3.
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df = Scomponent x CD (6)
component

Due to the interference of airframe components, the

total equivalent flat plate area, f, is equal to more than

the sum of the component Af's. Since sailplanes are highly

efficient vehicles, a 5% factor for interference is adequate.

The following relationship can be applied:

f = 1.05 x ZAf (7)
component

A sailplane non-lift-varying drag coefficient, C D , is
then: o

f
C D = _ (8)

o

The component drag coefficients are arrived at as

follows:

Wing

= CDwAfwing S x

For the state-of-the-art fiberglass sailplanes using modern

sections, CDw can be as low as 0.005 [6] and as high as
0.006 [7] depending on airfoil section, surface fineness,

and Reynolds number. Figure 4, extracted from Reference [8]

shows what can be expected from some of the current low drag

airfoil sections. This is further borne out in the calculated

polars for the Kestrel and Phoebus sailplanes where CDw
= 0.005 was used for the calculated polar with good

results. For metal wing construction with careful smoothing

Bikle has achieved a CDw = 0.0055 on the T-6 [i]. The calcu-

lated polar for the T-6 based on a CDw = 0.0055 correlates
very well with the test results. The polar for the Cirrus

indicates C D = 0.006 is being achieved while the Diamant

value is Wslightly higher than this. These are more nearly

the values that would be expected for the earlier Wortmann

sections [7]. The wing sections for these sailplanes are not

known by the author. For the earlier sailplanes with wood or

fabric surfaces and older airfoils, the wing CD w can be based
on turbulent flow conditions. The BG-12 NACA 4415/4406

section could be expected to duplicate the best turbulent

section properties for the 44 series section seen in Figure

5 which Was extracted from Reference [9]. A value of CDw =
= 0.0078 taken from this curve resulted in good correla-

tion between the calculated and measured polars. For the 1-26

CDw = 0.008, taken from the section data in Reference [i0]
for the 43012 section, gave good results.

Fuselage

In the simplified approach the fuselage drag estimation

is based on frontal area. This is not, perhaps, as accurate

as one based on wetted area, but it can be readily calculated
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Figure 4. Modern laminar section properties. Extracted
from Reference 8.
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from the three-view drawing. The following applies:

Affuselag e = Sf x CDf
For area calculation the tire should be included if it is
not retracted. The following values were used with good re-
sults:

Simple construction fuselage,
unfaired, non retracting gear CDf = 0.I00

Refined form, retracting or
well faired gear CDf = 0.080

Refined form, retracted gear
extreme attention for details CDf = 0.070

Probably the ultimate fuselage might be able to achieve a

CDf = 0.060 but the practical aspects of building canopies,
ventilation, landing gear doors, etc., would make this

value too optimistic to be applied without good justification.

Tail

For the tail drag build-up the tail planform area is

used rather than the wetted area. The following applies:

Aftai! S t x
= CDt

A value of CDt = 0.006 correlates well for nearly all types
of tail construction. Since the tail drag is a small

part of the total drag, further refinement of this value is

probably not justified.

Example drag build-up of T-6 sailplane

Component Area C D Af

Wing 142.5 ft 2 0.0055 0.784

Fuselage 4.3 ft 2 0.08 0.344

Tail 20.7 ft 2 0.006 0.124

EAf = 1.252

f = 1.05 x EAf = 1.31

f 1.31 = 0. 0092
CDo = S -- 142.5 ft 2

A= 22.8

e = i.i - 0.016(A) = 0.73

(7)

(8)

(5)
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CD = CD
O

2

C L
+ --

zeA

For the T-6, the calculated drag curve is:

2

C D = 0.0092 + 0.019 C L

(4)

The calculated polars are then generated using the following

relationships:

q = 1/2 pV 2 (9)

L

C L = _-_ (I0)

C L

L/O = _DD (Ii)

V *

Vs = 7Z757 (12)

With proper attention to units.

To speed the calculations, a simple program was developed

for the IBM 1130 computer which permitted the rapid generation

of a complete drag polar.

Calculated polars of eight

In addition to the T-6, polars were generated for the

other sailplanes measured in Reference [i]. The values applied

in the drag build-up are shown in Table I.

The calculated polars with test points from Reference [i]

plotted are found as follows:

1-26

BG-12

Phoebus A

Phoebus C

Cirrus

Cirrus with ballast

T-6

Kestrel

Diamant 16.5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure i0

Figure ll

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

The curves were only plotted to a C L = 1.2 at the low

speed end as experience has indicated the actual sink above

this C L is higher than the curve predicts so that the curve

no longer represents the sailplane to any useful degree.
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TABLE I INPUT PARAMETERS FOR CALCULATED DRAG POLARS

(i) (I) (i) (3) (I)

Sailplane SPAN A S Sf S t W C_w C_f CDt Remarks
ft ft 2 ft 2 ft 2 Ib

1-26 40.0 I0.0 160 6.56 32,5 593 .008 .I0 .006 43012 Section

(3) Properties from
Ref. 10

BG-12 50.0 17.7 141 4.50 25.95 828 .0078 .08 ,006 Section Properties

(2) from Ref, 9

Phoebus A 49.2 17.3 139.7 4.70 30.86 711 .005 .08 .006 E403 Section

(2)

Phoebus C 55.8 20.6 151.2 &.40 30.86 769 ,OO5 ,07 .006 E403 Section

(2)

Cirrus 58.2 25.0 135.6 4.37 23.7 878 .006 .08 .006 Section sss_ed

(2) early Wortmsnn

Cirrus with 58.2 25.0 135.6 4.37 23.7 1093 .006 .08 .D06 "

Ballast (2)

T-6 57.0 22.8 142.5 4.29 20.7 810 .0055 .08 .006 FX 61-163 (Mod)

(I) data from Ref. i

Kestrel 55,7 25.1 123.7 3.70 25.7 803 .005 .07 .006 Section assumed

(3) late Wortmsnn

Diamant 16.5 54.2 20.54 143 3.48 20.5 864 .006 .08 .006 Section asstm_ed

(3) early Wortmann

DATA SOURCE CODE: (I) Ref. i (2) Ref, 11 (3) Scaled from Drawings

TABLE 2 CALCULATED VS MEASURED MAXIMUM

GLIDE PERFORMANCE

Sailplane Type Calculated Measured
Max. L/D Max. L/D

1-26 22.9 @ 41.5K 21.5 @ 42K

BG-12 30.6 @ 47.5K 31.0 @ 50K

Phoebus A 34.3 @ 48K 34.0 @ 48K

Phoebus C 37.9 @ 48K 37.5 @ 49K

Cirrus 36.7 @ 50K 37.0 @ 50K

Cirrus with Ballast 36.7 @ 56K 37.0 @ 55K

T-6 37.7 @ 48K 36.3 @ 48K

Kestrel 39.6 @ 52K 38.0 @ 52K

Diamant 16.5 36.6 @ 51K 38.5 @ 51K
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Figure 6. Calculated glide polar 1-26 sailplane.

: L
Figure 7. Calculated glide polar BG-12 sailplane.
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Discussion

The general procedure followed was to generate a polar

and to compare results with the Bikle test data. In some

cases the first try resulted in good correlation. In other

cases, adjustments were made where they could be justified

on a rational basis; the program was re-run and the compari-

son repeated. The polars shown in Figures 6-14 could be

further refined; however, as plotted, they represent the

results which could be obtained had they been made without

the benefit of the test data using the methods described, and

had the drag coefficients listed in Table 1 been chosen in
the initial estimates.

As would be expected those sailplaneswith non-linear2
CL vs C D curves show more variation between the calculated

curves and the test points than do the others. This includes

both of the Phoebus sailplanes (Figures 8 & 9) and the

Diamant (Figure 14). In the case of the Phoebus, equation 5

gives an e value which is a fair expression of the average

e achieved by these sailplanes; however, the break in the

actual CL 2 vs C D curve results in some non-correlation in

the middle of the curve. This is not a serious difference,

and the calculated curves still give a fairly good estimate

of the performance which could be expected.

The Diamant polar was based on C D = 0.006. In this case,
the actual e is greater than that calculated by equation 5,

while CDw is apparently higher than CDw = 0.006. This results
in the actual performance being better at the low

speed end and poorer at the high speed end than was calcu-

lated. This curve showed the greatest variation between

calculated performance and test results of the eight sail-

planes studied.

Of special interest are the poiars of the Kestrel (Fi-

gure 13) and the Phoebus C (Figure 9). In these two cases,

the lowest wing and fuselage drag coefficients were used to

obtain the calculated polars, CDw = 0.005 and CDf = 0.07.
Since the curves correlate well with the test points, it

would indicate that these two sailplanes have achieved the

lowest drag coefficient values of the eight sailplanes tested

in Reference i. The Phoebus A polar was also based on CDw =

= 0.005 while CDf = 0.08 was used, the higher value being
justified by the non-retracting landing wheel.

The Cirrus polars (Figure i0 & ll) are based on CDw =

= 0.006 and CDf = 0.08. If the wing section is of the
earlier Wortmann type, the wing estimate would be justified.

The calculated curve shows good agreement with the test data.

An item of interest is the difference between the bal-

lasted and unballasted Cirrus polars (Figures i0 & ii). While

the test points for the unballasted Cirrus are just above the

calculated curve, the ballasted points lie just below the

calculated curve for the higher weight. Difference is not
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enough to be conclusive but suggests that the ballast may
have adversely effected wing twist by some small amount. The
Reynolds number effect should have had the opposite effect

and we would have expected the ballasted performance to be

slightly better on this basis.

The calculated polar for the T-6 was based on CDw =

= 0.0055 and CDf = 0.08 with excellent correlation with

the test points. This would indicate that a lower CDw was
obtained with the T-6 than was achieved on the tested

Cirrus, if both calculated polars are based on a fuselage

CDf = 0.08.

It is of interest to examine the CDw used in the calcu-
lations in the light of the wave factor measured in Refer-

ence [i]. This is shown in Figure 15. Here, again, the data

is not sufficient to be conclusive but it is noteworthy that

the three sailplanes which correlated with CDw = 0.005
(Kestrel, Phoebus A and C), all have very low wave factors.

Perhaps when this sort of comparison is made over a larger

number of cases a more definitive correlation of drag with

wing wave factor will be achieved.

At the low speed end of all of the calculated polars,

the actual sink is greater than calculated. In general, the

simplified method does not account for the large increase in

drag near the stall which is brought about by the basic air-

foil characteristics and by local separation on components

of the sailplane at high lift coefficients. For this reason

the calculated polars are not shown above C L = 1.2. In gener-

al, the method does not predict accurately the minimum sink

speed or the speed for minimum sink. However, at the maxlmum

L/D, the curves are in much better agreement with the test

data. A comparison of predicted vs measured L/D is shown in
Table 2.

Conclusions

When good judgement is applied to the drag coefficient

estimates and a realistic span efficiency factor is applied,

calculated polars can be generated which will accurately

represent what the actual sailplane will achieve in flight,

at least over that portion of the flight speed envelope

where it will be operated most.

The achievement of an accurate prediction does hinge

upon accurate airfoil section data.

These simple methods, ,hich are almost as old as avia-

tion itself, can also be a useful tool in the analysis of

test results.

It would seem that with further refinement, the methods

developed in this paper could be used to develop a sailplane
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competition handicapping formula which would only require a
three-view drawing and basic data on the airfoil, weight and
method of construction.

It should be recognized that unless the theory is sub-
jected to test measurement and correlation, it ceases to
relate to what is happening in the real world. The soaring
community, as a whole, owes a tremendous debt to Paul Bikle

for his meticulous test measurements, without which an ana-

lytical study such as this would have been impossible•
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